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Aher providing
in

a survey of related literature and of Protestant antecedents

Colombia during the

colonial and early national periods, the dissertation

examines the expansion of foreign missions
century.

after

in

Colombia during

The main body of the work describes various aspects

1930, including

societal responses.

life

stages, self-image, construction of

is

evident.

Protestant

life

community, and
to Protestants, a

Protestants suffered greatly during the

nud-centiiry Violence, but not to an unusual extt-ui

I

ol

Although many Colombians reacted adversely

general atmosphere of tolerance

in general.

the early twentieth

in

coiuparison to (Colombians

lowever, the Protestants' oppositional religious identity and their

sense of vulnerability during that period

made

their psychological experience of the

Violence somewhat unusual.

I

hrough the end

of the twentieth century, Protestantism provided an

oppositional space in which

many Colombians found

empowerment and optimism

in

a

sense of security,

the face of tremendous challenges in a violent land.
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INTRODUCI ION

In late 1993,

my

wilc Lucy and

and principal research phase

I

arrived

m

for this dissertation.

Bogota to carry out the second

Within a few days

found myself

I

interviewing Katherine Morgan, aged matriarch of Protestant missionary

Colombia.

Icre,

I

persecution

tliai

I

work

in

thought, was a superb source for information on the

colored

much

of the i'rolesiani experience before 1960.

But Katherine proved very reluctant to dwell on the rough times she had
faced in southwestern Colombia.

Indeed, she emphasized that over time, the

atmosphere of enmity she

found

initially

in the

region of Narino

came

to

be

replaced by one of friendship and flat-out admiration.

The

relationship between history ami redeminion, between remembering

and forgiving, has very much been on

my mind

with Katherine Morgan. And while

have not made

study,

I

have allowed

poignance

in

advancement

The

it

1

since those oral history interviews

this

to wield substantial influence.

conjunction with

a

matter the focus of

The

issue takes

people whose religion centers on

human

via external grace.

story of Protestantism in

most sensational feature of
it

on particular

faith in

Colombia

is

largely

one of struggle

occasionally the struggle to survive. Nevertheless, while persecution

Although

my

the Protestant experience,

it is

—

may be

the

not characteristic of

it.

glares from the nascent historiography, the topic of strife fades in

importance when one looks deeper

— into everyday

life

lived year after year.

The

bulk of historical evidence suggests that most Colombians have been indifferent to

1

the Protestant message. Even during the mid-century Violencia, the
Protestant

community bore

a level of suffering that

tragically typical.

With

this in

mind,

I

—

was

at least in

an exterior sense

—

seek to focus on resilience instead of

pathology, on toleration rather than horrific exceptions. All must be treated, but

the weight of years will hold
In short, conflia

is

its

own

against defining

moments.

not the shaping theme of the history recounted here.

Opposition and separateness, nevertheless, are key components of that

history.

My

interest lies mainly with the effort of Protestant

new way

of

life,

Colombians

to

form

a

separating themselves socially and politically from mainstream society while

remaining attached by economic necessity.

from
graft,

its

I

posit that

Colombian

Protestantism,

beginnings, has been a distinct social construct rather than merely a foreign

and that the movement has had a profound

secularizing and democratizing influence

—

not very powerful

on Colombian

The Historiographical Context

Common

if

—

society.

of the Study

threads in the academic literature on Latin American

Protestantism include, on one hand, the variety of Protestant experience, and on

the other, the consistent provision by Protestantism of an oppositional social space.

This space, be

it

embodied

in the storefront chapel, the

network of

believers, or in

the reputation that an employee creates in the workplace, sets the Colombian
Protestant apart from a society that remains monolithically

Catholic.

It is

a space of action

traditional ethos

and

retreat

and inaction, and

it

—

if

nominally

—

hosts both the practice of anti-

from social change and challenge. Protestants have

2

proven both conservative and

liberal in their political,

economic and

social

attitudes, but their behavior has consistently
possessed high oppositional content.

This study will help to redress an imbalance

in the

study of Latin American

Protestantism; investigators have recently flocked to the topic,
but most focus on
sociological or anthropological aspects of the present or recent
past.' Meanwhile,

the area's Protestant history remains scattered,

A balanced

works.

life.

of

it

languishing in polemical

analysis of Protestant antecedents will help to explain the

present upsurge of Protestant conversion and

and economic

much

Someday,

an in-depth Latin American

after

its

consequences for

enough national Protestant

historical synthesis

enterprising scholars; this dissertation

is

social, political,

histories are written,

can be undertaken by one or more

offered as a building block of that work.

Emilio Willems provided the ground-breaking work on Latin American
Protestantism with his 1967 sociological study. Followers of the

Change and

the Rise of Protestantism in Brazil

New Faith:

and Chile? Willems found

Culture

that

Protestant growth correlated well with the disruption of traditional society, and

with a relatively unfeudal ambience

in certain rural areas.

He

also

found

Protestantism capable of serving as a vehicle for private socioeconomic

advancement. As Latin American society changed, with industrialization playing

a

David Martin, Tongues of Fire: The
Explosion of Protestantism in Latin America (Oxford, UK; Cambridge, Mass., USA:
B. Blackwell, 1990); David StoU, Is Latin American Turning Protestant?: The
'To assess

Politics

this research imbalance, see:

of Evangelical Growth (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1990).

-Emilio Willems, Followers of the

of Protestantism

in Brazil

and

New Faith:

Culture Change

and

the Rise

Chile ([Nashville?]: Vanderbilt Univ. Press, 1967).
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major role

in the process,

many persons found

rewarding ethical structure, a bridge

ic a

new

in Protestanusni a

social context.

comfortable

a.u!

Several years earher

Willenis had produced a much-quoted
si.uenient that has set the tone for
Latin

American Protestant

stud.es:

"The more pronouncedly

inherent value system of a Protestant body
deviates
Latin

American

society, the

more

attractive

it

the internal stn,cture and

[sic]

from those of traditional

has proved to be to the masses."^

At about the time that Willems' volume appeared.
Christian Lahve

produced El refu^io de

las

its

cri

pniay

masas: Estudio sociolo^^ico del protestantismo chilcno

(1968), in which Protestantism was found to provide a haven
from anomie for
those disturbed by wrenching social change.
similarities

between hacienda

life

and Protestant membership help

appeal of this religious option to those

environment.

In tlinr

Indeed, Lalive dM.pinay proposed that

who have

Protestant refuge,

left that

many persons

to explain the

insular rural

indulged

in a "passive

socio-political strike.""

Intrigued by exploding conversion statistics,
field.

Much

of their

work examined

more researchers flocked

the relationship

socioeconomic change, perhaps most famously

in

to the

between Protestantism and

Sheldon Annis'

Hod and

Production in a Guatemalan Town, which compared agricultural and weaving

^Emilio Willems, "Protestantism and Culture (Change
Rclif^ion,

Revolution,

and Reform:

William D'Antonio and Fredrick

New Forces for Change
B. Pike

(New York:

in

and Chile,"
Latin America, ed.
in Brazil

Frederick A. Praeger, 1964),

108.
''Christian Lalive d'F.pinay, El refugio

protestantismo

cbiletio^ trans.

Pacifico, 1968), 180.

de

las

masas: Estudio socioldgico del

Narciso Zamanillo (Santiago de

C-hile: Ixlitorial del

in

patterns in San Antonio Aguas Calientes
across religious

lines.

Annis found that

Protestantism correlated with alienation "from
the traditional economy" and with

commercial motives for

textile production.^

By the end of the 1980s,
extensive syntheses or, at

least,

sufficient studies

had accumulated to support

overviews. Anthropologist David Stoll provided
a

broad contemporary analysis of Protestant growth, depiaing
that

was

in

danger of being used for reactionary purposes by

a

popular movement

religious rightists

from

the United States. Stoll's examination of Protestantism
was mainly political, and
the possible future scenarios he envisioned in light of

new

Protestant strength

included "direa confrontation with the Latin American state"

in a quest for social

transformation; development of an influential middle-sector "evangelical
establishment"; and a failure of evangelicals "to be a major force for social change."
Stoll

saw

the state of Latin American Protestantism as ambiguous,

its

future as

"open-ended."^

Adopting a broader but only

slightly

David Martin placed evangelical growth

more

in the

historical approach, sociologist

context of Latin American

vulnerability to cultural imports during a tardy process of secularization. Yet

^Sheldon Annis,

American

God and Production

Series (Austin: Univ. of

^Stoll, 7s

Texas

in

a Guatemalan Town, Texas Pan

Press, 1987),

140-142.

Latin America Turning Protestant?, 330-331.
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Martin did not describe a model of simple receivership:

in Pentecostalism

he saw a

"potent combination of external influence and radical
local adaptation."^
Jean-Pierre Bastian took an important

—

if

small

—

historiographical step

with his Breve historia del protestantismo en America Latina
(1986).^ In a

foreword, Enrique Dussel pointed out that Bastian's volume
was an
synthesis" of

"working hypotheses"; Dussel estimated that a

"initial

"final synthesis"

would

not appear until "well into the twenty-first century."^
Bastian

saw

his

book

as a history of poor, marginalized people,

and

theoretical foundation included a respect for the plurality of Protestantism

protest function that

it

historia in reality leans

light of disparate

on

Brazil, the

has played in society.

toward

A

his

and the

rather subjective work, Breve

institutional history, and, as

might be expected

in

conversion trends, gives uneven geographical attention, focusing

southern cone, Mexico and Central America. Bastian also provided

important in-depth studies of Mexican Protestants, including Protestantismo y
sociedad en Mexico (1983), which,

among

other conclusions, identified "the rise of

^Martin, Tongues of Fire, 282.
^Jean-Pierre Bastian, Breve historia del protestantismo en America Latina,
Coleccion "Historia Minima" de la Comision de Estudios de la Historia de la
Iglesia

en America Latina (CEHILA), nos. 25-26 (Mexico, D.F.: Casa Unida de

Publicaciones, 1986).
^In Bastian, Breve historia, 6.

6

Protestant sects and, in particular, Pcntecostalism,
as the

which sizeable subordinate rural sectors express

medium of

and

social

choice through

political protest.'"^

By the end of the twentieth century, probably the most thorough

historical

study of Protestantism within a Latin American nation had
been provided by
Virginia Garrard-Burnett in her

1986

Guatemala." Burnett highlighted the

dissertation,

"A History of Protestantism

m

— despite

inability of Protestantism

strenuous proselyting and social-service efforts on the part of foreign
missionaries

—

to attract a substantial following in

nationalistic indigenous churches in the late

Guatemala

1950s and

after.

the supersession of the old Pentecostal-versus-traditional

rift

until the creation of

Burnett also noted
within Protestantism

by the cleavage between indigenous and "traditional missionary" groups. Crises

Guatemala (the 1976 earthquake and growing

civil

violence) created or

accompanied several pressures that spurred Protestant
growth: "social dislocation, urbanization,

breakdown of

traditional lifestyles,

repression.""

In

loss of

economic

in

(especially Pentecostal)

funds and family members, the

recession, and increasing political

Guatemala, much more than

played a clear role

in

the

Colombian

case, violence has

prodding people toward Protestant allegiance.

Colombia, along with almost every other Latin American nation, has

yet to

receive the type of attention that Burnett gave to Guatemala. Several published

'"Jean-Pierre Bastian, Protestantismo y sociedad en

Mexico (Mexico: Casa

Unida de Publicaciones, 1983), 237.
''Virginia Garrard Burnett,

(Ph.D.

diss.,

in

"A History of Protestantism

Tulane University, 1986), 225.
7

in

Guatemala"

histories of missionary experience in

Colombia

exist, together

with a few polemical

or apologetic histories and highly focused
monographs; but the type of historical
synthesis proposed here

is

a

first.

Straightforward narratives of missionary and early
congregational

experiences include Alexander M. Allan's tiny Recuerdos

Chapman's With

the Bible

among

the

Andes

(ca.

description of Protestant progress in Colombia

(ca.

1945) and Charles

1946).'- Ironically, the

first

P.

broad

came from Eugenio Restrepo Uribe,

a Catholic theology student at the Universidad Pontificia
Javeriana of Bogota.

Introducing El protestantismo en Colombia

(ca.

1

Dean of

943), the

Faculty saw cause to rejoice in the fact that "one of the

first

students should be an anguished cry of alarm in defense of

the Theology

theses of [the Faculty's]

Colombian Catholicism,

presently threatened by sinister foreign propaganda.'"^

Notl ong

after,

persecution of Protestants during the Violence prompted the

interdenominational Evangelical Confederation of Colombia

CEDECOL)
atrocities

materia!

to produce a series of "Bulletins" that

(CEDEC,

documented anti-Protestant

and received wide distribution outside of Colombia.

would

later

''Alexander

appear

M.

in a

1968 study by James

Much

of this

E. Goff, a central figure in

Allan, Recuerdos: El protestantismo en Colombia,

(Medelh'n: Tipografi'a Union,

[ca.

1945]); C. B.

Chapman, With the

the Andes (Kansas City, Missouri: Gospel Missionary Union,

'''Juan

later

M. Restrepo

[ca.

Bible

1910-45

among

1946]).

Jaramillo, introduction to El protestantismo en

Colombia, by Eugenio Restrepo Uribe (Bogota:
1944]), 9.
8

Editorial

Lumen

Christi, lea.

^

the Confederation

-

In a research counter-attack,
the Jesuit Eduardo Ospina wrote

Las sectas protestantes en Colombta,
which quickly appeared
as

The Protestant Denomtnations

in

Colombia (1954)

in

EngHsh translation

- a reflection of Colombian

concern for the national image abroad.'^

Meanwhile,

work

in

in a centennial celebration of the
initiation of formal missionary

Colombia, Francisco Ordonez presented Historia
del cristiamsmo

evangelico en Colombia (1956), which reviewed
various dates, names, and events of
local Protestant history, collated in chapters

by denomination or mission group.'^

After this burst of mid-century activity,

little

Jeanne Burford de Buchanan provided an extensive

— study with the 1995 publication of La
historia.^

In the

historical

work followed

until

— though somewhat apologetic

Iglesia Evangelica en

meantime, various students provided

Colombia: Una

sociological

and

anthropological insights.

'"James E. Goff, The Persecution of Protestant Christians in Colombia,
1948-195 8, with an Investigation of Its Background and Causes, Sondeos, no. 23
(Cuernavaca: CIDEC, 1968).

'^Eduardo Ospina, The Protestant Denominations in Colombia: A Historical
Sketch with a Particular Study of the So Called "Religious Persecution" (Bogota:
National Press, 1954). Ospina reiterated many of his main points in a relatively
small

volume toward the end of the Violence: Persecucionf

reflexiones sobre la

Smtesis de hechos y
llamada "persecucion contra los protestantes en Colombia"

(Bogota: Editorial Pax,
'^Francisco

fca.

.

.

.

1959J).

Ord6nez, Historia del cristianismo evangelico en Colombia

(Cali:

La Alianza Cristiana y Misionera, 1956).
'^Juana B. de

Bucana (Jeanne Burford de Buchanan), La

iglesia

evangelica en

Colombia: Una historia (Santafe de Bogota: Asociacion Pro-Cruzada Mundial

[WEC

International], 1995).

9

Studying Pcntecostals

in

the Cauca Valley of southwestern
Colombia during

the 1960s, sociologist Cornelia Butler Flora found
no solid evidence of

extraordinary economic advancement among adherents,
but did discover plenty of
solidarity that served political ends."*

More

recently, in a theological study

focusing on Medellin and Bogota, William Philip Thornton
found substantial
solidarity

among

Protestants despite their diversity.

involved socioeconomic

however impermanent

liability as

well as benefits.

Protestant allegiance

may be

He

also

found that conversion

Thornton concluded
in

some

cases, the

that

movement

is

nevertheless transforming portions of Colombian society, providing a
one-way

door out of

Catholicism.'"

Also targeting Bogota, Karl-Wilhelm Wcstmeier described conversion as a

dramatic transformation of an individual's perception of
Bogota, he noted, has

built

on traditional culture

(e.g.,

society.

Protestantism in

the significance of the Bible

to Colombians, popular mystical piety, the significance of healers and healing).

While somewhat

strained in this regard, Westmeier's analysis

is

nevertheless

provocative. Echoing Lalive D'Epinay, he interprets the "enthusiastic Protestant

congregation"

as a

replacement for the "community

left

behind

in

the country";

Protestantism provides an "adjustment mechanism for urban family

'^Cornelia Butler Flora, "Mobilizing the Masses:

life."

The Sacred and

the Secular

Colombia" (Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1970), later published in revised
form as Pentecostalism in Colombia: Baptism by Fire and Spirit (Cranbury, N.J.:
in

Associated University Presses, 1976).
'"William Philip Thornton, "Protestantism

—

Profile

and Process:

Study in Religious Change from Colombia, South America" (Ph.D.
Methodist Univ, 1981).
10

diss.,

A Case
Southern

Westmeier

also

draws attention to the ongoing Pentecostalization
of

Colombian Protestantism,

a process

underway since

traditional

at least the late 1960s.'°

Far to the northeast, in the village of El Cocuy
(Boyaca), Elizabeth Brusco

judged evangelicalism to have successfully provided
practical and strategic benefits
to

women,

largely

through the reformation of the

men

in their lives.

simply practical but also strategic," writes Brusco,
"in that
redress for gender inequalities.

transformation of male

That

as well as

it

accomplishes

female roles

is

this

is

not

challenges and seeks

through the

the key to

At the close of the century, Rebecca Pierce

it

"It

Bomann

its

effectiveness

"^^

provided a leavening

contribution to the field in her sociological study of Pentecostals in the
brutal

context of a peripheral barrio of Bogota.
believers' "prayers, songs, testimonies,

Bomann

and

presses

home

the point that

daily behavior display a sincere

devotion that cannot be explained simply by a calculation of costs and benefits."

These are not "puppets

in a

great macrostructural drama," but persons of

'°Karl-Wilhelm Westmeier, "The Enthusiastic Protestants of Bogota,

Colombia: Reflections on the Growth of a Movement," International Review of
Mission 75, no. 297 (Jan. 1986): 13-24. See also the parent study, Karl-Wilhelm
Westmeier, Reconciling Heaven and Earth: The Transcendental Enthusiasm of an
Urban and Protestant Community, Bogota, Colombia, Studies in the Intercultural
History of Christianity, vol. 41 (Bern: Peter Lang Publishers, 1986).

"The Household Basis of Evangelical Religion and
the Reformation of Machismo in Colombia" (Ph.D. diss.. City Univ. of New York,
1986), 230. Brusco's dissertation was later published in revised form as The
Reformation of Machismo: Evangelical Conversion and Gender in Colombia
(Austin: Univ. of Texas Press, 1995). See other works by Brusco along these lines
"'Elizabeth Ellen Brusco,

in the bibliography.
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extraordinarily

who

orientation

spiriliial

have nninc iscd ihcniselvcs

in a religious

passion.

Like lirusco aiul liomann,

interprelanon of
Willenis and

I.

I.

I

fitui

ikmIk

t

Wclx

ilic

iian nor Marxist

aim Anicrican conversion (represented

ai

least ohli(|ueIy

by

DM'pinay, respectively) to he satisfactory. The very variety of

alive

Protestant behavior ar^;nes aj^ainsi the iinposiiion of a rigid theoretical template,

and
all

I

many

recogni/e that lor

other interests.

(

)n the

people, enthusiasm lor ihmgs spiritual can override

spectrum ol tradiiional theory,

the Weherinn, mode rni/ationist pole.

matters, either as causes or effects.

I

Yet

I

am

significant impac

i,

lai>;ely

fundamental matter of

day

by

how

ii|),

do not expect

and

desij;n.

this

is

a|)pr()ach

lies

neaiesi

not preoccupied by structural

Protestants to attempt to

iranslorm society mainly lhiouj;h pohiual auion. Society

iranslormed liom the };round

my

how

Suffusing

is

most elleclively

Proiesiantism has

all

made

lis

stnictiiml considerations

mosi

is

the

and identity operate within the day-tO-

religious fervor

lives ol individuals.

I

Colombia

he

(

Colombian (.ontext

the most perplexinj; of

is

all

Latin Amerii an nations, so rich in

democratic tradition and varied natural resources,
warlare and other

northwest corner

pitlalls to

o( the

yet

so bedeviled by internecine

socioccononuc developmeiu. Perched

m

the

South American continent and uossed by three arms

Vculn osdil
^^Kebecca Pierce Komami, Faith ifi the Harrtos: Ihr
S 1.
X")')')).
lU)}^i)tLi (P»oulder: Lynne Kienner Publishers,
I
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Vin>t

///

ol the

Andes,

it is

a corrugated land of patrias chicas,
or

powerful sense of

local identity.^^

Woven

layer of political identity that often has
strategies of

"little

fatherlands," each with a

across this regionalized landscape

had

as

much

do with genealogy

to

as

is

a

with

power. The Conservative and Liberal parties have pursued
an often

brutal competition since almost the beginning of the
nation's political

life,

pitting

socioeconomically similar groups against each other, largely over the
question of
clerical influence in civil

the national

norm

government. Political

in the last half of the

matters preeminent

in the struggle.

political uneasiness

underscored by

fragility

punctuated by

civil

war was

nineteenth century, with civil-religious

In the last half of the twentieth century,

civil

conflia has been the national norm, with

matters of political access and economic distribution supplanting the religious
question."''

Culturally and intellectually, the nation

America, with roots as well

is

among

Andean,

in the idiosyncrasies of the

and Amazonian macro-regions. But Colombia

also

ideological orbit of the United States of America.

northward with a mixture of

fear,

lies

It is

the most Hispanic in

Pacific,

Caribbean

firmly within the

easy for Colombians to look

longing and frustration. Mexico excepted, no

"^These geographical sub-units do not necessarily coincide with
administrative units. Over the years, the largest administrative subdivisions have

been termed states, departments, intendencies,
and nature of the unit.
"''For

and

etc.,

an analysis of the power of ideology

for a vivid description of the nation's

in

depending on the time period

twentieth-century Colombia

march toward modernity

— see Carlos

Uribe Cells, La mentalidad del colombiano: Cultura y sociedad en el siglo XX
(Santafe de Bogota: Ediciones Alborada and Editorial Nueva America, 1992).
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—

other nation
the loss of

in

the hemisphere has endured a "gringo" amputation so traumatic
as

Panama

in 1903. Yet

economic

reality

compels Colombian officialdom

to please the Colossus of the North, and internal military reality has

underpin

this

to firmly

dependence.

The United
historically

come

States receives extensive coverage in the Bogota press, but

Colombia has preferred

to look further afield,

namely to southern

Europe, for cultural inspiration. Although principally mestizo, the Colombian
population contains a very large white component that seems determined to remain
as

European

as possible.

France has served as a powerful

spoken Spanish of highland Colombia
of

all

European influences

in the western

is

is

that of the

famed for

Roman

its

literary influence,

purity.

But most important

No

Catholic Church.

hemisphere has maintained such close

in the

world that has an agreement

the story of Colombians

single

in

most cohesive

who

other nation

relations with the Vatican for

so long, nor hosted such strong linkages between Catholicism and

government. Brusco pointed out

and the

civil

1986 that "Colombia remains the only country
in force

with the Vatican.""^

What

follows

chose to become Protestants, thereby bucking the

social force in the nation

The Nature
This study will not focus on

— CathoHcism.

of the Study

institutional history.

Nor

will

it

closely treat

the unique trajectory of the Colombian islands of San Andres and Providencia

longtime bastions of Protestantism

-^Brusco

is

"The Household

in the

Caribbean

— or the development and

Basis of Evangelical Religion," 34.
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—

influence of Protestant missions
tangential to the experience

and deserve separate

society

raise.

I

and

among indigenous

effect of Protestantism in

studies that focus

have chosen to concentrate

denominations and missions

peoples.^^

(e.g.,

my

on

attention

(e.g.,

United Pentecostal Church (which, due to
arm's length by mainstream groups).

the special questions that they

on

traditional Protestant

I

its

the Assemblies of God), and the large
unitarian doctrine, has been treated at

emphasize commonalities

denominations rather than differences, although the study
fit

among

will generally sidestep

into the historical Protestant stream, namely:

Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses

Saints

mainstream Colombian

Presbyterians, Baptists, the Gospel Missionary

Union), mainstream Pentecostal groups

groups that do not

These matters are

Seventh-Day

and The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

(Mormons). Of these three groups, the Adventists have been most accepted

by mainstream Colombian Protestantism; they are a very large group and suffered
terribly

during the Violence, and appear occasionally

As a further point of
evangelical"

mean

clarification,

I

in this study.

should note that the terms "gospel" and

various things to various people. Protestants use the term

gospel" to denote their interpretation of the religious paradigm promulgated by
Jesus Christ,

and they use the term "evangelical" to denote themselves

singularly correct interpreters

and acceptors of that paradigm

calling themselves cristianos in a rather exclusionary way).

I

(to

as the

the point of

don't agree with these

"^For a historical treatment of these two islands and their religious

background, see James J. Parsons, San Andres y Providencia: Una geografta historica
de las islas colombianas del Caribe, trans. Marco F. Archbold Britton, 3rd ed.
(Bogota: El Ancora Editores, 1985).
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definitions, but

I

generally use the terms in this study as
they

would be used from

the Protestant point of view.

I

have adopted a chronological approach to the subject
matter, beginning

with a chapter on colonial antecedents and approximately
the
national

In these early years

life.

that has colored Protestant

a

welcome concept

was one of the

in

least

life

in

Colombian

I

find foundations for the

first

century of

profound separateness

Colombia. Traditionally, pluralism has not been
political or religious

life.

While Protestantism

concerns of the Conservative-Liberal struggle over the

church-state question, Protestant identity has been molded by the fierceness
of that
struggle.

Entering the main body of the dissertation,

I

examine the expansion of

foreign missions that occurred during the early twentieth century.
personalities of the missionaries

heeded their

call

who came

to

The

Colombia and of the people who

provided ingredients for a new subculture. Chapters

Two

through Five chronicle the growth of the Protestant community from 1930 through
the end of the twentieth century and

its

transformation from a religious ghetto into

an integral part of a largely secularized, atomized, increasingly democratic

Colombia.

The
religion

A

short set of conclusions follow in Chapter Six.

study

is

highly relevant, for in no other Latin American country has

borne such weight

in national

and personal

identity.

Approached from the

grassroots, the Protestant experience sheds light on the overall transformation of

Colombian

society

and the source of those changes. The model that emerges

16

is

one

of very significant and persistent
top-down influence on societal behavior,
increasingly leavened by the force
of individual and household agency.
I

have tried to avoid either shoehorning
Colombian Protestantism into a

restrictive psychological template or
inflating its

force.

The most profound

value of this study, from

celebration of individual freedom of choice
that provide

windows on

importance

lives that

and

as a

my

as a macro-historical

perspeaive,

is

as a

sampling of scattered records

would otherwise be almost

fully missing

from

written history.

My sources

reflect a vigorous search that

took

me from Bogota

to Ibague,

Palmira, Call, Cartagena, Barranquilla, Bucaramanga and
Tunja. Sizeable in-

country archives of primary sources are close to non-existent for

this topic, so the

Protestant and Catholic press provided invaluable records of letters,
speeches,

conference documents and other items that probably ceased to exist decades ago.

Over the course of two

visits to

Colombia

that of the Evangelical Confederation of

may

still

I

found the most important archive

Colombia

— in three different

be without a permanent home. Termites preceded

me

in

my

—

sites; it

visit

to the

archive of the Archdiocese of Cartagena, and an overenthusiastic housekeeping nun

had long before reduced the periodical collection of the Archdiocese of Ibague to a
sorry remnant. But

all in all,

the search for sources

in regard to oral history interviews.

was downright

fun, especially

While sometimes they started uncomfortably,

the interviews almost always developed into

17

warm and

enthusiastic recountings.

Though

rarely cited in the text, they

have provided invaluable background

for this

story.

The reader

is

encouraged to read the introduction

proceeding to the main body of the dissertation. This

some of the

The

idiosyncracies of the sources and

research process

thereof. As a

member

of

status as a

became

I

will assist in

understanding

citation of them.

a lesson in prejudice and the absence

The Church of Jesus

therefore a non-Protestant,

members of

itself

my

to the bibliography before

Christ of Latter-day Saints and

found myself looked on with suspicion by some

the Protestant communit)', while kindly embraced by others.

North American Fulbright scholar

affiliated

My

with the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst appeared to open doors that perhaps were not accessible
to

my Colombian

colleagues

who were

involved in similar lines of research. While

they cannot be discussed at length here, these sobering
of the topic at hand.
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realities are

part and parcel

CllAI'ILR

an

i

oi

i:c;i.1)i:nts

1

modern protestantism

in

coi ombia

1619-19^0

grown more slowly

Protesrnnrism has
Latin American nation.

that

nowhere

We

else in the

in Colonihi;!

can begin to understand

this

than in almost any other

phenomenon

by noting

western hemisphere has the Clathoiic Church more

successlully exercised political

power

at

the national level.'

As

in all

of Spanish

America, representatives of the church accompanied the conquistadors

who

subjugated native populations and established early settlements in the territory
that

comprises modern Colombia. Founded

Chibcha Indians,

and
I

.

later that of the

inked

civil

Santaf(^

in

and

at

one of the ancient governing

de Bogota became the seat of an archbishopric

Viceroyalry of

New Cranada

the pursuit of social continuity

religious authorities at Santafe

in

of the

1563,

(17 7-1723, 1739-1810).
1

— and linked

governed

sites

a

partly

by identity

— the

realm stretching from the

isthmus of Panama to the equator and upper Orinoco River. Catholic mission
orders labored

at the fringe

administrative centers.

of Spanish control, and convents proliferated in

When

the wars of independence broke out,

churchmen

'For a brief but valuable survey of the trajectory and influence of the
Catholic (Church in Colombia, see Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the

Colombian Catholic Church," The Americas 30,
19

no. 2 (Oct. 1973): 229-2.S0.

fought on both sides of the conflict,
demonstrating through their spectrum of
sentiment

how

thoroughly CathoHcism permeated

However numerous

they once

may have

New

Granadan

been, the Chibcha almost entirelv

vanished or assimilated into the Spanish-mestizo
population,
strong indigenous stamp

— including profound

society.^

failing to leave the

religious syncretism

— that marked

Mexico, Guatemala, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. By the close
of the colonial
period, highland

New Granada

contained a principally mestizo society^ with strong

Catholic loyalties. At the pinnacle of

power stood

the Creoles

who

engineered

independence and championed the preservation of Catholicism along the way.
The
entire country

was

relatively poor,

its

economic foundations

combination of large and tiny landholdings.

between large landowners and Catholic
structure.

The

A traditional

resting

on

a

symbiosis persisted

priests as joint guardians of the social

country's wrinkled geography offered

many

pockets where

insularitv thrived.

"Works

been consulted for historical background for this chapter
include Charles Bergquist, Labor in Latin America: Comparative Essays on Chile,
Argentina, Venezuela, and Colombia (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1986); David
Bushnell, The Making of Modem Colombia: A Nation in Spite of Itself (Berkeley:
Univ. of California Press, 1993); David Bushnell and Neill Macaulay, The
Emergence of Latin America in the Nineteenth Century (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1988); William M. Gibson, The Constitutions of Colombia (Durham, N.C.:
Duke Univ. Press, 1948); Jesus Man'a Henao and Gerardo Arrubla, History of
Colombia, trans, and ed. J. Fred Rippy (New York: Greenwood Press, 1969);
Hubert Herring, A History of Latin America from Beginnings to the Present, 3rd ed.
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968); and Javier Ocampo Lopez, Historia Bdsica de
Colombia, Seleccion Cultura Colombiana (Bogota: Plaza & Janes, 1984).
that have

^Bergquist, Labor, 285.

The

country's coasts became heavily Africanized at

an early date, but the main mass of population lived

20

in the highlands.

Protestantism did not play a major role in
in the church-state struggles that the

New Granadan

colonial

life

nor

young nation experienced during the

nineteenth century. Before the 1920s, the Protestant
population of the area was

minuscule. Substantial growth would have to await the
stabilization of political
conflict, the coffee-driven

economic boom, and

incipient societal secularization

that arrived in the early twentieth century. This chapter
reviews
significant historical features of the Protestant experience in

some of the most

Colombia up

to that

point, highlights the developmental limitations imposed on Protestantism
by the
political

and

religious forces that

surrounded

it,

and explores the oppositional

roots of the Protestant identity that began to spread more vigorously across the

country

in the

1930s and beyond.

Colonial Antecedents

Colombia

inherited from

its

colonial experience a distrust and disdain for

things Protestant. Spain transmitted

Atlantic.

The crusade

by savage European

Geography

its

hatred for the Reformation across the

against heresy bore racial

religious

and

nationalist tones, heightened

wars and foreign incursions on Spain's colonial

set the stage for occasional but

dramatic contact between Protestants

and the colonial inhabitants

of present-day Colombia, then

Granada.

Caribbean

In mid- 1630, the

turf.''

fortress city of

known

as

New

Cartagena sent an expedition

against a transitory settlement of Puritans on the island of San Andres, off the

"See Pablo Deiros, La historia del cristianismo en America Latina (Miami

Logoi,

[ca.

1986]), 204.
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Nicaraguan

new

The

coast.

erstwhile residents,

land, had spent only a short time

wandermgs. So

it

who

left

Bermuda

in

1627

on San Andres before resuming

in search of

their

was that the Spanish punitive expedition found
"only two

the remains of a stand of tobacco, and one
French shoe."
Puritans and Dutch pirates on nearby Providencia
were
being, but the next

two

centuries

would bring

history to the island specks.' Ultimately
territories exerted very little influence

left

of mismatched

alone for the time

a colorful religious

more

on the

A group

huts,

and

military

Protestant than Catholic, these

distant

New

Granadan mainland.

At the close of the seventeenth century, an expedition from
Cartagena
attacked William Patterson's colony in Darien (which according
to shipping records

had received more English Bibles than there were people to read them). The
colony, which had been established by "The

Company

of Scotland Trading to

Africa and the Indies" for purposes of trans-isthmian trade,

many

as

1200 persons

in

1698. But

may have

included as

experienced great difficulty even without

it

Spanish hostility, and by the year 1700

it

was gone.^

'Loren C. Turnage, Island Heritage:

A

View of the History of San
Andres and Providencia (Cali: Historical Commission of the Colombia Baptist
Mission, 1975), 10. For more information on the short-lived Puritan colony on
Providencia, see Karen Ordahl Kupperman's thorough Providence Island,
1630-1641: The Other Puritan Colony (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1993).
Baptist

^John Sinclair, "El protestantismo en Colombia y Venezuela (1492-1810)"
in Historia general de la Iglesia en America Latina, gen. coord., Enrique Dussel, vol.
7, Colombia y Venezuela, coord, of Colombia-Venezuela area, Rodolfo Ramon de
Roux, 243-45, El Peso de los Dias, no. 17 (Salamanca: Ediciones Si'gueme [for the

Comision de Estudios de Historia de

la Iglesia

1981), 243.
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en America Latina (CEHILA)],

In Cartagena, the regional headquarters
of the Inquisition (established in

1610) took action against Protestants. Most of the Protestants

tried

Inquisition in Cartagena (less than one hundred
over the course of

seem to have been foreign

sailors, several

executed via the Inquisition
suspects tried), only five

tobacco agent arrested
years

still

them

in colonial Latin

met

in

of

jailed in

refused to change his religious ways.

calmly, attraaing a large
to be burned alive.

crowd with

Generations

on 30 May 1688: a mulatto
700-page heretical

the

Adam Edon,

Cartagena

He

centuries)

27 Protestants

in

an English

1619, and after two

reportedly accepted death

his status as the first

later, a

two

America (out of roughly 360 such

their fate in Cartagena.

Cumana, was

Of

privateers.

by the

man

in the city's history

hapless foursome would meet a similar fate

native of Caracas; a desert hermit

treatise; a Franciscan priest

who

who had

written a

spent nearly twenty years in

prison awaiting a verdict; and a Spaniard whose even longer imprisonment had

apparently driven him raving mad. According to the
these

men

languishing, three of them seemed

more

new

inquisitor

— that

visiting strangers

autos-da-fe they had witnessed.

The event

found

strayed than Luther himself.

Their execution formed part of a spectacle so "perfect and grand"
yet another inquisitor

who

found

it

—

in the

view of

more impressive than other

cost sixteen thousand pesos.''

'Gonzalo Baez Camargo, Protestantes enjuiciados por la Inquisicion en
Iberoamerica, Coleccion "Documentos," no. 4 (Mexico: Casa Unida de
Publicaciones, [ca. I960]), 75-76, 79-81, 85-86, 88. For more details on dealings
with Protestants by the Inquisition at Cartagena, see Anna Man'a Splendiani, "Los
protestantes y la Inquisicion," Anuario Colombiano de Historia Social y de la
Cultura 23 (1996): 5-31 and Fermina Alvarez Alonso, "Herejes ante la Inquisicion

de Cartagena de Indias," Reuista de

la

Inquisicion 6 (1997):

239-259.

Darien hosted another foreign settlement before the
colonial period closed,
this

time under the sponsorship of

New Granada

Archbishop-Viceroy Antonio

Caballero y Gongora. Fifteen hundred North Americans
Protestants and Catholics

Spanish regional control
influence."

Some

— arrived

in

— apparently

a

mix of

about 1785, supposedly to strengthen

in the face of "hostile natives"

and "clandestine English

of the men, Protestants included, even served in the Auxiliary

Regiment of Santafe de Bogota, despite a regulation requirmg that royal

soldiers be

Catholic. Caballero y Gongora's successor, Francisco Gil
y Lemos, put an end to

Darien venture; the colonists

this irregular

soldiers possibly

There

among

virtually

is

no evidence of Protestant missionary
period.''

How

incidents have affeaed the attitudes of

general impact.

Philadelphia, the Protestant

them.*

America during the colonial

little

left for

The

literate elite

activity in Latin

much, then, might these

New

Granadan

may have

citizens.^*

colorful

They probably had

read occasionally in the press

about altercations involving Protestants, but the great majority of the populace

would hear
through

enemy,

—

most

— only vague rumors or attacks from the

pulpit. Yet

if

only

even rare conflict bolstered the view that Protestantism was an

lore,

that

at

it

was foreign and dangerous. The definition of Protestantism was

probably clear to only a few people, and the idea of becoming a Protestant crossed

almost no one's mind. From top to bottom, Colombian society saw Catholicism

as

Kuethe, "Un interesante caso de tolerancia religiosa en la epoca
colonial," Boletm de Historia y Antiguedades 53, nos. 615-617 (1966): 153-156.
^Allan

J.

^Deiros,

La

historia, 169.
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"a profound and cherished

reality.

and upHft, of consolation and

The

The Church was

the center of

of education

art,

recreation."^°

colonial religious legacy most relevant to this
study has nothing to

do

with Protestantism, but rather with the power of the
Catholic Church. The three

— Mexico, Lima, Santafe de Bogota —

oldest viceregal seats in Spanish America

would remain

bastions of Catholic strength for years to come. As
John Lynch has

observed, "where the Church was large,

Colombia), the church-state
the settlement

more

decisive,

in clergy

and resources"

would probably prove

conflict

one way or the

other."^^

"bitter

In the

Mexico,

(e.g.,

and

violent,

Colombian

and

case, the

long struggle of the nineteenth century would turn out favorably for the church.

Protestantism

in

the Early National Period,

1819-1837
Freed from Spanish rule by Simon Bolivar's victory
1819), the

new Republic

— lurched ahead

eventually "Colombia"
the independence

of Gran Colombia

movement

—

later

in

Boyaca

name

in its political evolution.

of Deity, as

August

"Nueva Granada" and

did not include anti-Catholicism.^'

of 1811 and 1821 invoked the

(7

The program

The

would each new

of

constitutions

constitution

^°James Magner, "The Catholic Church in Colombia," Catholic Historical

Review 24 (1940): 201.

"The Catholic Church in Latin America, 1830-1930," m
Latin America: Economy and Society, 1870- 1930, ed. Leslie Bethell (Cambridge:
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1989), 337.^
''John Lynch,

'-Magner, "The Catholic Church," 202-204.
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before 1863.^' However, the formal relationship of the
young republic with the
Catholic

Church proved

patronage rights,

also

be

first in

establish later a

(ISSS).'"*

power

at

was

Although

also the "first

wrangled with the Vatican over

it

Spanish-American republic to be recognized

by the Holy See" (1835). Colombia ("Nueva Granada" at the time)

politically

would

it

erratic.

Latin America to separate church and state (1853), only to

concordat that the Vatican considered to be a perfect model

Through

all

the stormy formalities, the church retained formidable

the local level, and until 1849

it

enjoyed great and uninterrupted

influence at the national level.

The

liberal Francisco

Bolivar's absence

de Paula Santander,

(1821-1827) and

Nueva Granada (1832-1837),

set

who

as president in his

served as acting president in

own

right in

an example of moderation

church, showing a willingness to invite

new

independent

in relations

ideas into the nation's press

with the

and

educational system while also reassuring the church of his personal loyalty. In this
sense he was

and

much

like Bolivar.

their respective followers

than of divergent

The antipathy

was more

that

a matter of centralism versus federalism

religiosities.

In this early period. Protestantism played

national

life.

To

grew up between the two men

an occasional symbolic role

in

begin with, Colombia's independent status, or at least the timing

^^Gibson, Constitutions of Colombia.

'^J.

Lloyd Mecham, Church and State

in

Latin America:

Politico-Ecclesiastical Relations, rev. ed. (Chapel Hill: Univ. of

117-118, 122, 125-26.
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A

History of

N.C.

Press, 1966),

of

it,

owed much

to the

commercial and

had driven between Spain and

its

colonies,

and swords of the Protestants belonging
the

wedge and the

political

and

wedge

in a

that Protestant

more palpable

to the British Legion.

soldierly camaraderie touched mainly the

more than the common

folk, already

England

sense, to the fire

Of course, both

Colombian

had the opportunity to dabble

elite,

who,

in things

intellectually heretical.

Perhaps the most significant Protestant contribution to the consolidation of

Colombian statehood

lay

hidden

in the constitutional foundations of the

new

government. In the mid-twentieth century, president-to-be Alfonso Lopez
Michelsen would survey Colombia's constitutional wreckage and see not competing

models of
the

rule,

but a continuum of imported Protestant principles that began with

Cundinamarca Constitution of 1811.^^

The Colombian

Bible Society, formed in 1825 under the tutelage of

colporteur-educator James Thomson,
willingness of

Staffed with

some

some

elites to stretch

is

one of the

clearest

symbols of the

the bounds of social and religious convention.

of the highest officials of Santander's regime, the Society

may

\

^^Sinclair, "El

protestantismo

.

.

.

1492-1810," 501.

'^Alfonso Lopez Michelsen, La estirpe calvinista de nuestras instituciones
poUticas, El Dedo en la Herida, no. 2, Poh'tica (Bogota: Ediciones Tercer Mundo,

1966), 40-41. In his prologue to Lopez's essay, Monsignor Carlos Jose Romero
summarizes Colombia's foreign guiding influences: the French Revolution and

Rousseau, the Constitution of the United
Frenchl jurists and economists"

States,

(p. 17).
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and "English Protestant [and

have distributed 10,000
Bibles widely available

Protestant."^^

An

New Testaments

fit

during

its

brief existence.^'

Making

well the liberal view of scripture, an attitude "essentially

article in El Constitucional (31

Mar. 1825)

tried to nip incipient

criticism in the bud:

The opposition which has been made

to this beneficent Institution by

sinister interpretations of

not to be wondered

is,

its

object,

is

at.

.

.

however, strange that any public writer should have said that

.

it

would be better to print two millions of copies of the Catechism,
only book of instruction afforded to the people by our old
oppressors,) than to print and circulate the Holy Bible.
The
.

exclusive object of the Bible Society ...

is,

to facilitate to

Colombians the reading of the divine word.
forth opposition

—

if

this object

is

...

If this

.

It

(the

.

all

plan draw

capable of producing bitter and

extemporaneous censures, then we will be under the necessity of
classing the people of Colombia with the most uncivilized people of
the world.

Foreign minister Pedro Gual served as the group's president. Charles Cochrane,

who was

visiting

Colombia

to explore

described him as a well-traveled
his "native land,

its

man

commercial opportunities, met Gual and

with fluent English and an understanding of

resources, and the

means by which

it

may be improved, and

^^Deiros, H/sion^z, 179.

'^David Bushnell, The Santander Regime in Gran Colombia, Univ. of

Delaware Monograph

Series, no. 5

(Newark: Univ. of Delaware Press, 1954), 207.

31 Mar. 1825, quoted in James Thomson,
Letters on the Moral and Religious State of South America, Written During a
Residence of Nearly Seven Years in Buenos Aires, Chile, Peru, and Colombia
(London: James Nisbet, 1827), 262-63.
^^El Constitucional (Bogota),
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rendered prosperous.

Gual and

his Bible Society associates

must have

considered their organization to be a natural accoutrement
for a society on the
threshold of nioderni/ation.

warmng

to the Vatican not lo take

recognition of the

li

Government approval

new

Colombian

of the Society also served as a

lovalt^ for granted

nation not prove forthcoming.-'

did not take long before the Society caught clerical

partially clerical

should papal

flak,

membership.-- By the tune Luke Matthews, the

agent specifically assigned to Colombia, appeared

in

Bogota

in

had vanished. Discouraged bv the dim distribution prospects

despite

first

its

British Bible

1828, the Society

in

Bogota,

Mauhews

Cochrane, /o//m^j/ of a Residence and Travels in Colombia,
the Years 1823 and 1824^ 2 vols. (London: printed for Henry Colburn,

"'^Charles Stuart
Diirint^

New

1825; reprint.

'John
las

York:

AMS

Press, 1971), vol. 1, 1-2; vol. 2, 94.'

en Colombia y Venezuela en la epoca de
Historia general de la Iglesia en America Latina, gen.

Sinclair, "El protestantismo

nuevas repiiblicas,"

in

coord. Enrique Dussel, vol. 7, Colombia y Venezuela, coord, of ColombiaVenezuela area, Rodolfo Ramon de Roux, 501-513, El Peso de los Di'as, no. 17

(Salamanca: Ediciones Si'gueme [for the Comision de Estudios de Historia de
Iglesia

en America Latina (CEHILA)], 1981), 502.
"Bushnell, Santander Regime, 208, 245-246.
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la

took passage north toward the

Colombia would not have

its

coast,

own

James Thomson had been

American journey. He was
Lancaster

(a

and along the way he vanished

Bible society again until the twentieth century.^^

distributing

also a

as well.-'

more than

Bibles during his South

promoter of the educational model of Joseph

Quaker), wherein student tutors passed knowledge to their peers and

Bible reading served as part of the curriculum.

Under Santander's

method came

never dominated the schools. As

early as

is

into use in Colombia, although

November 1824, Thomson

it

could write that the "Colombian Government

taking active measures to extend education over

America," and that
time.-^

direction, the

a Lancastrian school

all

their share of

had been operating

South

Bogota for some

in

Wrote Cochrane:

They have

established [in Bogota] a Lancastrian school

liberal principles, for

which the

on the most

natives are principally indebted to

the praiseworthy exertions of the Vice-President, General Santander,

through whose strenuous endeavours to put

-^Sinclair, "El

protestantismo

.

.

,

in force the

commands

nuevas repiiblicas," 502. During the

national period, Santafe de Bogota came to be

known

simply as "Bogota";

I

have

chosen to refer to the capital city by this name through most of the study, although
its old name was restored by the constitutional convention of 1991.
-'^Deiros, Historia,

Manuel Groot

178. In his voluminous history of the young nation, Jose

includes opprobrious

Society: Historia Eclesidstica y Civil

Gran Colombia, 1819-1830

comments on the early Colombian Bible
de la Nueva Granada, vol. 3, Historia de la

(n.p.: n.p., n.d.; reprint, Caracas:

Cooperativa de

Artes Graficas, 1941), 342-351.

-^J.

(James)

Thomson, Quito,

and Foreign School Society.^),
and Foreign School Society, Report

(to British

(London?), 19 Nov. 1824, quoted in British
May, 1825 (London, 1825), 123-124, quoted

in turn

by Carl

.

.

.

F. Kaestle, ed.,

Joseph Lancaster and the Monitorial School Movement: A Documentary History,
Classics in Education, no. 47 (New York: Teachers College Press [Columbia Univ.],
1973), 146-47.
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of congress these schools have been established not
only in the
capital, but in the most remote villages of the
republic.^^

By 1834, 116 Lancastrian schools dotted the landscape, outnumbered
by 614

A

traditional schools.'"

few years

later,

John Steuart,

a visiting businessman,

noted

education's slow progress; he lauded, however, "the keeping of such
schools as are

now

formed, outside of the convent walls, and beyond the domination of the

priesthood."'^

This degree of achievement was illusory or at
Lancastrian system lost

resisting

its

Jeremy Bentham's materialist
to a sliver.

scale of utility

Seen

Cochrane, /oMrw^z/,

vol. 2,

in

especially in provincial areas.

— another of Santander's imports —

as a threat to the

having been banished by Bolivar during

""Sinclair, "El

The

potency through neglect,^^ and the church succeeded

government encroachment on education,

was whittled down

least dubious.

power of the church, and

his dictatorial rule

(1828-1830),

16-17.

protestantismo

.

.

.

nuevas republicas," 503.

-^John Steuart, Bogota in 1836-7: Being a Narrative of an Expedition to the
Capital of New-Granada, and a Residence There of Eleven Months (New York:

Harper &: Brothers

for the author, 1838), 162.

'^Sinclair, "El

protestantismo

.

.

.

nuevas republicas," 503.
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Bcnrli;i!iiism

was

reinstalled in the

only in the narrow sense of

its

New

legal

Granadine curriculum by an 1835 law, but

code/"

Independence opened Colombia's doors
arrival

lo non-1 lispanic loreii;ners,

whose

sinred up the ijuesiion of religious tolerance. American diplomat Robert

McAfee

failed in his efforts during the IS3()s to persuade the

B.

government to

proclaim freedom of religion," and Santander's sponsormg of

a

law granting land

for non-Catholics in cemeteries brought accusations of anti-CathoIicism in 1835.'^

It

ditticuli to tleiermine the

is

regarding Bible reading,

s(\ ular

probably seemed tOO Small to

provoked, however,
as

home

visits

might seem

education, and foreigners.

justify

The

Protestant threat

If

for coloring i)pinion,

On one

and Macaulay,

such

hand, h)reigners

competent breed, worthy of consnlrarion, ns when
after failing to

a rural

convert

of Latin America, 90; Jesus Alberto
Proceso dc constituctou dc la instruccion publica, I S I*-)-! S.>S,

Practica IVdagOgica del Siglo

1984), 141.

many venues

Cochrane's help with a rheumatoid knee

Si'inche/.,

Clolombian populace

constant diatribes from the clergy.

local priests possessed

a particularly

"'Biishnell

l.a

ot tlic non-eliie

and the administration ol sacraments.

priest requested

I'chcverry

views

I'.fnerf*rttre

XIX en C-olombia

(Metlelli'n: I'ditorial Clopiyepes,

Despite Bentham's preoccupation and extensive correspondence with

Latin America, his actual inlluence in the region turned out to be quite insubstamal

Miriam Williford, Jcirtny Bcnlhani on Spanisl^ Anu-rica: An Account of Ilis
etters and Proposals to the Ncic World Baton Rouge: Louisiana Stale Univ. Press,

(sec
l

|

19801).

Ci)lombia as Observed by American
Diplomats, 1834-1906," Hispanic American Historical Review 21, no. 4 (Nov.
^'Carey Shaw,

jr.,

"C^hurch and State

1941): 579-81.

^'Mecliam, Church and

State,

I

17.

in

him

On

to Catholicism: "I believe

you English are better medicos than Christians.""

the other hand, proximity to the corpse of a
foreign "heretic" child might strike

fear into the hearts of

common

people. Steuart judged the Bogotano "rabble

opinion" of 1836-37 to be "that to cheat and abuse a Protestant,
considered a condemned person,

Colombia remained

is

at all times

who

commendable."^^

common

identity, a

communication network,

reference point by which to judge loyalty to the nation as a culturally
this

during the 1820s and 1830s,
anti-Protestant views

from

many Colombians with some

homogeneous

religious vocation heard

Hegemony,
1837-1863
and conservative

parties alternated

power

by the struggle between Santander and Bolivar. At the most basic

level, the liberal-conservative

between those

highly likely that

Rise of Liberal

Until 1849, the embryonic liberal

in a pattern set

it is

their priests.

The

who wished

dichotomy might be described

to see

Colombia open up

economic terms, and those who wished
self:

a

point in time, most Colombians never had occasion to meet a

Protestant nor go to a school, Lancastrian or otherwise. But

colonial

ever

a very Catholic nation in the early national period.

Catholicism provided a pole of

body. At

is

to see society

as disagreement

to the world, especially in

remain much

like its

old

land-based, insular, and centrally ruled by a united church and

^^Cochrane, /owrwj/, vol. 2, 189-192,
'^Steuart, Bogota,

166-167, 310.
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state.

As Colombia's population grew
gradually

came

(to

about two million by 1850^') and as the nation

into greater contact with the outside world and

dynamics, disagreements between the

its

economic

and conservative camps

liberal

sharpened. These groups could never be defined

in

inevitably

purely economic terms, and

important overlaps, contradictions, and forces of personality would mark the
political battle

between them.

The church-state question remained
period, with the exception of the

this conflict

owed more

"War

fairly quiet

of the Convents" (1839-1841). Yet even

to the ongoing centralism-federalism debate

personal ambition than to religious antipathy.

War
sell

during the 1837-1849

More

and to

accurately identified as

"The

of the Supremos," the conflict stemmed from an 1839 government attempt to

half-abandoned convents

the promotion of mission

in Pasto

work on

and use the income for

the national periphery.

local

education and

When

the pastusos

balked, Archbishop Jose Manuel Mosquera denounced the masking of political
rebellion with religion.

Really at stake was the degree of sovereignty that the

central

government could expect

down,

the revolt

was

Obando, and trouble

fired

to exercise

over the provinces. Having once died

up again by the opportunistic General Jose Maria

spread.

Part of the fallout from the ultimately unsuccessful

-'^Herring, History, 542.

'^Henao and Arrubla, History, 443.
^^Antonio Jose Rivadeneira Vargas, Historia constitucional de Colombia
(Bogota: Editorial El Voto Nacional, 1962), 106.
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revolt

was the Constitution of 1843, which provided

government and an even more

The
question.

Liberal

hegemony

The reduaion

explicit alliance of

that began in

for a

more centraHzed

church and

state.^^

1849 was not rooted

of import duties by the

in the religious

government of President Tomas

Cipriano Mosquera provided an issue around which the Colombian
parties
crystallized in

reduaion
forces

—a

who

1848."
liberal

It

was an

measure

ironic

and confused turn of events, for the

— provided a

called themselves Liberals. This

finally

tariff

rallying point for anti-government

development should not distraa us

from the strong disagreement between Liberals and Conservatives regarding
openness and change

as favored

by Liberals, and insularity and

stasis as

favored by

Conservatives. According to Charles Bergquist, issues surrounding not only "the
role of the

monetary

Church," but also abolition, land disposition, foreign loans, education,

policy, banking, taxation,

and government centralization were

all

defined by the Liberals' efforts to transform land and labor into

market commodities that could be combined freely with capital for
productive use in a world economy structured by the principles of
free trade and international specialization of funaion/°

The degree

of openness

— and therefore of change — that Colombia would pursue

was an increasingly serious matter.

^^Gibson, Constitutions of Colombia, 156-157;

Mecham, Church and

State,

119-120; Henao and Arrubla, History, 443^49.
"Gibson, Constitutions of Colombia, 192; Rivadeneira Vargas, Historia,
109.
'^"Bergquist, Labor,

286.
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The
in the face

Golgotas

Liberals

of a

(later

came

split in

to

power with the

election of Jose Hilario

Lopez

in

1849

Conservative forces. Under the Liberal roof dwelt the

termed Radicals), a group of

elite intellectuals

who

provided living

proof that while the vacillating national government had not been able
consistently
to

it.

promote

free thinking in the universities, neither

Enamored with English

their sights."*^

The core of

had

it

ever been able to squelch

Radicalism, the Golgotas had the Catholic Church in
the Liberal vision included political stability, economic

advancement, and the eradication of ignorance; breaking the
populace was an important aspea of

this last goal."-

clergy's grip

on the

Looking back, Rafael Nufiez

would reportedly muse, "From 1849 forward we had

a true avalanche of French

Utopias and paradoxes.'"*^

These

efforts

might have enjoyed greater success

caution and patience.

The 1850s provided

if

undertaken with more

a foreshadowing of trouble to

come,

as

the Liberals enacted reforms only to see them cancelled during a short return of

Conservative power (1857-1860); the church-state alliance broke and rejoined,

"Nueva Granada's Socialist Mirage" Hispanic
American Historical Review 36, no. 2 (May 1956): 192-93.
"'See Robert Louis Gilmore,

""Helen Delpar, Red against Blue: The Liberal Party

1863-1899

(University,

Alabama: Univ. of Alabama

"^Quote attributed (without
Casallas,

citation) to

La evolucion educativa en Colombia

in

Colombian

Politics,

Press, 1981), 68-70.

Nunez

in Luis

Antonio Bohorquez

(Bogota: Publicaciones Cultural

Colombiana, 1956), 350. See also Alejandro Bernal Escobar, La educacion en
Colombia, Serie Socio-Economica, no. 4 (Avila [Spain?]: Editorial y Graficas Senen
Martin, 1965), 53.
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and the

Jesuits

remained trapped

After the side-switching

the Liberals threw

down

in a revolving

Mosquera restored

door of

Liberal

the church-state gauntlet.

exile

and repatriation.^

predominance by force

The Rionegro

in

1861,

Constitution,

created in 1863 without Conservative advice, enshrined religious
liberty and

church-state separation as never before. "In almost every respect,"
the

new law

represented "the most advanced form of liberalism that any Latin
American nation

achieved (or was afflicted with)" during the nineteenth century."^
In an

1853

circular,

someone claiming

to speak for "the Catholics of

Bogota" charged that the government since 1850 had been following a plan to
"destroy Catholicism in this part of the American continent"

— and that because

Catholicism served to preserve social order, the faithful must unite and "fight by
legal

all

means, anti-Catholic doctrines. ""^^ In the judgment of William Scruggs, a

United States minister to Colombia

who

served in the 1870s and 1880s, the

separation of church and state after 1860

was too far in advance of public sentiment, to be permanent.
The
masses were flattered by the idea of an omnipotent democracy; but
.

.

.

Gonzalez, Iglesia y estado en Colombia durante el siglo XZX
(1820-1860) (Bogota: Centro de Investigacion y Educacion Popular, 1985), 37;
'^''Fernan E.

Bushnell and Macaulay, Emergence of Latin America, 216-17, The Jesuits had
returned to Nueva Granada in 1844 after almost a century of absence since their

1767 expulsion from Spanish America. They were expelled from the republic in
1850, brought back in 1858, expelled in 1861 and brought back in 1885. They
have remained since that time.
"•^Gibson, Constitutions of Colombia, 248,

264; Bushnell and Macaulay,

Emergence of Latin America, 217.
^^Exposicion catolica 6 principios

i

reglas de

conducta de

situacion actual de la iglesia Granadina (Bogota: F. Torres
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los catolicos

Amaya, 1853).

en

la

^

they could not quite understand why all ecclesiastics
should be
indiscriminately disfranchised as a class. The masses had
always been
taught to reverence the Church, and could see no necessity
for its

humiliation/^

Indeed, only by rigging elections could the Liberals manage to
counteract the
public backlash against their program.''^

The

Liberals themselves

were

split, if

not splintered, on the religious

question. Florentino Gonzalez, one of the directors of the Liberal El

Neogranadino, saw religious non-favoritism
immigration of non-Catholics, and
to the church's

own

felt

as a necessary

inducement

that separation from the state

for the

would work

benefit by discouraging the politicization of clerical

appointments. Manuel Murillo Toro saw church-state separation as a natural

companion of the
might

suffer

formed

The

free state, while Jose

Man'a Obando

under the fickleness of Rome."^

It is

felt

that a detached church

clear that anti-Catholic Liberals

a small minority not only in the political universe, but in their

clergy itself

was divided on the separation

issue,

own

party.

with high office apparently

correlating with high resistance to the principle of separation.

The Colombian and Venezuelan Republics: With
Notes on Other Parts of Central and South America (Boston: Little, Brown, 1900),
''^William Lindsay Scruggs,

153.
''^Bushnell

and Macaulay, Emergence of Latin America, 218.

^^Fernan E. Gonzalez, Iglesia y estado, 31-33; Gibson, Constitutions of

Colombia, 217-18.
^°Fernan E. Gonzalez, Iglesia y estado, 33-34; Bushnell and Macaulay,
Emergence of Latin America, 214.
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It

was not church-state separation

in the abstract that finally precipitated

violent conflict and the Liberals' downfall, but rather the
question of

control the schools.

a secular

The Organic Decree

of

and national education program,"

pursuit with

all

1

lit

the fervor that their detractors

who would

November 1870, which provided
the fuse.

The

Liberals set into this

would throw back

at

them. The

number of schools doubled between 1871 and 1876." Curricula were
religious content.

The Colombian consul

professors to found schools

in

in Berlin

contracted nine

Colombia based on the

The poor were not impressed with

for

stripped of

German

IVstalozzi method.^'

the Liberal effort.

To

them, mandatory

education seemed a government intrusion, a sacrifice of child labor thai might be
better used

around the house or farm.

and opposition

Funza

in

Common

people expressed their distrust

to the education plan openly or through simple avoidance.

1872, a

woman

attacked a teacher's

home

In

while he was away:

"Threatening to murder him, she shouted that the school teacher was a deceiver, a
Protestant, and a

Mason and

that the citra

I

priest 1

had said so." Before and during

the outright armed conflict of 1876, school property was destroyed.^"*

^'Jane

Meyer Loy, "Modernization and Educational Reform

1863-1886" (Ph.D.

diss.,

in

Colombia,

Univ. of Wisconsin, 1969), 118.

Moreno, "La educacidn protestante durante la modernizacion de
educaci6n cn Colombia, 1869-1928," Cristianismo y Sociedad 107 (1991): 72.
^"Pablo

^""Bernal Escobar,

La educacidn

eti

la

Colombia, 54.

"Modernization," 203-207. The Funza woman's quote is cited from
Diario dc Cundinamarca (Bogota), 16 julv 1872 (DC 111, Bogota, #771 [luly 16,
^"•Loy,

1872J: 872).
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Above

Of

heresy.

all,

many Colombians

felt

the three contentious points

that schools had

become

embodied

new

in the

(centralization, obligation, secularism), "the religious
issue

passionate response."

The Conservative newspaper El

instructors to

Catholicism.

the lay education

program due

to

its

of

educational program

Tradicionista (Bogota)

Colombia, and that parents feared

The Conservative Catholic Caridad

weapon

drew the most

pointed out in 1874 that the Liberals had brought Protestant

German

a

— not Catholic —

for their children's

(Bogota) stressed that

apparent Protestant

it

opposed

Meanwhile, the

agenda.^''

church hierarchy pushed for concessions from the government, and religious
instruction found

its

way back

into the schools.

But the hierarchy

hit a

pushed for greater control over education, and the impasse resulted

wall as

it

in the

Conservative revolt of 1876/^ The government's viaory in that struggle was
hollow, as the regime

The
originated

who might

On

"lacked the support of a vigorous and healthy public

People had feared that secular education would bring disorder to the

sentiment."^

country. As

still

it

turned out, the debate over

ideological attack

among

the

elites,

on

it

brought plenty of violence.

the Catholic

not the masses.

Church from 1850 onward

No

great immigration of Protestants

have pushed for such reform from the grass-roots

the other hand,

it is

level

had taken

place.

unlikely that the populace would have opposed the Liberal

^'Loy, "Modernization," 122, 134.
^^Scruggs,

Colombian and Venezuelan

Republics, 154; Gibson, Constitutions

of Colombia, 304.
^^Scruggs,

Colombian and Venezuelan
40

Republics, 154.

program

as energetically as

American

low

naturalist

who

it

did without clerical prodding. Isaac
Holton, an

traveled through

level of religious observance.

Cauca

region),

where the

priest

The

Colombia

in the

mid-1850s, noted the

best preaching he heard

had been exhorting

was

his flock for

in Vijes (upper

over a week

"preparatory," observed Holton, "to the separation of
Church and State.

makes every

priest

work

from eating so much of

as

hard as he did, the new arrangement

the bread of idleness."''

to get the parish to get back to

may have been

priest

work on an abandoned

a Liberal, resigned to the separation

benefits, or a Conservative alarmed at

have been

The

its

will

—

If it

keep them

may have been

trying

church-building project. Hi

and perhaps to

its

perceived

implications. At any rate, he seems to

jolted into increased activity, as

was undoubtedly the case with much of

the clergy, whatever their attitude or rhetoric vis-a-vis the government.

At the Rionegro Conference that spawned the Constitution of 1863, Jose

Man'a Rojas Garrido proclaimed:
Let's not delude ourselves.
fight

no

on

its

own

soil

In

peacetime the Republic cannot

with the clergy that protests

its

decrees; there

is

tribunal that can stand against their tribunal; the press cannot stop

the blows of the confessional and pulpit, since [the clergy] converts

them

into blind party instruments; the people don't read, but they

hear sermons; even

if

do

they did read, the press doesn't have the great

where it is
only the word of God resounds; what is taught there

prestige of the pulpit as teaching post of the truth,

believed that

not disputed.

.

is

.

''Isaac Farwell Holton,

New

Granada: Twenty Months

in the

Andes (New

York: Harper, 1857), 183-184, 531-532, 555.
''Milton Puentes, Historia del partido liberal colombiano, 2nd ed. (Bogota:
Editorial Prag, 1961), 215-216, 230, 232.
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Writing

in

1985, Fernan Gonzalez, a Jesuit scholar of the nineteenth-century

church-state relationship, judged: "The role of confession and
preaching as means
of social control and of diffusing
society has not been studied

political

and

moving

"quietly

among

Jr.

that

it

had enormous

This type of historical question leaves much to the
has envisioned priests during the Liberal period

their flocks in the

admonishing them to be constant

Mosquera tightened

ideas in an almost completely iUiterate

much, but we can suppose

social weight.'"^

imagination. Carey Shaw,

news and

market places and the mountain hamlets,

in their duties

toward the Church."^^ As

the secular screws in the 1860s and education became a

palpable and local nexus of struggle in the seventies, these "duties toward the

Church" might

in

many

cases have consisted of actions against the government.

Perhaps the best symbol of the energization of the religious question
quiet constitutional irony.

When

the Conservatives created a

1858 during a brief return to power, they
seeming betrayal of
in

Colombian

their core philosophy.

politics,

By

government
this

but the Conservatives also

means of preserving pockets of
promoted by the

left

Liberals.

new

is

a

constitution in

in a federal

mold, a

time federalism was a simple fact

may have

seen federalism as a

resistance against the church-state separation

In 1850, the Liberals

Gonzales, Iglesia y estado,

6.

Shaw, "Church and State," 583.
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had passed

federalist legislation

giving local governments

more

Conservative values seems

control over the clergy." In short, the hierarchy
of

clear: centralism

could be compromised, but proteaion

of Catholicism was a sacred prmciple. Indeed, regarding
this mid-century

formative period, David Bushnell has observed that "the taaical
advantage of

having the clergy on one's side was not lost on the forerunners
and founders of the

Conservative Party; and for the

rest of

the nineteenth century, the one consistent

difference between the parties had to do precisely with the status of the
church."^^

Protestantism in Liberal Colombia,

1856-1884
It

was

precisely during that short Conservative interlude that the

enduring Protestant missionary

effort

began

of twenty-four-year-old Henry B. Pratt.

in

Colombia, with the

Fraser (a

member

of the British Legion

arrival in

The Foreign Mission Board

Presbyterian Church launched the pioneer, having received

who had

letters

who would

1856

of the U.S.

from James

stayed in Colombia) and from the

Atrato Mining and Trading Company, which was willing to pay the
missionaries

first

teach indigenes in the Choco.^''

constitutional provision of religious liberty (1853)

made

salaries of

The unprecedented
Pratt's

mission possible.

"Gibson, Constitutions of Colombia, 193, 219; citing Jose de la Vega, La
Federacion en Colombia (1810-1912) (Madrid: n.p., n.d.), 207-208.
^^Bushnell,

^"^Sinclair,

Making of Modern Colombia,

"El protestantismo

.

.

.

nuevas republicas," 505; Ordonez,

Historia, 28.
^^'Deiros,

95.

H/s^on^, 192.
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After spculniK a
licldni^ his

Colo.nhians
pnttiplilets

Dnffield.^^

first

sliort

time on the northern coast,

religions service in

preseni.'^'^

Soon

No

later tlian

nude

his

way

to Bogota,

Angnst IK56, with ten foreigners

paper war began between ihe

a

and the newsprint

Ik-

retorts ol Praii

and

his Bible

(

a.ul

.uhohc

two

clergy's

agent companion, AJ.

December 1859, Bogota had seen

its first

bonfire of

foreign Bibles.""

At least two of the subsequent Liberal governments
gave support to the
Protestant effort, hi an IS6

1

letter, a

supreme court judge dnrnig

the

government advised missionary William McLaren of the government's
opening the gates

to Protestantism.""

reportedly complainetl to the Pope

in

Vicente

I'.

regarding Mosquera and

followers: "they are ende.ivoring to introduce protestantism; they

Two

Murillo Toro offered missionary

"'Mglesia Presbiteriana

interest in

Bernal, a Catholic priest,

November 1862

profusion prohibited bibles \sk\

Mosquera

sell

his

with

years later. Radical President Manuel

Thomas Wallace

a

low-cost

sire in Bogot;'i at

de Colombia, ConslitHcion (Bogota: Buena Semilla,

1987), 3; Ordohe/., lUstnrni, 30.
"

Ordofie/., llistona, 31.

"'Shaw, "C:hurch and State," 585.
""Iglesia i'resbiteriana

de (Colombia, Const it ncidfi,

5,

^"Shaw, "Church and State," 589; citing enclosure in a U.S. diplomatic
conununication from Allan A. Burton to William 1. SewartI, 2() Oec. 1866, United
1

States National Archives.
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which to hold school and church meetings/^
The Protestants kept

quiet with

regard to politics/^ but their identity as
non-Catholics made the neutrality of their

presence impossible.

Fellow missionaries followed Pratt into Colombia,
but progress

work came
until late

The

first

Presbyterian

1861, and the

first

Colombian members were received

slowly.

decade after

Pratt's arrival.

founded by Pratt

in

The

first

Bucaramanga

communion was

not celebrated in Bogota

Protestant newspaper

— appeared

in 1875."'

in their

in

1865, nearly a

— Prensa Evangelica,

Almost exactly twenty-

five years after the first Protestant service in

Bogota, a British traveler noted that

the exotic faith

the lower stratus of Colombians" and

was "viewed with horror by

recounted a poor woman's offer to a Presbyterian pastor to

"sell

her son to the

devil."'^

One

early incident

from the Caribbean coast

illustrates the use of

Protestantism as a symbol rather than as the object of transferred devotion.

Montsalvatge, an enigmatic Catalonian
in

ex-friar,

had been promoting Protestantism

Cartagena since 1855, when he had survived a shipwreck near the

decided to

stay.

''^Iglesia

The

authorities gave

him the use of an old convent

city

and

for meetings.

Presbiteriana de Colombia, Constitucion, 6.

""Alfredo Torres

Ediciones

Ramon

P., Perspectiva historica

Nuevo Mundo,

y escuela dominical (Bogota:

1974), 30.

""Iglesia Presbiteriana

de Colombia, Constitucion, 4-6.

"'^Rosa Carnegie-Williams,

Un ano

en los

Andes o aventuras de una lady en

Bogota, trans. Luis Enrique Jimenez Llana-Vezga, Coleccion Viajantes y Viajeros
(Bogota: Academia de Historia de Bogota and Tercer Mundo Editores, 1990), 54.
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and the informal missionary
least

set

up

At some point durmg

schools.

twelve years on the Colombian coast,

more than

six

thousand Catholics

Barranquilla and vicinity reportedly chose to
give up their

Church due to

his stay of at

ties

in

to the Catholic

a disagreement with the archbishop
of Cartagena.

This disgruntled

group asked Montsalvatge to go to Barranquilla to
organize an evangelical church,
promising their support. Supposedly due to his busy
schedule, Montsalvatge
passed up this startling opportunity, though

it

seems more

likely that

he declined

in

order to avoid serving as a political pawn. At any rate, the
archbishop soon
reconciled himself with the errant congregants.^^

Throughout

their nineteenth-century experience in

Colombia, promoters of

Protestantism faced a dilemma: vigorous proselytism would spark curiosity

among

a few people at the risk of generating broad-based opposition stirred up
by the
clergy.

Every public move that the missionaries made could be expected to

provoke a louder reactionary echo. The Presbyterians' predilection for educational

work could not help but
policy could serve, as

further catalyze opposition in a setting

we have

seen, as a basis for civil war.

Pratt has been credited with founding in Bogota the

school for workers

"The school

is

where education

— apparently children or young men —

first

in

Colombian

September 1858.

exclusively for artizans [s/c]/' Pratt wrote in October;

Since Saturday morning
are not of this class.

I

have rejected five applicants because they
do not want to teach any idle fellows who
I

have opportunity to attend other schools during the day.

Ordonez,

Historia, 24-26.
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night

.

.

.

Our

school has been preached against more
than once and the scholars
tell

The school
The next

me

that they

itself,

year,

all

located

pass for marked

m

a rental house, suffered only

Samuel Sharp organized

orphans. After his death

in

men/'

a

minor

physical attacks.

day school that served about twenty-four

1860, Protestant education for boys would cease
for

twenty years with the exception of a few classes/'
In 1869, however, Kate

MacFarren founded

the Colegio

Americano

for girls, partly driven by the

discrimination that Protestant children endured

Thus began

for

New

boys

in

installations

and public

would multiply

would eventually include

Bogota (1885), colegtos

(1916), and Girardot (1920), and one
children

private

a chain of Protestant schools that

twentieth century.

Americano

in

m

in

Barranquilla (1889),

Bucaramanga (1930)

Letter by

Henry

B. Pratt, (Bogota?), recipient

Armero

to serve Protestant

been expelled from public schools.'" The words of

New

into the early

a Colegio

who had

Presbyterian mission board in

schools.'^

unknown

a later rector

(probably the

October 1858, archive unknown;
quoted in Murray Monroe Wise, "El Colegio Americano para Varones, Bogota: An
Inclusive Survey of the History of this Institution and Its Influence as a Missionary
Agency: With Sidelights on the Psychology of the Latin American Boy in the
York),

1 1

Classroom and on the Playground" (M.A. thesis, Kennedy School of Missions,
Hartford Seminary Foundation, 1933), 13. As his source for the letter. Wise cites
Home and Foreig7i Record, vol. 9 (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication,
1858), 373.
'"Wise, "Colegio Americano," 15-18.
^^Iglesia Presbiteriana

de Colombia, Constitucion, 6-7.

^'H^ctor R. Orobio, Julio Duquc and Jose

1975 (Bogota:

["talleres graficos del 'Centro

47

Don

S.

Nino

D., Colegio Americano

Bosco"'],

[ca.

1975]), 8, 14-18.

of the Colegio Americano at Bogota regarding
his school might be apphed to other

such institutions of this earHer time:

The Colegio Americano drew
because

it

because of

great attendance from the start
represented not only a serious academic endeavor, but
also
its

interest in helping to educate a

segment of society that
economic reasons. The

was anxious for change or marginalized for
Christianity preached at the Colegio was a new option

for those of

progressive mentality.^°

The alumni

list

of the Bogota boys' school would

Edwardo Nieto Caballero, banker Lucas
Liberal

who would

Caballero,

to include writer Luis

Caballero, Enrique Olaya Herrera

lead his party back to

who would

come

power

in

1930

— the

— and Agustm Nieto

serve under Olaya Herrera as national superintendent of

schools.^'

Although the Liberal stand on religion mellowed somewhat
the party

still

educational

in the

1870s,

lacked solid support. They had allowed Protestants into the

field

more out of antipathy toward Catholicism than out

of fervor for

Protestantism,^" but to the general public the details of motive did not mauer.

Protestantism was not a principle sore point for the opposition to the Liberals, but

it

formed part of a mosaic of foreign and

either

promoted or

tolerated.

intrusive elements that the Liberals

Spurred by the

First

had

Vatican Council of 1870 and

rejuvenated by self-reform, the Colombian Catholic

Church launched what has

^°Heaor G. Valencia V., "Historia del Colegio," in Prom '90 Colegio
Americano Bogota, ed. Doris Adriana Acero, Ana Beatriz Medina, and Alexandra
Lozano (n.p.: C.
C. Impresores, [ca. 1990]), 4.

&

^'Wise, "Colegio Americano," 48.

^"Moreno, "La educacion protestante," 85.
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been termed an "ideological offensive," equating
church membership with
civilization."

The economic

decline that plagued Colombia in this period
added to

the Liberals' troubles. By 1884 one of their
number, Rafael Nunez,

second presidential term, but he used

it

to quash Liberalism and

would win

promote

the

"Regeneration," an extraordinarily successful effort to return
Colombia to
nature and

A key component

stability.^^

a

basic

its

of this process was the resurgence of

Catholic political power. "Not since the colonial era," observes
Bushnell, "had
state-church relations been as close as they became

in the closing

years of the

nineteenth century and would remain through the 1920s."^^

The Regeneration, Conservative Hegemony,
and Slow Protestant Growth, 1884-1930

Running against the Latin American stream, Colombia turned
during the

last

years of the nineteenth century.^^

conservative Catholicism could
in Latin America.^^

in

it

it

on

itself

as a sanctuary

where

a stand in the face of spreading secularization

The uninterrupted

have surprised even Nunez;

hegemony

make

Many saw

in

length of Conservative rule

would probably

lasted for almost half a century, the longest party

the nation's history. As a crescendo to the long-established pattern of

"Christopher Abel,

Polttica, iglesia

y partidos en Colombia (Bogota: Univ,

Nacional de Colombia, 1987), 29.
^''Gibson, Constitutions

^^VyushntW,

of Colombia, 305.

Making of Modern Colombia, 167.

^'Bergquist, Labor,

290-91.

^^Abel, Politica, 31; Uribe Celis,

La mentalidad
49

del colombiano, 112.

formal
the

civil

new

war, the

War

century, giving

surface calm.

of a Thousand Days (1899-1902)
carried the nation into

way

to a period of extraordinary (and
initially exhausted)

Conservative government lay like a geological
stratus over the

sputtering cauldron of old conflicts. With the
1920s, however,
foreign

money

(mainly stemming from

indemnity for the

loss of

Panama) and

labor, students, socialists,

and

oil,

came

a flood of

bananas, coffee, and the United States

a spectrum of

new

threats

from

restless

a generally deteriorating standard of living

among

most of the population.^^ The erosive power of economic transformation
created
breaches

in the political

and

social status quo, providing

Liberal Party and for dissident social

The Regeneration and
would remain
religious

in force,

its

as Protestantism.

outgrowth, the Constitution of 1886 (which

though amended,

freedom while giving

society; an

movements such

opportunity for the

until 1991), theoretically preserved

to the Catholic

Church an honored position

in

1887 concordat with the Vatican further cemented the position of the

church, granting

it

thorough control over

education.^'' Catholic orders such as the

See James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano

Gomez
also

Years,

1889-1965

1957),

114-175;

Dance of the Millions: Military Rule and the Social
Colombia, 1930-1956 ([Pittsburgh?]: Univ. of Pittsburgh Press,

Vernon Lee

Revolution in

(Gainesville: Univ. Press of Florida, 2001),

Fluharty,

27^2.
^'^BushneW, Maki?jg of Modem Colombia, 144;

126-131.
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Mecham, Church and State,

Salesians arrived in

Colombia and expanded

private education.^^

The

religious

question that had so sundered Colombia
during the past four decades was "played

down

in party

alignment" after the "settlement" of the
1880s.^' At the turn of the

century, Scruggs concluded that the

Colombian

priest continued to be "a

great social influence," adding that "young
fellows
elderly ladies

who

also judged that "there

where the external forms of

religion are

is

more

probably no

the doctrines of the

Church without

on the continent

In matters of religion, they accept

question."^'

Under a Conservative hegemony
its

city

rigidly observed" than in Bogota,

and decided that the "masses are not readers

retained

wish to get along well with

have marriageable daughters are generally careful
not to

He

displease him."

who

person of

that

would

outsider image and grew very slowly.

last until

1930, Protestantism

Colegios Americanos maintained

a dissident quality, but their bilingual curriculum helped them to become

"recognized in society as a dynamic, modernizing element. "^^ During the
the

Thousand Days,

Liberals

the

most dramatic of Colombia's

poured into the Colegio Americano for boys

Mark

civil conflicts

at

up

War

of

to that time.

Bogota, swelling

its

Hanson, Educational Reform and Administrative Development:
The Cases of Colombia and Venezuela (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press [Stanford
E.

Univ.], 1986), 29; citing Ivon Lebot,

Colombia en

el

Elementos para la historia de la educacion en
sigh xx (Bogota: Departamento Administrativo Nacional de

Estadistica, 1972), 125.

''Mecham, Church and
^'Scruggs,

State, 133.

Colombian and Venezuelan Republics, 97-98, 101-102.

''Moreno, "La educacion protestante," 77-78.
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auendance

to the highest point

came from

"the beuer families. "^^

it

would

In general, Protestantism remained an oddity
in

manner

in

which

it

was received

in a particular

encountered harrassment

Coyaima

in

some

first

of these students

Colombian

town depended on

including the attitude of the parish priest. Alexander
active Presbyterian missionaries in the

Many

see until 1927.

M.

Allan,

society, but the

local conditions,

one of the most

half of the twentieth century,

locales but found great tolerance in others.

In

(Tolima), the schoolmaster arranged a schoolboy protest for the arrival
of

Allan and his travel companion; but

among

the cries of "heretics, beasts,

corruptors," came the shout of a single Liberal boy:

"Down

with the godos

[Conservatives]."'^

In Bogota, during the

series of

Monday

first

months of 1912, enormous crowds came

evening meetings in which "Catholics, freethinkers and

Protestants hody argued themes such as

Books

We Should

to a

'Infallibility,'

'Who

Will Decide

Which

Read: The Church or the Individual?', etc." Protestants

organized meetings for university students on Tuesdays, and Thursday nights were
reserved for the promotion of workers'

and

savings.

issues,

"From those meetings," wrote

Bogota was born."'^

Wise, "Colegio Americano," 36.
Allan, Recuerdos, 21.

•Ibid.,

8-9.
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such as night schools, temperance

Allan, "the

first

workers' union of

Before his assassination, Liberal
chieftain Rafael Uribe Uribe helped
the
Presbyterians to get their flyers printed
in the shop of El

UberaL A former student

of a Colegio Americano helped Allan launch
the Evangelista Cristiano
(later

renamed the Evangelista Colombiano,

Olaya Herrera made sure that
articles.'"

A 1917

his

it

would survive

contained an Evangelista Cristiano reprint

article

1912

into the 1960s), and

Bogota newspaper provided space

pamphlet entitled "Protestantism

in

for Protestant

in Relation to Patriotism"

by a Colombian who argued

for

the progressive virtues of Protestantism while trying
to neutralize xenophobic
objections: "If

guarding
integrity

it

we hope

to prepare

from the virus

and sovereignty,

1918, Charles

Chapman

[that the

let's

our country to receive the wave of
wave]

carries,

civilization,

without harming the national

champion Protestantism,

the true Christianity.'"^ In

inaugurated his Mensaje Evangelico

in the

southwestern

department of Valle del Cauca (commonly called "Valle"), where he was laying the
foundations for the

work

of the Gospel Missionary

Union (GMU).''

By 1916, whereas 95,000 Protestants had been baptized

in Latin

America

as

Colombia boasted only 326 communing members (0.0058 percent of

the

11,36. The period of time to which Allan refers in regard to
Olaya Herrera's courtesy is unclear, but it was apparently "many years" before

his

a whole,

Ibid., 9,

ascent to the presidency in 1930 (36).
^^El protestantismo en relacion

con

'^Florence Wright de Shillingsburg,
Litografia

Aurora

[for

UMEC],

el

patriotismo

(n.p.: n.p., [ca. 1917]), 6.

La llama que nunca

1983), 37.
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se

apaga

(Cali:

(.(;lrMril)i;ui

populntion of .-.pproximmcly 5.6 million).""^ However,
though

social rarity

— ami

pubhc

Alhiii ludicaies lliat

eye.

larj^ely

by virtue of

ii

"Higli (.onservative Autli(;rities,"

A 1916
Coopernrion

was
if

Ih

ing such

als(;

sull a

rroiestaniism remained

treated fairly

— or

left

-.Aouv

m

by ihe

not by ah local officers.""

harraiKjuilla (.onfercnce

sponsored by the

U.S. -based

Committee

America concludc-d that O;lombia, Venezuela, Ecuador

in I.arin

the

for

.uid

Central America comprised "the most neglccied parts of Laiin America." Alih(njgh
liible societies

(>(;lombia.

as a

were

active, the Presbyterians

(Presumably the

"formal mission"

(,MU

at this rime.)

doing evangelistic work
evangelical

c

Incjuisition),

in their

hurc h edifice

and the

girls'

in

Reportedly nothing was being done "for the
a

budcJing netwcjrk had been established:

and boys' schools are conducting small schools and
homes." The conference counted only "one

Colombia" (reportedly

a

former

missionaries," observed the c(;nference, "and

I^ducation

work served

as a

their loll.

many have

of the

"It

is

hard to get

brcjken d(jwn or

means of eroding prejudice and helped

generate a large portion of conversions, bur Protestants

still

could not teach

to

in state

204; Torres, Perspectwa, 50. 'I he complete Protestant
Latin America stood at 500,000 in 1916, which indicates the enormous

'"'^Deiros, Historia,

total in

site

rigors of climate, unsanitary conditions, isolation. Catholic

domination, and lack of home support had taken

resigned."

inissioii in

did not pcjssess sufficient presence ro he counted

Indians or for the upper classes," but

"Various graduates of the

remained the only formal

foreign element in the Protestant population.
'"'Allan, Recuerdns, 8, 36.
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schools; while a normal school
diploma might not be required of prospective

schoolteachers during a shortage of amply
qualified personnel, a 1904 decree
stipulated several basic requirements,
including

"good conduct and profession of

the Catholic Religion.

Rather than shrinking over the next few years,
however, the foreign mission
presence grew. The Scandinavian Missionary
Alliance started work

1918, and the Adventists established their mission

in

Cucuta

in

1920, while the Christian and

Missionary Alliance and Cumberland Presbyterian Church
arrived

Guided by vague design and probably by patterns of

in

in 1923.^°^

receptivity, mission

work

concentrated on those areas undergoing the greatest economic
transformation, such
as the

departments of Valle and Antioquia, and the

Bogota.

cities

As Colombia's economic takeoff developed

inched upwards and, at

least

among

in

of Barranquilla and
the 1920s, membership

the Presbyterians, a desire

grew

for native

^°-Committee on Cooperation in Latin America, Regional Conferences in
Latin America: The Reports of a Series of Seven Conferences following the Panama

Congress

in

1916.

.

(New York: The Missionary Education Movement

[for the

Committee on Cooperation in Latin America], 1917), 285, 289, 291, 293-294,
297; Aline Helg, La educacion en Colombia, 19 18-1957: Una historia social,
economica y polftica, Serie Historia Contemporanea y Realidad Nacional, no. 15
(Bogota: Fondo Editorial CEREC, 1987), 53, citing Decreto 491 de 1904, Art. 75,
from Ministerio de Educacion Nacional, Educacion colombiana, 1903-1958
(Bogota, 1959), 34; Aline Helg, Civiliser le peuple et former les elites: L'education
en Colombie 1918-1957 (Paris: Editions L'Harmattan, 1984), 43, citing Decreto
491 de 1904 from Ministerio de Educacion Nacional, Educacion colombiana,

1903-1958 (Bogota, 1959),
^^'Sinclair, "El

^^''See

34.

protestantism©

.

.

.

nuevas republicas," 506.

Moreno, "La educacion protestante," 84-85.
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control over the national church. In
1926, the Epangelista Colombiano ran
a

call

to action:

Nationals, even while thankful to the
missionaries, cannot be satisfied
nor feel independent until the national
church is capable of
supporting, governing and propagating itself
without the help of
people who, as good as they may be, have
difficulty with the

language and do not always adjust to the national

setting.

This sentiment reflected a general development

in Latin America.^''^

recognition that Protestantism

it

still

carried with

In Colombia,

a heavy stigma of foreignness

undoubtedly urged on the nationalist trend.

The Congress on

Christian

Work

in

South America, held

at

Montevideo

in

the spring of 1925, almost exactly one century after the
establishment of the

Colombian

Bible Society in Bogota, determined that not one of
Colombia's

"fourteen departments

is

adequately occupied."'"^ Nevertheless, ground had been

broken, and conditions increasingly favorable to Protestant growth

lay just

around

the corner. In 1930, as already indicated, Enrique Olaya Herrera became the
Liberal president in nearly half a century. By that year the

'°^£/ Evangelista

Colombiano (unknown item from

GMU,

a

1926

first

active in the

issue);

quoted

in

Allan, Recuerdos, 43.
Allan, Recuerdos, 43.

'^''Committee on Cooperation in Latin America, ed.. Christian

Work

in

South America: Official Report of the Congress on Christian Work in South America,
at Montevideo, Uruguay, April, 1925, vol. 1 (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1925),
128-129.
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southwest, had ten churches, up from one in
1921.

In 1933, a teacher at the

Colegio Americano for boys at Bogota could record
that "open attacks from the
Catholic Church against the school have practically
ceased."^°^ By 1937, the

number of communing

Protestants in

Colombia would be

just short

of two

thousand.

Conclusions
In the early years of the twentieth century,

politically

"Colombian

society stabilized

and began the dynamic phase of export-oriented development that had

eluded liberal leaders for so long." Moderation finally prevailed in the halls of

power. The national population stood above four million,^^° coffee
the feuding elites initiated a

the

Thousand Days and

to circulate

more cooperative

the loss of

more vigorously

in

era,

boomed and

shaken by the disastrous

War

of

Panama (1903)."' As money and people began

Colombia, Protestantism seeped into cracks that

appeared in the decreasingly insular social structure.

A new

era of church growth

began to arrive.

William Castano Baron, "Desarrollo historico de la Union Misionera
Evangelica en Colombia," (degree monograph, Seminario Teologico Bautista
Internacional [Cali], 1988), 16. The mission would not ordain its first national
worker, however, until 1935 (Florence Wright de Shillingsburg, Ligado: Vistazos de
la vida de Carlos Parsons Chapman y el establecimiento de la Union Misionera
Evangelica en Colombia Sudamerica [Cali: Litografia Aurora, 1972], 62).
'°'Wise, "Colegio Americano," 74.
''°Bergquist, Labor,

289-290, 294.

"'Herring, H/s?ory, 550.
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However,

just as the partisan struggles
of the nineteenth century "saddled

Colombians with a unique

much

political system"''^ that

would yet cause the nation

grief, so also did the religious
aspect of those struggles saddle Protestant

identity

with more than

just spiritual connotations.

In this

connection,

important to recognize that while compromise marked
much of the
conflict,''^

fired

it

was

in the interest

up against each

tensions

other.

were diverted

it is

elite political

of party chieftains to keep their mass foUowings

"With time," notes

Bergquist, "virtually

into the clientelistic channels of the

two

all

social

great political

parties."^''*

Whether
visible

directly involved in controversy or not, or

whether

it

was even

or present at a given historical moment, Protestantism bore a highly
charged

identity of dissent in

could not avoid this

Colombia; regarded
fate.

The

and were simply invigorated

as the polar opposite of Catholicism,

roots of this label reach

— not planted — during

far

it

into the colonial period,

the nineteenth century.

For

generation after Colombian generation. Protestantism came to be identified with
things foreign: forbidden imported books, schools imposed by the central

government, diplomatic representatives, strange
missionaries and

German

teachers.

^'"Bergquist, Labor, 294.

''^

Abel

PoUtica, 17.

'•'Bergquist, Labor, 291.
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burial grounds.

North American

Given the legacy of
identity by a

Colombian

this

formative period, the acceptance of
Protestant

in the twentieth

century has signaled to society the

of that person not only in spiritual
but in social terms.

and of

its

The

dis.
issent

gravity of this dissent

perception has changed with political tides,
becoming

more extreme

during the Violence of the 1940s and 1950s,
then waning toward the end of the
century.

Through much of

this

post-formative period, Protestant affiliation has

implied Liberal political loyalty, and from a
Conservative point of view might

imply rejection of national values. Often

and

at least a partial social turning

circle

it

has also correlated with marginality,

from the larger community to the much smaller

of fellow believers.
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CHAPTER

2

PROTESTANTISM DURING THE LIBERAL REPUBLIC

(1930-1946)

EXPANSION, RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE, PATTERNS OF
The Conservative
effective alHes in

power

?\KT

LIFE

Party and the Catholic Church served one another as

for almost half a century under the Constitution of
1886,

but they largely had themselves to blame for the Liberal Party's ascent to
power

1930.

The Conservatives

split their

aspirants to the presidency,

coup de grace by

voting strength

power

vacillating over

the vote would

Liberal

(including

in

a sea

manifest

their

change

Colombia. Monolithic for so many decades,

now

between

itself in a

more fragmented

in

rv\'o

hegemony

which of the Conservative candidates

the

to support.

in Catholic

clerical influence

on

fashion.'

governments achieved socioeconomic and constitutional reforms

some

liberalization of the charter's attitude toward religion), but overall

the country experienced no significant alteration in

miseries.

in a contest

and the archbishop of Bogota gave

So began the Liberal Republic, and so also occurred
political

I-

its

fundamental inequalities and

Assaults against Conservatives flared after the 1930 Liberal triumph

(most significantly in the Santander region, north-northeast of Bogota), sowing
seeds of retribution that

Violence. In 1943,

assaults

two

would add

to the deadly harvest of the post-1946

priests presented a litany of accusations of Protestant

on Catholics and Catholicism during the decade of 1934-1943, including

'Medofilo Medina, "Obispos, curas v elecciones, 1929-1930," Aw/<jno
Colomhiano de la Historic Social y de la Cultura 18-19 (1990-199 1): 185-204.
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an armed assault on a religious procession
near Armenia (Caldas, later Quindio)
that allegedly also involved the police.^
As will be discussed in a later chapter, the
label of "Protestant"

is

sometimes problematic, since

in certain

Catholic minds any

anti-Catholic aaivist might deserve the identification.
Miscreants probably did
exist,

however, within the Protestant communit)-, and may
have been emboldened

by the recent triumph of Liberalism.

Between 1930 and 1946,

several

Colombia, propelling Protestantism into

new
a

missions established themselves in

new, much more robust phase. Hopes

for increased toleration were largely borne out by the
protection

of

civil authorities.

Economic

fluctuations, modernization, urbanization,

increasing sense of Colombia's exposure to world events

all

religious change.^ These developments, however, obscured

Colombian

reality of

deep Catholic influence

society, especially in rural localities

been obvious during

more dangerous

this

and an

contributed to a

disruption of the national status quo, providing an increasingly

fundamental

and even support

fertile

seedbed for

somewhat the

equally

at the grass-roots level of

and small towns.

It

may not have

tenuous heyday that the Catholic Church was becoming

to the Protestant cause, not less so.

Now on the defensive

and out

of practice in that role, the Church proved increasingly aggressive toward heretical

"Eugenio Restrepo Uribe and Juan Alvarez, "Diez anos de protestantismo en
Colombia (1930-1943): Estadisticas y causas de su avance arrollador," Revista
Javeriana, Nov. 1943, 236-237.

^For a snippet of missionary perspective on

how

the force of

industrialization could create both chaos and evangelical opportunity in a rural

Colombian setting in the 1930s, see Elof Anderson and Isabel Anderson,
Hacaritama ([Wheaton, 111..^]: [Evangelical Alliance Mission?], [ca. 1977]), 55-63.
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activities.

In retrospect,

it

becomes

difficult to

excuse some members of the

Catholic hierarchy from clearly exacerbating
a politico-religious tension that would

explode

in the

On

mid-1 940s into the Violence.

balance, the Protestant experience from 1930
to 1946 was one of slow

but steady growth, development of a robust national
religious leadership, and
sporadic but substantial toleration at various levels
of society. Expanding in mass

and complexity, the movement began to generate features of

a tenacious

subculture: a proliferating press, local and national special-interest
groups

and

conferences, and a cohesive internal identity flavored by divisions.

The people who converted

before or during this period

were born into Protestant families

—

laid the social

— or

in

some

cases,

foundations of Colombian

Protestantism that persisted through the balance of the twentieth century.

Although the
years, the

size of the Protestant

as

it

who compose
same

in these

early

composition of that population would have tremendous influence on the

movement

the

population remained quite small

ilk;

a

grew explosively

in later decades.

The

movement have

a clear attractive

power

as crystals beget fellow crystals

from a

personalities of individuals

vis-a-vis personalities

of

solution, early adherents to

Protestantism tended to attract and form personalities that were similar to their

own. (a legacy of moral conservatism, ambivalence toward

political activity,

J

moderate community activism, a heavy emphasis on education, and a fervent sense
of spiritual mission and destiny were passed

becoming hallmarks of the

subculture."^

down from

the few to the many,

As the community grew, so did
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diversity,

especially in terms of Pentecostalization in
later decades. But the basic mind-set
that prevailed

among

early

Colombian Protestants remained vigorous

to the

end of

the century.

The

story of these Protestants, native and foreign, exudes
an excitement

born of pioneerism, and

tells

us

much about

the sort of people they were and about

the nature of the surrounding society. Less clear

national events. For

all its

is

the impact of Protestantism

growing prominence, the movement was

on

a relatively

small aspect of the impending mid-century societal rupture, not a main
detonator
thereof.

The

Protestant

Panorama

and the Launching of

On

New

in

1930

Missions

the eve of the Liberal triumph, a prominent missionary activist could

look with some satisfaction on the accomplishments of

According to

his

other Protestant

his colleagues in

approximate reckoning, the nation hosted 99 mission stations or
loci,

59 foreign missionaries, 110 national workers and teachers,

over a thousand communicants, over two thousand students

and "a Christian community of
opined

that,

Colombia.

1,631."'* In

in evangelical schools,

1928, the Evangelista Colombiano had

although times were challenging, with materialism rampant, interest in

religion waning,

and tensions within the work

itself,

there never had been such

growa:h:

'^Kenneth G. Grubb, The Northern Republics of South America: Ecuador,
Colombia and Venezuela (London: World Dominion Press, 1931), 74.
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Twenty

years ago there were churches and
schools only in Bogota and in
Barranquilla Today we have work in
these sites, but much more developed

and also m Medelhn, Bucaramanga, Cucuta,
[the town
Dabeiba Cartagena, Cerete, San Carlos,
Girardot, San
1

The

Protestant

people
at

almira, Buga, Cali, Popayan,

community was but a tmy

- especially when one

work

in

territory

and

Colombia

'

Antioquia
Lorenzo, Pereira
of]

Ipiales.^

fraction in a nation of seven million

recalls that Presbyterian missionaries

for almost three quarters of a century

— and

had been hard

vast traas of

remained unevangelized. The panorama appealed to
many foreign

mission organizations, and there was no shortage of
curious audiences for the

newcomers. Charles Chapman,

a veteran missionary of the

Union (GMU) who had been working
years,

so

saw

many

A

a sharp uptick in interest.

his biblical

63 "preaching points" on a monthly

Help arrived

in force.

know what

message."

The

to

do

for over twenty

new

era brought

— from

all

over

GMU already was visiting

basis.^

During the next decade and a

see the arrival of at least

had joined the half-dozen

Cauca region

biographer notes that "this

leners to Charles' desk that he didn't

people invited him to go with

would

in the Valle del

Gospel Missionary

half, a typical year

one new foreign mission. By 1945, twenty of them

entities at

work

before 1930." Between 1929 and 1938

^"Progresos y problemas," El Evanglista Colombiano (Bogota), Oct. 1928,
''Shillingsburg, Ligado, 52, 62.

Bucana, La

iglesia evangelica

en Colombia, 100-107.
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2.

the

number of

missionaries in Colombia rose from 59 to 164,^
and by 1944 the

number had reached approximately 300, although
was

closer to

100

any given time.^

after

A

the effective proselyting

number

deduaing schoolteachers, wives, and those on
furlough

at

Catholic observer noted that about 50 of the
missionaries "can

preach with ease in Spanish."^°

Some

of the incoming groups were traditional, mainstream
Protestant

missions, such as the Lutherans

the Methodists

more

who

who

began work in Boyaca

in the

mid- 1930s and

entered Antioquia in the early 1940s. Others represented

vivacious, Pentecostal strains, such as the Foursquare Gospel

(Santander, 1943) and the Assemblies of

God

Church

(Boyaca, 1943).^' Despite various

Kenneth G. Grubb, The Northern Republics of South America: Review of
Ten Years Evangelical Progress to 1938 (London: World Dominion Press, [ca.
1939]), 6.

^"Los capellanes evangelicos," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga),
July 1944, 2.

^°Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 45.
^^The Assemblies of
established in

God

Sogamoso about

acquired an independent church that had been

a decade before

by Edward and Ada Wegner. See

Ordonez, Historia, 234; and Martha de Barrel, "Breve historia de la obra de las
Asambleas de Dios de Colombia," manuscript (ca. 1970), p. 1, author's collection.
(Note: Almost all materials that are designated as being located in the "author's
collection" are photocopies.

Please see the introductory

comments

in the

more information about the sources and my citation of them in
the footnotes and bibliography.)
For more on the Wegners' work in Sogamoso, see Adah Winger Wegner,
Think
What about South America?: God's Proved Faithfulness (Chicago: Word
and Witness, 1941). For more on the history of the Assemblies of God in
Colombia, see Judith Lynn Barrel Graner, "The Shape of Synergy: A History of the
bibliography for

.

.

.

Assemblies of

God

of Colombia" (Ph.D. dissertation. Fuller Theological Seminary,

School of World Mission, 2000).
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doctrinal and behavioral differences,
these missions shared

including belief in personal salvation

many

Protestant

traits,

- sought and gamed independently -

through acceptance of the redemptive power of
Jesus Christ; dependence on
personal interpretation of the Bible as the exclusive
and indisputable written word
of

God;

a related emphasis

on

literacy;

and a strong moral code that condemned

alcohol consumption, extramarital sexual relations,
and various other
aspects of

Colombian popular

culture. Their

mores blended well with those held

by the two principal established missions. The Presbyterians
(based
placed emphasis on temperance, and the

had made

its

GMU (based in Cali and

cultural position clear while advertising

El Mensaje Evangelico back

issue of

in

1918:

common

"We

its

in

Bogota)

Palmira, Valle)

printing services in the

first

cannot accept work related to

lotteries, [bullfights], [cockfights], the theater, [Catholic] masses,

aguardiente or

tobacco."^"

In a sign of comaraderie, the veteran Presbyterian missionary Alexander

Allan extended invaluable assistance to
get established.

some of

the

newcomers

in their efforts to

Generally speaking, the missionaries shared a goal of avoiding

duplication of efforts, so their geographic coverage became extensive very quickly.

Though
for the

quire independent, these groups

most

part,

saw themselves

stemmed from

as collaborators rather

a

common

heritage and,

than competitors.

Pablo Deiros, a prominent Argentine historian and Baptist pastor, has
characterized North American Protestantism, the principal fountainhead of Latin

^~El

Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali), Jan.
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1919,

8.

American Protestantism,

He

as "anti-clerical

.

.

.

puritan ... and liberal-capitalist."^^

notes further:
Latin American Protestantism

is

indeed marked by the "puritan-

pietistic-evangelical

complexion" of global evangelical Christianity, the
historical roots of which are in the Pietist
movement in continental Europe
the Puritanism of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
England, and the
Great Awakening of eighteenth-century America. Pietism
itself

represented

a significant effort to reform the Protestant
heritage, and its influence has
lent a distinctive cast to the evangelical Christianity
practiced in Latin
America. At times, for example, the pietistic tendency
has led to
subjectivism and emotionalism and has fragmented the

church through
enthusiastic separatism. Pietism has also been the force
behind the
development of legalistic moral codes
Pietism has also inspired

witnessing to the indispensability of
Scripture and by advocating lay Christian ministry and mission
work.''*

Colombian Protestantism
same

fits

well into this broader picture, having received the

sort of missionaries as the rest of the continent.

for missionaries to enter

Colombia

In fact,

it

after serving in other Latin

was not uncommon

American nations,

such as Brazil or Ecuador.

Some

of the

new groups worked

rather quiedy, in similar fashion to the

long-established Presbyterians. Missionaries Lester and Katherine Morgan, for

example,

who

left their

New Jersey congregation

(of the Brethren)

and arrived

in

Pasto (Narifio) as newlyweds in the early 1930s, established a low-key presence.

They did not

actively advertise their meetings, but

word-of-mouth assured them of

'^Deiros, Historia, 205.

Fundamentalism in Latin America," in
Fundamentalisms Observed, ed. Martin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby,
Fundamentalism Project, vol. 1 (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1991), 151.
'''Pablo A. Deiros, "Protestant
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a curious audience.'^

school

at

A

decade

group of Mcnnonites

later, a

initiated a

boarding

Cachipay (Cundinamarca) to serve children
whose Protestant parents

lived at the leper colony of

project' by

Agua de Dios. The school was

later

termed "the 'wedge

which Mennonites would gain entrance into Colombia."^'

Other groups made
militant arrival

which arrived

their presence

more loudly known. Probably

the most

was the England-based World Evangelization Crusade (WEC),

at

Buenaventura on 16 July 1933

30-year-old Australian.'^

He and

in

the person of Patrick Symes, a

few associates quickly established themselves

a

in

Zipaquira, in northern Cundinamarca, and began to very publicly
evangelize that
city

and various other

locales in the area surrounding Bogota.

other snippets from missionary publications of the time are

— and the nature of

insight into the attitude of this mission

A

listed

its

few headlines and
below; they give

reception

— as

it

established itself in a generally conservative region:

God

has guided Pat to open

work

completely unevanglised and

'^Katherine
1

Morgan

Nov. 1993, Bogota, D.C.;

Morgans operated

(b.

is

in the city

of Zipaquir[a], which

is

the centre of a surrounding untouched

1909), evangelical missionary, interview by author,

254-257. Apparently the
Colombia under the appellation of

see also Ordoficz, Historia,

at least part of the

time

in

"United Brethren."

A

A

History of General Conference
Mennonite Overseas Missions, Mennonite Historical Series (Newton, Kansas: Faith
'^James C. Juhnke,

People of Mission:

and Life Press, 1979), 147. Gerald Stucky provides an early summary of the
Mennonite's Cachipay work in the booklet Colombia's Challenge (n.p.: Literature
Committee, Women's Home and Foreign Missionary Assoc., The General
Conference Mennonite Church, 1951).
''Valentim Gonzalez

B., Patricio

Symes: Vida y obra de un pionero (Bogota:

Centros de Literatura Cristiana, 1980), 16, 72.
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population of 2 1/2 millions. The whole place

Praise

God

two or three

for the first

is

priest-infested, [ca. Feb.

converts, especially for the

splendid stand of the first convert, Se[n]ora
Elena. She has been stoned
twice and received many insults and threats.
But in face of it all she has
stood true, continued her public testimony and
just been baptised, [re
Zipaquira; ca. June 1934]
First Idol

Smashed

The

fight

[re

is still

Zipaquira;

first,

Spring 1934]

fierce, the priests

the people to stone them.
the

ca.

Through

making

Head with Dung

[re

Filth [re Zipaquira;

Wonderful Deliverance from Fury of

Mob

[re

In Colombia, Pat

24 Sep. (1934?)]

went alone to evangelize
Choconta; ca. 1934]

New

City

Symes

Oct. 1934]

Choconta; 11 Nov. (1934?)]

In October Miss Evans

Glorious Assault on a

[ca.

Zipaquira; 28 July (1934?)]

Punched, Bleeding, Covered with

half-civilized Indians, [re

and urging

fear of the priests all the converts except

Se[n]ora Helena, have temporarily backslidden,

Hit on the

A

bitter attacks

[re

this fanatical city of

Chinquinquira; 12 Nov. (1934?)]

of strong fighting of the Devil against

tells

them, but that the new Liberal Government is waking up, and there seems
to be a move to strip the worst contrivance the devil ever invented, of its

— the Church of Rome.

Power

Souls at Last instead of Stones!

First

[re Cajica;

Colombian Crusader Church

News

that has

all

the

sound of

Oa. 1935]

[ca.

[re

25 Aug. (1935?)]

Viota; 19 Mar. (1936?)]

a military campaign keeps coming, as the

Crusaders go from place to place with the loud-speaker van
in the

country,

[ca.

The advance

June 1937]
in

Colombia

is

a continual inspiration.

Less than four

Symes sailed alone to open the work, ... 23 workers are
and 5 more booked to sail in the summer. Ten centers have been

years ago Pat
there,

— the only one
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opened

in

three provinces, Cundinamarca,
Boyac[a] and Meta.

As the WEC's Norman Grubb described the
situation

in

.

.

.

[ca.

1936, "The utmost

aggression has been used in reachmg every soul,
by 'open-airs' (which w^ere

unknown

previously

in

Colombia),

tract, visit,

and the utmost plainness of

speech.-'^ Looking back from the early
1940s, Symes

of the missionary

Whether

They

society.

fair

is

gentle or blunt, the

usually stood out in a

newcomers sent
crowd by

telltale accents,

Colombian man on

1

b

a ripple

through Colombian

virtue of their relatively large size,

but most importantly they held ideas very

the street. Their role was critical to the

expansion of Protestantism, even though the

number of conversions were

very large

that "the life

one of continual war."-°

complexions, and

foreign to the

would conclude

historical evidence indicates that a

attributable to contact with fellow

'

1

These press items are drawn from a scrapbook collection in the archives of
the Tipografi'a Buena Semilla, Bogota. Several of them are news briefs from the

WEC Prayer Battery Letter (PBL), while the rest apparently appeared in World
Conquest (WC), another WEC publication (probably both consistently printed in
England). Boldfacing and the use of extended capitalization has been excluded
from the quotes, as they seemed to serve simply as visual reference tools.

The

original source citations are as follows: PBL, Feb. 1934, 3; PBL,

June

1934, 2; probably WC, (ca. Spring 1934), 49; PBL, Oct. 1934, 3; probably WC,
(ca. Aug. 1934), 94; probably WC, (ca. Dec. 1934), 13; probably WC, (ca. Dec.
1934), 14; probably WC, (ca. Dec. 1934), 34; probably WC, (ca. Dec. 1934), 36;
PBL, Oct. 1935, 2; probably WC, (ca. Sep. 1935), 94; probably WC, (ca. Apr.
1936), 62; PBL, June 1937, 3; probably

WC,

(ca.

Spring 1937), 33.

^^Norman P. Grubb, Modern Crusaders: The Challenge of Colombia, 2nd
(London: Worldwide Evangelization Crusade, 936), 48.

ed.

J

-^Pat Symes, "Missionary Problems,"
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The Liberator (Bogota), Apr. 1942,

3.

Colombians

— either

church workers, friends, family members

official

acquaintances.

The Transfer

of Culture:

Foreign Missionaries as Template Personalities

A

special personality

is

required in order to leave one's relations, culture and

nation for the sake of promoting an ideology on foreign shores.
Missionaries

represented a distillation of Protestant fervor. Perhaps in some cases
they had
to lose but their health by traveling to

missionary corp

is

Colombia, but the

overall picture of the

that of dedicated, middle-class people with honest

convictions about the religious message they carried.

little

It is

and deep

easy to imagine the

resemblance to the Holy Land that Colombia must have held for many of these

men and women. Compared

to the surroundings of

biblical setting: largely pastoral,

home,

pervaded with poverty,

dominated by an authoritarian government,

hostile to

it

presented a rather

relatively lawless,

new

religious messages,

and

even punctuated by leprosy.

Given the nature of the missionary mentality,

it is

only natural that fervor

and tenacity would characterize many Colombian converts. The missionaries'

example of commitment had a deep impact on the
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early

community of converts.

who would

need

as

much

or

more stamina

in

order to bear the ostracism and other

pressures that often resuhed from their decision.''

Missionaries transmitted

example of

loyalty to a cause.

much more

They

than a rehgious message and their

also carried cultural traits such as highly

nuclear family behavior, an expectation of rational
functionality

and tidy habits of

dress and

comportment. A steady pattern of

in

government,

travel

back and

forth between Colombia and their native lands, especially
the United States,

emphasized the missionaries' foreign
Anglo-American

whether those

ideas.

And among

allegiances

and maintained a fresh inflow of

Protestants there

ideas or the Hispanic tradition

was no

were superior.

real

argument

as to

In their eyes.

Protestantism held keys not only to spiritual salvation, but also to material,
intellectual

and

political progress.

In a polemical letter to

Manuel

Arcila, the

parish priest of Canasgordas (Antioquia), Gustavo Villa (the evangelical pastor of

nearby Dabeiba) challenged

his reader to

"'For a Colombian perspective on Protestant missionary values and
behaviors (with Alexander Allan serving as the central example), see Gonzalo

Castillo-Cardenas, "Between Authoritarianism and Liberation: The Politics of

Middle Class Protestantism

in

Latin America,"

MACLAS Latin American

Essays 5

(1992): 96-115.

Various memoirs and narratives provide valuable insight into the missionary
mentality, which often exhibited extraordinary stamina and resourcefulness. Two

examples,

Helen Constance,
Stepping out on Faith: The Story of Colombia Missionaries George and Helen
Constance (Camp Hill, Penn.: Christian Publications, 1988) and Wilma Ross
Westphal's semi-novelized biography of Max Trummer, Heretic at Large
(Washington, D.C.: Review and Herald Publishing Assoc., 1976). The Constances
in addition to others that are cited in the text, are

served in the ranks of the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Colombia
1935-1953), while Trummer promoted the Seventh-Day Adventist cause

1920-1943).
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(ca.
(ca.

such as

Italy,

Belgium,

etc.

and you

will find that their

rosaries, scapularies, stamps, crosses

other hand,

imports boil

down

to

and bones of the dead, etc. On the
investigate what comes to us from

the gentleman Priest
Protestant nations, and you will find
steamboats, railroads, lightning rods
electric fencing, automobiles, etc.
etc. And if we start to make
a list of the
most eminent men, do we not find them in
Protestantism? George
let

Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Wilson, Isaac
Newton, Edison Robert
Fulton, Shakespeare, John Bunyan, David
Livingstone, etc. etc ^
I ask
the gentleman Arcila, How is it that
Protestantism is, according to what
you've said, a disparaged sect? Confess your
error.^^
Protestantism had

only

way

to

do

come

.

Colombians

in

more ways than

one, which was the

"Most of them," lamented John Harbeson of the WEC,

it.

very, very poor.

to save

.

.

many

"are

of [their shacks] are not to be compared to a
moderately

decent cowshed on a farm in England.

No

sanitary arrangements,

no privacy of

any kind. The family may be anything from two to a dozen. Then
sum up the
moral condition."-' The enormit)- of the task helps to explain the
missionaries'
emphasis on education work, which proliferated during the 1930s.
at the

Colegio Americano for boys

in

A

staff

member

Bogota argued that a strong Latin American

church could never be brought about "until we have reached the very youth of the
country and have drilled them in our Protestant thought. This can best be

accomplished

in

schools permeated with true Christian

"Gustavo Villa Lucerna, "El Pastor
Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), July 1932, 5.

Villa contesta al

"'John Harbeson, probably in a letter to

Norman

P.

Grubb, Modern Crusaders, 40.

-'*Wise,

faith.

"Colegio Americano," 70.
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WEC

"-^

Cura

Arcila," El

headquarters; quoted in

Order, simplicity,

cleanliness,

hard work, honesty,

literacy,

and various

other virtues became enshrined by
the Colombian Protestant
community. "In

own

life,"

notes John Sinclair,

this

group "unconsciously reflected the

its

ideals of the

conservative North American middle class."-^

Female missionaries provided an example of

initiative

and leadership that

challenged role definitions of reclusiveness and
timidity then current

Colombian women. The Executive Committee
included several foreign

women, and Margaret

among many

of the Presbyterian Mission

Allan (wife of Alexander) served as

president of the "Directive Junta" of a "Christian Effort"
society in Bogota,
presiding over an all-male, Hispanic cohort of commission
presidents."^ Speaking

of the missionary Viola Warner, Dabeiba's Pastor Villa noted
that

we admire

her fearlessness that

that of a

man

woman,
on seeing her crossing on muleback our solitary mountains, visiting
from
Medellm, her take-off point
the centers of evangelical activities in

—

Orobajo, Uramita, Dabeiba,

~

John

El Jordan,

is

rather than a

—

La Lima, Peque and Rodeo, resolving

"Hacia un protestantismo colombiano y venezolano," in
Historia General de la Iglesia en America Latina, gen. coord. Enrique Dussel, vol. 7,
Colombia y Venezuela, coord, of Colombia-Venezuela area, Rodolfo Ramon de
Roux, El Peso de los Di'as, no. 17 (Salamanca: Ediciones Sigueme [for the Comision
de Estudios de Historia de la Iglesia en America Latina (CEHILA)], 1981), 590.
Sinclair,

"^"Notas generales," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Jan. 1935, 3;
"Esfuerzo cristiano en Bogota," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Sep. 1930, 4.
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problems, better organizing the teaching
efforts, preaching, stimulating
and
encouragmg with her conversations everyone
that

she's privileged to meet.^^

In a similar vein,

Eduardo Pinzon celebrated Rosa Khoury and
M. Elizabeth Hall

(laboring in San Gil [Santander]) as "manly
sisters that have given their lives
toward

helping

in

the salvation of our

attributes of these adventurous

Colombian brethren."^« One cannot

women

say that the

transferred easily to their female followers;

the most dynamic Hispanic female preacher of
the time in Colombia was actually a

Mexican immigrant, Matilde de Hoyos."^ But many
their

homes

to attend school

single evangelical

women

and become teachers and perhaps the wives of

left

native

pastors.

In a self-reinforcing cycle, respect for foreign missionaries

promoted the

transfer of values, which heightened the prestige of the missionaries.
Although

they were greatly esteemed

in life,

it

was death

that brought the climax of status.

A

^'Gustavo Villa Lucena, "Informacion de Dabeiba," El Evangelista
Colombiano (Bogota.^), Apr. 1933, 3.
In several later footnotes, especially in various citations of the Evangelista

Colombiano and Mensaje Evangelico,

I

have included a question mark

as

an

indication of uncertainty as to the publication site of the periodical, etc. In any
particular instance, this does not necessarily indicate a lack of data in the original

due to flaws in my note-taking during fieldwork. (Incidentally,
the Evangelista Colombiano was a rather peripatetic periodical, published in at
source; often

it is

least three or four different cities in

Colombia. The Mensaje Evangelico, on the

other hand, was probably always published in Cali.)

^Eduardo Pinzon, "Apuntes de

viaje,"

El Evangelista Colombiano (Ibague),

Nov. 1935, 7
"^Hoyos was anything but typical, having worked in various capacities,
including "typist, chorus girl, teacher, broadcasting speaker," and as a Spanish
instructor for WEC missionaries. Matilde de Hoyos, testimony, The Liberator
(Bogota), Oct. 1941, 9.
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missionary's passing while in the
mission

field (or after retreating

northward for

health reasons) could hardly be seen
as anything other than death
in the line of

holy duty, whether premature or at
the end of a long
of martyrology that

endowed

This gave

rise to a sort

the evangelical cause with a sense
of sanctification.

Shortly after Theodore Johnston of the
age, the

life.

Mensaje Evangelico offered

deceased. At the approach of the

and twenty-five-centavo photos of the

ten-

first

GMU died in Valle at a rather ripe

anmversary of

his death, the junta

of the

Palmira congregation sent out an invitation for a
"pilgrimage to the Cemetery to
visit

tomb of the vanished

the

and Secretary

will

convey a wreath that

the ceremony." Several years
elegiac lines

was

Pastor. ...

later, the

The gentlemen

will

President, Vice-president

be placed upon the tomb to conclude

Evangelista Colombiano carried these

from Modesto Campo of Macedonia

(Valle), indicating that

sorely missed:

still

in

my

my

lips

Therefore
that with

breast
I

will

you have

left

a

deep sadness,

not be able to explain;
languid head

and on seeing you, my
faints and falls from sorrow.

One

after

never will

another the days
I

will pass,

cease to feel you;

and with cruel pains and agonies
to the place you lie, to weep I will

go.

Until that longed-for hour arrives,

which I give to the world my last goodbye;
and fly as well to the enchanting mansion
where our God has placed you.
in

Because you were a model of virtue,
of tenderness, of love and of lovaltv;
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Johnston

and my God reserves Heaven for the just
in His infinite and matchless goodness.^"

The
the

work

strong influence of missionary personalities
presented complications to

as well.

As an interdenominational mission, the

GMU included

missionaries of various Protestant stripes. Since each
foreign worker attracted his
or her

More
a

own

"sympathizers," the mission

seriously, the

left

suffered a degree of disunity.^^

dependence of Colombian churches on foreign leadership was

handicap to expansion of the cause.

couple,

community

When

the Jarreus, a well-loved missionary

Cartagena, an admirer lamented that their departure delivered "an

almost definitive blow" to the churches of Cartagena and the Sinu region.^-

Although probably a polite exaggeration,

this

observation

it is

common

may

also have laid close

to the truth.

(Jn group photographs of the time,
at the center of a

If civil

to find foreign missionaries

mass of congregants.' Authority and security radiated from them.

authorities were to be consulted to seek redress for

a missionary might take charge of the grievance process.

their missionaries,

who

left

act of persecution,

They served

for entrants to the Protestant higher-education apparatus.

remembered

some

The

as a screen

faithful fervendy

"an unerasable imprint on the mentality of

Notas generales," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Feb. 1939, 8; "Notas
generales," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Dec. 1939, 5; Modesto Campo M.,
"Duerme aun," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Feb. 1943, 8.
^^Castaiio Baron, "Desarrollo historico," 10.

^-"Salen los esposos Jarrett de Cartagena," El Evangelista

(Bogota), Aug. 1933,7.
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Colombiano

the Protestant

pastors

who

community"; they received

originated from the

a level of esteem

community

Methods and Extent

unmatched by

native

itself/"

of Protestant Expansion

During the Liberal Republic

Many Colombians

received their

commercial transaction: the purchase of

first

contact with Protestantism through a

a Bible or other

item of literature from a

colporteur. Pamphlets, books and periodicals filtered across the countryside
by

mail or personal contact, often arriving long before any pastor or missionary.

From

its

headquarters in Ecuador, the Voice of the Andes radio station beamed

evangelical broadcasts into Colombia, and local

programming began

to appear in

the early 1940s.

Such mass-media methods involved
provided only modest returns

in

terms of conversion. The enormous quantities of

books distributed by foreign Bible
surge in church

in

Armenia

large expenditures of resources but

societies in

Colombia did not produce

membership numbers. Clyde Taylor, who with

(Caldas, later Quindfo) in early 1932, recalled that

about 5,000 tracts a month,

we could

The message spread most
forms of sustained

human

eventually count

effectively

a great

his family arrived

"if

we

on about one

distributed

convert.'"''*

through family connections and other

contact, including economic patronage.

One summer

^^Manuel Esteban Zabala Ballesteros, "Antecedentes del protestantism© en
Colombia y analisis de su desarrollo historico-social entre 1950 y 1980" (Master's
thesis, Universidad Externado de Colombia [Bogota], 1988), 95.
^'^Clyde Taylor, untitled partial transcript of oral history tape recording

1991), p. 97, author's collection.
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(ca,

day a group of traveling church workers
visited Marco Antonio Diez, an
Antioquian hacienda owner and active Protestant
propagandist, and were pleased
to "see that Senor

Marco Antonio and

his

nephew congregated

female servants, leaving their chores in order to

listen

the workers and

to the teaching of the

Holy

Gospel."^^ William Easton recalled visiting Alfonso
Hoyos, a farmer in the vicinity

of Villavicencio:

As the sun set, and the quiet of twilight settled, he asked to
be
excused. Stepping mto the yard with a horn in his hand,
he blew it loudly
and long, to call in the workmen from the rice-fields. They soon
appeared,
a dozen of them, walking Indian file
During supper the conversation
drifted from one topic to another, until it arrived at the
Bible and religion.
We had waited for this, and in order that there should not be any idea on
'

their part of

my

my

upon them, Don Alfonso spoke
enthusiastically about the Bible and the Gospel, and between us we
explained the Word of God to them. They were a surprised group of men.
With the exception of one, all bought a Bible or a New Testament.^^
Family

ties

forcing

religion

and economic relationships

in rural areas

appear to have encouraged

the growth of isolated but occasionally dense pockets of evangelical population,
similar to the

pauerns of

political loyalty that

have characterized the Colombian

countryside.

Sometimes evangelization occurred

in less likely places.

Imprisoned

in

Riosucio (Caldas) for reasons that are unclear, a one-year convert reported that "in
[the] three

months that

I've

about 150 pamphlets and

been here

fifteen messages, six

^^"La obra evangelica en

Colombiano

in this prison I've

las

given

my

fellow prisoners

Gospels of Saint Luke and two

regiones de Dabeiba," El Evangelista

(Ibague), Sept. 1935, 3.

William C. Easton, Colombian Conflict (London: Christian Literature
Crusade, 1954), 27.
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Bibles." Several of his students

seemed ready

to

become

Protestants once they

gained their freedom.^^
In sum, the Protestant

Cora Zook,

a

known

and Cauca
a bus

as

in

On

later,

mode

its

propaganda

efforts.

Alliance, pioneered a

built for visiting villages along the

20 October 1935,

thirt>'-two

and made a productive "evangelization

than three years

m

Colombia. The Latin American Mission sponsored a

"The Good News,"

rivers.

sophisticated

creative

worker with the Christian and Missionary

"Child Evangelism" plan
boat

community proved

Medellm congregants boarded

trip" to nearby Santa Barbara.

the Antioquian Protestants had access to a

of transport

Magdalena

Less

more

— a well-equipped bus complete with "a bookcase

of well-organized and -selected pamphlets; bookshop furnishings; a gas generator
for projecting films

accompaniment of

enough

and

religious songs; restroom, stove, table

for "giving Christian instruction to

These various
slow

slides that illustrate biblical teachings; a

efforts

30

and many others

harmonium

for the

and beds," and space

persons."^^

like

them had

a

cumulative but very

Missionary numbers tripled from 1929 to 1938, but the population of

effect.

C,

^^A. J.

Ri'osucio (Caldas), to

"Mi muy respetado

Pastor y ministro de

Cristo," (Charles Chapman,^), (Cali.^), El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Sep. 1931,

4-5.
^^Cora
n.p., ca. late

M. Zook,

1975,

p. 2,

Simi Valley, Calif., to "Dear Bob" (Robert Searing,

reproduction of original signed

letter

is

Jr.),

in author's

collection; Julio E. Davila, "Informacion de Cartagena para 'El Evangelista

Colombiano,'" El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Jan. 1940, 4;
"Colaboracion del Consejo de las Iglesias del Interior," El Evangelista Colombiano
(Ibague), Jan. 1936, 1; Gustavo Villa Lucena, "Nuestro ultimo viaje de
evangelizacion," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Aug. 1938, 6.
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communicants did not quite double,

falling just

communicants, however, did not provide

a

shy of 2,000.'' The number of

complete picture. Protestant

statistics

often listed communicants separately from a broader
category of interested persons
called "sympathizers"; together, the

two groups formed

In 1938, this broader group had reached about 5,000 in
priest in the Archdiocese of

215 parishes

in

official

after surveying only

to exist. His statistics

undoubtedly included "sympathizers," but enormous growth
1948, the

a

that the nation's

— and that was

which Protestants were known

By about 1943,

size.'*^

Medellm could report with alarm

Protestant population had ballooned to 9,442
sixty of

the Protestant community.

is still

implied.^'

By

Protestant membership count was 7,908, with 14,991 persons

enrolled in Sunday Schools."*"

As

in earlier years, reactions to Protestantism varied

location to location.

Many

factors

tremendously from

shaped the reception that

it

received and

therefore the geography and personality profile of the budding subculture.
these factors, of course,

was

One

of

the distribution of proselyting resources by the

Protestants themselves. But this variable decreased in importance as more and

more groups came
influential

to

Colombia and entered unevangelized

were preexisting

political

and

territories.

religious conditions, the

Much more

importance of

''Kenneth G. Grubb, The Northern Republics ... to 1938^7.
^°Ibid.

"^^Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 129-130.

''-"Census Reveals

Phenomenal Growth of Protestant Church

in

Colombia

Despite Religious Persecution," Bulletin no. 10 (Ibague, CEDEC), 17 Aug. 1953, 3
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which was not

lost

Conference," held

on the missionaries. At the "Second
Interdenominational
in

1938, Alexander Allan suggested that strategic
proselyting

centers be established in relatively
Liberal^as; he
as

saw Tolima and Cundinamarca

more produaive than Boyaca or Santander/^
In the broadest sense, the Protestant

extremes of the demographic

The cosmopolitan

cities

scale: in large

movement seemed

to thrive at

two

urban areas or isolated rural hamlets.

of Cartagena and Barranquilla on the Caribbean
coast and

the interior metropolises of Bogota and Cali proved
quite receptive. In these areas,

converts could enjoy the combined amenities of societal
openness, relative

anonymity, and large

circles

of associates. At the rural end of the spectrum.

Protestantism took ready root in certain frontier areas within such regions
as the

Central Cordillera in Tolima, the Quindio bowl in Caldas, and Casanare on
the
eastern plains. Having uprooted themselves physically, colonists seemed primed
for uprooting themselves religiously.

which made ostracism
they were

less

it

The term
it

Removed from

the seats of Catholic officialdom,

priests.

topography was also of great importance to the pattern of religious

change; namely,

although

often lived surrounded by like-thinkers,

exposed to harangues from parish

Political

gained.

less likely.

They

was

in Liberal Party- territory that converts

could most readily be

"Liberal Party territory" must be used with care, however, for

has some

utility in a

broad sense

(e.g., in

reference to the department of

Oscar Evaul, "Alexander M. Allan: Presbyterian Missionary to
Colombia, 1910-1946" (Master's thesis, Louisville Presbyterian Theological
Seminary, 1963), 118-119.
"^^Philip
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Tolima), and even more so

most

safe to use

owed much of
affairs, so

many

on

its

a

municipal sense,

household-by-household

vitality to

the arrival of a

Liberals.

in a mid-level,

an age-old opposition to

new

Party ranks

basis.

religious ideology

it is

most useful and

At any

rate, the Liberal Party

clerical

meddling

came

in state

as a breath of fresh air for

were already replete with freethinkers and masons,
so

heresy was not new.

Within small towns, the personality and prestige of the parish
local evangelical could

make

a

tremendous difference

in the

priest or of a

community's attitude

toward Protestantism. Typically such variations presumably depended
on
inscrutable threads of loyalty

What

is

clear,

contexts.

however,

is

and dependence that elude

that local conditions

the historical record.

were capable of defying broader

For example, one of the strongest Protestant congregations

in

Colombia

was that of Dabeiba, within the Catholic bulwark of Antioquia. Granted, the town
lies far

sea,

removed from Medellin, near Antioquia's northwest gerrymander

and reportedly the town suffered

to the

clerical neglect before "the Protestants

over.""" But the congregation's vitality

was

still

it

impressive, given Antioquia's fame

Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 130.
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took

as a Conservative stronghold and
as the birthplace of a hugely
disproportionate

number

of the nation's Catholic clergy/^

The departments
Church

of Boyaca, Cauca, and Narino

also held a particularly prominent position

—

also

in

which the Catholic

proved

inhospitable to Protestantism. Yet each area presents
exceptions.

aspect of this

Amazon

phenomenon was

Lester

people of Putumayo are

less fanatical

origin of those people

mainly Narinan

the Narinans

'what

An

interesting

the colonization of Putumayo, a frontier of the

basin to the east of Narino.

is

relatively

Morgan observed: "We

find that the

than the people of Narino, even though the

One

also sees that the fanaticism of

not innate, but rather superficial and mainly due to the fear of

is

they'll say.""*^

Charles

Chapman came

to a similar conclusion regarding

Antioquenos:

home town is often a fanatic and will oppose
missionaries. Due to this fact, the missionary finds

In fact the Antioquefio in his

any advance made by the
this department one of the hardest in the Republic to evangelize. These
same people, when removed from their old surroundings and planted in

some

of the

fertile

regions of the Cauca, often

become most

substantial

and

useful evangelists.''^

Of
third

the Catholic bishops in office between

were born

capital (Hubert

in

Antioquia, but none of them in

1930 and 1970, almost one
Medellm, the department's

Schwan and Antonio Ugalde, "Orientations of

the Bishops of

Colombia toward Social Development, 1930-1 970," /owrw^z/ of Church and State
16, no. 3 [Autumn 1974]: 479-480 [full article reprinted as Offprint Series no.
158, Institute of Latin American Studies, Univ. of Texas
''^Lester

Chapman.^),

Morgan, Los Angeles,

(Cali?),

'*^C. B.

10 Mar.

Calif., to

m^.ElMensaje

Chapman, With

the Bible

among
84

at Austin]).

"Estimado Hermano" (Charles
Evangelico

(Cali.^),

the Andes, 58.

May

1938, 6-7.

So the geography of reHgious change
ideologies

woven

political corollary

in

in

Colombia

patchwork fashion across the

of this

phenomenon

cities

underlies the

is

very complex, with

and countryside. The

enormous violence

that

would

shake Colombia after 1946; despite certain regional trends, the nation was a

mixture of juxtaposed Liberals and Conservatives.

volatile

The weakness of generalities
role of individual

agency

in political

so often intertwined in Colombia.

theoretical constructs)

in this

may

whole picture makes

choice and religious choice, which have been

As intriguing

be, personal choice has

in the personal histories of

probably see

this as a very Protestant conclusion.)

few

sites

broad conclusions (and

as

determinant

A

clear the central

been the most important

Colombian

deserve additional attention.

related

Protestants.

They

illustrate

(They would

some

of the

foregoing points, as well as the peripheral nature of Protestantism in Colombian

society.

Andinapolis, Truiillo, Valle del Cauca
In the municipalit)- of Trujillo in central Valle del Cauca, the agricultural

area of Andinapolis experienced religious polarization in the 1930s. Half of the

population converted, while the other was labeled by a missionary as "very
fanatical."

("Fanatic" and related terms served as

for die-hard Catholics).

of precursor of the

In

June 1942,

after

It is

common

Protestant descriptions

not surprising, then, that Andinapolis served

more generalized violence of the mid-1 940s and
an evangelical

man

as a sort

early 1950s.

declined an invitation from a visiting priest
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to participate as a patron of the local Virgin of

Carmen

festival, the priest allegedly

ordered an economic boycott against the Protestants and suggested that the
decliner's

house be

lit

afire.

A

minor incident involving a violent drunkard

occurred in the Protestant chapel on August 1st of the same summer, and

on the 23 rd of that month, the chapel was destroyed by
Seven years

later, in the

a

group of

finally,

attackers.

midst of the Violencia, the Protestant presence

in

Andinapolis would disappear completely.'*^

Rfomanso, Tolima
This locale to the southeast of Ibague was founded by Antioquian colonists.
In early 1934,

years later

it

it

was

was reported
still

to be almost completely evangelical.

going strong. "There has always been a

lot

Almost

five

of religious

tolerance in Riomanso, from the beginning," wrote an observer in 1939, "in part

because of the influence of some

spiritist

independence that every owner of

his

elements, in part because of the economic

own farm

feels,

but this has become

Klaassen, "La obra evangelica en Tulua y sus alrededores," El
Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), May 1933, 3-4; Shillingsburg, La llama, 62-64; "De
(Trujillo, Valle)," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Oct.

^^Cornelio

P.

Andinapolis,

1942, 3; "Asalto a una capilla evangelica," El Mensaje Evangelico
1942, 7 (reprinting an item from El Crisol [Cali], 28 Aug. 1942).
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(Cali?), Oct.

accentuated notably in recent years due to the growing influence
of the gospel that

found

fertile

ground

there."^^

Tenerife. Bolivar (later Cordoba)
In late 1935, the entire population of Tenerife, near Monteria,
reportedly

was attending Protestant church meetings
a church, and desired to

become

official

at a lot designated for the construction of

members.^°

Andalucfa, Tolima
In

December 1934,

a

young

intercultural couple

named Marco H.

Ruiz and

Viola Warner de Ruiz (the same intrepid Viola celebrated by Gustavo Villa some

time before)
in

set

out by bus and horseback to develop a mission

the newly colonized lands of Sumapaz, which

year.

Marco had

work

in Andaluci'a,

visited extensively that

Within months they were enjoying substantial success; their day school was

attracting about sixteen students, though the night session struggled.

nearby Cunday

tried to cause difficulties,

A

priest

from

but the Ruizes pressed on. Nearly two

years into their labors, Viola could report that 48 students were enrolled in the day

school (with an average attendance of 24), a "Christian Effort" society had been

formed, and Isaac Sanchez had donated a one-hectare

lot for the generation of

funds to complete construction of the chapel. The community cleared the ground

^^Gerardo Osorio Lopez, "La obra evangelica en Riomanso," El Evangelista
Colombiano (n.p.), Jan. 1934, 3; El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Aug.
1939, 1. In the sources, "Riomanso" is often written without the accent mark.

Chegwin, Cerete (Bolivar), to Alexander Allan, Ibague (Tolima), 10
Sep. 1935, El Evangelista Colombiano (Ibague), Nov. 1935, 6-7.
^^Eh'as
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for cultivation in a four-day bee, then burned

it

and planted corn, manioc, and

plantains/^

Campohermoso. Tolima
1931, Arturo Martinez preached

In

inspiring Zoilo Torres and

more
the

two others

religious information.

name

of the village to

in the village of El Platanal (Tolima),

to travel to Cali the next year in search of

As conversions increased

Campohermoso

in the area, Torres

changed

("Beautiful Field").

Francisco de Paula Ordonez, a historian within the Colombian Protestant

community,

visited

Campohermoso

as a

young man

in

1944, about 14 years after

Protestantism took root there:

It

was the

first

experience

in

my

where

life

I

didn't see a single drunk nor

see cigareues or beer for sale in the stores of the place

The believers
reaching $557.52. The

are

and generous, the offering last year
evangelical group has attained its deserved importance in that municipalit>^:
it has a member on the Council and a yearly allotment of $87.00 in the
budget to help the school.
active

People would travel for three to four hours from surrounding areas to attend
services,

and

at least

400 people showed up

for

Sunday School. "Disputes,"

^^"Nuevo centro evangelico," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Jan.
1935, 3; A.M.A., "Ripios de viaje al oriente del Tolima," El Evangelista

Colombiano

(Ibague), Sep. 1935, 8; Viola

W.

de Ruiz, "Hora evangelica en

Andalucia (Tolima)," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Nov. 1936,
88

6.

remembered Ordonez, "never reached the
consistory [church council]

Herrera.

In

courts, because the pastor or the

worked them out

in a brotherly

fashion.""

ToHma
mid- 1941, a group of beHevers from Castillo

(Valle) transplanted

themselves to Herrera, to the east of their old home. They
were the only
Protestants in Herrera, but

new movement grow

some of the other

arrival,

wanted

to see the

so that they could educate their children in an evangelical

school. But not everyone held such

newcomers'

citizens reportedly

open

views.

some Herrerans "were

Within four months of the

set to leave this place

because we're

building houses for ourselves, and with the goal of building another house for
the
use of the work."^^

Another case of Protestant migration took place
several evangelical families" established "Bethel"

in

on the

Boyaca

in

1945, where

eastern plains (probably in

present-day Casanare).^'*

Nazareth, Tierralta, Bolivar

A

(later

Valencia, Cordoba)

very significant Protestant colony appeared

Caribbean coast,

in the valley of the

far to the north,

near the

upper Sinu River. Apparently prompted by

^"Ordonez, Historia, 215-217; Francisco de Paula Ordonez, "Impresiones
de una

visita a

Campohermoso

(Tolima)," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Apr. 1945,

3-4.
^^"La obra en Herrera (Tolima)," EI Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Aug. 1941,
4.

^'^Ordonez, Historia, 327.
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- and,
of markets — evangelical

land-reform legislation of 1936

by the

inaccessibility

in the case of a large

group from San Juan,

families gathered

from elsewhere

in

the department of Bolivar and from northern
Antioquia, forming an almost
exclusively evangehcal settlement at a spot
years, the

known

newly renamed "Nazareth" grew from

laid-out, agricultural

town of four

to five

malaria and other parasitic horrors,

it

as

Quebrada Nueva. Within ten

a cluster of huts to a thriving, well

hundred people. Although racked with

persisted, eventually fusing with a

neighboring population to become the municipality of Valencia. About 30 years
after

its

formation,

it

been the only town

was noted that the former Nazareth "up

in

Colombia inhabited

La Helvecia, Calarca, Caldas

(later

The most extraordinary
far

from Armenia,

in the

congregation of a village

to the present has

entirely by evangehcal Christians."^^"

Quindfo)

concentration of Protestants in this period lay not

heart of Colombia's coffee-growing region.

known

as

La Helvecia sent

The

a multi-page article to the

^^Ordofiez, Historia, 71; Elizabet Meredith Lee, El

hombre de

orqmdeas
y otros relatos latinoamericanos, trans. A. F. Sosa (Buenos Aires: Editorial La
Aurora; Mexico, D.F.: Casa Unida de Publicaciones, 1952), 55-63; Daniel Valiente
Cabeza, "Impresiones de Nazareth, Colombia," eHacia Dondef (Bogota), Mar.
1944, 1-2; Abel Sierra Izquierdo, Libardo S. Tirado, and David Cabana Henao,
eds., Colegios Americanos, Colombia, 1869-1969: Revista del centenario de los
Colegios Americanos de Colombia (Bogota: Editorial Buena Semilla,

las

[ca.

1969]),

17.

1922 and ending in early 1923, two Presbyterian
church officials took a journey through much of Colombia. In reference to various
towns in the Sinu valley, the officials commented that they "found no places in
Colombia more open to the Protestant message" (W. Reginald Wheeler and
Webster E. Browning, Modern Missions on the Spanish Main: Impressions of
Protestant Work in Colombia and Venezuela [Philadelphia: Westminster Press,
Beginning

in very late

1925], 184).
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Evangelista Colombiano in 1935 to report on

its

extraordinary history and

progress:

Seven years ago the inhabitants of La Helvecia were
gloominess of Romanism and the demoniacal doarines of

all

stuck in the

spiritism; liberal

of heart and tired of so many deceptions from false,
corrupt and also
corrupting teachers, Helvecia in its entirety
which is composed of
families united by blood and by origin, nearly all being
Cundinamarcans

—

— and more

anxiously sought the spiritual relief that Catholicism
spiritism
could not give it. It was Brother Segundo

—

—

so,

Pazmino who first
allowed us to hear Christian sermons, which were always attended by
a large
S.

multitude/^
In a very short time, the

community

established virtually every facet of Protestant

common

organizational structure and behavior

two deaconesses;
Stars," "Little

a

Sunday School with nine

Sunbeams,"

"Celestial

to the time: a consistory, including

different courses (including the "Little

Army," and the "Sappers of Darkness"); three

youth organizations; an ambitiously named "Instituto Biblico Nacional"; houses for
the pastor and schoolteacher; a cemetery; and a farm to produce income destined
for religious projeas.

Most

of the church operating costs, however, were collected

from contributions, not the farm; the yearly budget was reportedly 1,039 pesos
a sizeable

sum

at the time.

Three students had

left

prominent Protestant

new

The

chapel.

The congregation was economically independent.

from La Helvecia

institute in

to study in

local primary school

was a

suggested: "Let's train our farmhands, our

Dec. 1935,

Costa Rica (presumably

at the

San Jose), and the congregation hoped to build a
civil institution,

government establishment where the Catholic

^'^"La

—

religion

is

but "perhaps the only

not taught." The report

young men and young women that have

obra evangelica en La Helvecia," El Evangelista Colombiano (Ibague),

1.
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a rough exterior but that almost always carry a sincere
heart within

teach

them

to speak, to write, to carry themselves in society with

—

good manners

and behavior, and to preach."^^

La Helvecia was part of the broader phenomenon of the Quindio

which was aptly described by missionary Clyde Taylor, who worked

region,

in the area at

the time:

Now as we

found an

Gospel in the Quindio, we faced a
totally different situation than the people would face for these great big
haciendas because when we had a family who accepted Christ, they owned
their farm and nobody could throw them off of it. They could be
persecuted and threatened, but they couldn't be driven away. Whereas,
starting

interest in the

work on many
he

of these big haciendas, as soon as

would contact the owner,

word got

to the

would perhaps contact
the bishop and have the bishop contact the owner, and throw these
evangelicals off the farm. And so your congregation would end overnight.
In the Quindio we didn't fac[e] this because the people owned their land.
And this is very important.
And the Quindio was predominantly Liberal
and many of the people were anti-clerical or anti-priests and this furnished
an atmosphere of unusual religious freedom.
This was one of the rare
local priest,

in turn

.

.

or

.

.

.

.

places.

Speaking of La Helvecia
wealthy coffee

specifically,

men and some

of

Taylor noted that "these people were rather

them had homesteaded good

size pieces of

land

2-6. Samaria Marquez Jaramillo has wriuen an interesting biography
of Eloi'sa Barrios Gutierrez, a convert at the beginning of the Protestant period at
Helvecia, who went on to become a missionary and also a colonizer on the eastern
plains: Elotsa en el umbral del infinito (Armenia, Quindio: Litografi'a Luz, 1999).
^'Ibid,

^^Clyde Taylor, untided partial transcript of oral history tape recording

1991), pp. 93-94, 100, author's collection.
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(ca.

and so they amongst themselves had gotten
together and
they took turns amongst themselves
In time, the church at

congregations sprouting

in

And

built a chapel.

then

in preaching."^'

La Helvecia

split into three

groups, with

nearby Armenia and Paraguay. The ownership
of the

consecrated coffee farm became a matter of
discussion, and

hands of the Armenia church. The other two

sites

it

ended up

were destroyed

in the

in 1947, during

the Violence.^°

At the end of the period

community was
and was poised

many

still

now under

consideration, the Protestant

very small in Colombia, but

for ever-greater

growth

in

the

contained

many

coming decades.

strong rural congregations, several major

congregations

it

cities

vibrant people

In addition to

hosted well-established

— especially Bogota, Barranquilla, Cartagena and Medellm.

Although the records of the time give the impression that most work had been

performed

in the countryside, a lot of effort

areas as well.

had been consumed by metropolitan

In 1945, a front-page article in the Evangelista

that "if the energy and

had been invested

money spent

in rural areas,

in

Colombia up

until

Colotnbiano declared

now

in

our membership today would be

numerous." The writer recognized that

cities

were

the large

cities

much more

strategic, but that they

were

^'Ibid., 100.

^°"Entrevista con Dr. Primitivo Correal,

1992"

in

La

historia

y

las doctrinas

de la Iglesia Presbiteriana Cumberland, comp. Lynndon Littleton Thomas
(Armenia: Iglesia Presbiteriana Cumberland, 1993), 103-104.
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also strategic for "the forces that

oppose us." Rural areas held the

greatest

promise:

Above

all in

new

the

with cosmopolitan people with broad ideas
and large families, generally there is a lack of schools, meetings,
and of any
sort of social and recreational opportunities, and that
constitutes our great
opportunity, because out there one does not fight against the
current.^^
districts,

In reality, the "great opportunity"

unrest

The

early Protestant press carried

common

patterns emerge.

member

of

Most

either case, a

who

— or aspirant to — a

satisfaction in the Catholic

moment

coming

civil

into urban centers.

of Colombians to Protestantism

categories, or perhaps both: those

a

for the

would drive many Protestants out of the countryside and

The Conversion

a few

was quickly disappearing,

dozens of convert testimonies, from which

of the writers

fall

into

one of two

lived a rather religious

(perhaps even as

life

religious order) but could not find spiritual

Church; and those

who

led a libertine existence.

In

of decision arrived through a crisis of health, a conversation

with a Protestant, the acquisition of a Bible, or

some

other precipitating event.

Often the Catholic clergy would provide an inadvertent impetus,

as described

by

Ismael Palacios in a 1930 letter:

That which was infused in me from my childhood (the Roman Catholic
religion) disappeared from me since I heard my town's parish priest say one
day, from the pulpit, that every Liberal was already condemned to the
flames of Hell, beginning in

life.

on my spirit wandered, or my imagination, without
finding something that would give comfort to my afflicted soul. Above all
else, this distressed me. Today I give thanks to God with all my heart that

From

then

^^El Evangelista

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Mar. 1945,
94

1.

I

lost that

my

which

possessed but in compensation
soul enjoys today.
I

.

Whatever the
consistent trajectory

initial

mto

I

found the happiness that

.

cause might be, potential converts shared
a rather

the ranks of Protestantism.

From

the convert perspective,

the person perceived the dark error of
his or her past ways, laid the burden
of sin
at the feet

of Jesus Christ, and became a

seemed to see the publication of

new

identity in place, in

some

new

person.

their testimonies as a

Many

of the

new

faithful

means of cementing

cases publishing literal "protests" against

their

Roman

Catholicism.

Many

converts were clearly religious seekers, taking very seriously
the

matter of personal salvation

— or

extensively to find answers. Jaime

at least intellectual satisfaction

Londono

y Londofio,

who

— and searching

apparently became a

Baptist in Barranquilla in the early 1940s after a Bible-based epiphany,
related part

of his search in dramatic terms:
In

my

life

as a university student

scrutinize the reason of existence.

I

I

tried with

devouring

tried erroneously to

thirst to

know God, Nature

and Man. All of my effort was useless, for, like many, I embarked on the
task by way of the crisscrossed paths of materialist science. I questioned
theologians, teachers of the

Philosophy;

I

Roman

church, Protestant pastors;

I

questioned

crossed the dark, incommensurably stormy paths of Oriental

Anthroposophy; Western Theosophy, and through my tormented madman's
mind paraded the philosophies of Buddha, Mohammed, Pythagoras and
Socrates; of Marx and Darwin, of Flammarion and Allan Karde.
.

^"Ismael Palacios Cells, La Tulia (Bolivar, Valle), to
fe" (Charles Chapman.^), (Cali?), 31 Dec. 1930, El

.

"Amado hermano en

Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali.^),

1931,4.

Londono

y Londofio,
(Barranquilla), July 1944, 1-2.

^^Jaime

"Como
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fui a

Cristo," El Heraldo Bautista

la

Feb.

While

their experiences

were generally more modest, many other
Colombians have

demonstrated such "seeker" behavior, indicatmg
that much of the conversion

phenomenon

Some

is

not attributable to passive absorption of an
alternative worldview.

converts grew to adulthood either in a Protestant
atmosphere or in

surroundings propitious for religious exploration.
Jose Rengifo was born
to a

woman who had

acquired two Bibles earlier in

life,

one

in

1915

after the other, but

twice got caught reading the forbidden book, which was
then destroyed. Studying
to

become

a Catholic "Sister of Charity," she incurred official wrath
by

wondering

aloud about the incongruity between the supposed sanctity of a particular
statue of
the Virgin

Mary and

the

run-down

state of the statue

Suffering punishments worthy of a gothic novel, she

married, and started her family

in

that the statues of Catholic saints

twenty he was ready for

from the Psalms, and

a

do not

communion with
become

him

mother

at night

under

Rengifo a very vivid means of illustrating

at the time,

and

his conversion.
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read

The next

kill his

He

eight

broke the

his pillow, got rid of his dice,

to use as a kitchen utensil.

young male culture

woman

saved.

meat could be donated to the poor.

revolver that had accompanied

path,

Deity, he prayed

he asked his mother to

his father's frustration,

a significant feature of

dropped the career

possess sanctity, and by about the age of

feeling inspired to seek

his knife to his

beautiful clothing.

conversion experience. Having heard a

fighting roosters so that the

and gave

its

the Quindi'o region. She taught Jose early on

very intensely one night and came to feel that he had

morning, much to

beneath

Each of these items was
jettisoning

He

them gave

also refused to

continue playing music with his old bandmates,

Rengifo was already known
Protestant church.

He

been a "Protestant," but
institute in

so

was

now

their

perplexed, since

and had even played music

as a Protestant

answered

who became

at a

confusion by explaining that before he had

he was a "Christian." Finding out about the

GMU

Palmira (Valle), Rengifo desired to study there. Finding the
funds to do

difficult,

gravesite he

but as reported by a mission chronicler, by "digging

found pieces of gold

that

God had

in

an Indian

kept there for him." Rengifo

traveled to Palmira, married a fellow institute student, and became a

GMU

pastor.^"

Rengifo's experience highlights the difference between the amorphous group
of persons

who

sympathized with the Protestant cause and those who made a

cut decision to fully adopt the

new

identity.

clear-

This process might involve a public

confession of faith, lessons preparatory to official membership in a church body,

and some sort of baptismal ceremony

(e.g.,

a Presbyterian sprinkling or a Baptist

immersion). Between 150 and 200 people attended the 1941 baptism of the
five official Protestants

first

reported from Pamplona (Norte de Santander), indicating a

wide numerical disparity between the curious and the dedicated.
In this subjective realm, conversion

the

Mexican immigrant mentioned

64

Jose Rengifo Cuervo

(b.

was

earlier,

a relative term.

Matilde de Hoyos,

experienced an independent conversion

1915), church worker. Gospel Missionary Union,

interview by author, 13 July 1992, Palmira, Valle, tape recording, author's
collection; Shillingsburg,

La llama,

68.

Norte de Santander,
Colombia," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), August 1941, 3.
^^A. Rios,

"Campana de

evangelizacion en
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el

experience

1927

in

after a priest lent her a Bible

and she decided that having

Catholic icons about was not consistent
with biblical teachings. By the early
1930s
she

was working

in a

bookstore at the Presbyterian church in
Bogota. Conversing

with her at this time, Patrick Symes of the

WEC decided that Hoyos "needed a true

conversion," which from his point of view she
accomplished

when

she "received

Jesus Christ as her Savior."^^

Traditional Latin American thought

often charaaerized as having an

is

affinity for abstraction, while Protestantism

often characterized as a

is

movement

of

concrete action. However, by leaving behind the
palpable Catholic religious media
of plaster saints and votive candles, converts to
Protestantism
relatively concrete religious

impressions.

It

framework

to a

more

was not a decision to be taken

people were taking

in

hand

abstract,

lightly;

a matter of spiritual life

moved from

inward landscape of

from their perspective, these

and death.

Although many persons of substance joined Protestantism,
attracted people of

modest means

available for conversion,

relatively

little

to lose

to

its

ranks.

it

mainly

Plenty of low-income people were

and many of them probably saw themselves

by becoming

heretics.

"The type of Christian

as having

is

mostly that

of the artisan and small trader class," wrote Kenneth Grubb, circa 1930.
representatives of the governing or intellectual classes are

^Matilde G. de Hoyos,

([Bogota?]: [Tip. Buena Semilla?],

[ca.

la

Semilla, Bogota; Valentim Gonzalez B., Patricio Symes, 75.

the

(Cali?), Jan.

Sagrada Biblia?", pamphlet

July 1939]), Archive, Editorial
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"Few

numbered among

"Mi Amanecer," El Mensaje Evangelico

1946, 7; M. G. de H., "Tradicion humana, o

a

Buena

communicants."^

In 1941,

most

evangelicals were earning

no more then two

pesos a day."' This does not mean, however, that their
incomes were unusually

low; the average Colombian agricultural worker was
earning about 70 centavos per

day

at that

Meta

time (although wages varied tremendously by location,

versus $0.33 in Narifio).

The

average worker, across a range of occupations,

earned $395 pesos during the year 1941.'^ With one peso
person could purchase a simple

"The Supposed
the

Bible,

in the early

1940s, a

buy twenty copies of the Protestant pamphlet

Visit of Saint Paul to Bogota," or receive a

GMU's Maranatha

$1.05 in

e.g.,

day of medical service

in

Clinic in Palmira.^°

Career Opportunities

and the Development of Leadership

Many

make church

converts decided to

Skills

activity their career,

church workers and ordained pastors. Multi-year courses were
least

two

Medellm

institutes

(later

—

moved

a

becoming

available through at

GMU facility at Palmira and a Presbyterian establishment in

to Ibague). Students earned their

Kenneth G. Grubb, The Northern Republics

.

.

.

way through school

in a

Colombia and Venezuela,

77.
^^A.

M.

Allan, "Puntos principales referentes al servicio militar en Colombia,

vigentes en 1941," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), July 1941, 2-3.
^^Juan Luis

Londono de

economico: Colombia en

el

la

sigh

Cuesta, Distribucion del ingreso y desarrollo

XX (Bogota:

Tercer

Mundo, Banco de

la

Republica, Fedesarrollo, 1995), 223-224, 228.

°El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali),Jan. 1941, 8; El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali),
Jan. 1940, 4; Felipe Mauro, "La Convencion Anual," El Mensaje Evangelico
(Cali.>), Nov. 1943, 2A.
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variety of fashions, including
church
labors.

work between study

sessions

and

agricultural

Students at the Presbyterian institute in
Ibague were not charged for

many

of the basic costs associated with their
studies, but they were expeaed
to commit to

remain

in

church work for

as

The pool of would-be

many

years as they received instruction/^

pastors included

some rather raw

not necessarily change after their passage
through an

material,

Of

institute.

the

which did

GMU

cohort, William Castano has noted that "the
great majority of national pastors

were almost

totally lacking an adequate education.

This

is

due to the lack of

motivation, on the part of the missionaries, that the
nationals succeed in elevating
their secular as well as theological level."'^

have sacred matters
Institute in

of

money

.

at the

top of their priority

Medellm, one observer asserted
.

.

all

students seemed to

Writing from the Biblical

list.

that "the missionaries have spent a lot

educating youths that have only thought about improving their

material situation.

.

substantial, pastoral

moved

frequently from

income seemed to be

town

to town,

search for monetarily greener pastures occasioned

Chapman explained

the

and

some

it is

fairly stable.

A

easy to imagine that a

of these transfers. Charles

payment approach used within the

Clifford A. Douglass, "El Instituto Biblico de

GMU:

Medellm

se traslada a

Ibague," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Apr. 1944,

8.

^"Castafio Baron, "Desarrollo historico," 18.

^"J.

Giraldo L, "Advertencia a

Evangelista

own

.

Although not
typical pastor

Furthermore, not

los jovenes aspirantes al ministerio,"

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Nov. 1940,
100

4.

El

In case the church

condition to sustain a pastor, pledges are
received
and a monthly salary guaranteed. If they are
unfaithful in their promises
the missionary who keeps an oversight
in all these matters, suggests
that the
pastor seek other fields of service. Up to the
present [ca. 1946] this system
has worked satisfactorily and the people have
is

in

learned to give,

using the tithing system. ...

We

many

of
find that our pastors have contented

themselves with salaries far less than they might have
gained
service and they seem happy to continue in
their labors.^^

them

in secular

Living quarters for a pastor and his family often
formed part of a Protestant
building complex.

Once having

arrived at a professional level similar to that of the

missionaries, a national

worker might increasingly

economic deprivation. And he was probably

feel that

he suffered relative

right almost every time.

Although

they tended to live modestly, missionaries generally enjoyed a dependable
flow of
resources

from outside of Colombia. The

disparity in living allowances

was

capable of causing tension between them and their proteges.^^

Being a pastor carried the demands of a special image of authority and
abnegation, but Protestantism also promoted personal material advancement. This

dichotomy could present the native pastor with another burden among many,
described by historian

When

as

Manuel Zabala:

from a Bible institute or seminary did not have pastoral
success (because it was not his vocation or because he suffered some
a graduate

calamity that conflicted with the ethical principles of the community), he

was marked

as

"anathema,"

as

who

he

manifested themselves publicly in

bears [the] guilt of sins that

his defeat.

On

the other hand, those

who

studied in the United States or in Europe became transculturized and upon

returning

— invested with

Chapman, With

the Bible

a status that did not

among

Castano Baron, "Desarrollo

fit

in the Protestant

the Andes, 107-108.

historico," 18.
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church

or community due to their
social and economic demands
ame mto contradiction with the community

- these pastors

and opted for returnmg to he
as communists by h

where they studied and often were
labeled
very members of the community/'
[countries]

^

Despite such challenges, a broad
base of national leadership grew
and prepared to
take over the major responsibilities
of church

somewhat

work

in

Colombia. Although

authoritarian, the expanding Protestant
structure also contained

democratic structures, such

as auxiliary organizations for

men,

women

Pastors and laity alike learned a range
of political and social skills

many

and youth.

- not irrelevant

imported mannerisms, but grass-roots voting
habits and even Protestant versions
of
caciquism.

The

training offered

— or stimulated — by Protestantism, juxtaposed

against the dearth of such opportunities within

a magnified effect in the
later chronicle

life

Colombian Indian

societies, created

of Porfirio Ocana, a Paez from Cauca.

by missionary O.E. Langeloh,

in

According to a

about 1929 Ocana bought some

evangelical literature, but he "really wanted a Bible so he
could argue with the
village Priest."

Once having obtained one, "he began reading

candle light and

[s/c]."

in

in his

thought about becoming a curandero

much

I

didn't

a sleepyhead."

took on

all

every night by

order to keep awake chewed the coca leaf a vice which he had

As Ocana himself reported

those things, and

it

want

to

autobiography,

(healer):

sit all

"But

I

in

younger days he had

didn't have

much

night without sleeping, because

In the decades following his conversion,

sorts of responsibilities vis-a-vis his fellow tribe

faith in

I

was very

however, Ocaiia

members, serving

—

^^Zabala Ballesteros, "Antecedentes del protestantism© en Colombia," 98
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according to Ordrtnez

-

"ns dentist, barber, scluH.lteacher,
lawyer and spirirnnl

advisor/'^''

At the opposite end of the country,
the career of Victor Martmez.
Corcho

demonstrates the potential for entrepreneur.sm
within Colombian Protestantism.

A
at

native of Cartagena,

Martmez began attending

about the age of fourteen, circa 1924.

of the church

(e.g.,

He

a Presbyterian

eventually

established an independent church and

of

He

900 "united

ot

had baptized more than

forty

people by

builders," not losing the opportunity to speak of religion
to the
In those early years

it

was not very

practical for a small,

a lot of public speaking.

He

young

literature, so

eventually decided that his beliefs

matched those of the Baptist church, and so formally joined
his

that the doctrines

By the early 1940s he had

church workers to print large quantities of proselyting

Martinez did

that c.ty

sustained himself and his family with manual labor
and led a union

union members.

group

m

non-immersive baptism) did not completely square
with the

Bible, so he left the Presbyterians in the
late 1930s.

immersion.

deeded

church

congregation following by vote exactly one month

later.

it

on 10 August 1945,

(A major Baptist

mission presence had arrived in Colombia only a few years before.) Persecution of
Protestants never

became

as furious

of Colombia, and N4artinez's

on the Caribbean

work prospered over

churches and becoming quite prominent

^'O. E. Langeloh,

"A Survey of

in

coast as

it

did in the interior

the years, sprouting additional

Cartagena. Protestantism provided a

the Beginning of the Alliance

Work

in

Colombia," manuscript (ca. 1975), p. 5, author's collection; Porfirio Ocafia Nache,
Teech Nasa hi'nzeni / Antohiografia de im Vdcz (Bogota: Buena Semilla, n.d.), 42;
Ordonez, H/s/or/V/, 195.
1

0.^^

framework by which

a

dynamic but economically underprivileged

man

could climb

to social and political power/^

Life as a Protestant in

In

many

ways, the patterns of

of

life

Colombia

Colombian Protestants were

indistinguishable from those of their Catholic compatriots.
in the

same professions and bought from

and unfortunate

such as marriage and death,

of course

same vendors. Despite many threats

incidents, Protestants did not suffer a broad-based, ironclad

economic boycott. Major distinaions
life

the

They generally worked

in religious

arose, however, at punctuating

in the nature of recreation

and social

moments
activities,

of

and

behavior such as attendance at church functions.

Birth

Colombian
long after birth.

were

society expected a child to be baptized by a Catholic priest not

Among

Presbyterians), but

"dedicated" in a formal

Protestants, an infant might be baptized (e.g.,

if

not, at least

setting.

One

it

if its

parents

would probably be "presented" or

of the most significant differences between

Protestant and Catholic infants was the range of names available for them. In

1925, the Protestant community had been counseled "not to consult the calendar
of Catholic saints" while naming their children, and further, not to use "those

^^Victor Martinez

Corcho

(b.

1910), Baptist pastor, interview by author, 16

July 1992, Cartagena, Bolivar, tape recording, author's collection; Crea Ridenour,
Un pueblo con futuro: Una historia de los bautistas en Colombia (Cali: Convencion
Bautista Colombiana,

Heraldo Bautista

[ca.

1991]), 32-33; Victor Martinez, "Resultado natural,"

(Barranquilla), Oct. 1945, 1, 8.
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ridiculous

names that Catholics

use, such as

Concepcion, Encarnacion,

Presentacion, Anunciacion, Ascensi6n, Rogacion and others."
deity, "such as Jesus,

Manuel, Salvador,

Espi'ritu

Names

denoting

Santo, Deidad," were also to be

avoided. (At that time, some male converts had even changed their names from
Jesus to similar but

more acceptable

alternatives.^^)

conspicuously rare in the historical record.
receive a

name

On

^

Indeed, such names are

the other hand, a child might

inspired by a missionary or another

Scott Forero (after Walter Scott Lee) and Clifford

Anglo source,

as did

Moises

Harvey Fernandez.^"

Childhood

Not much evidence

exists for ostracism of Protestant children by other

children, but formal primary education

became one of the main
mainstream Colombian
In 1936,

became a very

delicate matter.

Indeed,

ignition points in the conflict between Protestants

it

and

society.

under the government of Alfonso Lopez Pumarejo, the Colombian

constitution received fundamental reforms in three areas: property rights, voting

requirements, and education.

The

Catholic

Church

lost

its

privileged position as

the idealogical foundation of public education, and passions began to

rise.^'

Well

before the conclusion of the constitutional reform, the Colombian congress decreed

^^"Los nomhves;" El Evangelista Cristiano (Bogota), Feb. 1925,

5.

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Nov. 1942,
"Personales," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Oct. 1942, 6.
^^"Personales," El Evangelista

^^"^ushndX,

Making ofModern Colombia, 189.
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7;

a law

on 20 January 1936

to the effect that

"No estabhshment

of primary,

secondary or professional education can
refuse to admit students for
reasons of
illegitimate birth, or social, racial or
religious differences."

The law

also

provided

sanctions against prejudice (based on these
characteristics) in the internal

operations of schools.^^ Formal law, however,
means
nation struggling to rationalize

little

at times, especially in a

governmental mechanisms. The year following

its

the reforms, a boy in a public school of
Pradera (Valle) reportedly received a
forceful rebuke

"You have no

from a

priest

and

a school inspector, the

right to be here because

you

are a heretic.

former

telling the

boy

that

You cannot be Colombian

because you are an apostate." The priest also counseled
the boy's peers to avoid
him. After the inspector had echoed the

priest, the

mayor (who was

the school) intervened and the examination process
continued.
told the

boy that he was sending

The problem had

a

also visiting

The mayor

later

complaint to the departmental inspector.^^

not changed

much from

earlier in the

decade,

when an

observer wrote that "the situation of the evangelical student in the public
schools
delicate,

and frequently becomes extreme

either because of the intransigence of the

teacher, or because of systematic and cruel persecution from the children

themselves." Also persistent, most
"Evangelical parents:
try to

when

teach your children

"Law

reprinted in

likely,

possible,

at

De Sima

a

was the proferred

set of solutions:

found your own schools;

home; and

as a last resort,

Cima

if

if it is

not possible,

they must attend the

(Bogota), Apr. 1942, 8.

^^"Aquf debe de haber un cambio," El Mensaje Evangelico

1937,

is

6,
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(Cali?),

Aug.

pt.blic schools, bccat.sc of

an ahsohuc lack of alternatives,

try to

nuke

sure ,ha,

they never confess and lake connnunion."""
Protestant sciiools conin„Kxl k, spread across
Colombia, and by about 1943

they numbered

.,i

leas, f.fty-five (incliuling six

Adventist schools)

among 215

pnnshes snrveyed by a Catholic researcher."
Hxtrapclated nuo tmsnrveyed
these figures indicate a total of about

The

facilities

were an outgrowth

250 schools

of the

serving perhaps

I2,()(){)

areas,

stiukius

Proiestam impulse to promote bod,

material and spiritual wellare, ;md were also a natural
response to the icrnhK

dearth of educational

facilities in

bm

children of evangelicals,

I'or

Barraiuimlla and

m

other imerested parties as well.

the coimiry

Bogot;'i.

— separate

imder

boys

eventually fuse with the guls' school to

Americano. The names

facilities for girls

tlu

most

and boys

m

The "Colegio Americano para Varones" (CAV)

a flagship, educating just

woidd

They often served not only the

decades, the Presbyterian mission had operated a lew ol

prestigious schools

was

Colombia.

ol these facilities,

at a

in

Bogota

time during the early r^iOs.'" h

become

the flourishing Colegio

used generally

in

the Tresbytcrian school

system, reimnded even casual onlookers of the foreign energy within Colombian
Protestantism,

h appears that the

risk

of negative connotations was outweighed by

the cachet of the identification.

"Notas editoriales," I J V.vaugclista Cohwihinitn (Bogota.^), July 1932,
Kestrepo Uribe, El protcstautismo en Colovihia, 44-45.
Wise, "Colegio Americano,"

43^4.
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2.

The schools

CAV,

fulfilled various functions.

reported in 1933 that

outlying schools

do more

"it is

Murray Wise, who taught

at the

generally conceded by missionaries
that the small

in converting

boys to Protesantism, while the large

schools can best spread propaganda and
emphasize general character training."
Strictness

became part of

occurrence for

boy

for

[a]

the

CAV's fame, and Wise noted

at

hosted 77 boys from "forty-eight
half the student

city.^^

not a rare

home."^^ By boarding some of their students,

schools could extend their influence

outside the

is

father to bring his son to the director and
ask that he punish the

some misdemeanor done

1937 almost

that "it

far afield.

cities

body

at

For example,

in

CAV

1932 the

of nine departments of the nation," while in

its

Barranquilla counterpart

As the Liberal governments worked

to

came from

improve national

education, the prominence of the "Colegios Americanos" faded
somewhat, but for

decades to come they would continue to offer quality education

Colombian

in various

cities.^^

Orphanages comprised
child ren. Leroy Cossey,

who

a

much

less

prominent Protestant service for

arrived around the

end of 1940

^^Wise, "Colegio Americano," 32 (footnote
^^Ibid,

1),

to assist a mission in

66-67.

73; "Reuniones del Smodo," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota),

Sep. 1937, 4.
^^Javier

Augusto Rodriguez Sanm, "Historia de

Colombia (Contiene

la historia del

la Iglesia

Presbiteriana de

protestantism© en Colombia 1856-1930),"

manuscript ("en cumplimiento parcial de los requisitos del Centro de Post-Grado
para el Examen de Calificacion al Doctorado en Ciencias de la Religion
.

Instituto Metodista de Ensino Superior, Instituto

Sao Bernardo do Campo, SP,

Brasil,

.

Ecumenico de pos Graduagao,

1993"), author's collection, 22.
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.

Sogamoso (Boyaca), helped launch

who were

directed into church

program for orphaned and needy children,

a

work through the mission's education program.'"

Youth

The

Protestant

community gave

a great deal of attention to its youth, for

understandable reasons. Maturation brought
fold

through

sin or intellectual

many

opportunities to stray from the

experimentation; conversely,

it

could be used as the

launching point of a pastoral career. Stellar examples of youthful fervor abounded,
including local associations

(e.g.,

"The Ten

Barranquilla) and national organizations
held their

far

away

first

convention

as Bogota

and

in

Palmira

Pasto)."' [In

in

for Christ" groups in

(e.g.,

Bogota and

the "Royal Ambassadors," which

1944, with 330 attendees arriving from as

an interview published

Shaull, a Presbyterian pastor, enthused that

"nowhere

in

in the

1943, Richard

United States have

1

encountered a group of Christian youth with such enthusiasm or such a sense of
destiny. "'-^Some Protestant youth even

"^''Roberto

Hispana, vol. 3,

seemed

to be

more

in

touch with their

Dominguez, Pioneros de Pentecostes en el mundo de habla
Venezuela y Colombia (Barcelona: Editorial Clie, 1990), 237-238,

243-245.

Mayorga Nestler, "Los Diez por Cristo, de Bogota," eHacia Dondef
(Bogota), Nov. 1943, 4; Eugenio Illidge M., "Los Diez por Cristo, de
Barranquilla," eHacia Dondef (Bogota), Nov. 1943, 5, 7; Shillingsburg, Ligado,
""H.

''"Interesante entrevista con

el

Rev. Ricardo Shaull," El Evangelista

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Oct. 1943,

4.
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76.

international peers than their
elders could claim to be.«
a

prominent coastal Protestant known

young people knew the gospel

1942 youth conference
societies

[i.e.,

for his candor,

However, Rafael Borellv

observed that even when

well, they did not typically

in Cali

lamented that "losses

youth organizations] are frequent due

to

in

embrace

it

very tightly.^^

our churches and

moral temptations," and

counseled that young people "especially"
avoid liquor, tobacco, Sunday cinema,

and "films that impede the development of a
youth's

spiritual life."'^

The

"Constitution of the Youth Societies of the Evangelical
Church of Colombia" called
for "great care in regard to social parties,
because they can

and eclipse the

utility

should be present.

wher e having

a

parties per year should be sufficient."'' In
a co untry

good time

probably sifted out

spiritual life,

of the Society. The elders of the church or
a few parents

Two

challenged youth to

damage

was serious business, such guidelines

at parties

make up

their

minds about

many who were

less

their Protestant trajectory,

and

than committed. Moral conservatism

drove a social wedge between devout Protestants and their fellows,
young and

old.

Note, for example, the participation of the Federacion Juvenil Evangelica
de Colombia in the Union Latino Americana: "De la Union Latino Americana
(Ulaje)," Fe]eco (Bogota),

May

1945,

5.

'^Pryor T. Smith and W.J. Maclean, "La visita del doctor John R. Mott," El
Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), May 1941, 2.

^^"Recomendaciones de
(Bucaramanga), Nov. 1942, 8.

la

Convencion de

^^De Sima a Cima (Bogota), Aug. 1945,
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8.

Cali,"

El Evangelista Colombiano

Some

privileges of travel

Protestants.

most

of the

intellectually vibrant evangelical

and education

youth enjoyed rare

them from the

that distanced

reality of

most

In the short term, their preoccupation with social
justice filled

periodical pages with rhetoric and caused their doctrinal purity
to be brought into

question, but accomplished linle that was concrete.

Marriage
Protestant youth received counsel to marry within the faith. Bible institutes
facilitated this process;

without them, finding an appropriate spouse might be akin

to looking for a needle in a haystack.

wed

It

was somewhat

common

the same year (or even the same day) of institute graduation

theirs),

for a couple to

(his,

hers or

then launch into a pastoral career."^ Unions between Colombian

foreign missionary

women were

also

common.

Marriages performed by Protestant authorities did not enjoy
recognition, so evangelicals

press of this period

'^Such

commonly entered

into civil marriages.

abounds with such marriage

was the

case for

men and

notices.

The

Ramon and Ernestina Lopez
and Eva Carmona (1945), all

official

The

Protestant

social experience

(1939), Isauro and

of the Christian and
Melida Prieto (1940), Misael
Missionary Alliance, and for Pedro and Julia Norena of the GMU. (Melida viuda
de Prieto, "La obra de Misael Carmona en la Alianza Cristiana y Misionera,"
manuscript [ca. 1993, apparendy transcription from original], p. 1, author's
collection; Melida viuda de Prieto, "La obra de Ramon Lopez en la Alianza
Cristiana y Misionera," manuscript [ca. 1993, apparently transcription from

Melida viuda de Prieto, manuscript history
and work of Isauro Prieto [ca. 1993, apparently transcription from

original], pp. 1-2, author's collection;

of the

life

original], p. 3, author's collection; Julia Meji'a

de Norena

(b.

1921),

member

of

Gospel Missionary Union, interview by author, 11 July 1992, Palmira, Valle, tape
recording, author's collection.
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surrounding such a decision varied tremendously
by location. In a large

would
prove

typically present

difficult to

no great

persuade the

difficulty.

In a small town, however,

could

civil authorities to fulfill their
responsibility to

perform the marriage. The Ley Concha of 1924
created
process.

it

city, it

a labyrinth

around the

Historian David Bushnell notes:

Under its terms anyone baptized as a Roman Catholic
could marry in a civil
ceremony only after first making a public abjuration of
the Catholic faith.
In Bogota or Barranquilla this was not,
perhaps, an impossible condition. In
smaller cities and rural villages, where the pressures
for religious
conformity

and unofficial penalties for defying them were
For most Protestant couples

this

great,

requirement would be

it

little

certainly was.^^

more than an

annoyance, since they had already rejected Catholicism. But the
procedure
typically involved a waiting period

who

and

official notification of the parish priest,

could then try to exert pressure on the situation. From

village in

Narino, came

this

Campo

Alegre, a

report of events that transpired after Mesi'as Meneses

began the paperwork to contract

civil

marriage:

Undoubtedly through the influences of the parish priest of the
corregimiento of Tabiles, Don Remigio Narvaez, the Gentleman Judge
decided to delay the marriage for two weeks, in this way failing in his duty,
and in this lapse of time this Priest influenced and overpowered the
simplicity of the fiancee, first with threats

and afterward giving her a gold
peso, as well as with a few immoral embraces, making her sign a memorial,
which went before the Senor Judge in order to terminate the other
proceedings, accomplishing with this the desisting of the fiancee from
marriage with our brother Meneses.^^

Y>ns\\nQ\\,

'^B.

Making of Modern Colombia, 168.

Oviedo

EVANGELICO"
(Nov. 1935),

T.,

Campo

Alegre (Narino), to

(Charles Chapman?), (Cali?),

6.

112

1

"Sr. Director del

MENSAJE

Sep. 1935, El Mensaje Evangelico

In

many

locations, however, civil authorities

town judge and

his secretary

would

proved very helpful; sometimes

travel to a Protestant

home

a

or other meeting

place in order to perform the ceremony, which was typically
followed immediately

by

a Protestant rite.

At

this stage of their history in

Colombia, Protestants seldom had

reaching impacts on the larger society. But their role as pioneers of

— an

issue that

would remain

comprised one exception. In

delicate in

late

Colombia

and the

institutions

moved forward

charged with enforcing

who

life

symbolized

at the

the development of secular

it.

The

linkage

church wedding of Jesus Ussa and Julia

"The newlyweds took

—

come

have most resorted to

between

and the increasing rationalization of the nation

necessity of

marriage

1942, an editorialist claimed that "through

conviction and necessity, evangelicals are those
marriage.'""" Such activity

for decades to

civil

far-

Mora

in

civil

this

at large

civil

society

simple

was neatly

Cocuy, Boyaca:

their seat beneath appropriate floral decorations

and the

national flag.'""'

Family

Life,

Female

Life

Mass family conversions occurred with some frequency.
be won over, many or

all

members

of a family

'"""Notas editoriales," El Euangelista

1942,

would probably

If

a patriarch

follow.

could

(Although

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Dec.

2.

'"'"Notas personales," El Euangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Mar,

1943,7.
113

statistics are sorely lacking,

men appear

to have numerically

dommated

the

evangelical population until about
1930.)
Ideally, a Protestant

would allow her
generation.

offspring,

A

woman would

receive at least a basic education that

to fulfill her role as the transmitter
of culture to the rising

well-educated

woman was more

likely to

male or female. The Colegio Americano for

1871, was the

first

such

girls'

school

in

have well-educated

girls in

Bogota, founded in

Colombia, and was founded long before

its

counterpart for boys. Pablo Moreno, a Colombian historian
of Protestantism, has

noted that "the Protestant strategy was very significant
because

it

allowed the advancement of

and nurses educated
Bible

Day

at the

in

women from

in the educational field,

the countryside, as teachers

urban Protestant schools

On

12 October 1930,

Medelh'n Presbyterian Church, Carmelita Osorio gave her view of

Protestantism's influence

on women:

Fortunately Christianity has broken the yokes in which the feminine
sex lived imprisoned, freed it from that terrible and cruel slavery, and today,

dark night, a woman can let her intellectual capacities
shine, and having in her hands and in her heart the Divine Word, the Holy
Book, she can be a guide to the heavenly country.
For the home, the wisdom of a woman should be based on
like a ray of light in

.

knowledge of the

.

.

Bible, because her heart, captivated by so

many

teachings

^°"John Sinclair, "El movimiento protestante en Colombia y Venezuela en
perspectiva," in Historia general de la Iglesia en America Latina, gen. coord.

Enrique Dussel,

Colombia y Venezuela, coord, of Colombia-Venezuela area,
Rodolfo Ramon de Roux, EI Peso de los Dfas, no. 17 (Salamanca: Ediciones
Si'gueme [for the Comision de Estudios de Historia de la Iglesia en America Latina
(CEHILA)], 1981), 640; Pablo Moreno, "Reflexiones sobre la historia del
protestantismo en Colombia," in Marginalidad religiosa: Lectura social y teologica,
Documentos Koinonia, no. 9 (Bogota: Asociacion de Teologos de Colombia,
vol. 7,

Koinonia, 1992), 115.
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and examples preserves the sincere ambitions
of being a
to her husband and an untiring worker
in her domestic

faithful

companion

duties.'°^

The

Protestant determination to build schools
leads to the conclusion that a

Protestant girl stood a bener-than-average chance
of receiving some primary

education.

An emphasis on

Bible reading during family study,

other activities helped to strengthen an ambience of

A woman who

find herself physically at

On

his

the

work

first

literacy.

adhered to Protestantism without her husband might

nevertheless see her domestic situation improve.

episode from

Sunday School, and

risk.

in

Kenneth Green,

a

On

the other hand, she might

WEC missionary,

recounted an

Viota (Cundinamarca), ca. 1936:

Sunday

a

woman

house, and then another, and

called to ask

me

to have a meeting in her

was booked up for three nights. One
woman who decided openly, had thrown out from the house all the drink
that was lying inside, and when the husband arrived home that evening
she
finally

I

suffered a thrashing for her "clean-up"; but she is determined to go on with
the Lord and has attended our meetings since. She has eight children.

Women

exercised substantial

power within Protestant

officialdom, holding

various leadership posts and directing meetings. They held primary responsibility
for children's organizations and

formed the foundation of the Protestant

educational corps.

''^^Carmelita

Osorio

C, "La mujer

y

la

Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Dec. 1930,

influencia en la Biblia," El
3.

^°'Resfa Reyes de Ayala, (Palmira?), to "Sr. Director de

EVANGELICO"

EL MENSAJE

(Charles Chapman?), (Cali?), n.d.. El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali),

Nov. 1933,3.

^°^WEC scrapbook

collection, Archive, Editorial

probably originally published

in

World Conquest,
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ca.

Buena

Semilla, Bogota;

1936, 95-96.

Death
In the Hfe of a Protestant,

moment

of

full

conversion

victory, an escape

death ranked second

in

importance only to the

For the devout, death stood

itself.

as a portal of

from persecution and temptation, the entrance

to eternal reward.

Fellow worshippers commonly gathered around to read scriptures, sing
hymns, and
closely observe the final

words and actions of the dying one. From Riomanso,

Tolima came a description of a

DEATH.

typical scene:

— To a better

passed Arturo Tabares, on the 13th of
the current month [ca. Jan. 1933], after four days of illness, and who, being
Romanist, had converted to Christianity four months before his death.
life

Before he died he asked that the Bible be read to him and that evangelical
hymns be sung to him, all of which was done according to his desire. On

day he counseled his friends, principally exhorting them that they
continue in the Evangelical religion, the only one that would really save our
souls. At the point of expiring he said to those present: "Adios friends, I'm
in the arms of Jesus Christ, in heaven we will see you, sing a hymn," and he
his last

very tranquilly died.

should note that two hours before his death, a
Catholic Romanist woman put a [religious] image on his chest. Tabares
Before closing

I

woman

and asked her to take away that piece of
wood because he didn't believe in idols anymore; in this way he
demonstrated that he died completely repented and that only faith in Christ
saves us. We express to his family the most deeply felt sorrow and hope
then called to a

friend

that they convert to Christianity as did the deceased.

From

the point of view of the Protestant

From

formal closure to one's

was one of the

'"""Gerardo

Evangelico

glorious.

the Catholic viewpoint, death should include a confession of sins to a

priest to help give

this

community, death done well was

(Cali),

last things a

life.

From

the Protestant point of view,

person should consider doing. With some

Osorio L, "La obra evangelica en Riomanso

Mar. 1933,

7.
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(T.)," El

Mensaje

frequency, the deathbed of a
convert became a feroaous
battleground of h. or her
fellow Protestants agamst
Catholic forces bent on getting
the person to confess

while alive and be buried

One

in a Catholic

cemetery once dead.

of the most spectacular conflias
took place in early 1945 in Dabeiba

(northern Antioquia), where Juan
Esteban Roldan lay dying. Eighty-two
years old,

formerly a Catholic priest for 25 years,
father,

Roldan was a Protestant

later

celebrity.

a convert for 25 years, a husband
and

Although some time before he had

suffered a lapse and abandoned his family
for a short while, he had

made

a well-

publicized return to the Protestant fold.
Noel Ramirez, the local evangelical pastor^

reported that "during the
visited

Doaor

last

by the priest and by me. ...

I

life.

Brother Roldan was alternatingly

had occasion to draw close to

Gaviria, the parish priest here, fought insistendy
so that the

accept confession, but the old

The

days of his

man

said in clear terms:

'I

WILL

his bed,

ill

when

man would

NOT CONFESS.'"

following day, the situation degenerated upon the arrival
of the mayor with

several policemen.

The mayor

emerged to announce

held a forced private conference with Roldan, then

that the dying

man indeed wanted

to confess.

escort, the priest proceeded with his ceremonies in Roldan's

With

a police

room. Roldan died

the next day, and the evangelicals were able to hold his funeral in
their church
building.

blockade.

On

trying to exit with the body, however, they encountered a police

The

standoff continued until nine o'clock that evening,

was taken away by

the parish priest with the backing of

drama unfolded, Ramirez and

civil

when

the

authority. As the

others had sent a series of telegrams to the
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body

departmental governor and to President
Alfonso Lopez Pumarejo, but
days, reportedly none of

after several

them had been answered.

Protestants believed that once dead,
a believer's problems were
over.

Catholic dogma, however, taught that
death was not necessarily the end
of one's
spiritual journey.

It

might also include a stop

in Purgatory, a place of
spiritual

purging before passage to eternal glory.
Parallel divergence occurred over
the
of the body: Protestants, while they
respect,

that

it

that a corpse should be treated with

felt

were not very preoccupied with

should be buried

in

fate

its

resting place, while Catholics believed

consecrated ground. In Santa Elena (Cerrito,
Valle?),

the extended family of a deceased recent
convert wanted to have

him buried

in the

Catholic cemetery, and permission to do so was
apparently granted by the local

Pedro Rodriguez explained

priest.

between the Catholic

relatives

that,

confronted with the ensuing disagreement

and the immediate family (mostly

evangelicals),

one of the sons of the deceased said that in order to avoid more
mortification of his mother and his siblings it was bener
that we let [the
relatives] bury him wherever they desired, that the
entire earth was made by
God. As soon as they heard this decision they took the cadaver, and in

him running toward the cemetery, cheering
and [denouncing] the Protestants.

cloths they carried

Catholic religion

A more

horrific event

had transpired a few years before

in

Restrepo

the

Roman

(Valle),

when

an armed crowd "of both sexes and of both parties" entered the "lay cemetery" and

107:

Noel Ramirez, "Libertad para algunos," El Evangelista Colombiano
(Bucaramanga), June 1945, 22-23 (emphasis in original); "El ultimo ultraje," El
Mensaje Evangelico (Cali.>), May 1945, 5-6.
^°^Pedro Antonio Rodriguez, Santa Elena (Cerrito, Valle?), to "Estimado

Pastor" (Charles Chapman.^), (Cali?), 17 July 1940, El Mensaje Evangelico
Sep. 1940, 7.
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(Cali),

seized the corpse of an evangelical

woman

while a group of Protestants
was in the

process of digging her grave. As
Alejandro Loaiza described

themselves onto the cadaver, and

snatched

it

away

good Catholics

left

the Virgin Mary.

coming.

."1°^
.

in the

.

like savage beasts

on

it,

the

mob

their prey, violently

midst of the most astonishing shouts.
... So

with

this cadaver, shouting vivas to
the

They covered
In at least

one

Roman

it

was these

religion,

and

to

a route of 28 blocks with said
cadaver, going and

case,

even a completed burial did not place the

deceased beyond the reach of controversy. The
same day

man's corpse was buried

"hurled

in the village

the parish priest ordered that he be

in

1944 that

cemetery of Pijao (Caldas,

exhumed and

young

a

later Quindi'o),

reinterred in the burial

ground

for suicides.

The

Protestant

community found

itself

compelled to

establish

its

own

burying grounds or to work with local authorities to establish
municipal secular
cemeteries. As in the case of

civil

marriage, this helped to promote the functioning

of the government apparatus, encouraging
ideal to the real.

In La

Cumbre,

in the

it

move from

to

mountains west of

the realm of the Liberal

Cali, the

mayor gave

part

of the Catholic cemetery to the congregation."^
In regard to death, as with

influenced events

more than

all

aspects of

overall trends.

^°^Alejandro Loaiza B.,

life,

Most

specific context often

evangelicals

seemed

"Un ministro de Roma en Restrepo,

Evangelico (Cali?), Nov. 1934,

to

have

V.," El Mensaje

3.

"°"Notas generales," El Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali.^),

Apr. 1944, 4-5.

"'Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 108.
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little

trouble achieving a quiet death and being buried
in a Protestant or secular

cemetery. But Benito Vega,

who donated

the land for a combination

secular-Protestant cemetery in Sogomoso, ended up buried

cemetery in accordance with the wishes of

Leaning on the

m

the Catholic

his wife.^^-

Law

Protestants attempted to educate themselves concerning their rights
and to

lodge appeals with government authorities from time to time. Excerpts of

Colombian law appeared on

a regular basis in the Protestant press,

and the

GMU

even offered a six-centavo booklet containing laws regarding registration of
children, civil marriage, schools

Marked from

and cemeteries.^^^

birth to death by distinction

from the overwhelming majority

of Colombians, Protestants experienced a combination of social solitude and unity
that strengthened traits of leadership

and defiance of established authority.

Emphasis on education, sobriety and other practical attributes gradually formed

body of believers

Though

their

that

was ever more

effective in attracting others to

numbers were small and

community was becoming

their

its

ranks.

growth slow, the Colombian Protestant

a gentle force to be

reckoned with.

^^-"De Sogamoso," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota?), Mar. 1935, 3;

Dommguez,
^^"El

Pioneros de Pentecostes, 221.

Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali?),

June 1942,
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CHAPTER 3
PROTESTANTISM DURING THE LIBERAL REPUBLIC

PART

(1930-1946)

COMMUNITY, SELF-CONCEPT, SOCIETAL REACTION
From

early on, a sense of

community

lay near the center of

II-

Colombian

Protestant identity, helping adherents to withstand
the opposition of Catholic
society

and officialdom. This feature of Protestantism may seem

the concomitant emphases

on individual

interpretation of scripture

development of a personal relationship with
tenets

Deity.

But belief

and a few other fundamental positions served more

the Protestant

community than

as a

and the

in these theological

common ground

for

as centripetal forces.

Running through the group's
introversion of a subculture and

its

history

own

is

the tension between the natural

evangelizing impulse.

wish to be seen as non-Colombian; they saw themselves
patriotic of

a bit ironic, given

countrymen. Faithfulness to

as

Protestants did not

among

the most

religious precept, nevertheless,

was

expected to take precedent over loyalty to idiosyncrasies of the wider culture.

While the

social

worlds of Catholics and Protestants tended to be highly

segregated, Protestant converts seem to have remained almost fully engaged with
their Catholic neighbors in

economic

matters.

In the political realm, Protestant

behavior during this era appears rather mixed. The resulting image

people

who

kept themselves apart from the wider world

in as

is

that of a

many ways

as they

could afford, carrying on economic transactions through physical necessity and
proselyting as a matter of conscience.
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Although small, the Protestant community was an almost
obligatory target
for the Catholic hierarchy as

the national stage.

Some

it

agitated for a return to Conservative

hegemony on

Protestant lifestyle teachings (e.g., temperance) did not

lend themselves to attack. Opposition focused on Protestantism as a
rejection of

Catholic doctrine and authority, and of Colombian nationality

— that

is,

as a

threat to personal salvation and national unity.

The phenomena

of Protestant community, Protestant identity, and Catholic

opposition reinforced one another as the nation stumbled toward the post- 1945
violencia.

Protestantism was clearly in Colombia to stay, but

remain a small movement for

The

it

would

just as clearly

a very long time.

Protestant Fabric of

Community:

Local and National Threads

The formal
in reinforcing the

structure of Protestant congregations played an important role

community. Some budding groups persisted with strength

despite the lack of professional clergy in their midst, but other congregations

withered without strong outside leadership. The shortage of native pastors became

one of the most limiting

factors in Protestant growth.

It is

one thing

to evangelize,

but quite another to construct a vibrant and formal church organization to
successfully safeguard the fruits of proselytization.

Structures of Unity: Congregations, Meetings, Physical Plants

A

typical

Colombian Protestant communit)- began

as a series of meetings in

a private residence, with adherents garnered from the ranks of family, friends,
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and

the curious. Successful development

church worker, formation of
resident pastor

would

result in regular visits

local lay leadership,

and

finally the

by a pastor or

hirmg of a

and the construction of a dedicated
physical plant

(e.g.,

chapel,

school).

Patterns of local organization varied, but
a

common

structure for a well-

established church included a pastor, governing
council (consistory),

of auxiliary organizations serving various
sub-populations

(e.g.,

at least a niche or

for focused socialization. Auxiliaries held
regular programs to

cause or another, be

it

Bible

might cross congregational

Day or Seminary Day or an

lines as a regional

a variety

women, men,

youth, children). In such a community, every
person could find

two

and

promote one

evangelizing event.

They

or national body. At the end of

1940, for example, three co-ed Presbyterian youth groups existed in Barranquilla:

"Heralds of the Lord," "Rebirth," and "Sowers of the Lord." Together they

formed

a "Federation" presided over by

Hector Valencia,

a

prominent youth leader

of the time.^ Auxiliary organizations passed in and out of existence with regularity.

Their struggle for continuity highlights the chronic shortage of dynamic and
persistent leadership in the Protestant

community.

Contrasting with this lack of staying power
seriousness evident in

many

Protestant activities.

eHacia Dondef and Fejeco, offer an example of

on the mentality of

lit

De

elite

is

a powerful sense of

Two

short-lived periodicals,

this attribute, as well as a

Presbyterian youth at mid-century.

The

window

writers seem

Barranquilla," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Dec. 1940,
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almost out of touch with the reahty of
mainstream Protestam Hfe and the
engine of proselytism, mstead focusmg
on the need for
execution of

-

social service projects

dnvmg

- but not so much the

and the creation of ambitious layers
of

organization. Their impractical angst and
self-criticism reaches an almost
suffocating extreme, leaving the reader
unsurprised that linle lasting effect ever
resulted

from these

efforts."

Active Protestants kept a busy meeting schedule,
but not so busy as to

become

alienated from the larger societv- simply because
of church duties.

Second Presbyterian Church of Barranquilla reported
typical:

"Monday, 7

p.m., Bible class;

a

The

1931 schedule that was

Wednesday, 7 p.m., meeting with sermon;

Friday, 7 p.m., Bible Training Class for Sunday School
teachers; Sunday, 8:30 a.m.,

[Sunday] School, and
Foreigners

at night, at 7,

who

have lived

meeting with sermon."^

in

Colombia can perhaps imagine the

solemnit)' or festivity that alternatingly

Colombians have an unusual

imbued Protestant

events.

talent for penetrative seriousness.

conscience or genuine enthusiasm, active members of the

faith

air

of

Many

Whether driven by
considered their

mission to be no light chore. Meetings offered an opportunit\- for congregants to
recharge their spiritual batteries, to produce synergy

-iHacia Dondef (Bogota),

1

among

themselves. Their

Nov. 1942 - Dec. 1945; Fejeco (Bogota), Jan.

1945 - Dec. 1945.
"Angel

S.

Chegwin, "Segunda

Iglesia Presbiteriana

Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Oct. 1931, 4.
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de Barranquilla," El

communion could

reach a high degree of emotional
power, as reported from

Restrepo (Valle) by Alejandro Loaiza:

We

held a Mother's Day celebration on
attendance of believers. Smce this celebration

May

19th, with a large

is characterized by
internal
with a special and religious meaning, we
held three Bible meetings
which brought us great [amounts] of doctrinal
knowledge. The love of
mothers towards their children was explained
in such a moving wav that not
a cheek was left dry of tears. Upon
seeing so many tears shed bv the
be levers, I became so emotional that I found
myself obliged to cut short my
talk. We consoled ourselves with
a prayer. ...

feelings,

'

An

intermission was required in the afternoon, due
to the sadness of
our hearts, and we had to omit some beautiful
recitations bv the children,
but in the evening a good-sized congregation
listened to the sermon."

A typical

meeting included participation by several members
of the

community, encouraging the development of
speaking and singing, plus
in beautifying the

— such

as floral arranging

meeting place beforehand.

people inaugurated a
school in Girardot.

example of an

skills

new room

talents such as writing, public

at the Paul

On

29 August 1930,

Hoskins

The meeting program provides

official

— that were employed
crowd of 300

a

Institute Presbyterian girls'

a

good

—

albeit elaborate

—

Protestant function, including gender roles:

I.

Hymn

II.

Invocation:

III.

Speech: Mr. Allan.

rV.

Song:

307.

Mr. [Alexander]

"How

Distant

I

Allan.

Am," by teachers Raquel

Santanilla, Anita

Arenas, Mercedes Santanilla.
V.

Recitation: "Great Sadness," Sofia Pieruccini.

VI.

Speech: Mr. Torres.

VII.

drama, by the students: "Searching
Speech: Mr. Matiz.

VIII.

IX.

X.

Biblical

for a

Spouse for Isaac."

Monologue: "Joseph Resurrection," Carmen Pieruccini.
Skit: "Miss Micaela's Nightmare," by the students.

"^Loaiza B., Alejandrino,

(Ibague), Aug.

"De Restrepo,

1935,6.
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Valle," El Evangelista

Colombiano

XI.

Story: Miss Viola

M. Warner.

XII.

Speech: Mr. Mejia.
XIII. Choir: "Master, the Tempest

is

XrV.

Blessing.

XV.

Procession of inspection of the

The contents

Raging"

new room.^

of speeches and sermons varied widely,
as evidenced by the topics

offered at the Third Assembly of the
Churches of Boyaca and the Santanders, held

1945: "The Victorious

in

Life in the

Economy

of the Church," "Music in the

Church," "Pre- and Postnatal Care of Children,"
"Hygiene's Value," and,
for

men,

especially

a Bible study session regarding chastity.^
Persistent problems of tardiness

and lack of reverence disturbed

at least

some congregations, but

overall, the

subculture managed to maintain a steady rhythm of
satisfactory meetings and other
aaivities that helped to

The

weave unity into the population.

chapel or other regular meeting place became the physical heart of
the

congregation's efforts to forge community. Indeed, the chapel-construction
process

symbolizes better than anything

else the coalescence of a congregation.

A new

building often brought members together in cooperative physical labor, attracted

contributions of

money and goods,

received a hearty inauguration ceremony that

might include out-of-town guests and a commitment from the congregants to
rededicate themselves to righteousness, and established more visibly than ever the

self-marking of local Protestants as dissidents from the larger population.

The

^"La apertura del nuevo salon en Girardot," El Evangelista Colombiano
(Bogota), Oct. 1930, 4.
^'Alexander

M.

Allan, "La

Colombiano (Bucaramanga),

Asamblea de Bucaramanga," El Evangelista

Sep. 1945, 23-24.
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large chapel of Dabeiba (Antioquia),
which opened to the public for the

on Christmas Day

of 1933, sat

hosting over 500 people,

it

on

the corner of the town's

mam plaza.

cost approximately 4,000 pesos. Even

on

first ti
time

Capable of

the

auspicious occasion of the chapel's debut, the
congregation's financial contribution

came

a bit shy of eleven pesos. While this total
surpassed Pastor Gustavo Villa's

goal of ten pesos, and undoubtedly represented tremendous

sacrifice,

it

indicates a

contribution rate that would have severely retarded the
construction process
to

In the case of Dabeiba, help

itself.

most of

it

probably coming

in

if left

was received from many outside quarters,

the form of foreign monies channeled through the

Presbyterian mission.^
In

some

cases,

men undertook

time before mid-1935,

to build church facilities of their

Ramon Diaz buih

a school

and chapel on

own. Some

his farm,

"Balboa," near Cunday (Tolima). Having moved away from the vibrant Protestant

community
built a

of Helvecia to a locale in Valle

new home,

known

concurrently building "a large

than one hundred people." In the

as "El Paraguay," Daniel Barrios

room

that can

accommodate more

GMU territory of southwestern Colombia, each

of three hacienda-owning brothers (of the Loaiza family) "designated a large
in his house for church meetings.

In this

manner the congregations of La

^See Gustavo Villa Lucena, "Di'as historicos y memorables de la iglesia

evangelica en Dabeiba," El Evangelista Colombiano (Mar. 1933), 3.
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room

Primavera, La Estrella and El Otono
came about.- Alliance missionary Clyde

Taylor relates a striking story from Betanga,
about
(Caldas, later Quindi'o),

We

had gone

fifteen miles

on the western slope of the Central

in there originally as the result of

from Armenia

Cordillera:

one of our native evangelists

-

-

being invited into the area to explain to
the people
Liberal [CJatholics
what the Gospel was all about and how we differed
from the Roman
Catholic Church. The response was almost
instantaneous. There was a very
large family there with the patriarch still
living and his sons and daughters
were living all around him. ... it was pretty much
a family affair, but
I

would say

that there must have been forty or
or third meeting, I was invited to come up.

fifty
.

.

of them. After the second

.

my second meeting up there, one evening he
own bedroom with him, and he took off the bed

After about

come

into his

double handful of golden,

five-dollar

pound gold

pieces

I

me

asked

to

there ... a

don't

remember how many he gave me, but think there was something like
50 or
of
them.
60
And he told me that he wanted me to take that money and turn
I

into pesos ... and then they

would build a chapel there and they would
put it on their land, and the money would pay for the building.
The
second time, when he needed more money to finish the chapel because
I
it

.

think altogether

it

may have

cost us about six or seven

hundred

.

.

dollars

was finished
he gave me the rest of his gold pieces and think
we might have even had a surplus of money when we got through.''

before

it

I

that

So

it

was

that in

one manner or another, through various degrees of

and cooperation, a network of community chapels,

schools,

sacrifice

and pastoral houses

sprang up across Colombia.

Design of Protestant structures tended toward simplicity and utilitarianism

without and within. Other than a simple Latin

cross, the

name

perhaps some sort of tower, building exteriors usually carried

of the church, and

little

decoration.

See photo and caption, El Euangelista Colombiano (Aug. 1935), 4; Jose
Fajardo, "Progresos de la iglesia presbiteriana del Valle," El Euangelista

Colombiano

(Sep. 1939), 4; Shillingsburg,

La llama,

53.

^Clyde Taylor, untitled partial transcript of oral history tape recording
1991), pp. 134-135, author's collection.
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(ca.

Inside, a typical chapel

might have a few plants, banners, and
other modest

embellishments. Almost the entire space would
be consumed by austere benches

and the
Bible,

dais.

The most

exalted physical object in the Protestant
world was the

which one could expect to

find in a place of

prominence near the front of

the chapel. Simple in appearance but rapidly
proliferating, these meeting places
naturally bestowed the Protestant effort with an
air of increasing permanence.

An

additional level of

early 1940s,

the

most

community

visibly in the

infrastructure began to take shape by the

form of health care

buildmg of care centers were

centers.

relatively peripheral to the Protestant

but the difficulties that Protestants often encountered

made some

Health education and

sort of response imperative.

The standard

program,

in the nation's hospitals

practice of expecting

confession from patients in Catholic hospitals presented an obvious difficulty
for
faithful Protestants.

the nursing

staff.

They

One

also

might find themselves neglected or harangued by

of the most dramatic hospital tales involved a "faithful

believer" from Dabeiba (Antioquia)

named Ricardo

Catholic hospital in Frontino while away from
Allegedly his wife was not allowed to

visit

Borja,

home on

him due

falling

and dying

in

la iglesia

ill

and entered

from the hospital

in the

mud

"'°

de Dabeiba (Antioquia)," El Mensaje

Evangelico (Oct. 1933), 5-6.
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a

to "clerical intransigence," and

the attempt, to be pulled from the

next day "without even having his face cleaned.

'^Gustavo Villa L, "De

fell

business in late 1933.

Borja, "humiliated and abandoned," undertook to escape

middle of the night,

who

the

Three or four major evangelical

clinics

most prominent was the Maranatha Clmic

opened

its

Dr.

Domingo

buildmg

Gospel Missionary Union.

Its staff

— but not

clinic's]

cared for in the hospital. All but three got

her home, and the third

is still

sick."

months of

better.

of two people included

service,

One

the

who

Although the charge for

however, and by

apologetically that

people

at

clinic,

clinic service

clinic,

Many

another

was

recounts

patients heard of

"we

at

dusk a short message was broadcast by

suffered in their rooms." As the clinic gained friends in

community, "the fanaticism

financially,

it

time and not a few accepted Christ. At dawn one always

heard the singing of hymns and
loudspeaker to those

like

25 people have been

died in the

Florence Shillingsburg, "became a center of evangelism.
first

—

By November of 1943,

one peso per day, reportedly no one was turned away.^^ The

the Savior for the

It

that belonged to the

estranged from the Catholic Church

a professed evangelical.

could be reported that "during tthe

GMU in Palmira.

by the

in a

man who was

Irurita, a

many Colombians

in

established

doors in about the middle of 1943

Biblical Institute of the

had appeared by the mid-1940s. The

in

late

Palmira lessened."^^ The

1944 an

are sorry that

article in

we do

no charge." Some wondered why

clinic struggled

the Mensaje Evangelico stated

not have funds for treating

ill

poor

the clinic charged evangelicals after

Chapman, With the Bible among the Andes, 100; Shillingsburg, La
78; and Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia, 110. Bucana gives 1944
^^See

llama,
as the

opening year, but the record indicates

that the clinic

was

definitely

functioning in 1943.
^-"La

Convencion Anual," El Mensaje Evangelico

^^Shillingsburg, Ligado, 80.
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(Cali?),

Nov. 1943, 2A.

having received so

many

offerings for

its

creation, but the reported cash

ow

fl.

numbers made

clear that the dinic could not

approach.^'* In

mid-1945, the governmg junta of the Gospel
Missionary Union

announced the development of
exchange for

would provide 21 days of hospitalization

necessary, but not physician fees or medicine).

if

Outside forces also conspired against the

Chapman, head of
crisis

a gratis

a "Prehospitalization Society" plan which,
in

six pesos annually,

(including an operation

make ends meet under

clinic's survival.

Charles

GMU work in Colombia, recounted this early moment of

the

and the solution devised by Dr.

Irurita:

This work moved smoothly on for some three years.
Naturally this
line of effort did not meet the approval of the priestly
element domiciled in
Palmira, and one day we were notified that no more patients could be
.

.

.

received and that within fifteen days the clinic must close. It seems that
some jealousy amongst the doctors had arisen and, this coming to the ears of
the priest, brought about an accusation which was presented to the board of
health saying that our clinic was lacking the hygienic conditions required by

law

in

that

we might

such institutions.

What were we

to

do?

A

day of prayer was called
the difficulty which had

from on high in
presented itself.
[Dr. Irurita] proposed to one of his friends, who also
visited our clinic, that they should go to the Board of Health with a frank
confession that, owing to the newness of the plant, there was indeed much
to be desired. After making this confession he then threw the bomb which
he had prepared for those who had ordered our clinc [sic] closed. He said:
"You must go with us to the City Hospital and make there the same
examination which you have made in the mission clinic." This was not to
receive direction
.

their liking

.

.

but they could not refuse.

.

.

.

They found

the floors lacking the

rooms untidy and even food stored in the
bathroom. These, with many other deficiencies, were disclosed to the
cleanness necessary, the

''*"Informe de
(Cali?),

May 1944,

7;

la

Sesion de

"De

la

Junta de

la

Personen'a," El Mensaje Evangelico

actualidad," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Dec. 1944,

3.

^^"Manifiesto de

la

personen'a jun'dica U.E.C.," El Mensaje Evangelico

(Cah.5),June 1945, 6.
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confusion of the Sisters of Charity in charge.
The result was a revision of
the order to close our place and a
series of repairs and improvements
was
agreed upon, with three months of time
for the doing of this work.^^
Despite

its

Protestants

various struggles, the clinic survived to
provide medical services to

and non-Protestants

Colombian

for decades to come.

Protestants generally were people of modest
means. Conversion

might bring increased economic opportunity,
department of Cauca,

who

reportedly,

as in the case of certain Indians in the

upon escaping

the vices of coca

and

sugarcane liquor, received a constant flow of "offers of
better and better-paid
positions

due to

their great intelligence."^'

economic persecution,
(Tolima),

who

expressed

withhold no effort
that

many come

traveling

as in the

in

in

August 1937 that he had "the determination

to his fold, even

to

— with the holy help of all-powerful God —

though the fanaticism of my countrymen has me

there, obtaining sustenance for

economic fluctuations might occur

community

conversion might sometimes lead to

experience of Juan Evencio Ortiz of Fresno

order to achieve

from here to

Or

my

family."^^

in the lives of individual

at large retained a decidedly

humble aspect

in

Whatever

members, the

economic terms. This

^^Chapman, With the Bible among the Andes, 101-102.
'^R.

M.

Searing, (n.p.), to A. P. Symes, (Bogota?), 6 Oct 1945, quoted (and

presumably translated to Spanish) in Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia,
113. (The letter apparently resided in the Archive of the Asociacion Pro-Cruzada

Mundial

[see

Bucana, La

iglesia evangelica

en Colombia, 218].)

^^Juan Evencio Ortiz, "Testimonio," El Evangelista

Oct. 1937, 7.
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Colombiano (Bogota),

provides

ciuality

pc„^„;n„

b.-u

kgronncl

tc,

their efforts to service

an ab„nclance of

church-related financial needs.

The
substantial

construction of chapels, schools, chnics, and
other structures consumed

amounts of

capital, yet this

distribution efforts, missionary

work

was only one need ainonK

m

'n.uiy.

P.ible

far-flung spots in the Kc public, the

Protestant press, local pastors and teachers, and
international emergencies

presented opportunities for contributing to the cause.

showed great economic

Some

two

the leper colony of

Agua

gathered firewood from

cemetery and sold

In

\.\

Rodeo,

Dios (Cundinamarca)

gaining one pcso and eight

community's schoolteachers by providing

sleep and taking daily turns

services.^''

it,

tie

a locality in the municipality of Antio(|iiia (Amiociuia),

families helped sustain the

laundry

tow;ird the costs of

expenses of a conference

at

a

pesm

pes(;s for the travel

representative, the church

CCntavos."

Protestant groups

resourcefulness. As part of their effort to coniribmc three

pesos toward the costs of the regional presbytery, three
the M;inonal sytiod, and

all

at

providing meals and bi-weekly turns

Nevertheless,

little

,it

a place to

providing

evidence exists for organized fund-raising

efforts beyoiul the tr;Khtional solicitation of fiiiuls at formal tliuicli gatherings.

Only

rarely did Protestant tominiiiiities

approach the point of becoming even semi-

integrated productive units.

'''"Personales," El livafi^clista

supplement,

May

lV4.i,

6.

^"Gustavo
(Cali?),

Colombiano (I'ucaramanga), Aug.

Villa

193S,

3.

1..,

"I. a fe

nianifcsiada por las obras," //

Mcnsajc

livanf^ilico

Protestant leaders devoted

membership

in

much

effort to extracting funds

from the

local

order to wean the national churches from foreign
monies. The

persistent need for foreign support limited the
global action of mission bodies, and
it

damaged

the

movement's image

in

A

Colombia.

"faced with the ignorance of the people,

we

parish priests have the disadvantage of

and the Protestants have the advantage of

asking,

Catholic priest observed that

giving."'^

In 1943, the

Presbytery of the Interior of the Colombian Presbyterian Church,
one of the most

vigorous bodies of Protestants in the country, was reported to be "covering
its

total costs,

which denotes good progress toward complete

The Written and Musical Word

as a

Unifying Force

was the venerable Protestant press and other

literature.

themselves to be people of the "Word," that

is,

faithful

God

revealed to humankind. This

incumbent on the churches. By extension, the

communication within the national community. Newsy

consumed many column inches

in the

letters

lines

quoted

in

priest,

apparently in a

of

and personal

Mensaje Evangelico and

Evangelista Colombiano, granting a bit of celebrity to some of the

"^Unknown parish

infrastructure

Protestants considered

used the written word as a means of maintaining active

testimonies

its

the Bible, considered by

mainstream believers as the sole written word of
literacy

of

self-support.

Tying together the burgeoning Protestant community and

made an emphasis on

68%

letter to

more

prolific

Eugenio Restrepo Uribe;

Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 75.

"""Reunion del Presbiterio del Interior en Sasaima," El Evangelista

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Sep. 1943,

3.
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authors. These media allowed Protestants
to send out requests for information

about missing persons,

solicit

building contributions or prayers of support,
describe

special events within local congregations,
or report

on personal tragedies and

triumphs. Stories often glowed with a picturesque,
humorous, or melodramatic
quality that helped to emphasize

Protestants

m

Colombian

— even

society.

celebrate

— the oddball status of

Digests of world events and editorial

commentary, doctrinal expositions, and suggested gospel

round out the

fare.

This web of information helped Protestants to

the best-informed people

advantaged
the world

classes.

(e.g.,

lesson material helped to

in

News

Colombia,

especially

among

of

the economically less-

of evangelical communities and related events around

"Universal Prayer

Week") helped Colombian Protestants

a sense of participation in an expansive, influential, international

Such an impression undoubtedly went

more

become some

a long

to develop

body of

believers.

way toward helping many of

isolated Protestants endure their local peculiarity.

Over

time, the

the

growth of

the national Protestant population forced the old-time papers to surrender

much

of

their intimate nature, but burgeoning local congregations provided fellowship to

make up

for the loss.

As

it

grew, the national community evolved from being a sort

of scattered immediate family into a complicated set of extended clans.

The

editorial

management of

the principal periodicals almost always lay in

the hands of foreign Anglo missionaries. But the bulk of additional participation

came from Colombians,

members

occasionally encouraged by writing contests. Native

established periodicals

from time

to time, as in the case of

135

Buenaventura

Angulo,

Jr., a prolific

pastor in Cucuta

1930s.^^ By early 1945,
a

who founded La Antorcha

La Voz del Tolima had appeared

Colombian and a foreign missionary, while

members published El Clarm:-' Other
the aforementioned eHacia

1943

in Barranquilla;

in Ibague,

Buenaventura

co-founded by

(Valle)

two native

periodicals produced in-country included

Dondef and

De Sima

in

in the early

Fejeco; the Heraldo Bautista, started in

a Cima, started in 1941 in Bogota by the
World

Evangelization Crusade; El Atalaya, started ca. 1936 as
the

official

organ of the

"Heralds of the Lord" society of the First Presbyterian Church
of Barranquilla;
Horizontes Cristianos, founded
leaflet edited

by

ca.

Wmston Thomas,

1945; Arnistad, started

1951,

when

it

lost

its

reduced postage

Some

la Biblia" [ca.

many

of these items carried a local flavor

1932], by

S.S.

in Cali in

1941 and

other publications for the

(e.g.,

the pamphlet "Analisis de

Pazmifio of Pereira and offered for

sale

by him), but

most publications originated outside of Colombia. For one gold peso,
customer could purchase the following ten
Saint Barbara, Thieves of the Treasure,

titles

from the

^'^

Colombiano

(Cali), Apr.

(Bogota.^),

"Notas generales," El Mensaje Evangelico

1931

Unmasked,

Little

May

1932,

(Cali?),

1932, 3;
8.

Mar. 1945,

7.

Colombiano (Bogota), July 1936,
Arnistad (Bogota), Mar. 1945, May-June 1945; Ordonez,

'^"Noticiero evangelico," El Evangelista
Fejeco, July 1945, 2;

GMU:

a

The Ten Commandments, News of Great

"Notas generales," El Mensaje Evangelico
"Personales," El Evangelista

lasted

rate.-^

Native and overseas presses produced
faithful.

1944, a typewritten

a pacifist Presbyterian in Bogota; and the

Cumberland Presbyterian La Aurora, which appeared
until

ca.

Historia, 315-316.
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8;

Joy,

Sowing and Reaping, Evangelical Catechism,
The True

Daughter of a Nun, and The Ups and Downs
of a Lady.

Colombiano offered

a variety of

Principal Apostles, Thirty Years

books for

among the

sale to

Christian, Louise the

In 1942, the Evangelista

church hbraries, including Four

Cannibals, Christian Liberty, Light
of the

Truth about Catholicism, Judson the Explorer,
John Bunyan, Romanism and Civil

Government, and Story of the Other Wise Man}^

No

book, however, received more devoted attention than
the

Although the Protestant creed
allegiance to the

"little

book

Antioqueno" farmer

1930 the impact of
it,

what

with

itself

it

a marvel!

in

his

laid the Bible

open

to individual interpretation,

was paramount. Juan de Campoamor, a self-described

living at Betania, near Roldanillo (Valle), related
in

purchase of a 70-centavo copy of the Bible:

To have

hand from four

Bible.

a Bible

is

to have

God

present.

buy

"I

Now my

in the afternoon until ten at night, reading

it, I

open

family rejoices

all

the

grandeurs of God."-^

Music
used

it

also played an important unifying role in Protestant

life.

to attract curious passersby to their proselyting meetings, and

punctuated virtually every

official

Protestant gathering.

accordion, and even the saxophone were enlisted

The

Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Jan. 1931,
(Bucaramanga), Jan. 1942,4.

8;

hymns

piano, guitar,

in the creation

-^"Personales," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota),

Missionaries

May

of sacred music,

1932,

8;

El

El Evangelista Colombiano

'Juan de Campoamor, Betania (Valle), to "Sefior Director" (Charles
Chapman?), (Cali?), Apr. 1930, El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), May 1930, 5.
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siniihir, as

worked

evoint lon.ii

wouKI he

lo give unity to

les.

Concept

among

end on an

in 'I'homas,
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L
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II
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music by the missionaries," aiul
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most

faithful Protestants

tragedy,

among

in

divinely snatched

On

the other hand, they

communicate

their

felt a

tremendous weight of

message of grace to as many people

order to swell the ranks of the saved. Indeed,

powerful decades

later as the century

came

this characteristic

to a close.

became the

target of

much more

from the Catholics. This

and the understanding

and teach

all

nations"-' applies to

urge has contained

among

itself

remained

and Catholic

clergy,

proselyting fervor from the Protestants than

reflects the Protestant

believers"

as possible

Over the course of dozens of

oral history interviews with Protestant laity,
Protestant clergy,
I

from the

a handful of fortunates, leaving
behind their Catholic and other

unbelieving neighbors.
responsibility to

would have expected to be

that the Great

all

believers.

mainly to matters of

emphasis on the "priesthood of

Commission

From

faith.

to

all

"go ye therefore,

the beginning, the proselyting

Vigorous secular activism

Protestants has been an exception rather than a rule.

The movement

generally subscribes to the belief that society can best be transformed one soul at a
time, rather than via structural change.

The term

"Protestant" defines a person in terms of their relationship to the

Catholic Church: a protester of

its

doctrine and practices. Although useful and

bearing an activist connotation, the term also carries a somewhat negative tone and
grants to Catholicism an aura of antecedence. Colombian Protestants have

Matthew 28:19.
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traditionally preferred calling themselves "Evangelicals," after the Spanish

"gospel"

— evangelio — with

all

of

its

While they may have believed
spiritual sense,

many

word

for

connotations of precedence and purity.^°

that they

were ahead of the game

in a

Protestants were also keenly aware of weaknesses in their

community's mentalities and behaviors;

this

awareness could even border on

a

sense of inferiority that dovetailed with an awareness of numerical smallness.

Because of their emphasis on received grace over personal good works, Protestants

developed a particularly strong strain of that paradoxical combination found
almost universally

in the

pious personality: exuberant (even martial) triumphalism

mixed with self-effacement.

Literarv Expressions of Self-identity

Because of their often intimate nature, native creative writings provide a
small but evocative portal through which to glimpse the self-identity held by

Colombian

Protestants.

While the following

excessively long, as a group they

series of selections

communicate the rhythm of

may seem

optimistic, self-

focused phraseology to which active Protestants exposed themselves.

In his

poem "With

nationalistic enthusiasm

Protestants.

Christ, a

common

to

World,"

many

(The poem's mention of Lima

Congress of Latin America held

^°Scc "iAlerta Cat6licos!:

(Nov. 1941),

New

Villalpando demonstrated a

of the writings of

is

in that city in

Qu^

lAiis

Colombian

in reference to the Evangelical

Youth

February 1941.)

crcen los cvangtMicos," El Mensaje Evangelico

6.
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Across the llanos spreads

A new dawn

its

measure

of love and peace.

Through the forests grows the song
For "a new world" the gift.
It is faith

that gives that

life,

In a noble and youthful world,
It carries spirit of Christ within

In order to build with

Him.

iContemplate what beautiful youth!
That gathers the labor from a thousand
Christ

that ignites

it is

its

fields

fervor,

In the quest to create a better world.

Across the Andes floats the banner,
That in the Cross of Christ brings redemption.
Across the seas the north wind carries

The proclamation

of union.
i

It is

To

v^-l^-f

ac^c-*--*-^

faith that gives that life

the America of the future,

The flame that is to endure
And that in Lima was ignited.
iContemplate what vibrant youth!
That radiates its splendor to a thousand
In

its

love

it is

fields.

Christ that triumphs,

In the quest to create a better world.

A
is

key Protestant characteristic that

is

also

common among

devout Catholics

a sense of steady divine presence and intervention in the believer's personal

In 1942,

Carmen Reyes de

life.

Aguilar related her conversion story to readers of the

Evangelista Colombiano, also mentioning the eleven years that she had recently

spent at

Agua de

Dios, the nation's best-known leper colony.

poem

testimony, she offered a simple

Psalm ("The Lord

Is

My

1.

her

well-known Twenty-Third

Shepherd"):

^^Luis Villalpando,

1945,

in reference to the

To end

"Con

See also "Historia de

Cristo,

la

un mundo nuevo," Fejeco (Bogota), Feb.

FEJECO,"
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Fejeco (Bogota), Feb. 1945, 2.

low cnn
low can

I

I

il

be sad,

I

weep!
everywhere go
I

I

(iod will help ine?
I

wns

in i'.irraiunnlKi

wiihom
home,

willioiii

.1

inotliet .nul

without

.1

trnn(|iiil

hill Imviii);

So

.)

skill,

w.is thai

II

I

I

,i

hnsh.nul

weni to work.

eartiecl |niyl

bread

with great hapi^iness

and

hukcnl nothing

I

until at last

one day

had to travel to Santa Mai la
lo eain |iny| biead
and to be able to help iny deat mother.
In this way I passed a few years
I

day arrived

until the

for rettirning to I'ogota

and wherever
I

lis

I

go

holy will guides ine

because neither bread nor shelter
can ever lack.^^
I

What may appear
no matter where
for

I

lo be a simple

chronology

God

this believer travels,

is

actually an expression of faith that

watchful and interested

in

providing

chiUrs needs.

lis

Probably the single most productive

produced

is

AiisionKMio Porras,

who

[K)ei that

Bihiia ai

"That's

America Latina. The chaste

Why

Not

I

for

Like You'^ from

your bnlhani

nor for your

little

C,()h)mbi.m Pioiest.uuism has

forged a long career within the Ciolombian

Presbyterian church and eventtially settled in

Lu

is

Mexico to

edit a

ideal of Protestatu

prominent maga/ine,

romance permeates

hMS:

eyes,

ruby mouth.

'^Carmen Reyes de Aguilar, "1 estimonio/' El
(Hucaram.mga), Dec. 1^M2,

6.
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Eiujfii^clisfii

Coloffihiiino

his

nor for your hands of silk,
nor for your pure beauty,

nor for your iris feet,
nor for your dark hair,
for none of that, Httle girl,
for

I

none of
you

like

that

like

I

how

for

you.

Christian you are

and because you hide yourself from me,
fleeing from my caresses

when

even
I

like

you

they're very pure.

how

for

straightforward you are

and because you are doubtful of men,
and you consult about our love
with persons of experience.
That's
that's

In a long

why

I

simply

you,

like

why

I

girl,

like

you

.^^
.

.

and very different poem published the same

year, Porras reviews the

history of Colombia's heroic self-liberation from "the cruel peninsular"

Spaniard), celebrates the freedom of the land, and then expresses a

(i.e.,

common

Protestant lament:

But

I

see that

a very discordant note

harming the song
of your sublime peace.
is

oh Fatherland,
makes groan the chests

It is sin,

that

of

many of your

children

with cruel tenacity.

I

see that wives

humbly

suffer

without bread and without clothing
in

humble homes:

and

I

see that mothers

find themselves

A. Porras

P.,

abandoned

"Por eso

me

gustas," Fejeco (Bogota), Oct. 1945,
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7.

and the shoeless child
that along the pathway goes.
I

see that virgins

become prostitutes,
and see that the soldier
I

is

also weak,

and

see that there are

I

homes

already almost destroyed,
iin

them love

is

lacking,

also fidelity!

What's happening? Woe!,
is

it's

that the

world

enslaved

by the unworthy vices
that

go along destroying

life,

affections,

faith, ideals,

and everything great and noble
that can be found here.

Awake, my Fatherland,
and call your valiant ones
to go to the fight
against Satan,

and to make it so that
someday enjoy

their children

the peace of Jesus Christ
that gives tranquility.

'"

evidence exists of native interest

Little

of Socota (Boyaca) tried his hand, setting
"I Will Sing to Christ for

Colombia, Eden,

Noble

May

in

down

hymn-writing, but Juan Gonzalez
verses set to the tune of the

His Great Love":

florid

Garden.

fatherland, fecund and industrious.

Christ dwell in your breast as your

King and Savior,

And

his glory will

be your eternal sun.

"Canto a mi
(Bucaramanga), July 1945,24.
^''A.

Porras

P.,

Patria," El Evangelista
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Colombiano

hymn

CHORUS
Oh

beautiful great swirl of

American

soil

Sultana of the seas

Promised land

Your children will be the Colombian heroes
And beyond the seas your glory will shine.

Good

land, oasis of

America
Blessed mother, mansion of eternal good.
Beneath the canopy of your sky lives
work and peace,
democracy, liberty, union, virtue.

You

are the cradle of geniuses and poets.

Welcoming bosom

May

to the stranger,

the centuries contemplate you

haloed with Love.

On

your

may

altars

vice

and passion

Furthermore, so that you might
noble end,

die.

fulfill

The eternal design of the Creator
You must come to know the Gospel,

your mission and

the truth,

Christ saves and renews the heart.^^
In

August 1930 the front page of the Evangelista Colombiano carried these

anonymous and

rather martial verses under the

Oh Colombian

title

"Colombian Christians":

Christians,

Soldiers of Jesus.

Let us fight for the Fatherland

And

the triumph of the Cross.

In the

Long

redeemed Fatherland
live the truth.

And mav

hate

and

evil

Die forevermore.

^^Juan Galdamez,

1938,

"Himno

a Colombia," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Nov,

6.
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Chorus.

Oh Colombian

Christians,

Soldiers of Jesus;

Let us fight for the Fatherland
and the triumph of the Cross.
It

doesn't matter

if

Satan

Acts arrogantly;

Let us always march firmly,
And without looking back.
Victory

is

ours,

ours through Jesus.
crown awaits us

It is

A

And

the Cross will triumph.

Chorus.

For Christ and for

his

Church

Let us fight without fear;
Jesus gives us the arms,

He

fills

us with courage.

Be on the lookout

fighters,

Let us fight without cease;

Colombia is for
We must win.^^
Patriotism, a

common

Christ,

Protestant focus, emerges in Juan Galdamez's

"Hymn

of

Santander" (with reference to the geographical region of that name):
1

Noble Santandereans,

soldiers of Jesus.

Thy

captain

Lift,

then, the banner of redemption,

as

thou

calls

thee to the struggle.

art defenders of the

most beautiful cause.

CHORUS
May

the epic of the cross be always thy ideal,

may

its

divine light spread everywhere,

redeem thy people, rescue

souls.

^^"Cristianos colombianos," El Evangelista

1930,

1.
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Colombiano (Bogota), Aug.

with the gospel of Jesus thy King.

2

Thy

forebears gave thee an example of courage
fighting for the liberty of the nation.

Fight as well against Satan.

With courage destroy the chains of
3

sin.

Valiant comrades, go out to battle

Donning the weapons of light.
The Spirit of God, the Word and love,
will be the conquering power and protection.
4

Triumph here on
is

the promise of our Redeemer.

Follow

sanctity, leaving sin,

Santander

Vulnerability, Variety,

One

earth and reward in heaven

will

be Christ's

and Dissidence

if

thou exertest thyselves.^37

in the Protestant

of the internal calls of Protestantism

was

Community

for

its

adherents to become a

benevolent army, a seamless phalanx of soldiers sacrificing time, money, and other
resources for not just a

common

entire population of the nation

present good, but for the eternal good of the

and wider world.

Reality, however, found

Colombia's Protestants struggling almost as hard to preserve internal cohesiveness
as to spread their creed.

education, the

among

Composed mainly

movement

the rank

and

file,

of persons of modest means and

struggled to encourage depth of doctrinal allegiance

while

some

of

its

brightest lights found themselves

disenchanted with the pervasive influence of foreign missionaries.

Enthusiasm, so evident in

many

of the poetic lines cited above,

associated with tenuousness of doctrinal understanding or loyalty.

^^Juan V. Galdamez,

"Himno

It

is

sometimes

may

also

be

de Santander," El Evangelista Colombiano

(Bucaramanga), Dec. 1939, 4.
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an ingredient of vulnerability. Although they had reason
to use frequent caution
their interactions with fellow Colombians,

trusting nature.

Some

many

in

Protestants possessed a rather

persons with unscrupulous aims were able to take advantage

of this attitude, and warnings of the financial or moral dangers
that they presented

appeared occasionally
appeared regarding

in the Protestant press.

"invisible

from

mid- 1930s, warnings

doaors." These charlatans, warned Alejandrino

Loaiza (of Valle), "have attracted a
especially

In the

lot

of attention from the credulous masses,

evangelicals that have entered into treatment from them, just

because they say that they are messengers of the Highest."^^ About two years

later,

Loaiza warned his fellow evangelicals of a traveling swindler hawking tooth-curing

and tooth-removal potions, who would

arrive at

homes with

the pretext of asking

permission to use a treasure-finding compass in order to locate a valuable Indian
burial site nearby.

misdeeds that

and

"And

so [he goes about] with countless other suggestive

easily deceive the credulous evangelicals, they being the

least suspicious of people, [carrying] copies of the

to better get the attention of evangelicals,

who

most simple

Mensaje Evangelico

in

order

believe that everyone has upright

feelings."''

'^Alejandrino Loaiza B., "Para mis correligionarios de Colombia," El
See also Jose H. Alegn'as y
ultima farsa!" El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Dec. 1935, 6.

Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), July 1937,

'^Loaiza described the man,
sixty years old, of

medium

whom

height, stout,

1.

P.,

"La

the authorities were seeking, as "about

and with a very

fine set of natural teeth

from which to better deceive [people] by saying that he is
cured and that his teeth never hurt him" (Alejandrino Loaiza B., "Una observacion
de interes," El Mensaje Evangelico [Cali?], May 1939, 6).

that serve

him

as a basis
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Another challenge to Protestant cohesiveness
presented
of "sympathizers"

- those who might be very

yet officially received as members. This
vast

dilemma

to Protestant officialdom.

itself in

the person

active in a congregation

body of people presented

So near and yet so

far

from the

though not
a bittersweet

official criteria

of salvation, they offered a persistent reminder
that the churches had a lot of
to

do not only

far afield,

but in the shadow of their

national synod of the Presbyterian church

own

recommended

chapels. In 1939, the

a plan of aaion that

included a push to "legalize the marriages of the families
of sympathizers.'"^

seems evident that many sympathizers were only such because of
marriage
a

1942

status,

which prevented

their

their being received into official

It

common-law

membership. In

personals column from Andaluci'a (Tolima), the Evangelista Colombiano

announced

that Jose Ayala

and Rosa Tulia Castaneda, upon being wed,

"immediately were baptized and accepted as members of
is

work

unclear whether this was the resolution of a

this Church."^^

common-law

While

it

marriage, such was

General de Promocion" adopted at the 1939 meeting of the Synod
of the Presbyterian Church in Colombia; quoted in "Notas editoriales," El
'*°"Plan

Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Feb. 1943, 2.
'*^"Personales:

De

Andaluci'a, Tolima," El Evangelista

Colombiano

(Bucaramanga), June 1942, 3.
Although his involvement with Protestantism belongs to a slighdy
(apparendy beginning in 1949), I should mention that one of the most

later era

Colombian "sympathizers" was Victor Landero, who was
extremely active as a missionary in northwestern Colombia before becoming legally
married and subsequently baptized. See The Victor: The Victor Landero Story (as
told to Bob Owen, with David M. Howard) (Old Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell,
1979), 147-154. See also Ed Murphy, "The Key Personality in a People
Movement (Colombia)," in God, Man and Church Growth: A Festschrift in Honor
of Donald Anderson McGavran, ed. A. R. Tippett, 328-340 (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
William B. Eerdmans, 1973).
extraordinary of

all
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almost certainly the

case.

the rationalization of the

Herein worked another small Protestant
contribution to
civil

apparatus of the nation.

Political differences within the

affiliation as to level of political

community did not

relate so

much

to party

engagemem. Protestants were predominantly
of

Liberal stripe, though never completely
so; Julia Norena, a former missionary
for

the

GMU,

reported that the community always included
a few Conservatives.^^

Affiliation aside, Protestants

So

on balance did not participate very

was that C.E. Galvis could

it

actively in politics.

celebrate the "era of reconciliation"
promised by

the accession of Enrique Olaya Herrera to
the national presidency in 1930, yet

note

in

almost the same breath that Protestants were not
"politicians," having

"wrenched

that feeling

room

more elevated and

for a

from our heart

a long time

glorious sentiment. "^^

political participation could be partly attributed to

Protestants. This

A

important.

is

ago

undoubtedly

in order to

make

Norena suggested

low education

true, but other factors

levels

may have been

plenty of

that

low

among
far

more

GMU convention in September 1940 adopted an accord that

included this admonition: "3rd: That [church] workers should not take part in
politics of

any kind, [and should] exhort the congregations to

try

not to participate

"""Norena, interview, 11 July 1992.
'^''C.

Aug. 1930,

E. Galvis,

"Notas

editoriales," £/ Evangelista

2.
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Colombiano

(Bogota),

in polidcal

n^atters.-

even holding public
in

Some

office.

evangeHcals, however, were
qu.e acnve poHncally,

These mcluded Justin.no

Salas,

who

served as a judge

Peque (Annoquia); Nestor Burges
Daza, named governor of the
department of

Magdalena

in the

mid-1 940s; and perhaps most
prominent of

whose anti-corruption campaign

as

mayor of Barranquilla

(his

all,

Rafael Borelly,

term began

m April

1944) drew widespread attention to his
charismatic personality and unorthodox
faith.'^

Perhaps the single greatest challenge to
Protestant unity found
fundamental question of

identity:

Was Colombian

personality, or to adopt the image of

its

acknowledgment of

in the

foreign benefactors.^

44 u

to the

the religious and cultural superiority of
the

program

in

Colombia. The

psychology of cultural superiority: condemnation of

hope

Due

To

its

own

a large extent,

Anglo-Hispanic

competition of Protestantism and Catholicism,

part and parcel of the Protestant

culture, yet

kernel in a

Protestantism to achieve

foreign influence was inescapable and
even welcome.

dichotomy implied

its

for a healthy national future

Unos acuerdos adoptados en

much

Anglo world was

result

was

traditional

a

complex

Colombian

based on the inherent strength of the

Convencion de septiembre de 1940, en
Palmira, por la Union Misionera Evangelica," El Evangelista
Colombiano
(Bucaramanga), Mar. 1941, 8.
^^Justiniano Salas

C, Peque

la

(Antioquia), to "Editor of L^z Defensa/'

Medellm

(Antioquia), 29 Oct. 1943, El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Dec. 1943,
4;
""Fejeco reporta a la gente madura: Los servidores de Cristo," Fejeco (Bogota), Nov,

1945, 4; "Notas editoriales," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), May
1944, 2 (citing
and apparently mostly drawn from
an article in El Tiempo

—

[Bogota.^],

—

15 Apr. 1944); "Rafael Borelly:

Continents, Sep. 1946, 6-7, 13; see also

Mayor of Barranquilla," Five
Lee, El hombre de las orqmdeas, 88-96.
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Latin

American race and the promotion
of Anglo mores. So

Americas Day celebration held

at the

American School

for

it

was that the 1940

Boys

in

Bogota

(operated by the Presbyterian
Church and one of the most effective
and visible

beachheads of U.S. culture

in

Colombia) included a rendition of
the

Race" by the choir of the American
School

"Hymn

of the

for Girls, as well as "animated
debate"

on the topic of the church's future
depending on

countries with largely indigenous

populations.- Several years before,
when the Dabeiba (Antioquia) chapel was
dedicated with
missionaries.

Gustavo

much

"The

fanfare, the festivities included
a special reception for visiting

[pastoral house]

Villa, the local pastor, "the

was decorated with three

Colombian [and

that]

flags," recalled

of the United States to

each side, and the Religious one

in the

middle, whose creed was clear:

GOSPEL OF CHRIST,

power

that unites races and peoples."'"

the only

THE
From

the

parapets of their pioneer culture, Protestants
looked out with pity over a nation
teetering

on

the brink of moral and social collapse,
grateful for the saving guidance

from the north. In reference to the American School

in Cali,

Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Moises Gonzalez lauded
In the

construcdon of

this beautiful

and

operated by the

foreign goodwill:

large building, the Christian

consecration of the Presbyterian mission has been demonstrated,
here as
well as from the United States: here the missionaries give their
all in order to
establish the kingdom of God in Colombia, and the believers
[in the U.S.]
look out for others' necessities
they have consecrated to the cause of
.

.

.

Jesus Christ in Colombia their missionaries, their funds, and every effort

46u

Notas generales," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), June 1940,

Gustavo

Lucena, "Di'as historicos y memorables de la iglesia
evangelica en Dabeiba," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota.^), Mar. 1933, 4
Villa
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that they consider effective
for

evangehzmg our land

full

of superstition and

Yet assistance can sometimes
prove debilitatmg. Early on rose
the question
of whether and

how

to limit foreign mfluence

and dependence. The Presbyterian

mission's evangelical workers
meeting inaugurated in Bogota in
late July

witnessed a "discussion about
whether to limit the election [of
nationals or not."
a

The group decided

Colombian was elected

officials] to

that nationality should not
matter,

president, a foreign

woman was

1932

and while

elected secretary.^'

of the foremost promoters of nationalization
of the Colombian church was

Barnos, a pastor serving
the

work

as crucial to

its

in

Medellm

in the early

1930s.

He saw

One

S.

nationalization of

future:

Let us allow that the saving principles of
that holv Gospel be
proclaimed with the sonority of our language; that
that preaching have the
mark of our Colombianism; let's make it more pleasing
to the ears of our
people, preaching it with naturalness, with
spontaneity and with the
sincerity [peculiar to] us and our land. ...
Let us be convinced that the
gospel of Jesus will always be better understood
and appreciated by our

people

when

it is

expounded and preached COLOMBIANLY.^°

We are generally

assaulted by the very sad idea of a racial
incompetence for participating in a task so delicate and noble such
as the
extending of the kingdom of the Savior in our native [land].
are

We

obsessed with the idea of an invincible incompetence
among our own, to
such a degree that we turn our despairing gaze to distant lands, asking
for
resources and aid for the formation and enlargement of the army
of valiant
.

.

.

^^Moises Gonzalez, "La obra de la Iglesia Presbiteriana Cumberland," El
Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota?), Dec. 1936, 6.
^^Epifanio

Aya C, "Informes de

la

Reunion de Obreros Evangelicos en

Bogota," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota?), Sep. 1932,
^°S.

Sep. 1933,

Barrios B., "Obreros nacionales," El Evangelista
7.
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2.

Colombiano (Bogota),

%hte.

for the

..plantanon of those div.e and sav.ng
princples of Jesus of

^''^ ^^"^'^^^"^'^

^"^^^•ves as a useful and ideal element
for that

labor.

Let us have confidence

our

own

land.

in

our

own

ability; let us

discover what

We

are not a people disinherited
from divine favors-'
belong to a race of great intellectual,
moral and spiritual resources

th.

""""

'

r

~

""""^

'"''^^^"^'y

l' a
that o
only

"m"'
'f^r'^"^
Mister" should
do this work,

possessing a

1

those virtues,

that spirit of abnegation

unknown

lands.

all

those

we

demanded by

the very interests of
^^^-^^ ^hat erroneous idea

~

I

is

that the only ones capable and

abilities, all

and sanctification

those faculties and all of
are those who come from distant

'

Change, however, was to prove slow, and
profound nationalization would not
occur until the 1960s, then largely as a result
of the retirement of old-guard
missionaries and the attainment of a critical
mass of local leadership

skills.

In the

mid-1 940s, a decade after penning the above
comments, the Reverend Barrios

still

had plenty of which to complain:

We

refer to the

enormous obstacle presented

to the rapid

advance of
at our pulpits and as
leading directors in the evangelical movement. We
cannot nor should we
close our eyes to the reality of the facts, as doing
so would be to act like the

our

Work

by the presence of foreign missionaries

ostrich that hides

head, believing that by doing so
the danger that threatens it.

The

its

racial difficulties that

by our adversaries,

who manage

blindly despise evangelicals

emerge from

will

save

this cause are

itself

exploited ably

the same token, the

grow within and without

communities themselves are undeniable,

the evangelical

since a foreigner can hardly

interpret adequately the soul of a people and race that are not his

^'S.

from

to predispose our people so that they

and the gospel. By

psychological difficulties that

it

.

.

.

own."

Barrios B., "Obreros animosos," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota),

Nov. 1933,7.
^"S.

Barrios B., "Editorial: Obreros colombianos evangelicos," El Heraldo

Bautista (Barranquilla), Nov. 1943, 3.
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'

Some Colombian

Protestants took the matter
of nationaHzat,on to a

divisionist extreme, fueling
a

movement

that ran

m

ironic counterpo.nt to the
timid

development of admm.strat.ve
cooperation among various
mission organizations.
In

May

1935, the Mensaje Evangelico
trumpeted the "complete failure"
of a

"divisionist

movement," observing

the banner raised by

that

Don

Ernesto Otorco of Pereira, a
seaarian banner of
misgmded nafonal.sm could not wave
in the vacuum of d.sdain
and
mdifference w,th wh.ch sincere and
faithful brethren
bastard

movemem. Nationalism does not

have viewed "hat
consist of speaking
Ja nst

foreign m.ss.onar.es which the
brethren well

know

good
Cross-cultural tremors were significant
enough to

harmony: Reflecting on

his

practical closeness

exists

are

things

draw

domg

nothing

and favors/"

attention to an example of

experience at "Christian Youth

1937, Gustavo Villa noted that "there

a

Week"

in Call in early

an intelligem understanding and

between the missionary element of the
Cumberland

[Presbyterian] Mission and the national
corps of workers, getting along to the
point

of arriving at a fusion of races, practically
doing away with that business of
'superiority of races.'"^^ Writing in
1943, a third-year student at the Bible Institute
in

Armenia (run by

"who

are

the Christian and Missionary Alliance)
protested against those

making propaganda that

says that the foreigners are

making

slaves of us

nationals." Reflecting about the course of a severe
illness, he observed that "far

53 «

May

Fracaso de un movimiento en Caldas," El Mensaje Evanzelico (Cali')
v
/,
5
1935, 4.
/

^^Gustavo Villa
(Bogota?), Mar. 1937,

L.,

"Sincero testimonio," El Evangelista Colombiano

7.
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from treaung

me

Hke a slave, they've treated

the student wrote those
Hnes, a

new wave

me

Hke a son.- At about the
time

of sch.matidsm had begun
to

evangehcal movement, tainting
perceptions of matters such as
the

legal

affl.ct the

persona

(personena juridica) just granted
to the national admmistrative
structure of the

Gospel Missionary Umon. Alejandrino
Loaiza, treasurer of the organization,
explained that

not

like

many

"it will

always be nationals that compose

are thinking;

it is

this corporation,

said that the legal persona

is

Mission Convention" held

mauers

in

rich

and take off to

Palmira

- the "case of those who

call

in

themselves

its

Luis Polonia,

[by] publishing their

names

An

"Inter-

[who] incite

roots in nationalist or anti-

The Convention "reached the determination

subjeaed to discipline

work of

- among many other

'free believers,'

others not to pay tithing"; the problem
likely found
foreign sentiment.

their country."^^

1945 considered

it's

an institution for

foreigners to take over the interests
and properties of the Evangelical

Colombia and make themselves

and

that they

had

to be

in the evangelical press."^^

"Mi testimonio," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga)
^

Aug. 1943,2.
^'Victor

M. Torres

'

A. and Emilio Jaramillo S., "Resolucion no. 3 (de 18 de
julio de 1944) [of the Consistory of the Evangelical
Church of Geneva (Caldas,
later Quindfo)]," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Sep.
1944, 6; Luciano Pizarro,'"La
personeria jun'dica," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Oct. 1943, 3-4; Alejandrino
Loaiza, "iOjo mucho ojo!" El Mensaje Evangelico (Cah), Oa. 1943, 1.
^^Carlos P.

Chapman and

Francisco de Paula Ordoiiez, "Recuerdos de
Convencion Inter-Mision celebrada en Palmira (Valle), 1945 El Mensaje
Evangelico (Cali), Mar. 1945, 5.
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la

Disunity also stalked efforts
to establish and increase
cross-organ.zational

cooperanon.

In

its first issue, tl,e

Heraldo Bautista made

clear

its

anti-ecumenical

position:

The independence and autonomy

of the local church, immersion

as the only
'
form of baptism, the necessity of
being baptized before partaking
of
Communion and the absolute separation of church
and state are Principles
principles

that are genuinely Baptist.

Due to such convictions, Baptists cannot
participate
movements towards forming a single evangelical
Baptist position

in the

present

denomination. For us the

is

the only

one of consequence

We are not enthusiastic

about the artificial division of
some want to make for the preaching of the
gospel.
Even
religion, competition helps us.^^
.

.

.

territories that
in

the field of

While the Presbyterian Evangelista Colombiano
promoted and celebrated
a lecture tour through

Colombia by Jorge

P.

in detail

Howard, an Argentine Protestant

speaker, the Mensaje Evangelico of the Gospel
Missionary Union voiced

its

displeasure with the "modernism" of the Committee
for Cooperation in Latin

America that Howard represented,
fundamental view on the

also citing

Howard's apparently

divinity of Jesus Christ.^'

James

"Independent Baptist Mission" voiced concern about the

L.

less-than-

Carder of the

"superficiality

and

uncertain doarine" of some members of the Evangelical Youth
Federation of

Colombia (FEJECO). A

58^

foreign reverend with the Gospel Missionary

Editorial," £/ Heraldo Bautista (Barranquilla),

59,

May

1943,

Union

3.

See El Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), Nov. 1933, 1-2; "Notas
generales," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Nov. 1933, 4.
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expressed sim.lar feehngs.'" The
Constitution of the Youth Societies
of the

Evangehcal Church of Colombia,
published by the World Evangehzation
Crusade
in

mid-1945, included a
pronouncement "against -Modernism,'
against the system

of

'free'

and 'new' interpretation of cardinal
doctrmes of the Gospel" and against

"'ministers' that have entered
undercover,

Churches,

in

usurpmg the

pulpits of Evangelical

order to teach 'an appearance of
piety, while having denied

its

effectiveness."""'

Such tremors did not dominate the
evangehcal community, and seem
have done

httle to either

slow Protestant growth or push forward
the natural

evolution of national control over the work.

The very essence

message made infighting unseemly, helping
to
discord

- when

it

to

did occur

limit conflict

of the evangelical

and probably keeping

- generally out of sight and out of the written

historical record.

Much more damaging

than active internal dissidencc was a persistent strain

of apathy and inactivity in the community. Through
the

1

930s and into the 1940s,

congregations struggled to remain (or become) vigorous.
In mid-1930, Alcibiades
Leal, an evangelical leader in Boyaca, lamented the
"contagious

disease called egoism, hypocrisy

James

and pride,"

traces of

and dangerous

which could be found

in

even

Carder, Barbosa (Santander), apparently to editors of Fejeco,
(Bogota?), 14 Mar. 1945, Fejeco (Bogota), July 1945, 3; Steven Van Egdom,
L.

Ri'osucio (Caldas), apparently to editors of Fejeco, (Bogota.^'),

26

May

1945, Fejeco

(Bogota), July 1945,3.

Constitucidn de

Colombia"

(Article

III,

Sociedades Juveniles dc la Iglesia Evangelica de
Paragraph 2), De Sima a Cima (Bogota), Aug. 1945, 8.
las
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the "oldest and best organized"
churches.

He

further observed that
"weanness

lukewarmness are invading the hearts
of some behevers, and perhaps

most

terrible if

we

reflect that those

who

this truth

would

highlight a

is

find themselves in the worst
danger are

those that should be strong columns
of support and examples of
strength.""
years later, Leal

and

phenomenon

A

few

that probably contributed to
the

movement's lethargy:

'^^m
'I'^//'^"''
estab ished
by) that
established in
ot

more advanced

those

The

some

who wear

^""^

"^^^^

"^^^""^

edification of unity of faith is
separation or division that some of our
pastors have

of our worship services, separating
the youth from those

age, shawl-wearing

women and

ruana-wearing

men from

overcoats and gloves?^^

egalitarian ideals of Protestantism found

Colombian

soil to

be only mildly

fertile.

The most

effective

was the inoculation of
centuries

weapon

religious tepidness that

and that handicapped

Colombian could enjoy

a

good

moral self-control, he probably
necessarily

sermon
that,

change

at the

among

that Catholicism wielded against Protestantism

all

newcomer

had shaped Colombian
religions.

society for

Certainly the average

religious fiesta, but in terms of doctrinal rigor

fell far

short of official ideals.

after passage to Protestantism.

Bogota Presbyterian Church

in early

The pattern

and

did not

During a "Week of Prayer"
1931, Sebastian Reina noted

other ailments of the community', church attendance was small

in

"Alcibiades Leal, "A mis hermanos en Cristo, residentes en Colombia," El
Evangelista Colombiano (Bogota), July 1930, 6.
'^"Santiago cap. 2:1-5," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Feb. 1933, 6-7.
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propordon

to the evangehcal
population.-

Evangeltsta Colombiano of

May 1939

dominicus" then infecting "half
such circumstances, the
century of

from

anonymous

tongue only slightly

common

members] of many congregations.""
Under
timid progress. After almost
a

presence in the nation, the
to

.n cheek, the

addressed the "scourge" of "morbus

movement could only make

official Protestant

characteristics

[the

Whh

many

incipient social

community

still

suffered

movements. Wrote an

editoridist (probably Alexander Allan)
in 1940:

Our number, even though

it is

growing,

is

relatively insignificant;

prestige in politics

we

lack

and commerce; many of our churches, far
from actively
spreading their faith, are half-asleep, and
a great many sympathizers are not
prepared to enter as members.^^

About one year
the

later, at a special

many problems brought

faithfulness,

meeting of church workers

to the table

was "the

lack of constancy and

problems of active internal dissidence and apathy, there

was no guarantee, of course, that

a Protestant

allegiance to the cause. Living this unusual
sense, at least

if

done with

vigor,

would even continue

way

of

Morbus dominicus," El

life

was not easy

to claim

in a social

and many people joined and then departed the

Sebastian Reina, "La influencia que tiene
Colombiano (Bogota), Feb. 1931, 6.

el

hogar cristiano," El Evangelista

Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga),

Mav

1939,2.
66«-

Notas

1940,

one of

and the non-fulfillment of the majority of the
membership."'"

In addition to the

65 u

in Barranquilla,

editoriales," El Evangelista

Colombiano (Bucaramanga), May

2.

^""La visita del doctor John R. Mott," El Evangelista

(Bucaramanga),

May

1941,

2.
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Colombiano

movement
left

(at least

might simply

movement

(e.g.,

m terms of active mvolvement) m rapid
fashion.

into religious indifference,
pin a competing non-Catholic

fall

theosophy, the Jehovah's Witnesses),
or convert to Catholicism.

Conversions to Catholicism do not
appear
occur.

Those who

Remembering

generation converts,

to have

been very frequent, but they
did

that a huge proportion of
Protestants at this time were

we can

first-

be sure that most conversions
to Catholicism were

actually reversions to one's
original fold. Although Adventists
only marginally

belonged to the Protestant community,
an incident involving

several of

Puerto Wilches (Santander), on the
middle Magdalena River,

is

them

in

an example of

fluidity in religious allegiance:

Last year in the neighborhood of El
Arenal, an Adventist woman burnt a
picture of Our Lady of Carmen, saying
that it wasn't good for anything
Days later, a voracious fire broke out, reducing
twelve houses
almost all
belonging to Adventists
to ashes. It is notable that the fire
started near
the house of the woman who committed
the sacrilege. In view of this clear
punishment, some have returned to the Catholic
Church.'^

-

-

Battling fiercely against the community's
erosion, faithful Protestant leaders

and laypeople pressed forward

in the face of

opposition and indifference.

enjoyed prominence and economic well-being, while others
suffered
circumstances.

Boca Grande

On

Some

in very

humble

the island of Tierrabomba, which separates the Boca Chica
and

outlets of Cartagena Bay,

lies

Cano de Loro,

the

Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 111.
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first

leper colony of

the Americas." kidro Montealegre,
a resident of the colony, presented
a picture of
his struggle in the

mid- 1940s:

As time passes and more work is done, the
work hereabouts grows
colder and [confronts] more unbelief;
those that enter today leave
tomorrow, and thereby the Parable of the Sower,
the second seed [which
sprang up on stony ground and withered in
the sun for
13:5-6)]

lack of root (Matt

IS

fulfilled; also, the

roaring lion has desired to stretch his
claws
has not permitted it: two months ago,
in order

agamst me, but our God
keep me from announcing the Gospel in my
door and
were gomg to take me into the wilderness to live

to

in the street,

they
in a dirty shack. .'. /°

It

was the determination of people such

from slipping into obscurity and

Though much

less

as

Montealegre that kept the movement

effective extinction.

traumatic than desertions from the

faith,

nevertheless had a profoundly retarding effect on the
Protestant

Because

it

emigration

movement.

almost inherendy involved persons of social and economic
privilege,

emigration robbed the

movement

of

some

Foreign missionaries must have found

it

of

most

its

difficult to

effective proselyting forces.

discourage emigration by

Colombians, especially toward the Anglo-Saxon world and especially by those
closely

matched the

toward

living in the United States

who

often

saw

missionaries'

in that nation

own socioeconomic
was

a natural

status.

After

all,

by-product among the

aspiration

faithful,

an embodiment of Protestant enlightenment

"El lazareto de 'Cafio de Loro' fue

el

primero en

la

who

in action.

America," El

Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), June 1940, 6-7; citing
mostly drawn from
El Tiempo (Bogota?), n.d.

—

— and apparently

Montealegre G., Cano de Loro (Bolivar), to "Amado pastor"
(Charles Chapman.^), (Cali?), 21 July 1944, El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Sep.
1944, 4. See also Isidro Montealegre G. (with editing by unknown second party),
^°Isidro

"De

la

Ciudad de Dolor," El Mensaje Evangelico
162

(Cali?),

May

1943,

3^.

Missionaries might even directly
promote the process, helping the less-privileged

move up and

out. In the mid-1930s, while
working

(Santander), Eleanor Berchtold

impoverished mother and

murdered. "The

"and we

m the area of Malaga

and her missionary companion took

five children

whose

father, a convert,

in

an

had been

boys learned a trade," Berchtold recounted
much

[three]

facilitated their travel to the United
States. After

they sent for their mother and their two

Emigration began quite early

later,

geuing established there,

sisters."^^

in the history of the

community.

In the late

nineteenth century, the Evangelical Society of
Bogota sent three promising youths
overseas to train for the

Colombian

Colombia; two ended up
persisted into

to

in California,

one

None

of

in Cuba."'

them returned

The drive

Protestant might be

Colombian

front door while losing

work

in

to emigrate

compared

to one of those

crowded buses so

streets of the late twentieth century, gathering people in the

many

earlier passengers out the back door.

estimate that Protestantism was

more

successful at detaching

may have been

small comfort to Protestant leaders to

know

It is fair

to

Colombians from

Catholicism than at winning them as permanent adherents to the

fold

to

and throughout the twentieth century.

The body

common

ministry.

new

that those

cause.

who

would never be the same. Nevertheless, no matter how evanescent

It

left

the

Protestant

^^Eleanor Berchtold, Recuerdos de Colombia (Bogota: Buena Semilla, 1990),
22.

muerte del Reverendo Heliodoro Pure en California," El Evangelista
Colombiano (Bucaramanga), July 1941, 4.
'^""La
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gains

may have seemed,

proportion with

its

the mfluence of the

official size.

Its

in small cities

far

out of

secularizing effea even spread
far

and present members and sympathizers,
Protestant missionaries

movement expanded

as

on the abundant occasions when

- with crowds present - openly confronted

and towns, challenging

beyond past

in the public

mind the

parish priests

scriptural

competence

of Catholic officialdom and the validity
of Catholic doctrine/^ The religious

homogeneity of Colombian society
locale

- mythic or otherwise, depending on the

- allowed Protestantism to play the part of an audacious wedge, a

a lightning rod in the atmosphere
of discontent

and

curiosity that

spectacle,

grew increasingly

charged as Colombia became ever more
metropolitan.
Protestant self-concept grew ever
as

it

splintered and sought unity

strangers in their

own

all

more complex

at once.

as the

movement expanded,

Believers found themselves to be

land, affiliated with foreigners, torn between a
rich Hispanic

heritage and the Anglo-oriented realm of their faith,
each person staking a position
in

one of

a variety of

Perhaps the

social characteristics that Protestants

articles of faith

in the

communities that coexisted within the borders of orthodoxy.

most bore

in

common were

not

nor patterns of behavior, but the mixed reactions that they inspired

surrounding society.

In particular, the Catholic

Church viewed

all

Protestantisms as part of a single annoying phenomenon.

^See, for example,
la Biblia,"

P. R. Meji'a,

El Mensaje Evangelico

"Experiencias de viaje en

(Cali),

Aug. 1932, 2-3.
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la

obra de vender

Societal Reactions to Protestantism

Aspects of the reaction of larger Colombian
society to Protestantism are

woven throughout

this study.

transition, irreversibly

Taken

m sum, they depict a traditionalist society in

exposed to the wider world but prone

to outbursts of

frustration at the alterations that such exposure
brings. Although

drama

naturally

draw the

fellow citizens, one

is

historian's eye to conflict

moments

of high

between Protestants and

their

also impressed by a high level of tolerance, cooperation,
and

benign indifference in Colombian society. Most major attacks
on Protestants
before and after 1946 seem to have

Catholic and

occupy

leaders.

civil

their time

stemmed from

Common

folk

had plenty of mundane problems

and energy; embarking on

luxury for most. This

is

the actions or inspiration of

religious persecution

to

must have been

not to say that they withheld their services

when

for a special assault, for the record bears witness otherwise, but there

is

a

recruited

litde

evidence of steady, day-to-day, grass-roots opposition toward Protestants.

on Catholics were apparently even more anomalous.)

(Protestant attacks

see in the next chapter

Colombia would prove
Protestants bought

and

how

fragile

to be.

and hierarchical

the anti-Protestant

We will

campaign

in

For the most part as the century wore on,

sold goods,

worked

their jobs, educated their children,

attended church, and watched their numbers grow without much interruption.

Exceptions to

this

general rule must be considered, but are best appreciated in the

broader context of peaceful coexistence.
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In short, the story of the
general societal response to Protestantism

is

not a

chronicle of a cohesive, broad-based
front of opposition nor support.
Above
is

a story of individuals making choices
about

beings

whom

how

they would treat other

all, it

human

they perceived as significantly different
from themselves.

General Societal Resp onses

Most Colombians had only
Protestant,

beyond the

something separate.

In

a foggy idea

fact that a Protestant

—

— of what defined

at best

a

was not a Catholic. Protestants were

Socota (Boyaca), believers were

known by

the nickname of

"cimarrones,"^^ or "wild ones," a term once applied
to runaway slaves

who

established colonies far beyond the pale of mainstream
society. In El Rubi',

Caicedonia

(Valle), a convert of

for not presenting their

own

parents,

who

one

new baby

year, together with his wife, received criticism

in the Catholic

have even gone so

to pasture with the animals since he

Church, lambasted "even by our

far as to tell

is

me

that

I

should send the boy out

not a Christian."^^ The long distance that

Protestantism had to journey in order to explain

itself to

Colombian society

is

revealed by a series of questions asked by non-Protestants and expounded upon
by

Narciso Pinzon:

Are our worship services only for a certain
meetings

is

hypnotism,

"^{C. E. Galvis.'),

Colombiano

etc.,

political

used to make the listeners

"Apuntes de un

viaje a

fall

group? In those
asleep so they can

Boyaca," El Evangelista

(Bogota), Aug. 1930, 2.

'^Manuel Giraldo,

El

Rubi (Caicedonia,

Valle), to

"Estimado hermano"

(Charles Chapman?), (Cali?), 18 Sep. 1945, El Mensaje Evangelico (Call?), Dec.

1945,3.
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be asked something?
the

Virgm and

exist

It

Is

the samts?

toward [Catholic]

-

was a short

Spiritism used to evoke spirits? ...

if

Do we

beHeve

m

Do we

beHeve

m

Purgatory? In HelP Does
i^oes hate
nate

priests.?"'

flawed

- leap of

logic to

assume that

if

Protestants

were

not Catholic, they were also not really
Colombian. In the midst of the Leticia
dispute with Peru of 1932-1934, the
Evangeltsta Colombiano noted that
Catholic

"always alert to defending their

priests,

theory (because

it is

not a

fact) that

own

interests, are currently propagating
the

while the Church of

Fatherland, evangelicals lack true patriotic spirit."

enumerate various examples of evangelical

Over

a

decade

Barrios to

'Roman

later the accusation of

make

The

Rome

un-Colombianism

smug

went on

editorial

activity in the

the ironic observation that "our

a defender of the

is

Colombian

to

military.""

persisted, leading S.

attackers call themselves

Christians.'""^

While unpleasandy frequent, physical attacks or other rigorous opposition
activities

had

a rather scattershot character.

attacks any less frightening

them more or

later

while leading a service

they did happen. But Protestants learned to take

Clyde Taylor and

less in stride.

Armenia (Caldas,

his wife

worked

Quindfo) for about a decade, beginning
in

"'Narciso Pinzon

Chapman?),

when

Such randomness did not make violent

m

1932.

of

One day

Barcelona, Taylor and several companions attracted the

C,

(Cali?), Feb.

in the vicinity

Ri'osucio (Caldas), to "Senor Director" (Charles

1939, El Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali?), Apr.

1939,

6.

^"Patriotismo de los evangelicos," El Evangeltsta Colombiano (Bogota),
Feb. 1933,3.
"^S.

Barrios B.,

(Barranquilla),

May

"Colombiano

1943,

y evangelico," El Heraldo Bautista

1.
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auention of a mob. The town's only
policeman was able to defend the
Protestants
for a while, but eventually he
lost control of the situation

rained

down on

Taylor.
the bus.

their charter bus.

"The windshield of

On

situation."

to see a

where

it

all

been sent by the

lit

stick of

in

A

lot of rocks hit the

coming

priest.

into town,

body of
and we

This was a typical

La Tebaida (Caldas,

later

Quindio), Taylor was

dynamite soar into the building where he was
preaching.

fuse gave

him enough time

blew open a two-foot-deep

to toss the explosive back into the

crater.

Taylor, "that they really used that kind of force on

Violence seemed to

fusillade of rocks

don't think any of us got hit,"
recalled

the bus got broken. ...

another occasion

The eighteen-inch
street,

I

In other words, they vented their
fury at our

discovered later that they'd

amazed

"Now

and a

"This was the only time," noted
us.

and native Colombians

befall missionaries

in

rather

equal measure during this period. Missionaries certainly
comprised a more obvious
target,

and

their foreignness

was not necessarily

allegedly escaped death at the hands of a

mob

to the intervention of a nearby innkeeper

who

"before you

kill

1946 auacks on

the pastor, you must

first kill

a defense.

in Salazar

told the

me."^"

In 1942, Elof

(Norte de Santander) due

would-be attackers that

One

of the most horrific pre-

a missionary occurred in Corozal (Bolivar) in the

when Ricardo Glahn

(a

Anderson

summer of 1939,

Paraguayan of German descent) was beaten and dragged

Clyde Taylor, untitled partial transcript of oral history tape recording (ca.
1991), pp. 107-111, 149, author's collection. The reference is to "Tabaya," but
this appears to be an erroneous transcription of "Tebaida."
80

Anderson and Anderson, Hacaritama, 64, 68-69
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through the

streets

by a

mob

before being rescued by a

combmanon

of the entire

pohce force of Corozai and some
Gulf Oil employees.^^
Missionaries might expect the
occasional threat of such danger.
They
generally enjoyed, however, the
advantage of a psychological,
emotional, financial

and

social

converts,

home

base that lay far beyond the borders
of Colombia. Their native

on the other hand, experienced

a

much more thorough

transition to

pariah status. They were not outcasts
in a foreign land, but in their
own. Violent
actions agamst

them included destruction of property

(e.g.,

arson, the burning of

mail) and serious bodily injury. Yet
even such traumas might occur under strangely

ambiguous circumstances. Jesus Zuleta, a former
Catholic seminarian and a
student at the Protestant Biblical Seminary of
Colombia (Medellin), recounted an
attack on

him and

a fellow student in Entrerrios (Antioquia), in
which he

beaten and thrown

in a river.

Swimming

beaten further, nearly to death. At the
attitude in the

mob

that

"Lapidado por

to the other side, he

last

was attacking him.

was

was discovered and

moment, he was spared by

a change in

Installed in a local hotel while he

conservadores un pastor protestante," El Evangelista
Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Aug. 1939, 6; citing
and partly reprinted from
los

—

—

El Liberal (Bogota), 29 June 1939.
Glahn continued to undergo probably the most trying year that any
Protestant missionary ever experienced in Colombia (excepting those few who
died
in the course of their labors, usually of disease). On 26 August
1939, Glahn's wife
died during childbirth. Shortly thereafter, his newborn daughter left for Costa Rica
(headquarters of Glahn's parent organization, the Latin American Mission) under
the care of Glahn's mother-in-law. On 23 February 1940, Glahn witnessed the
drowning of Domingo Silva, a young mission companion who fell victim to a heart

problem. (See "Muerte de

la Sefiora

Dorotea Casseres de Glahn, en

Sincelejo," El

Evangelista Colombiano [Bucaramanga], Oct. 1939, 7; "Domingo Silva esta con
Sefior," El Evangelista Colombiano [Bucaramanga], May 1940, 6 [citing
and

apparently mostly reprinted from

— El Mensajero Btblico
169

—

(n.p.), n.d.].)

el

recovered, Zuleta witnessed a
procession through his

"deploring the actions against me.

and a man crying

at the

aaion,

(e.g.,

the ringing of church

it

.

tears

.

edge of the bed

Mob

when

.

room

of townspeople

were seen running down many cheeks,

said, 'they've killed a righteous
man."'«^

did occur, often originated with a
signal from a Catholic priest
bells).

The mob would then

typically coalesce

or march to a Protestant meeting place,
become very vocal

worship service or launching

threats),

perhaps damage the

(e.g.,

disrupting a

site (e.g.,

ransacking), then retire, perhaps under the
encouragement of

More

powerful,

more

seems to have been an underlying tendency toward
to impose a single logic

on the

lasting,

tolerance.

by stoning or

civil authorities.

Anti-Protestant passion clearly existed, but public
manifestations of
usually burned out very quickly.

around

this

more

sentiment

influential

In sum,

difficult

it is

variety of opposition events that Protestants

experienced and the variety of auitudes that surrounded those
events, but

it is

clear

that sustained violent opposition was almost totally absent
before 1946.

More

typical than violence

— though also rather sporadic — was the low-

grade opposition that almost anyone, including a
or stinging word. Commenting on the

John Harbeson observed, "When one
evangelical], they are immediately a

become

WEC's

child,

first

might deliver with a glance

convert in Zipaquira (Boyaca),

of these people takes the stand [to

marked person

the subject for taunts and jibes of their

own

all

over the

citv',

people, and of

become an

and then they

all

their

^"Zuleta, Jesus, "El evangelio en Antioquia," El Mensaje Evangelico (Call?),

Dec. 1945,5-6.
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neighbours.'- Reporting on the
situation

in Andaluci'a

(ToHma), Marco Ruiz

described various troubles that he
and other Protestants had experienced,
including
loss of business, cold

shoulders from friends, bodily injury,
threats, and

imprisonment - "Some deny [Chnst] due to
cowardice," wrote Juan G.raldo of
the Biblical Institute

m

Medellfn, "in order not to lose a job, a
social position, or

because of fear of losing goods or even

much danger

When

of losing

life

a missionary

life itself

(even though

and property, because there

home

in

persons incited by the local parish

is

Honda (Tolima) was

priest, a

more

now

there

is

not so

liberty)."«^

stoned, allegedly by

group of businesspeople produced and

circulated a 3,000-sheet run of a flyer entitled

"Thou

Shalt

Love Thy Neighbor As

Thyself," in which they accused the priest of
fanatical and uncivil behavior.

Focusing on a recent sermon by the
this

town wears

pants,

it

himself.^'

Healthy

into friends

and even

sales of Bibles

believers,

and

^^John Harbeson, probably
P.

—

"if

and Protestant
a large

attest to a substantial level of curiosity

Norman

allegedly

had said

that "'if

should kick the Protestants out of Honda,'" the

respondents mockingly challenged the priest
it

which he

priest, in

body of

he has so
literature,

satellite

many

pants"

— to do

conversion of enemies

"sympathizers"

all

and acceptance toward Protestants among

in a letter to

WEC

headquarters; quoted

in

Grubb, Modern Crusaders, 43^4.

^''Marco A. Ruiz

C,

"La persecucion predicha por

el

Senor: San Mateo

24:9," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Mar. 1939, 4.
^^Juan Giraldo

L.,

"Confesar

a Cristo,"

El Evangelista Colombiano

(Bucaramanga), Jan. 1941,4.

^""De Hond2i,'' El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Nov. 1940,
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7,

average Colombians. Editorializing

m May

1944 about

a series of attacks

on

Protestants, the Mensaje Evangelico
concluded:

We give

thanks to

God

that these attacks do not receive
approval
from everyone On the contrary, there are always
those who protest against
this manner of behavior and who
declare that it is a stain for the good
name
ot the Republic and demonstrates a
backwardness before the
rest of the

nations of the world. '^^

Responses from

Civil Authorities

Examples abound of

conflict

during the Liberal Republic, but
rule.

(This situation

between Protestants and

official toleration

civil

authorities

and even cooperation were the

would change dramatically during the Violence, then

give

way

to an era of general indifference after 1960.) Although
relatively friendly toward

Protestantism, the Liberal regimes of the 1930s and early 1940s
had
in

precipitating religious

civil strife.

As always, Liberal reforms

little

interest

vis-a-vis the

Catholic Church focused on diminishing Catholic control over national
politics and
society, not the direct

promotion of

rival religious ideologies.

Church retained enormous power throughout

The Catholic

the turmoil of the mid-twentieth

century, and the great questions of the Concordat and the constitutional role of

Catholicism would continue quite

comes

as

no great

alive into the last

surprise, then, to find

German

decades of the century.

Arciniegas writing

in

It

1945 from

the Ministry of Education, denying permission for an evangelical school to be

established in Puerto Legui'zamo (Putumayo), due to the town's location in an area

Avanzando hacia

AUdiS,'"

El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?),
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May

1944,

3.

reserved for Catholic schools
n^asses

to

may have been,

Tragic as the under-educat.on
of the Colombian

fifteen years of Liberal

overcome centuries of entrenched
Catholic

easy-going Caribbean coast,

in

Sabanalarga approached the

city

on

their mission house, they

administration had not been
enough
influence.

the mid-1940s,

government

when

official Liberal toleration

greatest impetus

it

relatively

Baptist missionaries in

to protest attacks by
Catholic priests

found that their petitions

Despite this swirl of conflicting
currents, the

by

Even on the

fell

boon

on deaf

ears.«^

to proselytism proffered

and protection gave the Protestant
movement the

had yet enjoyed.

In locales across the nation,
authorities

defended Protestants and even accepted
invitations to attend special evangelical

When

meetings.

from the

a

mob

in

Santa Barbara (Antioquia) threatened
to lynch a student

Biblical Institute of

Medellm and

a

few sympathizers, the mayor exerted

himself to try to calm the crowd, shouting
"Listen, I'm
Protestant;

I

just

know

defenseless people

on

this

that

I

Leguizamo.^),

1 1

from being

killed, as well as stop

his

Arciniegas, (Bogota.^), to George

Oct. 1945; cited

123, via citation of a

Catholic; I'm not

have to keep public order and keep two or
three

house." For his efforts, the mayor found

German

Roman

in

Bucana, La

S.

the attack that you're making

own

life in peril,

but the

Constance, (Puerto

iglesia

evangelica en Colombia,

from Constance, (Puerto Leguizamo?) to A. P. Symes,
(Bogota?), 1 Nov. 1945. (The letter from Constance apparently
resided in the
Archive of the Asociacion Pro-Cruzada Mundial [see Bucana, La iglesia evangelica
en Colombia, 218].)
letter

^^Alberto Martinez
(Barranquilla),

June 1944,

C, "iQue

se

haga

1.
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justicia!,"

Heraldo Bautista

threatened group was able to
escape.- In the hot lowlands
of Terrhorio Vasquez
(Boyaca),

John Harbeson of the

"inspector

WEC reported a good meeting with the local

- the headman of the

and brought

his

map

to

territory,

show me the whole

who

immediately treated

territory.

He

told

me

me

to coffee

that although he

himself does not take any interest
in any religion, he has
wanted for a long time to

introduce our religion into that part,
and will help

Far to the south, in Tulua (Valle), a
priest
evangelicals

who

was reportedly ordered by both

local Catholic

me

encouraged

mob

protests.^^

town of Calamar, Manuel Diaz reported

raised a petition with

more than one hundred

government so that they would
was pulled out was the

pull

me

way

possible."^^

attacks agamst

the department's governor and
the

bishop to suspend his anti-evangelical

the Caribbean coast

in every

Far to the north,

that "the Catholics

signatures and sent

it

to the

out of here, and as a result, the one

priest that carried out that

work."

in

A similar

who

petition sent to

the headquarters of the Catholic archdiocese
in Cartagena allegedly produced "the

same

result. "^^

In a significant assertion of central over local
power, the

departmental government of Caldas responded energetically
to a petition from
several

men

in

Quinchfa

who

tried to claim that Indian cabildos

Moises Garces C, "En manos de
Antioquia," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali),

^'Norman
'-"El

P.

ultimo

Roma en el pueblo
May 1934, 6-7.

had power

de Santa Barbara,

Grubb, Modern Crusaders, 63-64.
ultraje,"

El Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali), Jan.

1933,

'^Manuel Diaz C, "De Calamar," El Evangelista Colombiano
(Bucaramanga), Dec. 1942, 8.
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to

5.

^

forbid the propagation of non-Catholic
rehgions. Supporting the stance
of the
local

mayor, the departmental government rejected
the petitioners' attempt

nullify the property interests of an
Indian Protestant, Josafat

on which he had

built

Tapasco,

to

in a parcel

an evangelical school/

Reflecting on the pre-Violence years, Francisco

Ordonez emphatically noted

that

up

until

1948, the

civil authorities, if

they did not completely guarantee the
full exercise of freedom of worship, at
least did as much as was possible to
protect the lives, honor and property of evangelical
Christians.

Only

isolated cases

in

some minor

functionaries contributed actively or passively to
hostile acts, inspired generally by members of the
[Catholic] clergy.^^

For

his

own

part, the venerable

that have served us well: (1)

get worse with immunity,

ready to

make

respectful

Alexander Allan shared

it is

and

not good to

(2) that

let

the high

the Constitution be respected,

if

(ca.

1945) "two lessons

attacks go unnoticed, because they

Colombian authorities are always
one presents the case to them

in a

and convincing way."^^

Responses from Catholic Officialdom
Before exploring the reaction of the Colombian Catholic Church to the
spread of Protestantism,

we

should note two important

the Catholic

facts:

hierarchy of mid-century was extremely conservative, and for

^"Jorge Luis Vargas, Manizales (Caldas), to Justiniano

all

the

damage

Tapasco L,

Quinchia (Caldas, later Risaralda), 29 Jan. 1935, copied in "Monumental
document©," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?), Mar. 1935, 6-7.
^^Ord6nez, Historia, 361.
^^kWs^n, Recuerdos, 15.
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that

et al.,

its

power base had suffered during

immense mfluence

Colombia's

in

the previous century, the

political, social

important to remember that Catholicism
with

its

own

is

Church

and economic

a complicated and

life.

st.ll

It is

enormous

system of jurisprudence, complex
interrelationships

wielded
also

structure,

in its

administrative structure, and other
characteristics of an old and evolving
system.

Indeed,

it is

almost as hard to speak monolithically of
"Catholicism"

The

"Protestantism."

as

it is

of

actions of individual priests or hierarchs
cannot be laid to the

charge of the entire church.

Writing

in

1974, Hubert Schwan and Antonio Ugalde noted that

Colombian bishops constitute a highly centralized and
homogeneous
group, from small rural towns, from a few provinces,
from Conservative
party families, and with identical career patterns.
There have been no
the

.

.

.

major changes in the process of recruitment during the fortv
years covered
by this study [1930-1970], and the authors have to
conclude that the
process is not very conducive to the promotion of social
development.'^
Needless to say,
in

this

corps of leaders did not smile on the spread of Protestantism

Colombia. Over most of their nation's

point for political

dimension.

strife,

Now the

real property;

and

stakes

now

lifetime, religion

had been

a rallying

before their eyes the struggle was taking on a

grew beyond

political influence

new

and the disposition of

an increasingly vibrant, competitive religious ideology had broken

out of obscurity to challenge the Catholic Church on

spiritual grounds.

Yet Catholicism enjoyed such deep entrenchment

in

Colombian society

that

the struggle would prove to be a very long one. In 1930, Constantino Bayle
exulted:

''^Schwan and Ugalde, "Orientations of the Bishops of Colombia,"
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484-485

Pleasant

the sight of the first RepubHc
of the southern continentperhaps
no other nation surpasses it today in
[state-related] Catholicism:
interrupting its duties to kneel at
the ringing of the viaticum bell;
the ord r
hat [religious exercises be given
to soldiers and policemen in
the barracks '
the most absolute governments
would not dare to imitate.
Naturally
the zeal of [Protestant] missionary
groups ignites at the sight of such
fanaticism
and of such riches.
is

CoZ.T

.

.

Piety, Bayle added,

.

had made of Colombia a progressive nation.^«
Even the Liberal
at the

very

least, a

pragmatic recognition of Catholic

the importance of cooperation between
church and state.

accession of 1930 certainly did not represent
a dramatic
relations.

.

.

establishment exercised,

power and

.

At the

start of his presidential term, in a

soothing

Perdomo, Archbishop of Bogota, Olaya Herrera averred
between the two powers [church and

on the same

state] that

moment

Liberal

church-state

in

letter to

that "the

The

Ismael

harmony

today exists and that will continue

footing of sincerity and firmness, represents an essential
element for

the welfare and greatness of Colombia."'' Eight years

later,

bearer of the Liberal hegemony, Eduardo Santos, echoed

speech to Perdomo.

In

this

mood

in a reciprocal

1942 the Santos government and the Vatican signed

and the Colombian congress approved

Colombia and

another standard-

the Vatican that

—

— a reform of the 1887 concordat between

would have improved

the government's position of

'^Constantino Bayle, La cruz y el dolar: Propaganda protestante en la
America Espanola, Biblioteca "Razon y Fe" de Cuestiones Actuales, no. 10

(Madrid: Editorial Razon y Fe, 1930), 161.

"Enrique Olaya Herrera, (Bogota?),
1930, La

Iglesia (Bogota), Sep.-Oct.

to Ismael

Perdomo,

(Bogota.^), ca. Aug.

1930, 318.

Excmo. Senor Arzobispo Primado de Colombia,
Monsenor Ismael Perdomo y el Excmo. Senor Eduardo Santos, con ocasion del
nuevo periodo presidencial," La Iglesia (Bogota), Sep. 1938, 277.
^°°"Discursos entre

el
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control. Such high politico-reHgious
tensions

however, that Santos allowed

its

surrounded the new document,

demise via a technicality.

Colombiano, however, considered the reform
to be a
the text as such

m

late

The Evangelista

legal

document, distributing

1944, together with the text of a 1928 agreement
between

the church and government regarding the
admmistration of "mission" territories,

including the latter's obligation to provide
financial support to Catholic mission
efforts.

Catholicism approached the struggle with Protestantism
from a position of

confidence tempered by recognition of fracture lines running
through

The Catholic priesthood

certainly held itself in high regard.

its

ranks.

In his study of

Protestant progress in Colombia, Eugenio Restrepo Uribe, a
Catholic priest,
criticized the publication by the

"Aurora" press

(Cali) of the writings of ex-priests

who

wish to drown the voice of their conscience by generalizing their
particular cases to the entire portion chosen by the Lord, to all Catholic
priests worthy everywhere of deference and respected in even the most
savage villages for the insuperable superiority of their life in all fields of

human knowledge and

""Jane

especially in regard to their morals.^°^

M. Rausch, Colombia:

Territorial

(Gainesville: Univ. Press of Florida, 1999), 80;

catdlica y el estado

colombiano (1930-1985),"

Alvaro Tirado Mejia,

377-381; Abel,

vol.

Fo//Yzc^,

II,

Historia PoUtica,

Fernan Gonzalez, "La

iglesia

Nueva Historia de Colombia, ed.
1946-1986 (Bogota: Planeta, 1989),
in

190-194.
Republica de Colombia y
Concordato," Suplemento a "El Evangelista

'°""Convenci6n sobre misiones entre
Sede," and "La reforma

Rule and the Llanos Frontier

al

la

Colombiano," El Evangelista Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Oct. 1944.
'^'Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia,
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1

07.

la

Santa

As monoHthK

as the

homogeneous group

upper hierarchy tended to
of men.

spiritual charges faced

Nor was

be, the clergy

the priesthood

abundant challenges to

"there

much

is

El Banco, Diocese of Santa

religious indifference,"

Christianity" was not

immigrants.

the priest

unaware

that their

responsibility.

An

official

Marta (Magdalena), noted

and that the

report

that

local "stronghold of

composed of mainstream Colombians, but of
Lebanese

The approximately

parish, Algarrobal,

m general

spiritual progress, including
alcohol

consumption, concubinage, and lack of
parental

from the parish of

m general was not a

six

were reportedly

and they pay no

hundred inhabitants of one
"enemies of

all

religion,

him when he

attention to

and stubborn about marriage and they

visits

are totally lost

due

village in the

even making war on

them. They are poor
to the vice of

rum."

Overall, the report revealed an astonishing
diversity in local religious attitudes. ^^'^

Mutual

hostility

between Liberals and

priests colored the religious landscape

throughout Colombia. As we have already seen, the
Catholic Church

in the election

political

confusion of the

of 1930 had forever fractured the influence of the

church over the vote.
This combination of power and

vulnerabilit)' helps to explain

why

the

Catholic Church responded to the Protestant threat with great vigor. The image

comes

to

mind

of an elephant trying to stamp out a mouse: the seemingly powerful

elephant was not entirely healthy, and

as far as

was concerned, the mouse carried

"Informe de las agregaciones de la Vicaria de San
Parroquia del Banco," Bolettn de la Provincia Eclesidstica de Cartagena

^"''Gilberto G. Yepes,

Felipe en la

it

(Cartagena), Sep.-Oct. 1943, 328-331.
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In.c vc-n.ng decades Ik.vc
proven that ,he .luud, was correct

rallies.

serious long-tern, ihreai lo us
predo.nn.ancc

Colombian

n,

Calliol.asn, has gr,>wn weaker,
l>rotestanti.sm has

grown

society.

in

perceiv.n, a

While

stnhlx.rnly larger and

siron^cT.

The Catholic

assault

on

I>roiestani,sni consisted ol

propaganda and concrete

action. Josue Acosia, parish pncsi ol
hedecues.a (Santander), used Ins weekly

paper, Scnulluas (I,ulc ScnJs), ,o han,n,c-r
away

town.

I

Ir

at

the Protestant presence

accused Protestants of using "seductive
offers, oflernig

P.ngl.sh lessons, spreading pernicious
leaflets,

a louil Protestant

the

money and

magazines and hooks

coarse immorality." Lanieniing the openuig ol

ni

ol ihe

chapel

most

m

I

')A

\

Acosta called n "an aflroni to Piedecuesia":
leresv has imfortnnatcly arrived to us ui the
midst of thf
indifference ol many aiul above all wnh the crmnnal
I

support

not true thai

il

everyone

hail

ol a lew.

Is

ii

closed his door on the ennssaries ol error,

would not be raised on our soil a synagogue ol Satan that ininuls to
overshadow the radiant light that the Cat hoiic Church piojccts and to
which
Pieilecuest.i owes all of its wellare?
there

Acosta likened Proiesiaius lo Nazis, accuseil them of declaring "religious
war" on

Colombians, and labeled the town's "gringa" missionaries

as "undesirable,

intrusive, aiul thieving."'"^

As already indicaiid. Protestantism sullered Irom
foreign.

Catholic propai;aiulists vigorously pursueil

idc-niilication with things

this line

of thought. "The

Protestant missionary," claimed Cerm;1n G(')mez, "upon ripping faith from the

'"'Josiu

2199;

(title

palabra

Avosta, "Lccciones de ingles," Scmilliliis (Piedecuesta), ^

unknown),

'^vm^oT

Snuillitiis (Piedecuesta),

Sc/nillitus (Piedecuesta),

ISO

!(>

I

De*.

1943,

Jan 1944, 221.S; "()ue signilica

Jun 1944, 1M)1.

la

heart of the Cathohc, also tears from him
in contact with the

his love for his

Fatherland and puts him

customs and with the language of a country strange
to our

tongue, to our race, to our history and to our
traditions."^"' With some frequency,
Catholics

made garbled

Roosevelt on a

visit to

reference to a

somewhat apocryphal

story about

Theodore

Patagonia in 1912, during which Rooseveh was asked

whether he thought Latin America would be quickly absorbed by
the United
Roosevelt allegedly shared
very

difficult

divested

his

his

opinion that such an absorption would be "long and

while those countries remain Catholic."^°^ As the

Colombia of Panama, Roosevelt

Lenten pastoral

letter of

States.

man who had

ser\'ed as a particularly

1940, Archbishop Perdomo offered

potent symbol. In
his

view of the

Protestant challenge to Colombian nationhood:

The immense damage

that this

propaganda can cause even

in the

mind; because the two great factors of national unity
are religion and language, and to permit that a new religion be introduced in
the nation is to open immediately a crack in that structure of national unity.
Furthermore, it is a humiliation for Colombians, who are Catholic, to
political field leaps to

appear to be so ignorant
missionaries

come

in

regard to religion that

to teach us their religion. ...

it is

To

necessary that foreign

that already said,

add

campaign must necessarily produce religious
because neither the bishops nor the clergy can

[the fact] that the Protestant
fights

and

conflicts,

''German
antiprotestante,

Gomez

2nd

G.,

eQue

es el

protestantismof Breve catecismo

ed. (Bogota: Editorial Libreria Voluntad, 1943), 3.

Perdomo, "Pastoral del Excmo. y Rvdmo. Senor Arzobispo de
Bogota, Primado de Colombia, para la Cuaresma de 1940," La Iglesia (Bogota),
'°^Ismael

Jan.-Mar. 1940, 5; emphasis removed. See also Ernesto Reyes, "El peligro
protestante" (paper delivered at the Congreso Mariano, [Tunja?], 27 Oa. 1941),
Boletm Diocesano (Tunja), Jan.-Mar. 1942, 253; "Propaganda protestante,"

Boletm Diocesano

(of the Diocese of Ibague), Oct. 1931, 160.
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impassively watch anything
involving deception of the
faithful and
separating them from the truth.

Perdomo would quote much

of this material in his Lenten
letter of 1942.

Protestantism weighed heavily on
his mind. Archbishop until
1950, he would
to see his views

matched by shocking

The opinions

live

events.

of high-ranking Catholic officials
do seem to have had a

powerful tnckle-down effect

among

rank-and-file clergy

and laypeople.

It is

easier

to spark impulsive action than to
sustain a long-term program, so
official Catholic

opposition to Protestantism had a
punctuated

quality-.

Patrick

Symes of the

WEC

noted that after a November 1936 meeting
of Catholic authorities in Bogota and
a
burst of across-the-pulpit criticism of a
religious-liberty decree by the

Pumarejo government, persecution escalated
similar fashion, the

evangelical attacks

on

in

is

fight for religious loyalties

against the law of

Colombia.^^' This Manichaean outlook explains

Perdomo, "Pastoral
(Bogota), Jan.-Mar. 1940,3.
^°^Ismael

.

.

.

para

la

was

anti-

a zero-sum

God," proclaimed La

organ of the Archdiocese of Bogota," which was the

seat of

much of

Iglesia, the

CathoHc

the social

Cuaresma de 1940, La

Iglesia

'^'Valentim Gonzalez B., Patricio Symes, 91.

^^°"Notas generales," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Mar. 1941, 4.

''^"Que es

In

a recent conference of Catholic bishops.

game. "Freedom of worship

power

Colombia.

Mensaje Evangelico of March 1941 attributed a
wave of

For the Catholic Church, the

"official

in various areas of

Lopez

la libertad

de cultos," La Iglesia (Bogota), Apr. 1932, 115.
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traun.a that

Colomb.a increasingly experienced
dur.ng

against Protestantism

composed only

a small fraction of the
war.

foundation of the Conservative
and L.beral part.es
untn

1

power

958,

when

the 194()s, though the
battle

m

From

the

the mKl-nineteenth century

the Nat.onal Front ended
the classic era of
Conservative-Liberal

struggles, Protestantism never

Catholic influence

in

Colombian

emerged

politics.

Catholicism more through Liberal

as a

broad-based counterpomt to

Colombians expressed

political activism

and through

frustration against

inactivity vis-a-vis

the church than through conversion
to Protestantism or any other

Cathohcism^s principal competitor on
directly
Protestantism could not

become anything but

religious grounds,

faith.

As

however.

a lightning rod.

Pastoral letters from Pedro Maria
Rodriguez Andrade, Bishop of Ibagu^

(Tolima), indicate rising alarm toward the
spread of Protestantism

Colombian heartland.

In

in the

1931, Rodriguez attacked Protestant proselyting

but saved his severest rebuke for freemasonry,
"the greatest of the world's
In a

1935 "allocution"

urban
of

evils,

fertilizer,

efforts

evils."

to Tolima's farmers, Rodriguez began with
an attack

expressed an idealization of rural

and concluded with

life,

on

provided instructions on the use

a small reference to the

danger presented by

"Bolsheviks, communists, and socialists." But he reserved
most of the message for

an attack on Protestantism and a defense of the Catholic veneration
of religious
images,

leaflets

commonly

characterized by Protestants as idolatry. "Don't read those

and writings from Protestant hucksters," warned Rodriguez,
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"since there

you

will

only find diabolical and deadly
poison." By 1944, as expressed
in another

message to the agricultural sector, the
Bishop's alarm had reached new
heights:
see ye so assailed by the enemies
of God, so surrounded by
spiritual
dangers, so propelled to the abyss
of evil, that it is not right for
me to
remain silent any longer.
I

The impious,

the communists, the spiritists, and
above all the
1 rotestants, pursue thee like furious
wolves in order to devour thee
Protestants
intend to penetrate
like yeast in dough
in order to
make thee a soft mash that foreigners can
exploit for their fearsome
conquest.
.

Rodriguez

left

.

-

.

-

The

with his flock a series of seven prayers,
one for each day of the

week, for use against "perverse" and "shameless"
Protestants."'
Protestantism held no
in Catholic writing.

call to

monopoly on

Jose Lopez, a priest

in

martial symbolism, which also

emerged

Manizales, published a melodramatic

action in 1942:

It is

also said that Protestantism doesn't

progresses very

little.

Do

do anything,

not thirty or forty thousand

that

souls' in

it

Colombia,

hurled by Protestantism into the abyss of heresy, deserve
the attention of'
those called to defend them.^ And why are the most excellent
Apostolic
Nuncio, Archbishops and Bishops so alarmed?
Those of us who have no more ambition than to cooperate in our
small

way with the

Papacy and of the Prelates placed by the
Holy Ghost to direct the Church of God, continue marching always forward

Don

desires of the

"-Pedro Man'a Rodriguez Andrade, Pastoral del llustnsimo Senor Doctor
Pedro Maria Rodriguez Andrade, Obispo de Ibague para la Fiesta de la

Inmaculada Concepcion (Ibague: Editorial Apolo, 1931), 9-10 (located in
scrapbook of pastoral letters by Rodriguez, Archive, Archdiocese of Ibague); Pedro
M. (Rodriguez Andrade), Alocucion XVIII del Excmo. Senor Obispo de Ibague a los
agricultores tolimenses (Ibague, 26 July 1935), broadsheet (Ibague: Editorial
Apolo), Archive, Archidiocese of Ibague; Pedro Maria (Rodriguez Andrade),
"Alocucion XXXIII del Excelenti'simo Senor Obispo de Ibague a los agricultores

Tolima" (Ibague, Feb. 1944), Bolettn Diocesano
Mar.-Apr. 1944, 297-301.
del
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(of the

Diocese of Ibague),

with the assurance that if we
die in the breach, we are
simply fulfilUns a
^
sacred duty that our very
Redeemer requires of us.^^^
Josue Acosta, the firebrand pnest
of Piedecuesta, pubHshed a
"most solemn
Protestant oath" that an

"immense multitude" entered

into

on Corpus

anti-

Christi of

1944:

r.rU
i~traditions
'^^J
Catholic
of

•

m the unity

.

will

.

in its

Fall

in the

until

.^^^

.

.

Boletm Diocesano of Ibague, Jaime Serna
described Protestantism

an endeavor more "perfidious and depraved"
than any other, "because

and murder are crimes, much more so
without which there

made

of the

— Yes, we swear!
— Do ye swear that ye accompany the Catholic Church
struggle against the invader
Protestantism?
— Yes, we swear!
— then, on your knees.
.

Writing

'""^^^^ f^i^hful

Colombian people?

the

death

"^'^^

•

;

is

no

is

the taking

Not long

salvation."^^^

away of

faith

before, the

from

if

as

robbery

souls, faith

same pubhcation had

the wild claim that "2,000 Protestant pastors" had
embarked from the United

States "to invade

Colombia." The Boletm proclaimed, "He who

is

able, defend

himself however he can."''^

Lopez Montes, El credo protestante estd contra
(Armenia: Empresa Tipografica Vigig, 1942), 10-11.
^^^Jose F.

la Biblia,

3rd ed.

^^'^"Solemnisimo juramento antiprotestante," Semillitas (Piedecuesta), 24

June 1944, 2305-2306.
^^^Jaime Serna, "El protestantismo
(of the

amenaza

a la patria,"

Boletm Diocesano

Diocese of Ibague), July-Aug. 1944, 363.
^^""Bolettn

Diocesano

(of the

Diocese of Ibague), Nov.-Dec. 1943, 254.
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In a time of poor
communications, local priests
enjoyed an ambience that

permitted broad latitude for
clerical influence.
perception of divine authority
including

some

of the

among

in

- an

populace

activist priest

and a

could

WEC Prayer Battery Letter of August 1934

Colombia the mission's workers were
"meeting with strong

opposition from the
threats of boycott

"Searchlights on

a bully pulpit

a large percentage of the

more impressionable elements

cause real trouble for dissenters.
The

reported that

Armed with

if

priests, their chief

method being

they listen to the Gospel."^- In

to terrify the people with
its

regular

column

Romanism," the WEC's Liberator magazine
gave an example of

boycott from a vaguely identified

locality:

poot widow, member of the evangelical
congregation in
rnrnh M Viota
[probably
(Cundinamarca)]. The only means of a livelihood
which
she has IS the sale of refreshments in
the market square, two days a week
^

V

Recently the priest decided to take advantage
of his opportunitv to
persecute, and preached from the pulpit
against this
daughter, forbidding all to buy refreshments
from

up and down the verandah of his house on market
make sure that no-one buys from those poor women.

days, watching to

Sales have declined, for, as

When

move

off to

many approach the stall they see the priest
make their purchases from some other stall.^'^

Pablo Jaramillo and Maria Soto of Genova (Caldas,

be married

civilly rather

her

them

Now he walks

watching, and

widow and

later

Quindio) chose to

than by Catholic authority, the diocesan office

in

Manizales issued an edict of excommunication against them, including
a

recommendation

to "the faithful that they avoid

" PBL, Aug. 1934,

3.

See Chapter

2,

contaa and communication with

footnote 18 regarding location and

use of this source.
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Searchlights on

Romanism," The Liberator
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(Bogota), July 1943, 15

the excommunicated,

behevers."

The

edict

who

for having

abandoned the

was to be read from the pulpit

masses.- The Catholic Church made

clear that

faith, are a

in

Genova during

one of the worst

could commit was to send their
children to Protestant schools;

coupled with the

difficulties that Protestant
children often

schools, undoubtedly

One

fomented

of the most

religious mistrust

common

elements in the

during this time was a song called
"Jalisco."

The

"We

Don't

danger for
several

sins that

this prohibition,

encountered

in

among

the very young.

memory

of Protestants

Want

parents

Catholic

who

lived

Protestants," set to the tune of

eighteen verses and chorus provided
long-winded attackers with

plenty to say during protests outside
evangelical meeting places:

[Chorus]

We don't want Protestants
Who come to Colombia
To

corrupt

us.

We don't want
Who sully

Protestants

Our Fatherland and our

Faith.

Lying Protestants

Thy Church

is

not of Christ

of Zwingli and of Luther,
And Calvin, another minister.
It's

Attention, believing people.

For the fight

The enemy

is

And wants

to

is

going to begin;

before us;

conquer

us.

Hundreds of "pastors"
Already invade our Fatherland,

El

matrimonio

civil,"

El Evangelista Colombiano (Ibague), July 1935,
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7.

They

are ravening wolves
That the foreigner gives to us.

our parents' faith
That they're going to take away,
Let's stop being cowards
It is

And

begin to

fight.

In the bitter fight

Our Captain will be
The Immaculate Virgin

Who

will give

viaory
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Children often found themselves recruited
to harass Protestants. In Pereira,
the

Cumberland Presbyterian mission received
fifty

to

a visit each

children shouting '"down with the
Protestants.'"

keep up

Sunday from

The

Committees"

in all

emerged

Colombian

to

them candy

priest gave

dioceses.

combat Protestantism

The

and an

effort to detect such materials

One

of the most

ominous

via "Anti-Protestant

effort included massive printed

propaganda, radio shows, "confrontations with those that

be burnt.'"

and

their enthusiasm.

In 1944, a major plan

flyers,"

a priest

distribute Protestant

however possible so

goals of this

that they could

movement was

that of "raising

a census of Protestant persons via the parish priests
and according to an agreed-

120«
-

nunca

"Jalisco," Semillitas (Piedecuesta),

27 Nov. 1943, 2194-2195;

pierde, handbill (Armero: [Legal?], n.d.), Archive,
121

(Bernice Barnett Gonzalez?),

En

el Valle del

CEDECOL,

Cauca

"Jalisco

Bogota.

(n.p.: n.p.,

1981)

(probably Bernice Barnett Gonzalez, In the Valley of the Cauca: Bernice Barnett
Gonzalez Remembers Early Cumberland Presbyterian Mission Days in Colombia

[Memphis, Tenn.: Board of Missions of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
1981]), approx. page 132; quoted in Thomas, comp., La historia, 107.

^"Humberto Bronx,

moderna de la iglesia colombiana
[ca. 1982]), 537-538.

Historia

Editorial Argemiro Salazar y

Ci'a,
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(Medelli'n:

upon model or format

in order to fadlitate
diocesan

and national

statistics.-

The

Archdiocese of Bogota .ssued
two census forms, one focusing
on Protestant family
data while the other tncluded
blanks for information on
Protestant schools, chanty
houses, churches, bookstores,
libraries, presses, radio
stations and cemetenes.
latter

form included spaces

received

for indicating

whether schools or charity houses

government help, while the family form
called for extensive,

information on the

man

"sect,"

his

specific

of the house: name, age, address,
whether he was

Colombian, baptized, married and whether
he owned

The

civilly so,

number of

children, whether

house, nature of his profession,
whether he received

whether he attended church

services, the

of his landlord.'^ Such information
might lend

name

money from

the

of his "sea," and the name

itself to all sorts

of unpleasant

purposes.

Surveying the means of opposition used
by the Cathohc clergy

in

Sabanalarga (Atlantico), the Heraldo Bautista
noted that "they have used the rock
[i.e.,

stoning]; dirty

and brazen

insult; they

have used calumny, their favorite

weapon; rumor, the innocent

mob

businessman, servant

Even when opposition took the form of vandalism,

girl."^-'

of children, the schoolteacher, landlord,

Acosta of Piedecuesta probably spoke the mind of

many

priests

when he

essentially

argued that Protestants deserved what they received:

^-^Conferencia Episcopal, "Decreto sobre comites antiprotestantes," La
Iglesia (Bogota), June-July 1944, 195-197.
^-''"Una visita a Sabanalarga,"

El Heraldo Bautista (Barranquilla), Mar. 1944,

3.
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^'''''"^ '^""^^^

free interpretitionl^^^^^

We who think in

acts
to be consistent with their
doctrine

allow free interpretation to act.
Like Luther
long as you have a lot of faith."'-^

The Protestant response
most

cases.

'^"^^^^^"^ t^-hion] and put

CathoHc [fashion] denounce those

But the Protestants have

gentle in

"

to opposition

own

press, publishing letters

They

also

enjoyed an occasional

from

bit

of

and
"Do what you want as^
^

and persecution seems

They enjoyed debatmg with

their

said:

to have been

their adversaries in plazas

and

in

priests as well as Protestant
responses.

more ornery provocation,

as

when

Alejandrino Loaiza publicly offered one
hundred gold pesos to whoever could
present a scriptural text supporting the
view that the Virgin

Mary had

a soul-saving

mission.'^^ Protestants tried to take
refuge in legal protections, which, though
they

proved

all

too often to be theoretical, nevertheless made
for reassuring reading.

"The laws of Colombia speak,"

blared the

March 1944

headline of a reprinting of

anti-disturbance legislation in the Heraldo Bautista.
"Take note rebellious
intransigents!!

Colombian Penal Code.'"^^

This was not, however, a religious war unleavened by
efforts at toleration.
Indeed, peaceful coexistence seems generally to have
been the rule

in

most

^-^"Chispazos," Semillitas (Piedecuesta), 13 Nov. 1943, 2186.
'^*See, for

example. El Mensaje Evangelico

(Cali.^),

Aug. 1932, 6-7.

'-'Alejandrino Loaiza B., "Una buena oferta," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali?),

May

1937,

7.

'"^"Hablan

de Colombia; iiTomad nota intransigentes revoltosos!!
Codigo Penal Colombiano; Capitulo III; De la asonada," El Heraldo Bautista
(Barranquilla),

las leyes

Mar. 1944,

2.
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locaHdes, with certain hot
spots drawing

Sabanalarga (Atlantico) witnessed
a

more than the. fa. share

showdown between Bapt.t

local Catholic officialdom,
but at the

same time the

of attention.

missionaries and

local archdiocese, based
in

Cartagena, professed that the
"most effective means" of combating
Protestantism

was not published propaganda or
anti-Protestant preaching, but rather
"the
Christian life.-- In 1933,
for

Murray Wise could report

that the Colegio

Americano

Boys (Bogota) had almost completely
ceased to receive "open attacks from
the

Catholic

Church."- Observers of

Colombia, Protestants could have

from an unlettered

woman

the time have left us evidence that
across

civil

conversations with Catholic priests, ranging

entertaining a priest in her kitchen in
Puente Irra

(Caldas, later apparently Risaralda), to
Rafael Borelly visiting the bishop of

Barranquilla to explain his political program

upon winning the mayoralty

of that

city.^^'

Although he was one of the most active and
prominent Protestant young

men

Colombia

in

at the time,

Hector Valencia had no trouble getting into the

Universidad Javeriana (Bogota), one of the bulwarks
of Jesuit power

When

country.

-

Willie Easton of the

Jose Ignacio Lopez, et

Boletm de

la

al.,

Provincia Eclesidstica

'^°Wise, "Colegio

WEC succumbed to

in the

malaria on a road near

"Acuerdo sobre propaganda protestante,"
de Cartagena, Nov.-Dec. 1943, 386-387.

Americano," 74.

"^"Dos ejemplos dignos de imitarse," El Mensaje Evangelico (Cali), Mar.
1933, 3^; "Un alcalde evangelico," iHacia Dondef (Bogota), Dec. 1944, 3-4.
^^"Hector Valencia, "Colegio Americano de Bogota: Recuerdos

(1942-1961)," manuscript (Bogota,

May

1989),
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p. 2, author's collection.

San Martin (Meta), the town's
first

person to be interred

in a

priest (a Brazilian) gave

new

section of the

him the honor of being the

Cathohc cemetery

Conclusions

As Colombia opened
religious options

its

doors to greater interaction with the world

formed part of

a

new

kaleidoscope of choice. Between 1930 and

1946, various strains of Protestantism blossomed
establishing the

movement

at large,

as a force in national

Colombia, permanently

in

life.

Though

still

relatively small

and weak, the community was vigorous, bent on expansion,
and experienced such
growing pains

as dissidence

and

The Catholic hierarchy

internal competition.

perceived, perhaps better than anyone else, the long-

term impact that Protestantism might have
nationwide

in

in

Colombia.

It

marshaled resources

an effort to stem the swelling tide of conversion. Ironically, the new

religion offered converts a sense of broader connection than did the
almost

universal

Colombian constant of Catholicism. By

shared

in

such a superficial manner, Catholicism possessed

power

in

Colombian

society; as an almost

virtue of being so

common

little

commonly

true connecting

yet nominal denominator,

it

provided scant effective resonance between Colombians of widely differing

socioeconomic

levels

and

political stripes.

Violence that would shake the nation

This

is

after 1945.

one of the great tragedies of the
Conversely, as a radical

new and

50 Years of W£C' in Colombia
(Bogota: Buena Semilla, [ca. 1980]), 18; Easton, Colombian Conflict, 52; Pat
SymcSy Action Stations Colombia (London: Christian Literature Crusade, 1955),
^^^Elisabeth

M.

Battley, Light that Lasts:

38.
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m.nonty way of thinking, Protestantism
offered
necessity.

With personal

m

fact.

network made robust by

interpretation of scnpture

with deity at the core of Protestant

theory and often

a

faith, the belief

and

a personal relationship

system was anti-hierarchical in

So the movement enjoyed the dual
benefits of being

network-conscious and structurally flexible

at the

same

time.

With reason,

Catholic imagery tended to depict
Protestantism not as a juggernaut (which
might

be stopped by decapitation), but as a
plague.

Both sides sensed an approaching storm.

Boletm Dtocesano

In the

summer

(of the Diocese of Ibague) carried a
reprint

of 1943, the

from the

Conservative El Sigh that revealed a frightening
mentality:
In

Boyaca,

in Narifio, in

Santander,

in Bolivar, in

Valle del Cauca, and now
in Huila, the foreign pastors, aided by strong
financing, redouble their antiCatholic efforts which have already resulted, in various
places such as

Duitama and

El

Banco,

in

grave and bloody confrontations.

Nevertheless, to us

which demonstrates the
people

—

—

more alarming than the shedding of blood
strength and pure religiosity of the Colombian

the fact that in other sites the Lutheran propagandists can
advance their destructive enterprise in peace. The stonings in El Banco
is

and

the shots fired in Duitama, as deplorable as they may be,
demonstrate fervor
for the faith of our elders. On the contrary, the passive submission
with
which the scandalous work is contemplated in other towns fills us with
justified fear.^^"

At

this

same time, someone used the Evangelista Colombiano

action for the nation's youth.

do not

believe that in

The

to publish a call to

writer (or writers) stated confidently that

Colombia there

will

appear a [time] of blood and

Boletm Diocesano (of the Diocese of Ibague), July-Aug. 1943, 210;
quoting El Sigh (Bogota), 2 June 1943.
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"we

persecution, because people
ex.st

law and love."

In

whose most ardent

desire

almost the same breath, however,
the

IZZZ'r
comeT'
rom''"'f
shots that

is

the rule of

article

justice,

turned pess.misttc:

'^"'^ ^'"^

p„lp,ts, radios,

™''"nal territory^'^'^
and Catholic newspapers from

everythmg that depends on the
Roman Catholic Church Tt is a constant
P"'Pl^- °f Colombia.
h" b
the
battle ;
has begun.
[The evangelical youth of Colombial
form the fi'rst
rank of combat in our country.
Light cannot be denied when iTi
seen
nor Truth when It exists. That is
when death and sacrifice have worth
Youth ot Colombia, the storm draws

M

Y

.

.

.

.

.

ZZ

.

.

.

.

nigh!'^'

At about the same time, Restrepo Uribe,
toward the end of

his

survey of

Protestantism, postulated that "in the long
run, [Protestantism] will be able
to
create great problems of national
character and

- why not? - even

a religious

revolution. '"^^

The Violence does not

qualify as a religious revolution, but religious

sentiments certainly fueled the Hames.

In a

1944

letter to the U.S.

ambassador to

Colombia, Archbishop Perdomo of Bogota complained
of the de-Catholicizing
effects of Protestantism

against the

and presented

a defense of the top hierarchy's stance

movement:

And
duties,

as the

Colombian Bishops,

must voice alarm

in

in fulfillment

of our most sacred

defense of the religious

faith of our people and
take precautions necessary to counteract Protestant propaganda, the
fulfillment of that unavoidable duty can occasion, even against all of
our

'^^"Federaci6n Juvenil Evangelica de Colombia," El Evangelista Colombiano
(Bucaramanga), July 1943,4.
'^''Restrepo Uribe, El protestantismo en Colombia, 132.
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intention and will

lamentable difficulties and
disturbances

pubhc ordet, much mote disastrous
new

We turn now from
Protestantism during
inspired

-

to a

,ts

,l,an tn

in

the mternal

any othet circumstances.-

our examination of the nature of
modern Colombian

main phase of establishment

mote chronological treatment of

outbreak of the Violence. Despite serious

the

- and the early reactions

movement, beginning with the

difficulties at

mid-centuty, Protestantism

continued to grow, eventually making
significant impacts on Colombian
society

and

politics at the close of the twentieth
century.

Ismael Perdomo, (Bogota.'), to "the Senor Ambassador of the United

Amcfica
1944, 198-199.

States of

|to

Colombia]," (Bogota?),

n.d.,

Ln

it

l^lesia (Bogota),

June-Julv

CHAPTER 4
PROTESTANTISM DURING THE VIOLENCE1946-1966

Colombia finished the twentieth century

as

one of the world's most

socially

pathological nations, racked with
guerrilla and paramilitary
warfare, a very high

common

rate of

persistent disaster

war known

and

criminality,

was but a

ripple

as the "Violence,"

from which emanated many

fallout

from a vigorous drug

compared

which looms

in a

in relation to political

personal vendettas, sheer banditry and
grotesque cruelty.
days, together with their posterity, have

Conflias based on religion and

grown

itself.

political

philosophy extend

Colombia's history. They nourished intermittent
life,

civil

as a period of catastrophic
fratricide

country disgusted and perplexed with

national

this

traumas. Over the course of twenty
years after

later

Young people who survived those
up

Yet

to the mid-century, undeclared

1945, tens of thousands of Colombians died violently
identities, land disputes,

trade.

civil

far

back

in

wars from the beginning of

and begat prejudices and tensions that helped

to launch the Violence.

As the Violence dragged on, however, basic criminal motives and
socioeconomic
struggle increasingly underlay

it.

Rapid new forms of communication spread the

contagion of revenge and violent role models
the past.

In the broader world,

much

faster

than had been possible in

change and chaos had achieved new

the previous decade, the mother country of Spain had undergone

laden with religious overtones.

The

its

assimilation of most of eastern

196

intensity.

own

civil

Europe

In

war

into the

Soviet orbit and the

made

the

armed

successes of

Communist movements

worldwide triumph of totahtarian
revolution seem increasingly

The examples of barbarism supplied by
supposedly advanced
World War
prevented

in eastern Asia

II

may have

much

shattered

some

possible.

protagonist nations of

of the restraint that might otherwise
have

of the Violence in Colombia from
occurring.

Just as violence

had rippled through the countryside

the presidency in 1930, so

it

won

after the Liberals

did after the Conservatives returned to
power in

1946. Once again, the cause of the political turnover
lay

in the splitting of the

ruling party, this time between the
traditionalist Gabriel Turbay

and the insurgent

Liberal caudillo Jorge Eliecer Gaitan. Powerful
in personality and oratory, Gaitan

captured the imaginations of hundreds of thousands
of Colombian laborers,
stirring

power
the

among

hopes

structure.

the lower classes and fear in the defenders of the
traditional

Political

mechanisms ensured

1946 eleaion (Gaitan, Turbay, and the

Ospina Perez), Gaitan garnered the

commanding

personality in

least

among

the three candidates in

victorious Conservative,

number

Colombian public

Sierra, a Rosicrucian fanatic, in

that

Mariano

of votes, but he had

life.

become

the

His assassination by Juan Roa

Bogota on 9 April 1948 detonated a devastating

riot that the traditional Liberal leadership did not

countenance and could not

control, and unleashed ferocious civil violence across the country.

Under the presidency of Laureano Gomez,

the arch-conservative

who

gained

the presidency in 1950, the Violence deepened, with Conservative police officials

perpetrating

much

of the carnage. General Gustavo Rojas

197

Pinilla

deposed Gomez

on 13 June 1953 and brought
a measure of calm

bemg

forced to resign on
10

May 1957 by

to the

tormented nat.on before

a popular uprismg.

In

Conservative and Liberal parties
initiated an unusual
experiment

Dubbed

1958 the

m power-sharing.

the "National Front," the
arrangement called for the alternation
of the

presidency between the two
parties every four years, with
the hope that such pre-

determined parity would dampen
the ferocity of partisanship
and violem
preoccupation with the spoils of

The plan worked. By
historical period, replaced

office.

the mid-1960s, the Violence
had ended as a distinct

by a

relatively

combination of widespread crime and

low-grade

leftist

- though alarming -

insurgence. Joined within a few
years

by the plague of drug-related violence,
these phenomena would steadily

Colombian society beyond the end of the
In the midst of this

its

gnaw

at

century.^

maelstrom the Protestant community

tried to

go about

business as usual: proselytizing, baptizing,
holding conventions, wrangling with

For a valuable assessment of the complex causes
and effects of the Violence
see James D. Henderson, When Colombia
Bled: A History of the Violencia in
To//m^ (University, Alabama: Univ. of Alabama
Press, 1985).

A good summarv

of

the Violence, including

Oquist's Violence,

much statistical data, is provided in the first chapter of Paul
Conflict, and Politics in Colombia (New York:
Academic Press,

1980), 1-20. Other valuable summaries include Bushnell, Making
of Modem
Colombia,lQil-lll, and Gonzalo Sanchez, "The Violence:
An Interpretive
Synthesis," in Violence in Colombia: The Contemporary
Crisis in Historical
Perspective, ed. Charles Bergquist, Ricardo Penaranda,

Gonzalo Sanchez
(Wilmington, Del: Scholarly Resources, 1992), 75-124.
Outside of the Protestant community, very little work has been
done on the
impaa of the Violence on Protestants in Colombia. In general studies, cursory
mention (at best) is typical. This correlates with my conclusion
stated below

—

that in gross statistical terms, Protestants' suffering during
the Violence
essentially typical of that experienced by their fellow citizens.
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—

was

finanaal perplexities and
the persistent challenge
of developing
Protestants often

came under severe auack, though
not

to an

r^ative leadership.

anomalous degree,

despite their double
vulnerability as a religious
minority (often vigorously anti-

Catholic) and as persons
generally identified with
Liberalism (whether by actual
affiliation, ideological
association,

The Violence was not
this

or implication).

a religious war.

period cannot be seen as a

phenomenon

psychological engines that gave the
Violence

The

persecution of Protestants during

separate from the socioeconomic
and
its

main impetus.

The main

national

problem during those years was not the
persecution of minority groups, but
rather
a virulent fratricide between
enormous, almost evenly-matched blocks
of society,

due to genealogical

largely

fealty to

one

The pre-Violence persecution

political party or the other.

of Protestants

their social standing than the horrors
that

Although the

earlier trouble

was

less

is

actually

more

descended upon them

devastating,

it

marked

revealing of

after 1945.

Protestants as an

unusually persecuted people. After 1945,
their escalating troubles become harder
to parse

from the general

tide of terror.

In this connection,

to

1946 was

a clear

we can conclude

omen of

the wider trouble to come.

ambience of national peace, beneath which
seethed.

When

Protestant

that the persecution of Protestants prior

political

It

belied the apparent

and socioeconomic tensions

the hurricane finally did arrive, one factor that distinguished
the

community was

its

reservoir of experience with persecution.

Few other

groups were more psychologically prepared for the national cataclysm. Protestants
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knew

well that tolerance in Colombia was
a matter of delicate balance.

society at large

years

would

discover that

had been only skin-deep,

Protestant

community

dynamic than

itself

its

in the

own

most

Now

peaceful coexistence of the previous
terrible sense of the phrase.

The

would emerge from these years more numerous
and

ever.

The Rise and Ebb
of Anti-Protestant Persecution
In early 1946, on the eve of his departure from

Colombia

after

missionary service, Alexander Allan referred to "40 years
of peace

Compared

to the nineteenth century, the

been relatively calm

in

Colombian

first

political

in

decades of

Colombia."-

decades of the twentieth had indeed

life.

A

fellow Presbyterian, Allen D.

Clark, had expressed related sentiments the previous year: "In
Colombia, thanks to

our constitution,
praising

God

we

enjoy freedom of worship and can meet with open doors,

without fear that police agents

concentration camps,

Thanks

as occurs in

some

will enter to lead us to jail or to

countries in Europe."^

to almost a century of tenacious labor. Protestantism had

well-established in Colombia by the mid-1 940s. Although
strong, the

community

lay scattered across the nation in

"Alexander Allan, "La importancia de
Colombiano (Bucaramanga), Feb. 1946, 22.
""Allen

la

still

less

become

than 8,000

dozens of congregations.

educacion," El Evangelista

D. Clark, Los dones de Dios y los diezmos del hombre, pamphlet

(Bogota: Buena Semilla, Mar. 1945), p. 2, Archive, Editorial Buena Semilla,
Bogota.
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Several foreign missions
proselytized actively

buzzed with

activity,

m city and countryside, schools

and long-standmg periodicals
appeared with

regularity.

Trouble brewed, however, on
the horizon. In January
1946, several months
before the Conservatives' return
to power, lay minister
Jose de

dead from a

rifle

shot

in

Guayabetal (Cundinamarca), on the
edge of the eastern

commerce between

Las Mesas

(ca. late

Cruz Bolivar

fell

the countryside near Cucuta
(Norte de Santander); with a

hint of prescience, the Mensaje
Evangeltco labeled him "the

forbid

la

first

martyr.- In

plains, the local priest

the town's population and a
nearby Protestant group at

1947); further,

someone destroyed

a transport cable so that the

Protestants could not reach an alternative
market at Marcos.^ In late 1947, with

the Conservatives re-entrenched
in
countryside, Abdiel

Gama

Protestants to caution.

power and

took up his pen

The

in

target at present

attacks, in a day not far away, will

explode

As the nation careened toward the

violence taking hold in the

Orientaciones Cristianas to urge

was Liberalism, he noted, but "these

directly against us."^

fateful

afternoon of 9 April 1948, the

anti-Protestant drumbeat from the Catholic hierarchy
continued to fuel tensions.

The most
Osos

vociferously anti-Protestant bishop, Miguel Angel
Builes of Santa Rosa de

(Antioquia), labeled Protestantism as a "danger that
threatens not only the

integrity of the faith but

El

Colombian nationality

1947,

He

further fulminated that

primer martir," El Mensaje Evangeltco (Cali?), Mar. 1946,

Noticias y comentarios,"
6

itself."

Abdiel

De Sima

a

Cima

(Bogota),

Gama, "Campanadas," Orientaciones

8
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4.

Nov. 1947,

8.

Cristianas (Bogota), Sep,

"Protestanrism in
Fatherland,

is

of Latin America, and
prindpally in our Colombian

all

a fifth column supremely
dangerous to our sovereignty."
Forming

part of a pastoral letter to
be read across the pulpits of
h.s d.ocese, these
assertions

cannot be construed as
is

a legal principle that

sacred

it."

thmg we have;

The

idle talk.

it is

it

Playing with

hat to

fire, Builes

reached a fever p.tch:

repel force with force: they
attack us in the

corresponds to us to reject the
aggression, and

we

"It

most

reject

year 1948, he proclaimed, would
be "a year of ant,-Protestant

preaching."^

The

Protestant press remained largely
detached from the gathering storm.

James Goff, a Presbyterian missionary who would
become

and chronicler of Protestant

the foremost investigator

suffering during the Violence, observed

(somewhat

hyperbolically) in retrospect:

A

praaical aspect of Protestantism's dissociation
from national
and problems was its unawareness of the approach
of trouble in the
1940's
The warning signal was on, but

affairs

Protestants paid no attention.
was due to a fundamentalist indifference to society
and its
problems, and in part to an underestimate of the
political strength of
Colombian Catholicism.^
In part this

However,

a

spokesperson for the Worldwide Evangelization Crusade
(WEC), a

group that had suffered some of the most serious

assaults of earlier years, assessed

the contemporary persecution in a biblical (specifically

Miguel Angel
pastorales:

New Testament)

sense,

Builes, "El protestantismo" (2 de febrero de 1948), in Cartas

1940-1948 (Bogota: Empresa Nacional de

311,381.
^Goff, Persecution,

1

1/15-1 1/16.
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Publicaciones, 1957), 303,

foreshadowing

1947

in

that although the
V.olence

Protestantism, the diaspora

As

it

detonated tn

would

full

would

scatter

Colon,b,an

lead to greater church
growth.'

force, persecution ranged

from casual meanness

(e.g.,

taunts or a passerby's cruel
pinching of a napp.ng missionary
child through an

wmdow,

to the absurd

(e.g.,

open

a priest in Barrancabermeia
[Santander] disruptmg a

Protestant service by "hollering
and rubber-stamping p.ctures
of the virgtn on the

foreheads of

deceased

many

woman

present");

in El

two days previous,

from the macabre

Canada

(e.g.,

[Nariiio] after her

the forced exhumation of
a

mother and brother had

tried,

to surreptitiously bury her
in a Protestant cemetery),
to horrific

mutilations and massacres.'" Typical
town patterns involved virulent
antiProtestant preaching by the local
Catholic priest. Catholic processions
past the
Protestant meeting place during worship
services (often including a
stone-throwing

crescendo), general harassment of local
Protestants, closing of the Protestant
school, specific threats of injury or
death, police arrests, and occasionally,

homicide.

The

case of

Genova

Gospel Missionary Union

(Caldas, later Quindio)

(GMU)

evangelist

is

illustrative.

had begun work

to the establishment of a congregation
of the Christian

9«

Noticias y comentarios,"

De Sima

a

lOi

Cima

In

August 1932,

in the village, leading

and Missionary Alliance

(Bogota),

Nov. 1947,

8

See Mike and Lorna Wieteska, Un hombre con una mision:
Bill el
Pentecostal, trans. Xavier Vila (Barcelona: Libros CLIE,
1985), 101-102; Bob and
Eleanor Lazear, (Ibague.^), to "Our dear friends" (letter entitled
"Glance at
Ibague"), n.p., 26 Sep. 1950, p. 3, reproduction of pardy
signed letter, Archive,
Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
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a

(CMA), which founded

a school in 1936 and
dedicated a chapel in 1941.

February 1949, the chapel
suffered

armed group
standing.

pastors,

set off

its first

bomb

attack.

later,

an

another bomb. Although damaged,
the chapel remamed

By April 1952, the congregation
had been

and

About two weeks

On 20

their chapel

had suffered

at least four

led by at least three different

mcendiary

attacks.

Using

loudspeakers, a local priest verbally
attacked the Protestants, reportedly

announcing that they must be destroyed.
attack with gasoline

still

1952, a group broke

punctuated the event

11

May

1952, another mcendiary

did not manage to totally destroy
the chapel.

in at night,

dynamite bombs by the

On

mam

16

May

covered the chapel with gasoline and
placed three

The screams

walls.

- he was

On

still

inside

when

of the group's ringleader
the

bombs

detonated. "His

accomplices tried to pull him out and also
suffered horrible burns.

He was

taken

immediately to the Calarca hospital and died
there the following day; a few days
later,

two more

died."

The

persecution continued, including the desecration
of the

cemetery, and Goff reports the death
at the

in

Genova of Libardo Gonzalez during 1953

hands of "Conservative Catholics," although no

details are provided.

Before

1956, a complete exodus of Protestants from Genova had occurred.''
In 1949, with the nation's

civil

inhibitions largely obliterated, about twenty

Protestants died violently, including victims in the departments
of Tolima, Cauca,

Boyaca, Valle, Choco, and Cundinamarca. Within a decade, the

toll

would exceed

one hundred, with the regions of Caqueta, Cordoba, Santander, Casanare,

"Ordonez, H/s?on^, 206-208; GoH,
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Persecution, 12/25.

Andoquia, Meta, Huila, and
Caldas joining the

hst of

death sites.- Only the

country's far north, south
and east escaped this distinction.
Several Protestants died
at the hands of pohce,
others during attacks by

Conservanve gangs or persons unknown.
The worst single massacres
occurred
regions that suffered

some of

Colombia and the eastern

tn

the most intense general
violence: west-central

plains.

Nine members of a Presbyterian
family died

in

Rfomanso (Rovira, Tolima)

in

1951; seven members of a

four-month-old infant) died

at

Cubarral (San Martfn, Meta) that
same year; six

members
La

of a

CMA family died

Estelia (Sevilla, Valle) in

in

WEC

family (including a

San Antonio de Fortalecillas (HuiIa)
in 1954;

,n

1955, seven United Pentecostals were lined
against a

wall, ordered to return to Catholicism,

and shot when they refused; eight

Adventists died in an anack at El Cedral
(Cajamarca, Tolima) in 1956. (One of the
victims, fourteen-year-old Crist6bal
Soler, lived long

massacre before dying

Abandoning
countryside into the

GMU's

in

vast

details of the

Ibague.)"

amounts of personal property, Protestants flowed from
the

cities,

often taking shelter in church

Bible Institute in Palmira (Valle) or the

12

enough to give

WEC

facilities,

headquarters

such as the
in

Bogota. At

See Goff, Persecution, Appendix IV,

See Goff, Persecution, Appendix IV; for details of the attack
in La Estelia,
see Wieteska and Wieteska, Un hombre con una mision,
138. It is unclear whether
two of the La Estelia victims are best classified as Protestants or sympathizers.

Such

ambiguity appears occasionally

weaken

the conclusions in this

death reports, but not enough to significantly
chapter. CEDEC appears to have taken care to
in

identify sympathizer victims as such,

and apparently very few died alongside "bona

fide" Protestants.
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least

200 evangeHcal schools were closed and
over

chapels

many

m Colombo destroyed.'^
who

Protestants

a quarter of the
evangehcal

Reflecting decades later on
those days, even

escaped the worst aspects of
the Violence recalled
the

oppressive atmosphere of the
time,

when bemg

Protestant was

no

casual thing.

During the early to mid-1950s,
anti-Protestantism became increasingly
institutionalized.

that

Colombian officialdom promulgated
orders and other documents

augmented and exacerbated the
anti-Protestantism of

authorities

and

their subjects.

On

local Catholic

and

civil

21 November 1951, the Colombian
Episcopal

Conference ordered the organization
of regional "Anti-Protestant
Committees"
mirror a national committee already

development along these
first

a

1944

in

May

1943, reached

its

sixth edition in

sold at least 50,000 copies of that edition
alone; this anti-

Protestant diatribe

may have been

August 1955, "the

Religious

(We have already noted

Eduardo Ospina's El Protestanttsmo, which

Jesuit

appeared as a sixty-four-page book

March 1956, and

In

lines.)

in existence.

to

book

in

Colombia

Ecclesiastical Curia of Cartagena, the Clergy,

Communities"

^^Shillingsburg,

the best-selling

at that time.^^

and the

issued a vitriolic protest against Protestant
propaganda.

La llama, 92; Ordonez,

Historia, 362.

^^Decree of the Episcopal Conference, 21 Nov. 1951, La Mesia
(Bogota)
&
^
Nov. 1952, 299.
^^Margarita Quintero

Cano and Miguel Antonio

persecucion a los protestantes durante
a la sociologia

de

la religion,"

la

Borja Alarcon, "La

Violencia en Colombia:

Una

contribucion

(degree project, Universidad Nacional de Colombia

[Bogota], 1987), 132-133.
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calling for

punishment of "those that distribute
those lampoons against the

Catholic clergy and communities."
The joint statement further
proclaimed:
Let not the Protestants and those
that patronize them come
later to
complain o outrages and abuses on
the part of Catholics, deploym
n
excess of information in foreign
newspapers; they are always the
first to
provoke, to search for reactions; they
are always ready to choose
the most
opportune places and times for the
development of their plans, wLich
bT
going against the religion of our
people go against the Fatherland
itself and
are, therefore, plainly subversive.

'

Francisco Garcerant, the Provicar
General, ordered the protest "to be
read and

commented on
15th, and

in all

churches and oratories,

on other holidays,

if

in the

masses of [August] 14th and

so judged appropriate."^'

Apparently not long after and

far to the south, the

widow

of Charles

Chapman

(founder of the

pamphlet

entitled Antiprotestantismo that bore the
imprint of "the departmental

GMU's Colombia

work), discovered in her mail a

press" (presumably that of the department of
Valle);

it

also carried the printing

permission of Miguel Antonio Medina, Auxiliary Bishop
of Cali.^^ Government
officials

found

all

Protestantism.

7 August 1954,

sorts of

ways

to assist the Catholic

The administration of Rojas
in a sort

Pinilla

Church

in

its

fight against

proved particularly zealous.

of belated inaugural address, the General

made

his

On

own

feelings clear:

Protestant propaganda

not good for the interests of a nation such as
Colombia, solidly organized and constituted upon the bases of Christian
is

^'"Protesta por actividades protestantes,"

Boletm Eclesidstico de Cartagena

Guly/Dec. 1955), 173-174.

^^J.

k., Antiprotestantismo,

1956), pp. 1,3

(see

typed note on

pamphlet

([Cali?]:

p. 1 [cover]).
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Imprenta Departmental,

Archive,

CEDECOL,

Bogota.

and
In

h. 1956 New Year's

command

^

. A.encan ^l^a^^^^^^s^

address, Rojas Pinilla claimed
that captured subversive

posts were always found to

contam "together with abundant
communist

propaganda, copious Protestant
[material], which means,
without room for doubt,
that International

Colombia,
possible."^^

it IS

A

offered by the

Communism

necessary to

few years

first

later,

Government

has understood that in order
to fight successfully in

damage or destroy

Goff asserted that "no evidence has
ever been

to corroborate this serious charge
against the Protestant

community, and the Evangelical Confederation
investigation, has

The Rojas

religious unity as far as

[of

Colombia],

concluded that the President's statement
was
Pinilla

government promulgated a

series of

after careful

baseless."-^

measures that

restricted Protestant activities (and/or
reiterated preexisting restrictions).

5106

(3

Circular

September 1953) from the Ministry of Government
reaffirmed the

right of

non-Catholic foreigners to exercise their religion privately
but reiterated the
prohibition of non-Catholic church workers in the
country's "Mission territories."

(Gustavo Rojas Pinilla), "Conceptos del Excelenti'simo Senor
Presidente de
la Republica sobre la cuestion protestante,"
in (Republic of Colombia), Ministry of
Government, La cuestion de las religiones acatolicas en Colombia (Bogota:
Empresa
Nacional de Publicaciones, 1956), 27.
~°Ibid., 28.

The attempt of

the Rojas

government

to link Protestantism with

communist insurgence has been credited with helping to sour the regime's image
and contributing to its downfall (Alvaro Tirado Mejia, "Rojas Pinilla: Del golpe de
opinion al exilio," in Alvaro Tirado Meji'a, ed., Nueva historia de Colombia, vol. II,
Historia poUtica, 1946-1986 [Bogota: Editorial Planeta, 1989], 118).
21

Goff, Persecution, 5/5
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(Covering huge portions of the
country

- typ.ally

.n regions of

low population,

but including the tradmonally
Protestant .lands of San
Andres and Providencia

-

the mission territories had
been impacted over the years
by agreements [1902,

1928, 1953] between the Colombian
government and the Vatican.)
Circular 4793
(24 October 1953) provided foreign Protestant
pastors the right to
territories,

live

m mission

but not to actively function
there as pastors.

Both of these

circulars

were superseded by Circular 31
0-R (28 January

1954), which emphatically stated that native
and foreign non-Catholics could
not

perform any "public proselyting action
nor employ means of propaganda
outside
of the place

[i.e.,

building]

where the worship

service occurs."

of Protestants to exercise private
pastoral functions
prohibited any educational activities

in

It

indicated the right

in the mission territories,

but

those areas except those directed to

"children of non-Catholic foreigners." In
an ongoing effort to clarify the fine

points of the government's attitude. Circular
1785

non-Catholics should

alert the

(3

June 1954) pointed out that

top local political authority as to the location
where

private worship services would be held, and that
such services need not be held

behind closed doors.
(the Minister of

In Circular

3792

(11

October 1955), Lucio Pabon Nunez

Government) announced that the government possessed evidence
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of forbidden propaganda
acnv.nes, and ordered that
"said activities should be

punished

in

exemplary fashion as police

In the

midst of

to officially declare

this

cases."^^

stream of instructions, Pab6n
Nunez also took the time

on 24 February 1954

nor does there presently

exist, religious

that

"m Colombia

there has not existed,

persecution of any kind.'-

of Protestant persecution in
Colombia, however,

apparently indulged in a strained
exercise

in

is

The

existence

beyond doubt. Pabon Nunez

semantics, as did Eduardo Ospina,
as

reported by Clyde Taylor:
In the

summer

of 1956 while in Colombia, we
were informed by Father
Ospina of Javariana [stc] University, official
mouthpiece of the hierarchy
there, that persecution does not
exist in Colombia
although he
acknowledged religious violence, churches
burned, people

—

many had
Church

killed

and that

suffered.

But, he said, "there can be no persecution
unless the
orders persecution." Therefore, all that
has

gone on

--Various documents

is

not

(Republic of Colombia), Ministrv of Government
Lacuestion de las religtones acatolicas en Colombia
(Bogota: Empresa Nacional de
Pubhcaciones, 1956), 10-24, 31-38.

CEDEC Bolettn

in

Nov. 1959) claims that an official letter (number
4004 of 1955) from Pab6n Nunez "prohibited Colombian Protestants
from
performing any sort of religious services in the Mission
Territories.
no. 55 (7

Foreign
Protestant missionaries in the Territories could only
lead services for non-Catholic
foreigners" ("Base de la persecuci6n religiosa: Decretos
anti-protestantes; el tratado
sobre misiones," Bolettn no. 55 [Barranquilla, CEDEC],
7 Nov. 1959, 2-3).

As mentioned at the beginning of this study, the unique
Protestant cultures
of San Andres and Providencia are not central to the
dissertation. However, for a
short overview of the Colombian government's assimilation
efforts toward
these

islands, see Isabel

imposicidn

al

Clemente

"Un caso de conflicto cultural en el Caribe: De
reconocimiento," Nueva Sociedad 127 (Sep./Oct. 1993): 32-45.
B.,

la

Clemente points out that years of friction were followed by a more mellow,
preservationist approach from the government as of the early 1980s.
-^Lucio Pab6n Nunez, "Declaraci6n del Senor Ministro de Gobierno sobre
supuesta persecucion protestante en Colombia," in (Republic of Colombia),

Ministry of Government, La cuestion de las religiones acatolicas en Colombia
(Bogota: Empresa Nacional de Publicaciones, 1956), 39.
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la

recognized as persecution. We prefer
to use Webster's definition
that "to
cause to suffer because of religious
belief" is persecution. That's
exaaly
what has gone on in Colombia for nine years,
with scores suffering death.^^

Disagreement between Catholic and Protestant
analysts extended
motivations (namely religious

vs. political)

to the question of

behind various aas of violence,

as well

as the accuracy of incident reports.

Parsing motives during such a turbulent time

become

easier with the passage of years. In

socioeconomic, religious and

them

to unravel

is

is

Colombia

political passions

very difficult, and
at

it

does not

mid-century,

were tighdy intertwined, and trying

not very useful. In 1949, a Colombian Presbyterian
pastor

described the overlap in a west-central Colombian town:
All the believers

families of

some

and

all

the Liberals have

Liberals are in town, but

left
all

Santa Helena [Tolima]. The
the men have had to leave. In

of this they've mixed politics and religion, since they persecute
the
Gospel with even more reason, because besides being [L]iberal in its
all

politics,

it is

also independent of the

more than

CathoHc Church. They persecute the Gospel

Liberalism.^

Burning a Protestant chapel may seem to be an aa
yet

if

essentially

motivated by religion,

the congregants belonged to the Liberal Party and also possessed attractive

coffee-growing land that might become available

economic motives
written in

human

-"^Clyde

W.

for such a crime could

hearts, are generally

come

if

they fled, political and

into play.

Such matters, mainly

hidden from the historian's view. The

Taylor, "The Fate of Protestants in Colombia" (Part

fact

I),

Christianity Today, 28 Oct. 1957, 12.

"^Porras

P.,

A. (probably Aristomeno, possibly Aristobulo). "Relato grabado

Rdo. A. Porras P., Nov. 27 de 1949, acerca de los sucesos ocurridos en Santa
Elena [sic] y Riomanso ultimamente," manuscript, p. 3, Archive, Seminario
por

el

Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
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that persecutors sometimes
took over the. victims'
property does not help us to
identify the initial or strongest
motivation for violence.

opportunism. Though

frail,

The

theft

may

only reveal

the historical record does
indicate, however, that
most

anti-Protestant violence was mainly
motivated by religious antagonism
pouring into

wide gaps

in civil order.

Protestantism was not

new

in

Colombia, but the opportunity to
express

it

so

— and so often with impunity — was new.

virulently

As noted
does

exist.

very

little

to

Violence was in fashion. Widespread
hatred toward

Even

-

if

later in this chapter,

so, the

anything

wonder about many

some evidence

of violent acts by Protestants

bulk of violence against Protestants
appears to have had

- to do with Protestant misdeeds.

specifics.

Eduardo Ospina's

In the end,

we

are left

efforts to refute Protestant

claims of persecution highlight the fact
that Catholic and Protestant accounts
of a
single event could vary wildly, with
a priest holding a pistol in the Protestant

version, a rosary in the Catholic version.

Molinero

(Atlantico) collapse

Did the new Protestant chapel

due to a dynamite bomb (Protestant version) or
poor

construction (Catholic version).^

On

the evening of Sunday, 25 January 1953, at
a

Protestant church in Barrancabermeja, did a

door post

after trying to

man

injure himself by running into a

throw a bomb (Protestant

a protest into the meeting

in

version), or did he simply shout

from the doorway, then get beat up by the attendees
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(Catholic version)?-

Our

records do not prov.de a
def.n..ve answer, but

m

his

retrospective study, Goff stated
his position clearly:

Can

the statements of Protestants

heir faith be relied

community

in

then,

claim to have been persecuted
for
upon? Only those who have lived
protl^^

w^Z

Colombia

stimony of those

Thi

who

who

are in a position to answer
that quest on
The
know Colombian Protestants is that
in gene;allhev

the basic assumption of the
study: that the statements
by
Protestant victims and witnesses
are essentially trustworthy,
though subiect
'
to the usual sources of error
^
of such testimony.^^
,

IS

Indeed, the hundreds of persecution
testimonies in the

probably contain hundreds of errors,
but not

Even though
religious

and

terrible injustices

civil authorities,

malicious intent.

were meted out

to Protestants by

many

the behavior of local priests, police
and office-

holders, as well as the relationship
consistent.

much

CEDECOL archives

among

these wielders of power,

In his centennial history of Protestantism
in

Francisco Ordonez suggested that only "perhaps

25%-

was

far

from

Colombia (1956),
of the Catholic clergy had

Ospina, Protestant Denominations, 113, 124-126,
142-145; "Parish
Priest, Mayor, and Police Lead Attack against
,'"
Sixty Worshipers.
Bulletin no
7 (Bogota, CEDEC), n.d. (ca. 1 Jan. 1953), 3-4; "Two More Protestant Churches
Destroyed; Toll Now Stands at 43 since 1948," Bulletin no.
12 (Cali, CEDEC), 30
Nov. 1953, 9-10; "Chief of Police Accompanied by Police and
Priests Attack
Protestant Church
Bulletin no. 8 (Bogota, CEDEC), n.d. (ca. 1 Mar.
1953),
.

.

.

The

rosary/pistol incident allegedly involved the parish priest of
Naranjal
(Huila) on 8 November 1952.

4.

Suzanne Dailey

assesses the

problem of weak

historical sources related to

anti-Protestant persecution in "Religious Aspects of Colombia's La Violencia:
Explanations and Implications," /owmj/ of Church and State 15 (Autumn
1973),

381-405. The point

is

further driven

home by

a critical glance at the "Religious

Topics" portion of Russell W. Ramsey's "Critical Bibliography on La Violencia
Colombia," Latin American Research Review 8 (Spring 1973): 22-23.
-^GoH, Persecution, 1/15-1/16.
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in

part,c,pated in persecution
toward Protestants, ",n association
with private citizens

or the police." With the

fall

of

Gomez

(13 June 1953), police persecution
had

virtually disappeared, while
"ecclesiastical belligerence"
increased.-

During some

of the darkest days of the Violence,
Presbyterian missionary Aulden
Coble
described a

dilemma

in

Tolima:

Since the attack on our

Cunday church and manse, the affair has
been denounced before the central
government and the departmental
government. The Governor in Ibague has
sent an official note to the ludge

Cunday, mstructin [sic] him to have the
stolen properties from the church
and manse returned to us. The order
cannot be carried out for the police
have shot at the judge's house, and at
h.m personally, and have driven him
.n

out or town!

The mayor of Puerto

Salgar (Cundinamarca)

a Protestant chapel despite a telegram

would not allow

a sign to be posted at

from Bogota that indicated that the

sign

should be allowed; an exacerbated missionary
blamed the prohibition on the
priest:

"Sometimes one wonders

on the time, the

place,

and

if

local

the central government governs!"'° Depending

— perhaps above — the personalities involved, the
all

center of local authority seemed to reside either
with the army, the police, the
priest, the

mayor, or the

local judge, in that

By the time Colombia returned to

order of likelihood.

civilian rule

under the National Front

1958, anti-Protestant violence had decreased dramatically, although

28

it

in

would

Ordonez, Historia. 369

Aulden Coble, "Incidents of Interest in Connection with the PoliticoReligious Situation in Colombia, End of 1949 and Beginning of 1950," manuscript
~

(ca.

1950), p. 4, Archive, Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
30«

Tidbits and

More

Tidhiis,'"

Andean Echoes,
214

(ca.

July 1954), 11

sputtc- .,uo

the- nncl.

96()s before

becon.n,

truly rare.

The w.der V.oleuce

trat.smuted tnto an entrenched
guerrilla insurgency (typ.hcd
by the Revolutionary

Arn.ed Forces of Colombia
(l-ARCJ, founded

no great

interest

anti-Protestant,s,n.

Protestants, the Catholic

ni July

Hven n.ore

Church spent n.uch of

,

fortuitotisly for

this

watershed

in the social history

more relaxed
was aided by

socio-religious

I.uis

Catholic Church

Luque Sanchez

in

11),

the tnne, had

Colombian

which transfonned

The Council became

the greatest

of Colombian Protestants, leading
to a dramatically

ambience by the

late 196()s.

Concha C6rdoba, who became

(as

a,

period in the liberalizing

introspection of the Second Vatican
Council (Vatican

Protestant heretics into "separated
brethren."

9.4), which,

Archbishop of Bogota)

The atmosphere

the head of the

after the death

of calm

Columbian

of Cardinal Crisanto

mid- 1959."

As early as 1959, the truly modern phase
of inter-denominatioiial relations
had begun, as indicated by a writer for
Presbyterian
Principal architect of a

new

Life:

strategy toward "the Protestant invasion"

German priest, Fr. R.cardo Struve-1 laker. He has been
chosen for
work by the Colombian hierarchy's commission on
faith and morals, a
IS

a

this

group headed by the Archbishop of Pamplona |Norte de
Santanderh'
In a

two-hour conversation,

Church's strategv
unrealistic,

in

and that

Fr.

Struve acknowledged that his

regard to the Protestants was largely negative and
a

new and

positive approach

"John 1). Mart/., Colombia: A Contemporary
Univ. of North Carolina Press, 962), 3 8-3 9.
I

I

Political

Sim>ey (Chapel

I

lill:

1

"C. Stanley Lowell, " Fhe Church in Colombia:
Awakening," /Ves/^y/rr/j;/ /.//r, 15 Nov. 1959,2.^.
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was indicated.

After the Nightmare, an

During

a visk to

World Council

Colombia

(ca. early

of Churches,

banquet offered by the

1963) by

Sir

Kenneth Grubb, an

someone snapped an amazing
photo

British

at

official

of the

an honorary

embassy: standing together in
a teacup chat are none

other than James Goff, the
relentless documenter of
anti-Protestant persecution,

and Eduardo Ospina, the
January 1964,
time

in

in the

relentless Jesuit rebuffer of

Goff s accusations." On 25

Fatima Parish of southern Bogota

Colombian history

- reportedly

- occurred "a religious ceremony

jointly

for the first

conducted by

a Catholic priest and a Protestant
pastor"; over one thousand
people attended.^^

The journey toward rapprochment was
attested by

first

Symes

certainly not without

in a letter to "Praying Friends"
in

bumps

in

the road, as

mid- 1962: "A [Ljiberal had the

four years [of the National Front] and
he did wonders;

now

the [Conservative

has a chance. Priests in the country
areas seem to think they are going to
have their

"Noticias de Colombia y del
(Medellm.5), Mar.-Apr. 1963, 25.

"^"Milagros en

el siglo

mundo," El Evangelista Colombiano

XX:

Protestantes y catolicos oran juntos en
Colombia," La Biblia en America Latina, July-Sep. 1964, 16; citing an unknown

from £/ Tiempo (Bogota), 28 Jan. 1964, however El Tiempo for that date
does not contain a corresponding article.
article
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own way and

are beginning to persecute

along, however, by the fact that
similar to evangelicalism in the

boldly.'- Cooperation was
helped

Colombian Catholicism became

wake of Vatican

participate in the leading of worship,

services/^ Although

more

II,

increasingly

with lay people beginning to

and Protestant music surfacing

some members of the Catholic priesthood

in

in Catholic

Colombia would

prove to be quite stubborn toward liberalization,
time was on the side of reform.

Protestant Behavior

During the Violence

Compared

to reports of anti-Protestant persecution,
signs of Protestant

retaliation or violence in general are quite
rare.

were involved

in the

bombing of a school

in

Ospina alleged that Protestants

Socota (Boyaca), the defiling of sacred

Catholic imagery in the Cunday region (Tolima),
insurrection

in

Tierradentro

A. P. (Patrick) Symes, Bogota, to "Dear Praying Friends," n.p.,
10 June
1962, p. 1, reproduction of unsigned letter copy, author's collection.
In

another such

Symes referred to a much earlier episode with Alberto
Lleras Camargo, the Liberal who had done "wonders": "Lleras Camargo
is a keen
Liberal, but also a man who has the good of his country at heart. When
he was
letter,

Minister of Foreign Affairs, at a time

when

permits for missionaries were being
refused, I was able to have a personal interview with him and he gave me permits
to bring in fifteen missionaries. On that occasion I presented him with a Bible and
told him to use it to govern Colombia when he went in as President. He accepted
the Bible, saying that he would never go in as President, but within two weeks,
because of the illness of the President, he was elected to that office" (Pat[rick] and
Ellen Symes, Bogota, to "Dear Praying Friends," n.p., 16 Apr. 1958, p. 2,

reproduction of unsigned

letter

copy, author's collection).

This anecdote refers to Lleras's assumption of the presidency after the
resignation of Alfonso Lopez Pumarejo in 1945.
"^Zabala Ballesteros, "Antecedentes del protestantismo en Colombia," 157.
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(Cauca/HuHa border), and rebelHon
A. Coronado, governor of
Villegas,

made

n.rc.

very serious

ToHma,

-

in

In a letter to

the bishop of the local diocese,
Arturo

yet rather vague

'^^\P^^^^"^^

^^T^

Rfomanso (Tolima).-

Manuel

Duque

- charges against Protestantism:

have had grave attacks stemming
from
Desecrations of sacred

'"^""^
iW^h"
images have K
been confirmed in some places;
at the

beginning of 1957 m the
mumcipahty of Villahermosa, 38 conservative
campesinos were rrde'd
and information that bears attributes
of

rotestant pastor

who made

veracity implicates the
visits for his sect to the village

full

propaganda
where the massacre occurred; in Riomanso,
a cache of items for use m
banditry were discovered in the
Protestant chapel. ... The Chancellor
of the
Diocese himself, Priest D. Rafael Gonzalez
T., in the presence of the
Archbishop Monsignor Rodriguez, received
1

survived a massacre in her house, in
which
the declaration describes how, after

the declaration of a lady who
more than five people perished-

cutting the throats of those

who

perished, the assailants profaned images
of Jesus Christ and of the saints
amid the most terrible blasphemies. These, Mr.
Governor, are the fruits of
bold Protestant propaganda in a people that
lacks education.''

Joanne Rappaport reports that "some of the

guerrillas" of the Violence period

who

got along well with the Indians of the Paez and
Guambiano region (northeastern

Cauca, west-central Huila) were evangelicals.^' The

Colombia
Borda

classic analysis

— by Monsignor German Guzman Campos,

(raised a Presbyterian)

sociologist

and Eduardo Umana Luna

identifications declared by various refugees in the

—

La

Violencia en

Orlando

Fals

relates the self-

Communist redoubt of Gaitania

Eduardo Ospina, "La propaganda protestante," in (Republic of Colombia),
Ministry of Government, La cuestion de las religiones acatolicas en Colombia
(Bogota: Empresa Nacional de Publicaciones, 1956), 71; Ospina, Protestant
Denominations, 100-103, 158.
'^Arturo

Duque

Villegas, (Ibague?), to

Mar. 1958, Boletm Diocesano

(of the

A. Coronado, (Ibague?),

29

Diocese of Ibague), Jan.-May 1958, 55-56.

Joanne Rappaport, "Las misiones protestantes y la resistencia indigena en
sur de Colombia," Ame'nc^z Indtgena 44 (Jan.-Mar., 1984): 115.
^

el

Manuel
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(Tohma), where Jacobo Pnas Alape
offered safety from the bloody
storm: they
called themselves

Conservative,"

"Communist," "Commumst

"Communist

circumstances could

were deadly

make

- CMA

Protestant,"

Liberal,"

"Communist

and "Communist Catholic."

labels as meaningless

- or

at least

missionary Karl-Wilhelm Westmeier,

Clearly,

convenient

who

arrived

- as they

m Popayan

(Cauca) in 1966, describes his ironic
discovery that a group of "Paez believers
from

one of our mission churches

up" with a

"leftist guerrilla

possibly be the case/^

On

in a

remote country area" had indeed been
"mixed

group," despite his
a

more

Evangelical Confederation of

initial disbelief that

such could

intimate level, documents in the archives
of the

Colombia (CEDECOL)

indicate that in

May

1963, a

Protestant pastor in Paimita (Magdelena)
stabbed to death his Catholic 15-year-old
niece after she refused his persistent

Many Colombians

demands

that she convert to his faith/^

in addition to Protestants, of course,

toward the Catholic Church.

It is

instructive to

remember

that

harbored animosity

among

the

incinerated buildings of the Bogotazo (9 April 1948) were
several Catholic

German Guzman Campos, Orlando

Fals

La Violencia en Colombia: Estudio de un proceso
Punta de Lanza, 1977), 161-162.

sites.

Borda and Eduardo Umana Luna,
social, vol. 1, 8th ed. (Bogota:

"^^Karl-Wilhelm Westmeier, Protestant Pentecostalism in Latin America: A
Study in the Dynamics of Missions (Madison and Teaneck, New Jersey: Fairleigh

Dickinson Univ. Press; London: Associated Univ. Presses, 1999), 76.
"^'Newspaper clipping, reportedly from El Tiempo (Bogota?), 1 June 1963,
associated with apparent transcription from a Catholic publication, ca. June 1963,
Archive, Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.
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includ,ng the Palace of the
Archbishop/'

Guz.an and

his tean, report

widespread

sacrilege during the Violence:

In zones affected by
Communist indoctrination they burned
as those of Praga and

Organos

ntenTe'n"

The

in

Huila

K
- and profaned orn chanek
mems Tuch

'^^'^ °f Annoq

-nlr

c

a but

were

investigators proceed to observe
the irony of persistent religiosity
in

combatants of the t.me, such

as the

wearing of religious medals and the
recruitment

of priestly services.

All this could lead us to conclude
that the
basically religious, but that confidence

community continued being
was lost in those ministers [priests]

which, due to pressures of circumstance,
did not manage to keep themselves

same level as their spiritual mission. It is
possible that anti-clericalism
became accentuated due in great part to the
endemic confusion between that
which IS religious and that which is political, in
Colombian style.'^
at the

So

it is

a slippery matter to attribute anti-Catholic
violence to Protestants without

direct evidence, very

little

-

if

any

- of which

could be considered a Protestant

is

might qualify

more

for the label, while

problematic;

exists.

in

some

eyes,

who

any anti-Catholic

careful delineations could exclude even

fervent yet unbaptized sympathizers. At any rate,

^'See Arturo Alape, El Bogotazo:

Indeed, the matter of

Memorias

it is

clear that the volatile context

1948
(Bogota: Planeta, 1987), 301, 329, 517; Martz, Colombia, 56; Alfonso Lopez
Michelsen, "A manera de presentacion," in Cuestiones colombianas (Mexico:
Impresiones Modernas, 1955), 35; "Principals hechos historicos," in La iglesia
colombiana en el sigh XX (hosted by Catholic Community Forum, Ballwin,
del olvido, abril 9 de

Missouri), available from http://w^ww.catholic-forum.com/churches/proyectos/cali/
icolsxx/ppales3.html, Internet, accessed 15 February 2002.
''''Guzman, Pals and

Umana, La

Violencia, 111.
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of politico-religious passion

made even mild

Protestant activism potentially
very

perilous.

Whatever degree of

truth

might reside

Protestant involvement in violence
clear

from the

in the occasional accusations
of

- blatantly anti-Catholic or otherwise -

it is

historical record, including
extensive interviews with Catholics

and

Protestants, that at least the vast
majority of Protestants took a rather
passive

approach to the Violence. The

WEC organ De S:ma a

Crma opposed

the government regarding persecution
concerns, arguing that
to

God

for help.--

An

early

CEDEC

news

bulletin

it

was

appealing to

better to appeal

complained that church workers

sent persecution reports to Bogota
"almost always without having exhausted local

means of obtaining
Although

would not have prevented

on the part of Protestants

greater tact

Chapman

it

justice.'"*^

of the

arguments with

missionaries

would have

priests (ca. 1946).

with a "farm boy," a priest might

otherwise would not have pursued.^'

eyes,

certainly

wave of

dulled

its

persecution,

edge.

Charles

GMU observed a carelessness on the part of Colombian preachers

in regard to getting into

showdown

the mid-century

on Colombian

soil

start a

When

humiliated in a

negative campaign that he

Since the mere presence of Protestant

constituted a patronizing insuh in

some Catholic

even mild proselyting language could inflame passions. Catholics commonly

45 «

Noticias y comentarios," De Sima a Cima (Bogota), Aug. 1947, 8
Noticias y comentarios," De Sima a Cima (Bogota), Nov. 1947, 8.
46

Boletin Informativo

(CEDEC,

'^^Chapman, With the Bible

Bogota), 22 Dec. 1950, 3

among the Andes,
221

43.

condemned the rudeness

of Protestants toward
Catholicism.

these complaints probably

some

stemmed from rather standard

of

evangelical language,

Protestant publicity was certainly
inflammatory. In 1947, in an
article

entuled "Roman.st Dictatorship,"
his

Ahhough many

views on CathoHcism

What

in

has the

Hugo

Ru,z Roca issued a stinging
summation of

Colombia:

Roman Church done

aught the people to follow a path

full

Colombia? Has it perhaps
of moraHt>' and justice? Has it
made
for

them comprehend the necessity of
spiritual regeneration? Has it
preached
to Colombians the pure Gospel
of Christ? Has it taught them
to be
that the

Roman Church

has not done anything for Colombia;
it has only
blocked completely the overall development
of the Fatherland. It has taught
Colombians, by way of its public fiestas, to

waste their funds; with

its

commercial deceits it has corrupted gospel
truths. In a word, it has chained
the people in sin and corruption,
and has submitted them to its dictatorial
power. If the crime of worldly and sinful
seduction existed

jurisprudence!, the

first

to be punished

Alfonso Lloreda, a Presbyterian pastor
Verdadero Cristiano that placed

in

itself "at

would be

"catolico, apostolico,

romano." Colombia, argued the

was "catholic due to

its

Church.''

the service of the Catholic, Apostolic,

—a

that

Roman

within civil

Ibague, issued a periodical entitled El

Evangelical Religion"

clear play

the

[i.e.,

on the

common

Catholic identifier of

little

paper, needed a church

extension and impartiality; for the universality of

its

message.'"*'

Such barbs, however, constituted

a small minority of Protestant literary

production. Hugely self-congratulatory and

Hugo

E.

full

of anecdotes, stories, parables.

Ruiz Roca, "Dictadura romanista," El Heraldo Bautista (Bogota?),

Nov. 1947,2.
''^Front cover

Cristiano, Sep.

1949

and "La

iglesia

que Colombia necesita," El Verdadero

(Ibague), 1-2 (emphasis in original).
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glonficanons of democracy and
Western values and leaders,
evangeHcal writings
typically focused

on doctrme,

calls to greater

dedication to the cause, and

straightforward reports of
conventions and pastoral circuits.

The most enduring

Protestant artistic contribution
of the period was that of
Daniel Caicedo Gutierrez,
a Protestant medical doctor

1912).

from western Colombia (born

in

Cartago, Valle in

His Viento seco, a novel of the
Violence, reportedly achieved
greater

distribution in

1953 than any other book

in

Colombia.-

diminutive periodical Onentaaones
CnsUanas

In the late 1940s, the

- often quite caustic

in

tone

-

sought to agitate native Protestants
to greater social and political
activity and
visibility,

and to the claiming of greater

and independence for the native

rights

clergy (e.g., the securing of social
security benefits
Civil disobedience characterized

Violence. In

Tame

some

from

their

employing

entities).

Protestant behavior during the

(Arauca) in 1949, attendance at a Protestant
mission held rather

steady despite the local government's
apparent stance that public meetings
facility

as

were

illegal.

m the

While some people stopped attending, new anenders
arrived

an act of defiance against the government.

^'^

Goff observed that

in regard to the

prohibition of public proselyting by Circular 3 10-R
(28 January 1954),

'^Torres, Perspectiva, 37; "Panorama," El Evangelista
Colombiano
(Medellm.5), Apr. 1954, 20. Viento seco, a gruesome,
quasi-historical novel, centers
on massacres at Ceilan and Cali (both in Valle) and includes an
emphasis on
religious aspects of the Violence (Luis Ivan

Bedoya and Augusto Escobar, 'Viento
seco" de Daniel Caicedo: Una lectura critica. La Novela de la
Violencia en
Colombia, no. 1 [Medellm: Ediciones Hombre Nuevo, 1980], 7-9, 53 63-72
119).

'^Jack Kevin Holbrook, "Eleanor Berchtold, Apostle to Colombia,"
thesis. The Ohio State University, 1986), 25-28.
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(M.LS.

Protestants considered this a
contradiction of their constitutional
rights and an

mfraction of a basic reHgious
freedom. By and large they
ignored
their distribution of Bibles,
books, magazines

they were liable to arrest.During the
reportedly operated clandestine
schools

homes each day

tracts w,th the

Gomez and
in

some

and continued

knowledge that

military regimes, Protestants

regions,

moving them

to "different

to avoid the authorities.""

The Violence

- to

and

it

also spurred Protestants

-

after years of tentative beginnings

finally create a stable
interdenominational organization: the Evangelical

Confederation of Colombia (CEDEC).

Interfaith meetings

had been held

sporadically since at least 1929.^^ In February
1950, an "Interim Committee of

Interdenominational Cooperation" called on
evangelical

entities to

official delegates to a constitutional

convention

ideally to include a

a foreign missionary/^'

Colombian and

later that year,

On

send two

with each delegation
Saturday, 24 J une

^-Goff, Persecution, 6/59-6/60.

"M.
Washington

V.

Garden City (New York), to Senator Wayne Morse,
20 Feb 1962, p. 5, unsigned leuer (copy?). Archive,

Little,

(D.C.),

Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.
^^Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia, 118; "Historia de la
cooperacion evangelica en Colombia," A
Lid (Ibague), 12 Aug. 1953, 1;
"Conference of Evangelical Mission Officers, Bogota, January 19-22, 1943:
Interpretive Account," manuscript, p. 1, Archive, Seminario Teologico
Presbiteriano, Barranquilla; "Conferencia Pro-Acercamiento Evangelico, Actas de
reunidn celebrada en Bogota, el 9 de agosto de 1939," manuscript,
p. 1, Archive,

Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
^^"Fundacion de

la

C. E. de

C,"

Boletin Informativo de la C. E. de C.

(Ibague), 2 July 1950, 1-2; "Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia," El

Evangelista Colombiano (Medellm?), June 1950,
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9.

la

1950,

.n a

Presbyterian church in Bogota,
seventeen denon„nat.ons

and m.ssions

adopted a constitution (including
a th.rteen-point declatation
of fanh) and became
charter

members of CEDEC. The
independent-minded

appear on the membership
immediately prominent

roll,

nor did any Adventist

in Protestant affairs in

percent of the nation's evangelicals."
Unl.ke
organizations, the Confederation

Baptist mission did not

entity.

But

CEDEC

became

Colombia, representmg nmety

many other

would endure

church-related

- though transmuted - through

the end of the century.

The

central function of

CEDEC

during

its

early Hfe

was the documentation

of anti-Protestant persecution and
the use of that data as a weapon
against the
Catholic Church and the Colombian
government. Missionaries James Goff and

Lorentz Emery carried out extensive

field research

February 1952, and a series of eighty-one

CEDEC

from December 1951

news

bulletins

to

commenced

m

February 1952 and continued until September 1963.^^
Reports of persecution

poured

from around the country, often making

in

their

way

into Spanish-

and

English-language editions of the bulletins. The
minutes of the second General

Assembly of

from Goff
"an effort

CEDEC

(Cali [Valle],

26-30 August 1952) include an explanation

as to the purposes of the investigation:
1) historical

— by means of shameful publicity —

to pressure the

documentation; 2)

Colombian

^Pablo Moreno, "Historia de unas minon'as religiosas aaivas: La
participacion de los protestantes en Colombia, 1950-1991," manuscript
p. 6,

(ca.

author's collection.
'"Goff, Persecution, 1/10-1/11, 1/19; misc.

Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
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CEDEC

bulletins, Archive,

1991),

government to end the persecution";
and

3) "a voice of

other nations about the danger
of political
entity,

however, took drastic action

Colombia. Standing

Church

in

in response to persecution
reports

mob,- but

As Secretary General of

- "struck

in the

foreign

from

the dedicanon of the First
Baptist

Bogota on 22 December 1951, the
United

accordmg to Clyde Taylor
"priest-led

Roman Catholicism.- No

doorway during

in the

warning to Protestants of

States

ambassador was

-

head with a piece of brick" by a

even this event appears to have
made no significant

ripples.

the Organization of American
States (OAS), Alberto Lleras

Camargo, the once and future

(Liberal) president of Colombia,
explained to Rev.

Eugene Blake that despite the Presbyterian
perception of the "violation of the
principles of religious

freedom as expressed

in the Constitution of

Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of

"Actas de

la

Segunda Asamblea General de

la
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I),

12.

Human

Rights,"

Confederacion Evangelica de

Colombia, Agosto 26-30 de 1.952, Call, Valle," manuscript,
Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.
"Taylor, "The Fate of Protestants" (Part

Colombia, the

p. 6, Archive,

the

member

countries of the

intervene in matters falHng

Ahhough

own

m

OAS

wuhm

"take the position that the
agency cannot
the domestic jurisdiction of
any

true bureaucratic fashion

structure and needs,

it

also

CEDEC

member

state."-

spent a lot of energy on

its

performed a variety of functions for
the Protestant

community. The Confederation exercised
diplomacy

vis-a-vis the

government,

including the solicitation of visas
and the voicing of concerns over
anti-Protestant
violence.

In a meeting

on 12 February 1954 with Lucio Pabon
Nunez,

representatives introduced the Minister
of

Government

CEDEC

to the Confederation,

and

received clarifications regarding the
meaning of Circular 3 10-R (discussed earlier
this chapter),

decade,

m

which had been issued the previous month.^^
Toward the end of the

CEDEC

offered the services of a relief fund for
the assistance of Protestant

Alberto Lleras, Washington (D.C.), to Eugene
Carson Blake, Philadelphia,
7 July 1952, original signed letter, Archive, Confederacion Evangelica de
Colombia, Bogota.
'

Christopher Abel describes some of the political goings-on
related to
religious tensions during this period in "Protestant
Missions in a Catholic

State:

Colombia

1940s and 1950s," in Christian Missionaries and the State in the
Third World, ed. Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael
Twaddle (Oxford: James
Currey; Athens, Ohio: Ohio Univ. Press, 2002), 266-283. For
a small but rare
glimpse into Colombian religious matters from a writer who formerly
served as a
United States diplomatic officer in Colombia, see Robert W. Drexler,
Colombia
and the United States: Narcotics Traffic and a Failed Foreign Policy (Jefferson,
in the

N.C.: McFarland
^'Roberto

& Co.,

W.

1997), 115-127.

Lazear,

Bogota, to "Pastors, Workers, and Evangelical
Missionaries," n.p., (26 or 28) February 1954, p. 1, reproduction of unsigned letter
(with ink annotations). Archive, Seminario Teologico Presbiteriano, Barranquilla.

The

representatives

Lazear.

were

Jr.,

CEDEC

(See also "Actas de

president Jose Fajardo and executive secretary

Cuarta Asamblea General de la Confederacion
Evangelica de Colombia, Agosto 10-14 de 1953, Ibague, Tolima," manuscript,
5, Archive,

la

Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.)
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p.

refugees and for the repair
of damages

importantly,

CEDEC

gave the Protestant community
a new cohes.veness and

confidence as well as ready
means
for

wrought by the Violence."
Perhaps most

- such

as

meetmgs of

communicating the triumphs and
challenges

and mission

faced.

that each

As the violence ebbed, the community

(1956) of active and continuous Protestant
proselytism

commemorative book authored by
a

.ts

main feature of the celebration;

it

CEDEC

in

-

governing Assembly

member denommation
celebrated the centenary

Colombia.

president Francisco

A

Ordonez served

as

gathered together histories of various

Protestant organizations, with a heavy
emphasis on the drama of the Violence."
In

Bogota alone, celebratory centennial
meetings drew about 16,000 attendees;
so

many people packed

On

a

into a

more secular

WEC church that the floor collapsed.^^

note, various pro-religious-libert>-

movements emerged

in

the late 1950s, most prominently
the Association for Religious Liberty

(ADELIBRE)

of Barranquilla, founded

American School for Boys.^^ The
the formation of an identically

62<(

63

Aaas

y

first

named

on 17 October 1959

in the (Presbyterian)

issue of the Association's bulletin

announced

society in Bogota, and of sister efforts

resumen de informes de

la

octava reunion de

la

m

Asamblea de

Call

1

Ordonez, Historia

^''"Panorama" (interview with Lorenzo Emery), El Evangelista Colombiano
(Ibague?), Oct. 1956, 9-10.

la

"Sergio Forero A., "Al quinto aniversario de una institucion," El Heraldo de
Verdad (Barranquilla), Nov.-Dec. 1964, 4.
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(Valle),

Cucuta (Santander

del Norte),

Bucaramanga and Barrancabermeja

(Santander)/^ In Medellfn
(Ant,oqu,a), Israel Ro^as
y Ro^as launched

Ubertad, an "Organ

Movement

at the Service of Religious
Liberty," in

for ReHgious Uberty

(MPLR)

in Barranquilla,

Protestants, actually participated
in elections

candidate on the

The

city council

(German Roca

D...

June 1957. The

comprised mostly of

on 20 March 1960, landing
Caballero,

MPLR general

a

secretary).

Evangelista Colombtano heralded
the development as "something
truly

Barranquilla," composed of unlikely

new

m

activists:

Amid

general abstention and reluctance
[on the part of the general
public!
there was a group full of enthusiasm,
of fervor, of mystique For the
most
part. It was composed of people
who until then had not participated in
pohtical battles. Some had never
voted. Others, disappointed bv
these
activities to which they had
dedicated their youth in vain, had
sworn not to
return to the ballot boxes.^^

The

status of civil rights in

- such

Colombia depended mainly on

as the National Front

- and on the

large-scale

developments

caprices of local authorities, but

Protestant activists helped to keep the topic
in the public eye. Regarding this

period, sociologist David Martin has observed:
"At least from the Protestant

viewpoint, the claims of the [Catholic] church

[to social

and

such that their movement was automatically a demand
for

political

civil rights

power] were
irrespective

of creed. "^^

66 u

Noticiero,"

AD£L/BR£

67 w

Triunfo

May

ci'vico

(Barranquilla), (ca. 1959), 2

en Barranquilla," El Evangelista Colombiano (Medelli'n^)

1960, 12-13.
^^Martin, Tongues of Fire, 81.
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Beyond Violence:
Growth, Pentecostalism, and Protestant
Paradoxically, yet

m

obedience to underlying

Life

logic. Protestantism

grew with

extraordinary speed during the Violence. At
the same time, Pentecostalism

emerged

as a

powerful force that would serve as both an

traditional Protestantism, ultimately transforming
the

Protestant

life

remained much the same

as ever,

ally

all

marked by meetings,

but one Lutheran church in Boyaca

(a

making

more dramatic purging of

An

all,

scripture

a living.

in

the capital of

the countryside

occurred. Such events helped produce a strong urban character

denominations by the end of the Violence.

it

department north of

Bogota) had been bombed, leading to a burgeoning congregation
the Republic.'^'' In Valle, an even

parasite of

community. Through

study, praying, educating children, traversing
discords, and

By 1953,

and

among

Protestant

overall modernization trend in

Colombia undoubtedly helped the process along. Although geographically the
nation enjoyed a

more

distributed urbanizing process than most other Latin

American countries, the economic draw of

cities

proved extremely powerful. In

urban melting pots, dislocated Protestants had an opportunity to proselytize
efficiently

among

other uprooted people.

Whether

dispossessed or seeking

new

opportunities by choice, such persons were prime candidates for religious
conversion. As an added bonus, their social connections to rural areas

^^"Solemne dedicacion del templo de

la Iglesia

Evangelica Luterana en

Bogota," El Evangelista Colombiana (Medellin), Nov. 1953, 12.
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— and

poss.ble return to those areas

- offered potential routes

for a proselyting
ricochet

back into the countryside/^
In basic numeric terms, the
Protestant population exploded
from almost

8,000

"communmg members" m 1948

to almost 64,000

m

1966.

Statistics

from

the latter part of this period
(1960-1966) mdicate that a few groups
enjoyed the
lion's

share of growth. Traditional
communities

(e.g.. Baptists,

Presbyterians)

grew

very slowly at best; the Adventists
and Foursquare Gospel Church
(Pentecostal)

grew quickly. The unitarian
outdid them

all

(i.e.,

non-trinitarian) United Pentecostal

Church

by a long shot, leaping from 3,000 to
15,352 members during

those seven years.- Proselyting
tools included

programs (beginmng

in Barranquilla in

satellite

preaching points, radio

1942), and the traditional tract (the means

by which one writer estimated that 70o/o
of Colombian evangelicals had "come
to

know

the Gospel" by 1952).^-

A robust

Protestant infrastructure grew along with
the population.

By

1948, the Wesleyan Tipografia Union in Medellm was
reportedly the "largest
printing establishment in northern South America."
Over two hundred evangelical

primary and secondary schools were

in

operation by 1960, serving more than

eleven thousand students (many of them not evangelicals).

^^See Wieteska and Wieteska,

James

I:

E. Goff, ed.,

Censo de

Un hombre con una

On

4 July 1961, a sub-

mision, 107-108.

obra evangelica en Colombia: 1966; Parte
Introduccion y membresia, manuscript (Bogota: CEDEC, 1966), 2-4.
la

^-Ordonez, Historia, 126; "Personales: La

literatura cristiana," El

Evangelista Colombiano (Medellin?), Feb. 1952, 17.
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agency of the Amencan B.ble
Sodety off.aally became the
Colombian Bible
Agency. In 1965,

at least seven Bible
institutes

Increasingly the Protestant
literacy

work) and forged

community

operated in Colombia.-

participated

links within itself

m social welfare projects (e.g.,

and across international borders.

Protestant population centers
generally lay in portions of
the Colombian

heartland

(e.g., Valle,

Tolima, Cundinamarca), while
the greatest ratios of

Protestants to non-Protestants
occurred in frontier areas

mainly due to work among Indian
tribes

(e.g.,

or, in the case of

Guiania, Vichada),

San Andres, thanks

long-standing Protestant heritage. In
Guianfa (bordering Venezuela and

to

its

Brazil),

Protestants reportedly comprised
almost forty percent of the population
in 1966.

More

than 800 organized congregations
existed nationwide, well over half
of

which met
Protestant

just

in actual

church buildings, the

community

rest in

houses or other

(including unbaptized children

facilities;

and sympathizers) numbered

over a quarter miHion, or 1.37o/o of the
national population.^^ During

—

period

as always

— sympathizers outnumbered

the total

official

this

members of

"Gospel Reaches Thousands in Latin America," Clippings from Colombia
(Medellm), Mar. 1948, 3; (Comision Evaluadora, Frank T. Wilson,
Director),
"Informe de la Comision Evaluadora sobre su visita a ocho colegios
presbiterianos
de Colombia," manuscript (22 June 1962), Appendix I, author's collection;
"La
obra biblica en Colombia," La Biblia en America Latina, Jan.-Sep.
1961, 7; (Patrick
Symes), "Disertacion del Director," De Sima a Cima (Bogota), Feb.
1965, 3.
^''Goff, ed.,

Censo de

la

obra evangelica en Colombia: 1966,
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1,

4-5.

denommations or
the

CEDEC

missions, in

Assembly

some

m early March

the highest evangelical growth
rate

reached the "take-off"

A

cases by

m

about ten-fold.- At the meeting
of

1962, Goff reported that Colombia
possessed
the world.-

structural shrinking trend, at
least during the core years
of the Violence,

that from

number
380

1949
to

to 1957, while' the

An

number of church

unsympathetic source reports
sites in

Colombia shrank

555, the number of foreign missionaries from
336 to 297, and the

of native missionaries

to 266, total

(e.g.,

ordained ministers, licensed preachers)
from

membership grew from 25,655

to 45,405.^^ These

dichotomous

trends reveal an increasingly concentrated
community that was learning

somewhat by
economic
In

rate.

A

finally

stage.

adds to the impressiveness of
Protestant growth.

from 640

The community had

necessity

- to stand on

its

own

feet.

Many

—

churches achieved

self-sufficiency.

many

cases,

however, growth crept forward

1963 Baptist report bemoaned the

at

an exasperatingly slo w

fact that the labor of nine

peopl e was

William R. Estep, Jr., Colombia: Land of Conflict and Promise
(Nashville:
Convention Press, 1968), 72; "El bautismo cristiano," El Evangelista
Colombtano
(Medellin), Sep. 1953,2.
76 «,

Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, 9a Asamblea General Celebrada
en Cali, 6 a 9 de marzo de 1962," manuscript,
p. 5, Archive, Confederacion
Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.
Prudencio Damboriena, £/ protestantismo en America Latina,

vol. 2,

La

situacion del protestantismo en los patses latino-americanos, Estudios SocioReligiosos Latino-Americanos, no. 13 (Friburgo and Bogota: Oficina Internacional

de Investigaciones Sociales de FERES, 1963), chart 4. The giant leap from Goff's
1948 total to Damboriena's 1949 total is probably due to the inclusion of
sympathizers in the latter's sum.
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required to "gain one person
for Christ during the
year.-

A

Presbyterian

conference that same year noted
that a milHon pesos
(approximately US$1

and a large ministerial and
missionary body had resulted
nine

members.- The

rigors of formal

membership help

in

1

1,000)

an expansion of only

to explain the slow

growth

and small populations of certain
communities. For example, the steps
toward

becoming an

official Baptist usually

included enrollment in a twenty-lesson
baptism

course and a semi-public examination.At a Gospel Missionary Union
conference
in

September 1947, the

total baptized

membership was reported

as just over

thousand people, while persons categorized
as "in discipline" was

just

one

over one

hundred.^^

One
among

its

of Protestantism's greatest challenges
was that of reproducing

own

offspring.

The

level of

commitment required

itself

for a vigorous

(Ben Welmaker?), "El desafio evangeh'stico de
los bautistas en Colombia
m evangeltsmo en Colombia: Conferencias del estudio sobre el evangelismo
convocado en "Glorieta," Jumo de 1963 ([Call?]:

U

Departamento de Evangelismo, 1963),
^'"Observaciones en torno

al

"

Convencion Bautista Colombiana

2.

informe sobre

Presente'" {sic; seaion in
reference to Antonio Welry, "El Presente
Hechos y consideraciones acerca de la
Presbiteriana de Colombia en el presente di'a," within same
volume of proceedings),
in "La naturaleza
y la mision de la Iglesia hoy en Colombia: Tercer Congreso
Presbiteriano" (Campamento Koinonia, Sasaima, Cundinamarca,
'1

—

Colombia, 11-15

Sep. 1963), manuscript (partial), p. 53, author's collection.

^Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board, Colombian Baptist Mission,
Brightening Horizons in Colombia: The Growth and Progress
of Southern Baptist
Foreign Missions in Colombia, South America (Cali: Editorial Aurora, [ca.
19601)
9.

^^"Resumen de
Evangelico

(Cali.^),

la

Convencion de

Dec. 1947,

las Iglesias

9.
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de U.M.E.," El Mensaje

Protestant

life

could not be transmitted b,
genes.

It

had to be constructed
anew

within each person. This
was a matter of enormous
.mportance, since the young

comprised a huge percentage
of the Protestant community."
82
Meeting
1947, the

GMU Adm.n.strative Committee passed a

in April

proposition that began with
a

severe rebuke:

In almost

congregations there has been noted
a fatal hcV nf .rr.
toward holding family worsh.p,
for which reason
that he M^^^^^^
children have no affection for
the Gospel; the majority
of them are Irowine
all

win "

the
theTack
lack "J
of biblical teaching

--•'^ and
in the

this

After attending a special
Christmas service held at the end
of 1947,
Patrick

Symes observed

par

1

dTe "o

WEC leader

that over half of the children
that had participated in such

meetings eight years before were
presently inactive or "completely

Accounts indicate that even for young men
studying

women

s

home."

to

become

in the world."^^

pastors or

young

studying to become schoolteachers, the
demands of the consecrated,

strict,

insular life in a Protestant institute
sometimes proved overwhelming.

Several Pentecostal groups began to
prosper in Colombia during the mid-

twentieth century. Overall Pentecostal
growth quickly outstripped that of

Hector Villa, president of the Evangelical Youth Federation
of
Colombia (FEJECO), indicated that eighty percent of the
Protestant population
was less than forty years old ("Resurge la Federacion
1^^-^'

Colombia" [interview with Hector
Mar. 1955, 16).

Juvenil Evangelica de
Villa], El Evangelista Colombiano [xMedellm]

^^"Informe de la 3a sesion del Comite Administrativo de 1947,"
El Mensaje
Evangelico (CaH?), June 1947, 10.
^^(Pattick Symes), "Disertacion del Director,"

1948),

2.
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De Sima

a

Cima

(Bogota)/'JTan
^
&

mainstream denominanons and
missions, and Aeir manner
of worship

- further

glossolalU and h,gh levels of
emot.on and decibels

set

them

- including
apart.

Reminisdng on the mid-century
Protestant ambience, Mennonite
leader Gerald
Stucky observed that "in those
years

all

of the evangelical churches
were very

similar, despite belonging to
disnnct denominations,

themselves more spiritual than others.
Only
started did

relatively

we note

low

a

when

the Pentecostal churches
got

marked difference among churches.""
Persons possessing

levels of education, negligible

preoccupation w.th social hierarchv

and anxiety incurred through socioeconomic
change
mid-century

-

fit

even though some considered

-

that

is,

most Colombians

at

the profile of strong potential candidacy
for Pentecostal

conversion. Less self-analytical and therefore

less

inhibited than the better-

educated and better-positioned, such persons
were

less likely to

be shocked at

some

of the goings-on in Pentecostal services.
"Speaking in tongues," Pablo Deiros has
observed,

"is

the desperate cry of those

daily language of society.

however, be a rather
Pentecostal

Initial

who

cannot

make

themselves heard in the

contact with Pentecostalism could

startling experience, as testified

still,

by a convert to the United

Church (UPC):
So

was that I began to investigate until I was invited by Brother
Domingo Zuniga to a prayer service in a Protestant Church and what should
be my surprise when I entered a room and heard some people singing,
others praying, others crying
and what caught my attention most was
it

—

^^Gerald Stucky, "Aniversario de 35 anos de

Menonita Colombiana] en Colombia", manuscript

la

(ca.

collection.

^^Deiros, "Protestant Fundamentalism," 174,
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lEMCO
1980),

[Iglesia
p. 1,

Evangelica

author's

Dtcause they didn

r

belong to any known
lanRuage

was

I

a

afr^ir] .r.A

^^"'""^ '•^^ 1'*°"'^" CathoMc))
everything
tT^n^rl
ceremonious and very much
was^s,lent,

arranged to satisfy the

vani'ty

of

This cauldron of energy and
emotion, including a huge
emphasis on the concept of

miraculous physical healings, proved
increasingly attractive to

who

brough, their problems to be
melted

down among

many Colombians,

the fellowship of other

seekers and social adventurers.

The naditionnl Protestant community
had

less

than uniform appreciation

for the Pentecostal churches,
especially for the unitarian

- United Pentecostal Church.
pastor told

me

that Pentecostals

moved around under

One UPC member
were crazy, and

the pews; these

as easily as

ii

had

led

many people out

Agiiilar

was also

in Ins

that during

services they

to personally witness

stir

up enough

into Pentecostalism just

of Catholicism into Protestantism. In

a trinitarian

church invited

UPC member

Pedro

church, apparently under the mistaken impression that

trinitarian.

Aguilar proceeded to gain

five

Cortds Zuniga, "Testimonio," El Heraldo de
(Rucaramanga?), Apr. 1959, 15.
"^Eloisa

la

worship

- and ironically -

mainstream Protestantism

Barbosa (Santander), the pastor of
Aguilar ro speak

recalled that "the Presbyterian

words made me curious

these services."«« Such criticism could
clearly
curiosity to lead a person out of

- and therefore heretical

converts

la

who were

Verdad

'"Ana Delfa Villada de Franco and daughters, "Testimonio," El Heraldo de
Verdad (Biicaramanga.^), July-Aug. 1958, 6.
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promptly "thrown out of the Church."in Valle the

WEC

leader Patrick

Symes observed

that

Gospel Missionary Union had suffered
numerous defections to the

United Pentecostal Church, and he
expressed admiration for the unitarians'
"2eal."^«

Judging from the reported attitude of a
priest

even Catholics could consider the voracious

UPC

in

Aguachica (Magdalena),

an unusual threat: "he has said

that any other Protestant sect can be
permitted, except those that don't believe
in

the Trinity."^^

members

Of course

the

UPC

considered

itself

the truest of

certainly considered themselves "evangelical,"
as

as the Jehovah's Witnesses.'-

The

polite

And

so

it

all

opposed

paths,

and

its

to heretics such

went.

arrangements that once kept competing groups geographically

apart steadily broke down, essentially disappearing by
the time the Violence had
passed.'^ Protestants

— and indeed

all

Colombians

— increasingly enjoyed

exposure to religious choice.

Pedro Aguilar in "Noticias de la obra," El Heraldo de
(Bucaramanga), May-June 1959, 4 (page marked as "6").
'^(Patrick Symes), "Noticias y comentarios,"

1955,

De Sima

a

la

Verdad

Cima

(Bogota), July

7.

'^C. E. Bernal, in "Noticias

de

la

obra," El Heraldo de la Verdad

(Bucaramanga?), Jan.-Feb. 1959, 12.
'"See "Los Testigos de Jehova

de

la

comparados con

Verdad (Bucaramanga .>), July-Aug. 1958,

los evangelicos,"

El Heraldo

4.

Rosa Miryam Sua Abril, "Historia de la Iglesia Cruzada Cristiana"
(degree project, Centro de Estudios Biblicos Berea, Iglesia Cruzada Cristiana
'^See

[Bogota], 1991), 13.
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Another natural accompaniment
of increased growth was the
expansion of
nationalism. By the mid-1940s
the National Federation
of Independent

Evangelical Churches

m Colombia had formed; the Federation's official

was called Antorcha de Ubertad
(Lamp of

Liberty).

By mid-1951

publication

at least

one

"National Independent Church"
existed, and 1956 saw the birth
of the

Panamerican Church, described by one
historian of Colombian Protestantism
"the

first

purely national church."-

The

as

topic of nationalism remained a
touchy

one, as noted by a writer in the feisty
Orientaciones Cristianas: "To speak of
'Nationalism'

Among

among our people

us there

is

no lack of

is

like

reading ghost stories to children.

ecclesiastical authorities

who, boasting of an

exceptional zeal radiating without measure
through the work,

darkness those
reality

who honorably and openly

was taking matters

into

its

own

condemn

to outer

advocate 'Nationalism.'"^^ At any

rate,

hands: during the central years of the

Violence (1948-1958), native Colombian Protestant
leadership increased by over
fifty

percent.'^

Overall, the Protestant
years:

community retained many

modest means, extensive economic integration with mainstream

inward social orientation, low-key

De

characteristics of earlier

society,

an

political participation, the stifling effect of

^^Antorcha de Libertad (Armenia), Aug. 1947, 1; "Noticias comentarios,"
y
Sima a Cima (Bogota), July 1951, 8; Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia,

158.
"S. Barrios B., "El nacionalismo:

Un

espectro temido," Orientaciones

Cristianas (Bogota), June-July 1949, 5 (emphasis in original).
^^Goff, Persecution, 2/26.
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emigrating leadership, and an emphasis
on education. As ever, stereotypes
did not

always apply. For example, Protestants
did not necessarily enjoy relatively
robust

economic conditions nor develop

may not even

represent a large minority of cases.

another not to employ

Many

capitalistic orientations

believers, since the

One

- such characteristics

mission director counseled

unconverted made better workers.

converts even "abandoned their properties,
their employment, their small

businesses, etc., in order to dedicate themselves
to the evangelizing cause."''

Conclusions

Compared with
unusually high

their fellow citizens, Protestants did

level of suffering

not experience an

during the Violence. While not discounting the

horror of the many crimes committed against the Protestant
community, we cannot
claim that

its

fate stands

out dramatically from the overall Colombian disaster.

Cold numerical terms
conclusion.

— analyzed

The lowest reasonable

in conservative fashion

Goff

much

higher.

CEDEC

In a

"List of

is

100,000; the

total

Martyrs" produced

identified 108 Protestant deaths allegedly

was almost
about 1960,

in

due to religious persecution during

the years 1949 to 1957 (plus the deaths of four sympathizers); a few years

Goff

listed

'

122 Protestant victims for

this period.

See conclusions about the economic

Pentecostalism
Director,"

in

Colombia,

De Sima

a

Cima

this

estimate of violent deaths during the most

devastating stage of the Violence (1946-1957)
certainly

— support

traits

In order to

of

later,

account for the

UPC members

in Flora,

231. (Patrick Symes), "Disertacion del

(Bogota.^), July 1958, 2; Zabala Ballesteros,

"Antecedentes del protestantismo en Colombia," 172
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(see also pp.

170-171).

1946-1948 penod (which the

historical record indicates
as

terms of anti-Protestant violence),

we can make

a

durmg

the

1946-1957 period. Based on

community accounts

for a

related deaths during the

little

period.

calm

m

130 Violence-related Protestant

this estimate, the Protestant

more than one-tenth

1946-1957

relatively

modest adjustment upward from

the higher Goff total, brmging
our total estimate to

deaths

bemg

It is

of one percent of

all

certamly possible that

points during the Violence, the rate
at which Protestants died violently

Violence-

at

some

(in

proportion to their total population) significantly
exceeded the corresponding
proportion

among

the national population. But annual
statistics for Protestant

growth and for the ravages of the Violence are so
poor that such an
have

little

meaning. The most useful

analysis of comparative proportions

1946-1957 period

(i.e.,

as of the

-

is

albeit

crude

to utilize

end of 1951)

- method

analysis

would

to use in this brief

median population

figures for the

as a basis for calculating

proportions of violent deaths in the Protestant community
and general population.

At the end of 1951, the Protestant "communicant" population
stood

at

approximately 12,700, based on a straight-line projection between 1948
and 1957
(this

probably overstates the Protestant population

slightly,

but

it is

the best

estimate available). At the end of 1951, the national population stood
at

approximately 11.5 million. Using these population totals as divisors into the
corresponding totals of Violence-related deaths for the 1946-1957 period, we find
a Protestant death rate of 10.2 per thousand

and a national death

thousand. Considering the vagueness of our raw materials
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(e.g.,

rate of 8.7 per

the national death

toll

during

this

period may have approached
or even exceeded 200,000)
and the

simplicity of this method,
these

We

equivalent.

must conclude

of the national average,

it

numbers should be considered
that even

was by

a slim

if

essentially

the Protestant death rate
surpassed that

margin.- The question of

how many

Protestant sympathizers died during
the Violence cannot be
broached with any

good degree of accuracy. Indeed,

it is

possible that several of the persons
identified

by Goff as Protestant martyrs were
technically "sympathizers."
an estimate of sympathizer population

down

our calculations,

considerably our calculation of the Protestant
death

The Violence
as an

in

generated not so

much

atmosphere of chaos and hatred

individual or

community

socioeconomic hatred

all

level, often

it

If

we had

would have driven

rate.

a systematic persecution of
Protestants

that allowed persecutions to take
place

settle

on

on an

with impunity. Religious, political and

drove the whirlwind.

Who

can say

how many

feuds or rivalries bore bitter fruit but have been
lost to written history

cannot even

included

solid statistics of

damage, we can hardly pretend

private

Since

.5

we

to fully

understand the nuances of the Violence. Geographical
corollaries further cement

For figures related to the Violence and these calculations, see
Confederaci6n Evangelica de Colombia, "La lista de martires: Cristianos
protestantes muertos en Colombia

manuscript (Barranquilla,

Appendix

1949-1959 por causa de

su religion,"

1959), pp. 1-9, author's collection; Goif, Persecution,
IV; Goff, ed., Censo de la obra evangelica en Colombia: 1966,
2;
ca.

Augusto Libreros Illidge, "Conflits politiques et luttes religieuses en Colombie dans
la decennie 1948-1958" (thesis, L'Universite de Paris [Sorbonne],
1969), 62;
Robert H. Davis, Historical Dictionary of Colombia, 2nd ed., Latin American
Historical Dictionaries, no. 23 (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1993), 404;
Bushnell, Making of Modern Colombia, 205, Appendix A; Oquist, Violence, 4-10;

Henderson, Modernization, Appendix

2.
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tiK-

I>rotestant experience as n
subset of the overall

phcno.ucnon; Tol.ma and Vallc

served as major epicenters of both
general violence and rel.g.ous
persecution, wlule
the Atlantic coast remanted
almost unscathed. Yet Uoff has
stated the case quite
well: "That a chronolog.eal and
geographical coincidence existed

violence and

means

much

that there

If

of the religious persecution

is

was no persecution because of

religion

is

non

a

component of
apocalyptic

anti-Protestant violence.

— such

Steeped

— discourse and long experienced

community perceived

On

the early

itself as living a

it

— formed

a

huge

- and even

an often dramatic

in social reiection, the Protestant

in Cali

1

9,S6,

when

and destroyed

a

was the beginiung of the end

convoy of explosives-

several city blocks in an

— though suspicious — accident, "evangelicals

certain that

Anti-Protestant

as chapels

in

in a

singular persecution in the midst of a wider

morning of 6 August

laden nulitary trucks detonated

apparent

sequitur."^^

not quantitatively, the Protestant
experience was definitely unusual

language and attacks on religious symbols

civil

That the comc.dence

a fact.

qualitative sense, especially Irom behind
the Prcnestant lens.

tragedy.

between the

all

over the

city

were

lor Protestants in Colombia.""'''

The

tension of the times and the tension of their identity lent heightened drama
to the

Goff, Persecution.
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1

l/l

1.

See Libreros

Illidge,

"Conflits politiques,"

for an alternative conclusion that emphasizes the

non-unique nature of

the Protestant persecution in the context of the Violence.

Colombia, 77. Apparently no Protestants were injured or killed in
the tragedy (which claimed approximately one thousand lives), with the possible
exception of an evangelical who vanished while visiting Cali ("Roleti'n
'""Estep,

informativo,"

De

Sinni a Cifthi [Bogota],

Nov. 1956,
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7).

Protestant experience. Great
ideological apartness and small
numerical strength

imbued them with

a sense of vulnerability.

By competing

for adherents

and therefore resources, Protestantism

threatened the livelihood, social influence
and political power of
priests.

It is

therefore natural to find priests at the
forefront of

many

much

directly

Catholic

of the anti-

Protestant persecution of the period.
Priests could hold sway over their
parishioners through several means: as
symbols of tradition; as catalysts of security
via unity; by virtue of their ability to
exercise influence or control over
education,

economic resources,

much on
The

and

politics,

social standing.

But their success depended

the attitude of the local population, which
might be indifferent at best.

vigor of

many

priests'

opposition to Protestantism speaks more of their

foresight or paranoia than of the size of the
evangelical

community or

the anxiety

that Protestantism occasioned in the average public
mind.

Indeed, one of the most astounding aspects of the Violence

is

how

peripheral Protestantism remained throughout this period, despite
the religious

For an overview of

and religious auitudes among a
sample of Colombian peasantry (in Cundinamarca, 1949-1951), see Orlando FalsBorda, Peasant Society in the Colombian Andes: A Sociological Study
of Saucio
priestly influence

(Gainesville: Univ. of Florida Press, 1955; reprint, Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1976), 215-230. Note that the study population is predominantly Liberal

yet

still

very

much under

the sway of the outward practices of Catholicism.

Another study provides a useful insight: "Colombia has always been a nation
with willingness to believe.
Between his two external borders
birth and
death
man is marked by the indelible seal of religion. Education, marriage,
.

—

.

—

.

ceremonies, diversions, recreation, confraternities, unions, businesses,
have an accentuated religious character. It is sufficient to note that in rural
fiestas,

Colombia the parish
"La persecucion a

is

etc.,

the social center par excellence (Cano and Borja Alarcon,

los protestantes," 66).
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undertones of the Libetal-Consetvative
dynamic that largely fueled the
struggle.

For example, despite the huge
outpouring of revuls.on toward
the Catholic Church
during the Bogoteo.
Protestants.

we do not

find angry masses clamor.ng
to join ranks with the

Colombians have tended to pursue

their nation's salvation

more

through politics than through religion.
Liberalism, not Protestantism,
bore the

mande of

chief antagonist toward the
Conservative Party and

its

Catholic

underpinnings.

Traumatized and ideologically fatigued,
Colombia inexorably
the Violence

the coattails

waned and

liberalized as

the National Front began. As usual,
Protestantism rode on

- not the forefront - of the nation's

history, benefitting quietly

from

the Republic's painful journey toward
secularized politics. By the third alternation

of presidential power under the National
Front in 1966, the oligarchical political

system had proven

itself

to be

insurgence that would dog
Protestantism achieve a

it

new

public demonstration on 8

back on track, though threatened with a

for years to

level of

come. The year

confidence and

December 1966

that year, three thousand evangelicals had

reputedly the

manifestation.

first

Protestants in

Attendance

in

marched

Bogota

visibilit>',

in

rally

"Estep, Colombia, 70.
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a

symbolized by

downtown

Cali (Valle),

reached an estimated

wreath

in the

a large

In the spring of

to be allowed such

thousand, and features included an evangelistic service

two-hundred-voice choir, and the laying of

966 also saw

the heart of Bogota.

Colombian history

at the

1

fierce

freedom of

five

Plaza de Bolivar, a

at the statue

of the

Liberator.'" In the

summer between

Symes had exulted, "Colombia

is

the

Cah and Bogota

now open

manifestations, Patrick

to the Gospel as

it

has never been

before."""'

The m.d- 1960s found
experiment
over

its

in political

own

the Colombian government in
the m.dst of a bold

redemption, the Catholic Church
embarking on

liberalization,

and Protestantism

growing boldness. The stage was

now

set for

full

a struggle

of Pentecostal fervor and

an evangelical journey to national

prominence.
In 1962, a young
Brazil

Colombian seminary student who had been studying

took a working vacation amid the Presbyterian
work

in his

in

homeland.

Already by that date the country had radically
changed:
It

seems to

me

that respect, expectation and even acceptance
are the three
precise terms for expressing the attitude of the
Colombian

most
people
toward the Protestant Church that emerged viaorious from
the persecution
Evangelicals are no longer an ignored people, much less
[a people] without
importance within Colombian society, if even the National
Congress has
heard their voice and is trying to attend to their claims.
We do not doubt, then, that future days hold even greater blessings
for us, under the direction of the Lord.
therefore raise to God our
appeal that all Colombian evangelicals recognize the tremendous

We

possibilities that the

Pat(rick)

1967, p.

Lord now

offers

them,

in the

Fatherland that

we

all

Sua Abril, "Historia," 23; Battley, Light that Lasts, 58-59. See also
and Ellen Symes, Bogota, to "Dear Brethren in Christ," n.p., 27 Jan.
1,

reproduction of unsigned

letter

copy, author's collection.

Symes, Bogota, to "Dear Prayer Helpers of Quincy Baptist
Church," Quincy (Mass.), 22 July 1966, reproduction of unsigned letter copy,
^""•PatCrick)

author's collection.
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':Z::^K'tZ::;:^Jr The

student, Jaime Ortiz,

Colombia, and
achieve

its

writing a

m less

*e one

and Powerful Lord,

would become one of the most
prominent pastors

in

than three decades would help
the Protestant community

greatest political victory in

new

°f

Colombian

history:

an influential vo.ce

m

national charter to replace the
Constitution of 1886.

Jaime Ortiz H., "Vacaciones en Colombia: Perspectivas de
Evangelista Colombiano (Medelh'n?), Sep. 1962, 12.
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la

obra," El

CHAPTER

5

THE CHANGING FACE OF COLOMBIAN
PROTESTANTISM
1967-2000

By

its

nature, Protestantism encourages
atomization. Entrepreneurial

and growth characterized the movement

diversification

Colombia during the

in

last

third of the twentieth century, together
with impressive demonstrations of
political

power. By the year 2000, Protestantism had
become a
influence in

Colombian

political parties

— could

rival

private

— and the

and public

life.

solid

and highly

Only the decay of the

political diversification that

visible

traditional

blossomed as they crumbled

Protestantism's strength as an engine of plurality.
For Protestantism

exerted not only political strength, but substantial
non-political influence over the

development of

society.

In truth, the scourge of violence that re-emerged
in

1948 had never

really

leftist

insurgents, Protestants saw themselves as ever

relevant to their society's future.

Colombia offered

a context replete with

apocalyptic signs: blood and smoke, death and terror, sin and scourges.

converts chose not to embrace an outwardly activist stance
to

life

and limb

On

in

ended, and as the weary nation staggered through drug wars

and increasing pressure from

more

1946 and detonated

— so fraught with

— but focused instead on inwardly energetic

the political stage,

Colombia continued

its

Many
risk

lifestyles.

successful alternation of the

presidency between the Conservative and Liberal parties under the National Front
system, even extending the broader power-sharing process beyond

248

its

original time

frame. By the mid-1980s,
however, the system had essentially
disappeared, the
presidential alternation having

ended with the election of

a Liberal candidate, Julio

Cesar Turbay Ayala (1978-1982),
to succeed a Liberal president
(Alfonso Lopez

Michelsen [1974-1978]). The greatest
threat to the
elections of 1970,

campaign

quo arose

in the

the former dictator Gustavo
Rojas PiniUa staged a populist

for the presidency

The

name

when

status

and narrowly

lost

amid charges of

electoral fraud.

date of that election would be
memorialized a few years later in the

of the April 19th

Movement

(M-19), a flamboyam guerrilla force that

undertook a career of violence for nearly two
decades. The most audacious of
attacks took place

on the Palace of Justice

in

November 1985, ending with

cataclysmic destruction of the building and the
loss of dozens of

same grueling month,

the

Nevado

killing

The M-19

the

(During that

del Ruiz volcano in the central cordillera
erupted

with devastating consequences, virtually annihilating
the

and

lives.

its

city of

Armero [Tolima]

approximately 20,000 people, including about 1,600 evangelicals.^)
eventually disarmed and joined the political process toward
the end of

the presidential term of Virgilio Barco (1986-1990).

Older than the M-19 and more enduring, the Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia (FARC) continued building

had become the
Powerful drug

its

strength and by the

end of the century

longest-lived guerrilla insurgency in the western hemisphere.

cartels rose to

prominence during the 1980s, followed by right-wing

paramilitary squads during the 1990s. Together with the official

^"More than 50 A/G Members Die

in

Colombia

armed

Disaster; Evangelical

Organizations Aiding Vkiims,"" Pentecostal Evangel, 2 Feb. 1986, 12.
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forces,

these groups

A

lives.

formed a ruthless dynamic that
shattered tens of thousands
of cvihan

h,gh level of non-combat
delinquency, juvenile
homelessness and economic

uncertainty further
tailspin.

compHcated the p.cture of

a society in moral and
technical

Perhaps no nation at any time
had ever been more at war with

Colombia

at the

itself

than

end of the twentieth century.
The constitutional convention of

1991, though a wonderful experiment in
plurality and consensus, can
nevertheless
be considered almost negligible

when juxtaposed

against the social decomposition

of the nation. This overall
devolution provided a sore test of
faith in the ability of
political processes to effect lasting

improvement and

stability in the lives

of

ordinary citizens.^

As before, Protestantism thrived

m the face of adversity.

mainly fueled by Pentecostal expansion,
created an oppositional
sufficient size to bring the

movement

to the central

Enormous growth,
societal space of

and constant awareness of

society at large; even academics began
to take greater notice of the subculture.

bulk of conversion continued to take place

moved up

the socioeconomic ladder.

cause, but the

the poor, but Protestantism also

North Americans

still

serviced the Protestant

movement became overwhelmingly homegrown. Apathy presented

large challenge to the

success.

among

The

Above

all.

community, even

as

it

achieved unprecedented political

Protestantism offered a social and ideological alternative to

many people who had

lost faith in traditional

modes of

opposition to a status quo that steadily ground people

"As usual, for a

good overview

The Making of Modern Colombia. For

life in

down

Colombia.

In

psychologically and

of Colombia's via dolorosa, see Bushnell's
this period, see

250

pages 225-285.

a

economically, Protestantism offered
a cheerful, affirmative answer
to the troubles
of

life:

clean Hvmg,

thrift, friendly

fellowship, energetic gatherings,
social network

support and expectations of much
brighter realms beyond
nimble, the

movement

this life.

Relentless

and

entered the twenty-first century with
vigor, poised to play

an increasingly powerful role

in

Colombia's future.

From Survivor

Major Player:
Protestantism Becomes Colombian

Growing by

leaps

to

and bounds, the Protestant community
(including

sympathizers) numbered approximately 300,000
years later.

1974 and 1.2 milHon

By 1998, the estimated population had reached
3.5

about ten to nineteen percent of Colombia's
statistics

in

total population.

reported for Call (Valle) illustrate the vertiginous

1980 had expanded

^"Acta de

la

to

600 by 1999.'

A

Colombia (CEDEC)"

to 7 million, or

Church grovnh

rise: thirt>'

churches in

survey of Bogota during the year

XX Asamblea Nacional

de

la

just four

2000

Confederacion Evangelica de

7-10 May 1974), manuscript, p. 6, Archive,
Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota; "Declaracion de la Confederacion
Evangelica de Colombia (CEDEC)," manuscript (Bogota, 4 Dec. 1978),
p. 7,
Arch ive, Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota; David L. Miller,
"Colombia's Bleeding Church," Christianity Today, 18 May 1998, magazine
online, available from http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/8t6/8t6040.html,
Internet, accessed

(Pereira,

Sep. 2001; Luis Bush,

"From

Colombia: The Other Side
of the Coin," 26 Aug. 1999, article online, available from hrtp:// www.ad2000.org/
re90831.htm, Internet, accessed 14 June 2002.
Statistics over the years demonstrate an impressive rate of Protestant
growth, but odd disparities drive home the point that solid church statistics are
hard to come by.
1
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Cali,

idendfted 620 churches

w.h

about 250,000 attendees/
Photos

in the late-century

Protestant press featured
groups of white-clad neophytes
at the waters of bapt.sm,
large congregations,

complamed

enormous mass meetmgs.

that "often sects

A 1994

Catholic pastoral guide

and [non-Ch.st.an] groups hold

public places with the goal of
impeding Catholic celebrations"
tables

from the situation a few decades
before.^ Ever prone to

movement became
sorts of

increasingly diverse,

Colombians. With

liberationist

Roman

sectors of Catholicism

by Patrick Symes

'Brian
in

- a turning of the
splintering, the

its ability

to appeal to

all

Catholicism diversifying into charismatic
and

movements, the variety of Christian options

almost a continuous spectrum.^

Developed

which heightened

religious activities in

The degree

and Protestantism

is

in

Colombia became

of convergence between at

nicely

least certain

symbolized by a 1976 comment

- once a fire-breathing, anti-Catholic missionary - about the

"Twelve Urban Middle-Class Churches Planted and
Being
Bogota, Colombia: Lessons from Experience"
(D.Miss. major

J. Killins,

project
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School,
2001), 38; apparently citing Bernardo Salcedo'
as spokesman" of a survey carried
out by the Asociacion Distrital de Ministros del

Evangeho (ADME), Bogota, 2000

(see Killins,

"Twelve," 161).

'Conferencia Episcopal de Colombia, Sectas grupos
religiosos no cristianosy
Guia pastoral (Bogota: Secretariado Permanente del
Episcopado Colombiano,
1994), 61. This source excludes historical Protestant churches
Lutheran) from its use of the term "sects".
^Indeed,

during

this

(e.g.,

Presbvterian,

might be said that Colombia underwent a miniature Reformation
period. In May 1987 the Archbishop of Bogota, Mario
Revollo Bravo,
it

issued a declaration stating that "the individuals who say
they are 'bishops' or
'priests' pertaining to the so-called 'Catholic Apostolic
Orthodox Communion

Church,' ... or to the 'Messengers of the Gospel' or to the 'Interdiocesan
Community of Perpetual Help' or to the 'Catholic Apostolic Old Catholics Church
in Colombia,' are not bishops, nor priests of the Catholic Church
under the
authorit)' of the Roman Pontiff" ([Mario Revollo Bravo], "Comunicado pastoral:
Falsos sacerdotes,"

La

Iglesia [Bogota],

Jan.-Dec. 1987, 449).
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school attended by

h.

grandchildren: "BHI and Joy's
children go to a R.C.

Catholic] College as they teach

all

the truth

evolution and there are comunistic

[stc]

nuns dress in ordinary clothes and
they

and the government

teachers in a great
sing

and pray

as

[Roman

colleges teach

number of them. The

we do.- Non-Christian

competitors diversified society's religious
mix even further.^

A huge

diversity of auxiliary organizations

and interdenominational

programs, together with international
linkages, blossomed alongside new
congregations. Unusual

Church launched

Pentecostal

The

among

all

Protestant groups in Colombia, the
United

a sizeable missionary force abroad.

bitter reality of massive attrition,

however, continued to challenge

Protestant progress. For example, a study
of Baptist

58%

statistics (ca.

1979) revealed a

of those baptized during the period 1959-1979.'
Also using church

loss

statistics, a

sociologist discovered that "in five of the ten
years between

1968-1978

the Interamerican Church of Colombia had
a numerical increase in membership
less

than the

number

that few of those

Pat(rick)

Dec. 1976,

p.

of baptisms performed that year."

who

left

The same

a Protestant denomination returned to

researcher found

Roman

and Ellen Symes, Bogota, to "Dear Praying Friends

2, reproduction of

letter

copy with partly

", n.p.,

27

visible signature, author's

collection.

^Mark Wittig examines some

of the contextual religious challenges (e.g.,
animism, occultism) faced by Protestant expansion in modern Colombia in "A
Cultural Approach to Evangelism in Latin America: An Analysis and Proposal for

the

Work

of Evangelism

in

Medellm, Colombia" (D.Miss. major

Evangelical Divinity School [Deerfield,

'Ridenour,

Un

111.],

pueblo, 141.

253

2000).

project. Trinity

Catholicism, although

many migrated

to other Protestant groups.

according to the testimony of
Protestant leaders,
In light

.

.

.

"Most,

cease to attend any church.'-

of this finding and other supporting
data. Protestantism's secularizmg

influence

- long a

dismissed.

We

battle cry of the

must

also

Cathohc hierarchy

- cannot be

lightly

assume that much of the overall
community's reported

growth can probably be attributed

to transfers of loyalty

from one denomination

to

another, rather than fresh conversions.''
Retention of the young continued to be a
serious problem.'^ Additional challenges
to meaningful growth included a
persistent drain of pastoral talent out of the
country
to

depend on

a relatively small

and the community's tendency

but active number of believers to propel growth

'"Thornton, "Protestantism," 126-127, 133, 144.

"See W. Philip Thornton, "Resocialization: Roman Catholics Becoming
Protestants in Colombia, South America," Anthropological Quarterly
57 no 1
Gan. 1984): 35.
'-See Luis Enrique Linares, "Los adolescentes
y la iglesia" (investigation
project for bachelor's degree, Seminario Biblico Alianza de Colombia [Armenia],

Marleny Pencue provides poignant insight into the rigors faced by the
children of Colombian Protestant pastors, and reports that the Christian and
1980),

8.

Missionary Alliance community has lost a huge percentage of them to the ranks of
non-believers (Marleny Pencue Q., "Los hijos de los pastores aliancistas

colombianos," manuscript [Seminario Biblico Alianza de Colombia (Armenia),
1982], 20-21, 42-44). For more on the challenges of being a Protestant youth
Latin America, see Jack Voelkel, Student Evangelism in a World of Revolution,

Contemporary Evanglical Perspectives (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1974), 71-78.
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in

forward - And of course
that near-constant of
human experience
unseen,ly conduct

- took

its toll.

American who had grown up
scathing

in

on the eastern

Looking back to the mid
1970s, a young North

Colombia

summary of some of the

wkh

The "Christian-national workers
t

"'t''very ^r""'
work
hard. ...

They

m

Olll

s

hves and

....

saw

son of missionaries gave a
as

Protestants

that

We

he managed a farm operation

from national churches:

we had employed could

^^"-^ '°

started hav.ng trouble even
thetr Ch„st,an prmciples. In

other

as the

troubles he

llanos in conjunction

1\a
wouldn

_ basic

had more

sing

and pray
'

'"^™al

labor, they fust
trouble yet with the nex

crew

among

themselves. Thev were very str
fact, they would very zealously
watch e ch
be very quick to pomt out what
they would consider

a

As we began to work very close with
the various Colombian
Protestant churches, I was amazed
at the amount of envv, jealousy,
and gossip that went on among them.
No wonder thev weren't

strife

growing. ... It would make me sick
to see a young pastor, fresh out
of Bible
school arrive to take over a small,
struggling church and see him doing
everything possible to milk as much
money as he could from the poor
congregation. ... In one major denomination
the pastors would actuallv

retuse to baptize a

new member

into their church until the

new

believer

had

paid his tithe for six months.
Although the condition described here was
the norm, there are many notable
exceptions in Colombia of churches and
missionaries who are doing an excellent job.
.

.

.

Meanwhile, the Catholic Church
the early 1970s,

it

in

Colombia had challenges of

its

own. By

had become what David Mutchler termed "a fragmenting

'See Javier Voekel

Qack

Juan Vanegas and Gregorio Landero,
iglesia evangelica en Colombia," in Los

Voelkel.^),

"Aspecto misionero-evangelistico de la
evangelicos en Colombia: Un andlisis critico (papers from the
Encuentro Nacional
de Li'deres para el Analisis de la Obra Evangelica en Colombia, Medellin, 19-24
February 1978), Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia (n.p.: n.p., [ca.
1978]),

^^Russel Stendal, Rescue the Captors (Burnsville, Minn.:
International, 1984), 48-50.
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Ransom

Press

system.- Pressure

to align with the liberalizing
dictates of Vaticar,

II,

together

with decreased political clout and
internal fri«ion between
conservatives and
reformists, left the church with
lirfe energy or will to
undertake the anti-heretical

crusades of yesteryear. With

enjoyed a

new

its

chief nemesis virtually neutralired.
Protestantism

level of acceptance in the public
eye.

Outdoor

religious rallies

and

huge arena gathermgs became commonplace.
Prejudice and even occasional spasms
of violence

still

occurred, such as the murder of a
Protestant pastor

m San Martin

(Cesar) in early 1971, allegedly at the
instigation of the local Catholic priest."
In

the communist-dominated squatter
neighborhood of El
evangelicals

came under

attack in February

"permanent state of tension.'"" A

Summer

Chile in Bogota,

1976 and reportedly

bomb damaged

lived in a

the Bogota offices of the

Institute of Linguistics (a Bible-translation
organization) later that year,

and the M-19

David

— or

a faction or counterfeit thereof

— abducted and

killed an

The Church as a Political Factor in Latin America: With
Colombia and Chile, Praeger Special Studies in International

E. Mutchler,

Particular Reference to
Politics

Nuevo

and Public

Affairs

(New York:

Praeger Publishers, 1971), 243. For further
consideration of ideological conflict in the Colombian Catholic Church, see
Rodolfo Ramon de Roux, Una iglesia en estado de alerta: Funciones sociales

y
funcionamiento del catolicismo colombiano: 1930-1980 (Bogota: Servicio
Colombiano de Comunicacion Social, 1983), 164-185 and Luis Alberto Alfonso,

Dominacion

hegemoma: El caso de Colombia (Bogota: Punta de Lanza,
summary on pages 197-199.

religiosa y

1978), including a

^^"Pastor asesinado vilmente," El Heraldo de la Verdad (Pereira), Jan.-Feb.

1971,3.
^^"Persecucion religiosa,"

Desafw (Bogota),
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3

May

1976.

Institute translator,

Chet B.ttermar.,

the relative calm that had

contmued through
would not return
the

last

come

m early

to Protestant

successive decades.

until the

upsurge

few years of the century

mV^

-

life

m the late

1950s and

early

1960s

Extensive violence agamst
Protestants

in guerrilla

a

For the most part, however,

wave

and counter-msurgency warfare

m

of terror which, like the
Violence,

affected almost every sector
of society.

Speaking to about 20,000 United
Pentecostal conventioneers

in early

1978,

the Presiding Bishop of Colombia's
United Pentecostal Church testified
of the

improvement

in his fellow believers'
fortunes:

We

fill

cities large

and

^^^o^nts,

fine, villages, provinces,
countrysides,
cars, large agricultural concerns

and various

industries''''

We

have good church buildings and, for
the most

not suffer the want that we suffered
before.
Everyone admires, respects, solicits and values

During that same year, two presenters
leaders noted that

stemming from

many

a "global

at a

CEDEC

part,

we

pastors

us.''

conference for Protestant

evangelicals internalized an attitude of inferiority

condescending and disdainful attitude on the part of

"Atentado contra el I.L.V.," Desafh (Bogota), 23 Aug.
1976, 3; Steve
Estes, Hora de morir: La historia de Chet Bitterman,
linguista norteamericano
muerto por guerrilleros, translation (Bogota: El Trillo, [1986 or later]);
David

Stoll,

Ftshers of Men or Founders of Empire?:

America (London: Zed
191-194.

(ca.

do

Press;

The Wycliffe Bible Translators in Latin
Cambridge, Mass.: Cultural Survival, 1982)

''"Informe especial: 28a Convencion," El Heraldo de
May) 1978, 11-13.
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la

Verdad (Bogota?),

society

m general" toward them.-

In

all

probability, the attitude

toward

Protestantism that predominated
in society was one of
indifference.
Institutional obstacles

weakened and collapsed

as

Colombia grew

increasingly secular. In 1969, the
Pentecostal Evangel exulted that
"Paul

Finkenbinder's daily radio program,
Mensaje a

la

Conciencia,

is

being transmitted

over 19 local radio stations, covering
the entire nation of Colombia,"
adding
apparently with great hyperbole or
misunderstanding
evangelicals could not as
station."-^

much

as

movement

in

Colombia indicates

programming had reached massive

evangelical station

"Nuevo Continente"

national government reformed

its

- that "just one year ago

buy even one spot announcement on any
radio

(A historian of the Baptist

evangelical radio

-

levels

that

by 1967, and the

[Bogota] was founded

concordat with the Vatican

m

in

1968.-")

The

1973, a process

that included the termination of the notorious
missions treaty of

1953

that

had

given the Catholic Church huge influence over vast
swaths of relatively

Manuel Rojas and Joyce de Wyatt, "Una diagnosis de la iglesia evangelica
en Colombia," in Los evangelicos en Colombia: Un andlisis cntico (papers from the
Encuentro Nacional de Lideres para el Analisis de la Obra Evangelica en Colombia,
Medellm, 19-24 February 1978), Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia (n.p.:
-

n.p., [ca. 1978]), 18.

-^Christine Carmichael, "Mission Field Profile

No. 29: Colombia,"

Pentecostal Evangel, 15 June 1969, 20.

"Ridenour, JJn pueblo, 100; "Emisora Nuevo Continente"
brochure (photocopy), p. 2, author's collection.
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(ca.

1993),

underpopulated terntory.- In
October 1977, President Alfonso
Lopez Michelsen
(born of a Protestant mother)
attended an evangelical "Banquet
of

Hope"

at

Bogota's Hotel Tequendama,
accompanied by major presidential
candidates, labor
leaders

and government

officials;

New Testaments.- Under

CEDEC

the Liberal

entity."-^

CEDEC

it

nature of Protestant society

and humanitarian service

remamed much

the

same

began to enjoy a myriad of cultural supports,
such

evangelical music recordings, books,
small.

as a religious

in

Politicians actively courted the
evangelical vote.-'

The

now

government of Turbay Ayala (1978-1982),

was granted a government stipend
of 300,000 pesos (about US$6,700

1979) "for the mamtenance of

but

afterwards the President autographed
Gideon

and

as

as in years past,

widely available

a constant flow of meetings great and

Certain attributes tended to suffuse almost
the entire community, such as

emphases on

literacy

and on

participatory gatherings,

and

free interpretation of the Bible, highly
musical

and

rejection of vice-related substances (alcohol,
tobacco.

23(

See "Informe religioso sobre Colombia," manuscript
(internal report of

Secretariado Permanente del Episcopado Colombiano, ca.
1978),

p. 6,

author's

collection.

-James C. Hefley, "In Bogota, a Banquet of Hope,"
Nov. 1977,44-46.
-^"Informe de

Christianity Today, 18

Junta Direaiva y Presidente a la XVIII Asamblea Nacional
de CEDEC, Bogota, 10-14 May 1982," manuscript,
p. 14, Archive, Confederacion
Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.
la

Eduardo Forero, "Noticulas desde Barranquilla," El Heraldo de la
Verdad (Bogota), June 1980, 8; "Unas palabras para las iglesias cristianas no
catolicas; Fernando Botero Zea, la nueva cara de Bogota" (ca. 1987), brochure
-'See

(photocopy), author's collection.
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drugs). Substantial variety,
however, existed in the Protestant ranks
in regard to

asceticism

the acceptabihty of wearing
makeup) and social involvement, with

(e.g.,

Pentecostals (and especially United
Pentecostals) registering on the
conservative
ascetic, insular)

(i.e.,

end of the

earlier raised alarms about the

community development: "A
equivalently

-

The 1994 Catholic

scale.^^

impact of

great

that the presence

pastoral guide cited

at least certain sectors of

Protestantism on

number of those surveyed affirm

and

activity of

non-Catholic denominations are a

source of community disintegration and make
progress impossible."
claim that with frequency, "leaders

when

they were Catholics,

upon

who were

work apparently
experienced

A

no longer want

for a

to

to participate in social and

some of

vis-a-vis the guerrilla

communal

the trouble that late-century Protestants

movement.-^

Churches gathered large volumes of money from the
it

went on

very committed to their community

perception of church discouragement of

contributed to

It

joining themselves to the seas or non-Christian

religious groups, isolate themselves and

material advancement."

- expressly or

wide variety of purposes. At a United Pentecostal

faithful

retreat

and distributed

on the Carribean

See Donald C. Palmer, Explosion of People Evangelism: An Analysis of
Pentecostal Church Growth in Colombia (Chicago: Moody Press, 1974), 78-79,
"

and Palmer's predecessor work, "The Growth of the Pentecostal Churches in
Colombia" (M.A. thesis. Trinity Evangelical Divinity School [Deerfield, III], 1972),
73-74, 146-151.
^Conferencia Episcopal de Colombia, Sectas, 63, 150 (as mentioned above,
this source excludes historical Protestant churches from its use of the term "sects");
Kenneth D. MacHarg, "Death in the Night," Christianity Today, 12 June 2000,
magazine online, available at http://vmw.christianitytoday.com/ct/2000/007/
26.30. html, Internet, accessed on 12 June 2002.
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1w
took

d ru'";""'

ofl Ins

.a.nl.nn.u-s, n-nurs,

nng ;nul (lon.Mcd „),
com, .butecl plnl,, s np

wccKln.K

'motorcycles, son.e

'

donkey, ch.cki,

!

^

|„o,|,crs |dona(cd| ,l,n,
„, n.ore ,I,:m, 100,000
pesos.'^

Strong ded.cM.on .nnon, n.any
ol ms nu n.hers ma<le
l>rotesran„sn, one of

tlu-

n..venK-n,s n.os, capable o(
effecve nH,l„l,.anon wnlnn Colon.b.an
soaety, wind,
increased

its

The

poreni.al inflnence far

pnblic role of

women

beyond

,l,o„,.|,

-

the

S0%"

situation, however,

<,f

uonnnarions,

,he Presbyterian Church) ,o

- attendance.

ih..i

good indication of

lonk root

women

Colombia

typical Protestant

-""Maravilloso retiro en
(Bogota), Jan. June 1990, 18.
^"I

in

randsco Fiorenza,

i:i

at

(A 1978

,he evangelical population.'")

p.ovided

ilu-

n.an, stren^;th of

- a vigorous

conunumty. An example from the lcinsc|uare
Gospd Churdi

Pentecostal group

a

(e.g., in

an,(,n,.. dc

numerically preponderant

estimate attributed females with
"perhaps

Whatever thdr outward

numbers.

varied signibcamly

ra.igmg from access ,o h.^h leaderslnp
roles
rclat.vdy passive

its

mid-century

- can be considered

gender attitudes toward religious

Monte

Geri/.im,"

/'/

Heraldo dc

et al., "Asj)eci(; biblico-espintual

de

la

activity.

Verdad

la iglesia

evangelica en Colombia," in Los evangelicos en Colombia: Un
andlisis crttico
(papers from the Fncuenrro Nacional de Lideres para el An.llisis

de

Hvang(?lica en

la

Obra

Colombia, Medellin, 19-24 I'ebruary 1978), Confederaci6n

Evangelica de Colombia (n.p.: n.p.,

[ca.

1978|), 109.
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In a

church ann.versary publication
(,981), rhe wornen's auxihary

in

Bucaramanga

(Santander) received the
following plaudit:

Meanwhile, the corresponding men's
auxiliary merited a back-handed
compHment:
for
or the
theLt.^ofTht^r''^"''"^
men of the Church, since

'

even though

h

it is

a

^^--1"^
difficuh group
due to

-

aparhy of many gent emen toward
uniting their efforts to'exec'ute
plans
hat have been developed
the insistence and faithfulness
of the few has
triumphed over the indifference and
apathy of others.^^

-

On

the

home

front, Protestant

women

often benefitted from the increased

attention of their converted husbands
to the physical welfare of their
families."
In terms of general worldview, the
Protestant

community had come to

consist of three major currents: spiritualist
(essentially Pentecostal),
historical/traditional (e.g., Baptist)

mennonitism). The

The spread of

first

and

liberationist (e.g., politically aaivist

category overwhelmingly outnumbered the latter two.''

Pentecostalism through and around existing church groups
could

Iglesia Evangelica

Cuadrangular (Bucaramanga, Colombia), 38 anos
(Bucaramanga: Tipograffa Getsemani, 1981), 16-17. See also Elizabeth
Brusco,

"The Household

Basis of Evangelical Religion," 216.

'-See Flora, Pentecostalism in Colombia; Brusco, "The Household Basis of
Evangelical Religion"; Rebecca Pierce Bomann, Faith in the Barrios.
'"See

Manuel Esteban Zabala

Ballesteros, "El protestantismo en

Analisis historico de su desarrollo entre

Colombia:

1948 y 1978" (degree thesis, Universidad
del Valle [Cali], 1979), 75-76, 105-106; Zabala Ballesteros, "Antecedentes del
protestantismo en Colombia," 153-156.
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prove to be a wrenching
experience. For example,
the venerable World
Evangdization Crusade (WEC)
community spHt apart into tradmonal
and
Pentecostal entities

Union (GMU)

durmg

A

the 1970s.-

1980s survey of Gospel Missionary

pastors reportedly indicated
that nearly

all

of the respondents

believed "that the most controversial
doctrine within the Missionary
Union today
that of the

Holy

Spirit, the gifts

of the Spirit and their
manifestations"

is

- m sum,

the doctrine of Pentecostahsm.Circa 1980, most of the Pentecostal
churches

banded together
Association
to create

(ACECOL,

CEDECOL

It is

many

in a separate association called
the

a.k.a.

ASECOL), but

in

Colombian Evangelical

1989

ACECOL jomed with CEDEC

(Evangelical Confederation of Colombia).^^

imperative to remember, then, that Colombian
Protestantism harbored

sorts of personalities

Pentecostals

composed

Longtime
division in a

1976

its

and ideologies under

largest sector.

In a

its

wings. Further, conservative

remote corner (Hebron) of the

WEC leader Patrick Symes
letter:

provided a frank description of the
Pat(rick Symes), Bogota, to "Dear Leslie
Jill"

&

(apparently directed to Leslie Brierley and Jill Brierly),
(Bucks, England.^), 12 Apr.
1976, pp. 1-3, reproduction of carbon copy (with pen notations and carbon
signature), author's collection. See also Valentim Gonzalez
B., Patricio Symes,

221-222, 227, and Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia, 181-182. (Bucana
indicates that the split was not over Pentecostalism, but rather
personality conflicts
and other causes. The divisiveness of the Pentecostal issue, however, seems clear
from the historical record.)
^^Castano Baron, "Desarrollo historico," 69. See also a brief description of
Pentecostalism-related turmoil in northeast Colombia, circa the early 1960s, in
Victor,

94-96, 107-109.
^"""Asamblea de

Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia 'CEDEC'"
(Medellm, 13-16 May 1980), manuscript, p. 7, Archive, Confederacion Evangelica
de Colombia, Bogota; Bucana, La iglesia evangelica en Colombia, 186-187.
la
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nonheasc reg.on of Cesa,
a United Pentecostal
congtegat.on defied standard
lit.us
tests for Protestantism,
excelling at sloth, allegedly

motivated .n their

.nitial

conversion more by economic
mterest than spiritual
conv,ct,on, and possessed
of
an anti capitalist tendency
to reduce everyone
to a single economic
level via

commun,tar,an requests

for assistance.- Across
the country in Palmtra
(Valle),

admtmstrators of the evangelical
cemetery noted that the Untted
Pentecostal

comm unity

suffered a higher-than-normal
mortality rate, apparently due
to the

avoidance of medical assistance
the CHnica Maranatha

medical facihties

promoted
Research

order to demonstrate fa.th.In the same

- founded by the GMU - shined

as

interest or outright hostiHty

among Colombian

one of the best

toward poHtics had long been

Protestants, but dramatic increases

the courage and urge to explore
the public sphere with

at the

end of the 1970s and

were overwhelmingly

in

CEDEC — who

start

any election

at

none

any

felt

m

a

membership

more

vigor.

of the 1980s indicated that Protestants

abstentionist at election time.

distrust in politics in general, and

have a chance

citv

in the area.

Lukewarm
near-constant

m

"Most respondents

that a Protestant candidate

level."^^

reflected a

would ever

In 1979, the secretary-general of

also served as a leader of the Liberal Democratic

Movement

—

Ambrosio Adamoli, La realidad sagrada en una comunidad pentecostal
Cesar, Cuadernos de antropologia, no. 2 (Bogota:
Comite de Publicaciones,
Universidad de los Andes, 1973), 33-34, 75, 96-100, 105.
"

^^Palmer, Explosion, 70; Palmer, "Growth," 62-63.

^'Thornton, "Protestantism," 268.
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del

res.g„ed his post in

CEDEC, v.ewng

politicians for certain
ends, but

participatton of us

of

men,bers.-

CEDEC. About

vanguard into the

A few

,t

as

does not

He

a decade later,

an enrity .hat "takes
advantage of

lool< favorably

on the direa

[pohtical,

addressed h.s letter to
Jai.e Ortiz, pres.dent

CEDEC would

political process, with

help lead a mass Protestant

Jaime Ortu as

its

chief flag bearer.

evangelicals had obtained
political office over the
years, but before

1990, no widespread, cohesive electoral
movement had ever occurred within
the

community

at large.

The

near-election of Rojas PiniUa in

1970 had provided

a

demonstration, however, of the
latent potential of this group.
Sociologist Cornelia
Butler Flora observed:

t^PC] reevaluated their position on
It was announced from
the pulpit that the previous
doctrine was in error, and that a
single vote had much importance
and the
Pentecostals should vote in the coming
election. According to my
mformant, 80 percent of the Palmira [Valle]
central church voted, "at the
order o Brother Cardozo." Of those
who voted, again according to the
same informant 90 percent voted for
Rojas Pinilla, 5 percent for Pastrana,
the official candidate, and 5 percent
for Betancur."^
'

'^"^^^^^^^^^

etcm'raUht''''"'
electoral
abstention.

The

early 1980s witnessed a "spontaneous
expression" of evangelical interest in

launching fellow believers into

office,

and CEDEC's leadership gave the trend a

Alfredo Torres P., Bogota, to Jaime Ortiz, Medellm, 3 Dec.
1979, p. 1,
original signed letter. Archive, Confederacion Evangelica
de Colombia, Bogota.'
Torres also served (at least circa 1973) as Executive Secretary
of the Pro-Indegene
Association of Colombia. (Incidentally, Torres' treatise Mi raza
[Bogota: Ediciones
Nuevo Mundo, 1975] includes a listing of evangelical and other groups working
with indigenous tribes in Colombia, circa 1975.)
41

Flora, Pentecostalism in Colombia, 116-117.
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September

,

982, four leaders of

years, the Evangelical
people of

impercept,ble

CEDEC

e.pla.ned that "over the cou.e
of

Colombia have occupied a very

- posnion on the National

stage,

discrete

.any

- often

perhaps due to a misinterpretanon

of our spiritual functions
in harmony with those
of a matenal nature.

Our

role ,„

the surrounding world,
therefore, has not been
sufficiently effective.- The
degree

of Protestant political
involvement apparently remained
at such a low

however, that

in early

Gloria de Figueroa

1986,

at a political

level,

and pastoral breakfast, the venerable

- a matriarch of the Protestant family _ declared

that

"we

shouldn't complain about the
treatment that we receive because
we ourselves have

marginalized ourselves."^ Motives
existed for greater

came

to a close, Protestants

still

activity, for as the

1980s

suffered various types of official
prejudice,

including lack of pastoral access to
hospitals, prisons, and military
installations, as
well as exclusion from

government media oudets.« Meanwhile, Colombia
was

experiencing a groundswell of interest

""Informe de

la

in constitutional

reform that would

Junta Directiva y Presidente," 11-12.

^^Harold Garcia Mann, et al., Bogota, to Belisario Betancur
Cuartas,
Bogota, 29 Sep. 1982, p. 2, signed leuer (copy.?), Archive,
Confederacion
Evangelica de Colombia, Bogota.
'^"'Nos

hemos marginado

.

.

.

Desafh (Bogota), Feb. 1986, 20 (emphasis

removed).
^^Hector Pardo, "Por que pedimos libertad religiosa en Colombia.?" Desafh
(Bogota), Jan. 1989, 1, 16.
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culminate

in

the constitutional
convention of 1991, and the
Protestant con,n.unity

mobilized

in

the nick of time

Having trained

m

order to participate in the
event.

large portions of

its

membership

in leadership roles
for

decades, Protestantism was
well-prepared for the political
openings of the early

1990s. Studying Pentecostals

in Valle

about twenty years before, Flora
had

observed: "Thirty-one percent
of the Pentecostal [UPC]
office,

compared

to 38 percent of the Pentecostal

men,

women
five

held a church

percent of the Catholic

men, and three percent of the Catholic
women.'- The Protestant culture of
literacy, public speaking,

and proliferating organizations

officers, elections, service
projects

leadership, but

It

dynamic

in

-

their various

cultivated not only

followers.

was the wife of

charge into politics

and publications

- with

a

prominent Pentecostal pastor

who

led the Protestant

1990. Having decided that the government
could use an

infusion of evangelical influence, Claudia
Rodriguez de Castellanos ran in the

1990

new

May

presidential election, garnering over 40,000 votes
under the banner of the

National Christian Party (PNC).^^

election, Cesar Gaviria,

The

Liberal candidate

had played a key role

in

promoting demand for

constitutional reform during the Barco administration.

46

Flora, Pentecostalism in Colombia,

1

and winner of the

Gaviria inherited the

94.

Rodriguez de Castellanos, "No mas silencio, vida para Colombia,
Desafio (Bogota), Mar. 1990, 6; political ad, Desafio (Bogota), Mar. 1990,
11;
"•^Claudia

"Intervencion de Claudia de Castellanos en

1990,

2; political ad, Desafio (Bogota),

May

candidatos de Dios," El Tiempo (Bogota),
archive, tag

la

1 1

9012130085.
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television," Desafio (Bogota),

May

1990, 11; "Una sorpresa: Los
Dec. 1990, 6A, El Tiempo computer

99

public's affirmative vote

on the
tne

convention were scheduled
for
Initially,

both

issue
issue,

;^nrl the
th^
and

r
elections for
a constitutional

later that year.

CEDECOL and

PNC

the

prepared to pursue seats

at the

convention, but after some
tussling they ended up
uniting forces. Supported
by

CEDECOL,

the

PNC,

the Adventists and the
United Pentecostal Church,
Jaime

Ortiz Hurtado headed the

named Union
on the

UC

Sociologist

list

list,

which garnered enough votes

Orlando

evangelical quasi-party

PNC

to place both

men

held second place
at the convention.-

Pals Borda, raised as a
Presbyterian but long estranged

won

from

a seat as a candidate of the Alianza
Democratica

a very diverse group.^^

Small as

it

was

in the overall

stunned many observers. "At
daily,

new

Cristiana (UC). Arturo Mejia
Borda of the

the Protestant community,

M-19,

of candidates for a

"no one believed

it.

first,"

scheme of

things, the evangelical victory

blurted El Tiempo, the country's foremost

Suddenly, the

list

was known by no one and never showed up

headed by Jaime Ortiz Hurtado,
in a single poll,

who

featured in the greatest

"CEDECOL

informa," Desafio (Bogota), Sep. 1990, 3; "Carta abierta a los
simpatizantes del Partido Nacional Cristiano," Desafio (Bogota)
Sep. 1990, 5;
Hector J. Pardo V., Bogota, to Asociacion de Ministros Evangelicos
de Me'dellm,
Sep.
28
1990, pp. 1-2, signed letter (copy.?), Archive, Confederacion Evangelica'de
Colombia, Bogota; "Carta abierta al pueblo cristiano evangelico,"
Desafio (Bogota),

Nov. 1990, 11;

political ad,

Desafio (Bogota), Dec. 1990, 28; Pablo Moreno,
"Historia de unas minon'as religiosas activas," 14-15; "La Constituyente es la
noticia," De5^//b (Bogota), Jan. 1991, 3.
"•"See

John Dugas,

"El desarrollo de

Asamblea Nacional Constituyente,"
La Constitucion de 1991: iUn pacto politico viable?, John Dugas, ed. (Bogota:
Departamento de Ciencia Politica, Universidad de los Andes, 1993), 51.
la
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in

electoral surprise in a long

constituency, Ortiz

which bore

ti.e.- f^.^er heightening

the v.sib.Hty of

became president of the
convention's

"First

h.

Commission,"

responsibility for the
"preamble, principles, rights,
guarantees, duties,

democratic participation,
constitutional reform.'-

political parties, electoral

A more

useful pulpit

system and mechanisms for

from which to improve the
pohtical

status of Protestantism could
hardly be imagined.

Almost a year

Constitution debuted on
4 July 1991, Ortiz declared that

one most observes our contribution
establishes the

new

to the

"ESSENTIAL PURPOSES OF

Politically pluralistic,

almost entirely male,

convention produced a lengthy,

idealistic,

"it is in

Constitution.

THE

after the

new

Article 2 in

That

which

article

STATE."^^

bnmming with

somewhat spongy

consensus, the

constitution that

included articles on the autonomy of
universities, the right to participate

in

'""Una sorpresa," 6A.
''See Dugas, "El desarrollo," 58.

should be noted that the formal
the hands of the minority political

"It

leadership of the commissions ended up in
groups of the ANC [National Constitutional Assembly], which was
the result of a
" (Dugas, "El desarrollo,"
previous agreement
61)

Borda served on the Second Commission (territory delineation and
autonomy issues) and Mejfa Borda served on the Third Commission (government,
Fals

congress, public force, state of siege, international relations) (Dugas, "El
desarrollo," 60).

"Jaime Ortiz Hurtado, "Confederacion Evangelica de Colombia: Informe
del 'Movimiento Union Cristiana'" (Dos Quebradas, Risaralda, 18 May 1992),
manuscript,

p. 2,

author's collection (emphasis in original).
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recreadon, and the nghts of
chHdren, adolescents, sen.ots
and ;outnaHsts.^3

^ron. tw.t of

the CathoHc Church
found .self calhng fot
constitutional

fate,

language guaranteeing rehg.ous
Hberty that would not be
private sphere"

Hmued

to the "merely

- the sphere m wh.h evangehcals had been expected to

contain

their devotions four

decades before.- By treating
the entire country as
one

electoral district for

purposes of senatorial elections,
the new constitution boosted

the opportunity for smaller

movements

- such

far-flung constituencies into
a victorious

as evangelical

groups

- to draw

campaign - Protestants could

rejoice at

several other developments,
including Article 19:

Wl

^ "^""''^^P
Every person has the right to
^'^u^"""" u
freely profess
his or her religion and to spread
it individually or
collectively
All religious confessions and
churches are equally free before the law.

Article

42 provided

for the civil recognition of "religious
marriages" (as well as the

religious nullification thereof) within
"the terms that the law

may

establish."

Further, the article decreed that "the
civil effects of every marriage
will cease

(Republica de Colombia), Constitucion poUtica de
Colombia (BogotaEdiciones Emfasar, 1992), 22, 24, 29-30.

For a brief review and critique of the constitutional
reform process, see
Harvey F. Kline, State Building and Conflict Resolution

Colombia, 1986-1994
Alabama Press, 1999), 152-183. See also Dugas, "El
in

(Tuscaloosa: Univ. of

desarrollo" and Bushnell,

^^"Propuesta de

Making of Modem Colombia, 251.

la Iglesia a la

Constituyente,"

La

Iglesia (Bogota),

Tan.-Dec

1991,414.
^^Steven L. Taylor, "Third Party Activity in Colombia," manuscript
(prepared for delivery at the 1995 meeting of the Latin American Studies

Association, Washington, D.C.,

28-30 Sep. 1995),
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p. 7,

author's collection.

through divorce

via civil law.
Ir3\A7

^
Roman Catholicism
,.

i

lost its status as

the official

religion of Colombia.^^

Protestant. en,oyed various
pol.tical successes in the
years immediately

following the constitutional
convention, including the
winning of a few seats ,n

Congress and dozens on municipal

councils. Senator Claudia

Castellanos successfully shepherded
the Female
reality,

Head

Rodriguez de

of Household

Law

into

and Representative V.v.ane
Morales authored the Law of
Religious Liberty

which was approved by Congress
on 17 June

1993.'' Earlier that
year, the

concordat between the Colombian
government and the Vatican, long reviled
by
Protestants,

56

came under

attack

from the Constitutional Court, which
undermined

(Republica de Colombia), Constitucion poUtica,
16, 21

Making of Modern Colombia, 279. See also "Religion catolica
no
sera la oficial," El Tiempo (Bogota), 25 Apr.
1991, lA, 7A, El Tiempo computer
archive, tag 9104290189.
Bushnell,

^^"Balance

Senadora Claudia Rodriguez de Castellanos, 1993,"
author's collection; "Mujer Cabeza de Familia es ley de la
legislativo:

'

handbill, p. 2,

Republica," Desafio (Bogota), Sep. 1993, 3; "Proyecto de ley sobre
libertad
religiosa presentado por representante de Union Cristiana,"
Desafio (Bogota), Apr.
1992, 3; "Comienza el debate sobre el proyecto de libertad religiosa," Desafio
(Bogota), Sep. 1992, 3; "Aprobada libertad religiosa," Desafio (Bogota), Aug.
1993,
1

^

<3

•
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sixteen articles of the

1993, declaring that

document.^ Oddly, the
Court reversed d.ect.on

it

could not rule on treaties
predating the

As might be expected,

politics bred conflicts

and

new

in

July

constitution.^

frustrations within the

Protestant fold. In fact, even
during the constitutional
convention the two

UC

representatives did not act in
united fashion.^^ Interestingly,
both Union Cristiana

and the Partido Nacional Cristiano
drew

their core strength

Neopentecostalism, a strain of Protestantism
"situated
social

and pastoral position between

As with so many divisions within

m

from

an intermediate doctrinal,

historical Protestantism

and Pentecostalism.""

ecclesiastical structures, the political
divide

between the two organizations could
probably be attributed

as

much

to

personalities as to philosophy.

In a

mass

letter to

United Pentecostal pastors dated 14
July 1993, Armando

Cotes de Armas announced the Alianza
Moral por Colombia (AMOR), which was
to serve as an independent political

movement driven by members

of the United

See Desafh (Bogota), Mar. 1993, 1-3. See also Ann
Elizabeth
Worthington, "Goliath Meets David: Secularization and the
Rise of Protestantism
in Colombia" (M.A. thesis, Vanderbilt Univ.,
1995), 18, 21, 36.

^°"Church-State Clash in Colombia Takes New Twist," New York Times,
8
Aug. 1993, sec. 1, p. 10. See also Elizabeth E. Brusco, "Colombia:
Past
Persecution, Present Tension," in Religious

Freedom and Evangelization

in

Latin

America: The Challenge of Religious Pluralism, ed. Paul E. Sigmund, Religion
and
Human Rights Series (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1999), 251.
'^Dugas, "El desarrollo," 53.

^-Ana Mercedes Pereira Souza, "La pluralidad religiosa en Colombia: Iglesias
y sectas," in Nueva historia de Colombia, ed. Alvaro Tirado Mejia, vol. IX,
Ecologi'a y cultura (Santafe de Bogota: Planeta, 1998), 206.
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Pentecostal Church.

He reminded h.

Uni6n Cristiana: "Honestly
we want
Trinitarian

Church was not

from them.-

readers of recent cooperative
efforts with

to express to

you that

this

experience with the

the most ,deal, which
obliges us to separate
ourselves

^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^^

had chosen to take an independent
including apparent irregularities

.^^^^^

political path.

in the

UC's

^^^^^^^^^

^^^^

She cited various concerns,

financial

management.

'^'^'""^ ''^^'^'""^ ''^''^'^^
d'etre
of exclu™elTcon^^
ot
exclusively confessional
movements in politics and whether it
makes sense
religious liberty [having been]
won and the Concordat declared
participating by way of a closed
political
rorment.''.'."

J"'?

-

~

How good

it

would have been

one of the Assemblies of the
Movement to have dedicated time
without letting ourselves be carried
away by false triumphalisms
to reflect on our historic destiny
without

-

-

in

'"'''"'^

It

may be argued

effectiveness, but

that such divisions diminished the
community's political
it is

also true that diversity

worked

to Protestant advantage

providing multiple outlets for

political

rejection by the general public

- or the Protestant masses -

community's

^"^^

'""^

TnoThlng"''

political front

were to be

energy and a smaller likelihood of

hit

if

Colombian national

"Armando

life,

total

one segment of the

by a loud scandal or other rough patch.

In the final years of the century, Protestantism
settled into
integral part of

by

suffering along with

Luis Cotes de Armas, Cali, to

"Hermano

all

its

place as an

other sectors the

Pastor, Iglesia

Pentecostal Unida de Colombia," n.p., 14 July 1993, unsigned form

letter,

author's

collection.

^'^Viviane

Morales de Gutierrez, Bogota, to Hector

J.

Pardo, (Bogota?), 11

Jan. 1994, pp. 1-4, reproduction of signed letter copy, author's collection.
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tragedies of deepening drug
and guerrilla warfare. In
February 1994, the

evangeHcal monthly Desafio
noted with alarm a surge of
guerrilla attacks against
Protestant targets. In 1995,
churches in Call (Valle)

drug

cartel that

had succeeded the Medellm
Cartel

-a

in

city

prominence

together to hold prayer gatherings
as an antidote to societal

people attended the

murdered
1996,

first

meeting, and according to the

that year, "just a

in the face of

their base at

few days

then notorious for a

ills.

widow

- banded

About 20,000

of a pastor

[after the meeting] the first

drug lord

fell."

In

mounting danger, the Wycliffe Bible Translators
abandoned

Lomalinda (Meta), leaving behind the grave
of terrorism victim Chet

Bitterman. Would-be assassins seriously
Castellanos and her husband Cesar in

wounded Claudia Rodriguez de

May

1997, prompting Cesar to try to make a

difference in society by successfully seeking
election to the

House of

Representatives. Between 1995 and 1999, about 50
evangelical pastors were

reportedly murdered in Colombia, half of those allegedly
by the
first

FARC

during the

nine months of 1999."
In late

2000, a Mennonite delegation from Canada visited San Vicente del

Caguan (Caqueta)

in a Switzerland-sized safe

government of Andres Pastrana (1998-2002)

zone that had been established by the
as part of

an attempt to negotiate

''"Editorial," Desafio (Bogota), Feb. 1994, 2; "Anglican Leaders Face the

Challenge of Community Transformation

in Historic

Cape Town Consultation"

(30 Oct. 2000), press release online, available from http://v^rw^.pechurchnet.co.za/
transformations/post002.htm, Internet, accessed 15 June 2002; Miller,

"Colombia's Bleeding Church"; "Colombia: Twenty-five Pastors Killed This Year,"
Christianity Today, 4 October 1999, magazine online, available from http://
vvavw.christianitytoday.com/ct/9tb/9tb23a.html, Internet, accessed 12 June 2002.
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peace

w.h

the

FARC.

In a

meeting with

FARC

assurance that recent media
reports about the

were erroneous. Acknowledging
the

leaders, the delegation

FARC

targeting evangehcal pastors

existence of loose cannons

ranks, the subversives reportedly
suggested "that

if

reeved

threats

m the guerrilla

were received by

evangehcal pastors the best thing
would be to get them out of the
[pertment] region

immediately and then communicate with
the

FARC

about what's going on. They

suggested establishing such a 'hot-line'
between themselves and the
offices."^^

At about the same time, a

visiting

churchman with

CEDECOL

the Latin American

Mission observed that "entire congregations"
had abandoned some rebel-controlled
areas.

CEDECOL representative

Ricardo Esquivia pointed out that evangelicals

experienced troubles not only with the FARC,
but with paramilitaries, the

ELN

and

the army as well.^^

Conclusions
In the trying circumstances of

Colombian

life,

especially in the

1980s and

1990s, the unifying, cooperative nature of Protestant society
provided valuable
benefits to adherents.

More

than ever before

in their history,

Colombians needed

havens from the turbulence around them. Networked across the country, growing

66«,

Colombia, November 2000" (site updated 12 June 2001), article online,
available from http://www.mennonitechurch.ca/ministries/colombia.htm, Internet,
accessed

1

Sep. 2001.

^^Ken

MacHarg

(with contribution by

Compass

Direct), "Living in a

War

Zone: Colombian Christians Push for Peace," Latin American Evangelist,
Mar.-June 2001, magazine online, available at http://www.gospelcom.net/lam/lae/
0103/living.html, Internet, accessed 11 June 2002.
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.n

nu.be. and

financial strength,

P„s

enjoyed a social safety net
that few

othet Colombtans could
.atch. Energized by
distinctiveness and by the
fervor of
Pentecostalisn,, the subculture
possessed an
utility in

the face of the nation's
challenges.

Such distinaions
the

first

opfmtsn, and stamina that had
great

also

boded well

for

continued impressive growth
during

years of the twenty-first
century. Colon^bian sodety
had not

come

close to

reaching the sort of religious
equilibrium that might stym.e
Protestant growth.
Plenty of contestable ground

remamed. Further, by extrapolating
from the

that they enjoyed in national
politics as they

began to reach population

multi-millions, Protestants could
expect to increase in influence

aaive

-

far into the future.

- both

price for

levels in the

pass.ve and

With that influence would probably
come increased

heartache as they paid the violent
price of prominence in Colombia.

community had walked

success

a similar path before,

worthy ends.
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and seemed

willing to

The
pay such a

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
In m,d-2002, as
project,

before,

I

I

worked

was brought almost

research tnp

fm.h

the long trajectory of this
research

full circle in tragic
fashion.

Reverend Jose Reng.fo

Summer 1992

to

- one of my

- had

first oral

fallen victim to a

I

learned that a few years

h.tory informants during a

gang of violent young men

while pedaling his bicycle to a
post office in Palmira, Valle.
Taken to a hospital

shordy after the attack, he died
early on 12 September 1997.^

man who had

struggled to live with extraordinary
integrity,

through the mid-century Violence
and endured
should encounter death at age eighty-two
life

struck

me

as

To

was

a

decent

man

be actively Protestant

in

way

such

life

mourned

who had

that a

passed

society's ostracism for decades,

a

manner. Reverend Rengifo's

symbolic of the Protestant experience

in a private philosophical sense,
in the

typical in that he

in

I

in

Colombia: extraordinary

and the world are viewed, yet quite

trying to enjoy

life

in a very troubled land.

Colombia has meant

to live by a set of

oppositional standards, to use a specialized and
fervent vocabulary and related

thought processes, to view society

at large as a field waiting to

be harvested before

the end of the world arrives, to view oneself
as a citizen with a mission, burdened

with a special enlightenment. This role of societal opposition

is

highly attractive tc

^Henrique Guilherme da Silveira, untided article, Lecturas ASOJOB
(Asociacion de Jovenes Bautistas del Occidente Colombiano), n.d., available

at

http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Thebes/4748/cronica.htm, Internet, accessed 13

June 2002.
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.

thousands of Colo.b.ans,
social

networking and

who

flock .o Pro.escantisn,
.n search of benefns
such as

spiritual fulfillment.

very distina, highly
oppositional path

Indeed,

two denom.nat.ons

that offer

- the unitarian United Pentecostal Church

and the Seventh-Day Adventists
(who observe the Sabbath on
Saturday) have

expenenced

particularly astonish.ng
growth, perhaps largely by
virtue of rhe.r

iconoclasm. Colombian society
has often obliged in helpmg
Protestants feel
peculiar, ostracizing

and even persecuting them.
More

typically,

however,

Catholics and Protestants have
hved peacefully alongside each
other and suffered

alongside each other.
Protestantism has had an

numerical strength.
of

skills

Much

impaa on Colombia

better able to contribute to the
functioning of society.

twentieth century, Protestantism's
influence became

weight around

out of proportion to

community grew

as a societal actor.

No

faithful,

who

Toward

more

have then been

the end of the

overt, especially in the

to sufficient size to be able to

throw

bemused

despair.

its

longer so torn between introversion and the

evangelizing impulse, Protestants tended to view
the future with determined

sometimes apocalyptic

its

of this influence has been effected
through the teaching

and the development of auributes
among the

political sphere, as the

far

—

if

- optimism, while so many of their compatriots nursed a

Beyond

all this,

steady, cumulative influence

the

mere presence of Protestants has had a

on Colombian

opportunities for non-traditional citizens.
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life,

eroding prejudice and opening

One example

of Protestant mfluence
concerns polincal skHls, which
can be

acquired through church
governance. These mclude
not only imported, speciahzed
skills,

but natwe tools such as
caaqu.sm that can prove useful
on the mun.apal or

national stages.

democracy

Protestantism has proved an
important exerase

m a country that has generally smiled only

m

m.ro-

on macro-democracy.

prepared people for the mcreasmg
accessibility of the secular

political

It

has

machine.

Although Colombian history has
certainly not marched to
Protestantism's

drum,

It

has clearly

moved

in its

direaion. Contributing to and riding
upon the

inexorable liberalization of Colombian
society, the Protestant subculture
has lived a
separateness that generates a sense
of

empowerment,

a state of living that

is

energized by the status of being distinct
from the main sectors of society. But

we

cannot speak of the triumph of a cohesive
movement, for Colombian Protestantism
is

rife

with division and desertion. Instead,

this has

been mainly a story of

individual people exercising the liberty
of choosing an alternative

Along the way we have been able to view Protestantism

which to observe the nature of Colombian society
and given to internecine suspicion and

at large.

of

life.

as a reagent

through

Insular, conservative,

strife at the start of the

Colombia advanced and collapsed simultaneously

way

twentieth century,

as the decades

wore

on. Political

freedom, free-wheeling capitalism, subversion, criminality and
Protestantism,
ascendence
chaos.

in late-century

Most

striking,

Colombia, shared a

common

all

in

thread of entrepreneurial

however, has been Colombia's journey from an ideologically

charged atmosphere to a

state of relative indifference
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toward

politics

and

religion

- an

indifference- that

is

sin^ultaneously beneficial
and

demmen.al

to the

Protestant cause.

As Alfonso L6pez M.chelsen
pomted out long ago, Colombia
has struggled
with the tension between the
Protestant roots of

CathoHasm
will

of

its

its

political

system and the

populace.^ Perhaps over the
passage of years, Protestant
values

permeate Colombian society to a
degree

disjuncture. Such a development
seems

sufficient to neutralize this

more

than mcreased CathoHcization

likely

of political structures, given the
weakened condition of Catholicism and
the

triumph of
Such

stage.

liberal

a

democratic forms

development

is

- however nascent -

one of many ways

on much of the world

which Protestantism may

in

contribute a degree of stability to
Colombia's future.

As

a sidelight, this study has illuminated
the

power of leadership

in

the

unfolding of history. The ideologies and
attitudes of foreign missionaries helped

determine the nature of the Protestantism that
developed

Second Vatican Council
tolerance.

radically

Pastoral leadership

personalities have charted

is

much

abound

in evangelical

Colombia. The

improved the nation's atmosphere of

religious

crucial within Protestantism; a relative handful of

of the community's course.

Whatever the nature or degree of
through Colombian society

in

tc

its

influence, Protestantism has not

like a deculturi/ing juggernaut.

churches and the movement

is

Indigenous aspects

overwhelmingly nationalized.

Protestantism has settled into Colombian society for a long-term stay. Like

"Alfonso Lopez Michelsen, "A manera de presentacion," 36.
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moved

everyone

else, believers

have .uch work to do

promise that the youngest
Colombians deserve.
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.

order to construct the future
of
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Explanatory Notes

During the course of

research,

archives and other colleaions

purposes of

practicality
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